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BID SHEET 
Must be received before 6:00 PM (EDT), Tuesday, May 17, 2022 
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Bidding Intervals 
Bids Increase Bids Increase 

Up to $100 $5 $2,500-$5,000 $250 
$100-$250 $10 $5,000-$10,000 $500 
$250-$500 $25 $10,000-$25,000 $1,000 
$500-$1,000 $50 $25,000-$50,000 $2,500 

   $1,000-$2,500 $100 $50,000-$150,000 $5,000 
Bids that do not conform to the above will be automatically reduced to the 

appropriate level. 
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Please check appropriate box below to indicate your way of payment: 
q Personal Check or Money Order in US funds, drawn by US Bank. 
q Bank transfers, wires, etc. with all the charges prepaid, additional wire transfer fee 

of $30 will be applied. 
q VISA or MasterCard - immediate payment (within 5 business days) is required. 
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AUCTION SCHEDULE 
We will accept bids for Auction #93 by mail, fax, e-mail and on-line through our website. 

We guarantee acceptance of absentee bids, if they are received  
no later than two hours before starting of each Auction Section. 

Live Auction will be held on May 18-20, 2022 within three sections on two platforms:  
StampAuctionNetwork.com and BidSpirit.com simultaneously. 

May 18 
Wednesday 

11:00 am – 5:00 pm Lots #1–567 Worldwide Air Post stamps and Postal 
History, stamps and modern errors of the 
United States  

May 19 
Thursday 

11:00 am – 5:00 pm Lots #568–1054 Great Britain, British Commonwealth, 
including BNA and Canada, Countries of the 
World from Afghanistan to Romania 

May 20 
Friday 

 

11:00 am – 5:00 pm Lots #1055–1526 Russia, RSFSR and Soviet Union, including 
Semi-Postal, Air Post and other Back of the 
Book issues, Russian Wenden, Civil War 
Locals and Zemstvo, countries of the World 
Saudi Arabia to Yugoslavia, including
powerful Ukrainian material, Karl Lewis 
illustrated covers and several Worldwide 
collections 

 
Please arrange a telephone line as early as possible, if you are unable to participate 

in the Live Auction. 
We will accept registration for the Live Auction after posting Catalog on our 

website. 
 

You just need a computer and an internet connection to participate 
in the Live Internet Auction! 

Participation in the Live Internet Auction requires a few simple steps: 
1. You must be a registered user of the Raritan Stamps, Inc. website. For registration please go to
www.raritanstamps.com and follow the link “Join Now” at the left of the page. 
2. After registration, you have to send a request for participation in the Live Auction through the link
“Live Bidding Request”. When you fill out the Live Bidding request form on our website you allow us to 
register you on the BidSpirit website using the information you provided. 

3. Once you receive the confirmation of your registration, you can go to BidSpirit.com during the 
Auction, enter your used ID and password and access the Live Bidding. 

4. If you would like to bid through StampAuctionNetwork you have to register there and put a 
checkmark "Raritan Stamps" during the registration. If you already had been registered at 
StampAuctionNetwork please make sure that you sent a request to bid in Raritan Stamps Auctions. 

For additional information and links, please visit www.raritanstamps.net  

Please call or e-mail us at web@raritanstamps.com if you need any 
assistance. 

RARITAN STAMPS, Inc. 
PO Box 425, Cranbury, NJ 08512-0425, USA 
Phone: 732.422.2124  Fax: 732.422.2125 

Email: info@raritanstamps.com 
Visit our website: www.raritanstamps.com 
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DESCRIPTIONS
Catalogue numbers (#) and Catalogue values (C.v.) are taken from 2020 Scott Catalogue.
In the cases when stamps or souvenir sheets are unlisted in Scott we are using Michel Catalogue (Mi),
which has prices expressed in Euro, approximate exchange rate is €1=$1.12.
If Scott Catalogue does not have prices for NH stamps then the latest editions of Dallay, Facit,
Karamitsos, Michel, Sakura, Sassone, Stanley Gibbons (SG), Unitrade, Yang, Yvert etc. are used.
Lots in the section Great Britain and British Commonwealth in most cases have been catalogued
accordingly to the Stanley Gibbons 2020. C.v. are expressed in Pound Sterling (£), approximate 
exchange rate is £1=$1.33 at the time of catalogue printing. Stamps in various Russian sections are 
catalogued by Scott, however for postal stationery and specialized items we provide numbers by 
Russian Standard Collection Catalogue (SC), catalogue value of Collections and Collective lots 
presented by the latest edition of this Catalogue, approximate exchange rate is $1=62.00₽

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
** − Never hinged, original gum
* − Hinged, original gum
**/* − Never Hinged, Hinged
(*) − No gum, unused
U − Used
D − Document, Ephemera
F − Forgery, Postal Forgery
L − Label, Unofficial stamp
P − Proof, Essay
S − Specimen
SB, B − Stamp, Postcard Booklet
W − Wholesale Lot

− Block or large multiple
 − Cover, wrapper, postcard
Est. − Estimate
fn − Footnote
SC − Standard Collection Catalogue

Mi − Michel Catalogue
SG − Stanley Gibbons Catalogue
C.v. − Catalogue value
OG − Original gum
NH − Never hinged
LH − Lightly hinged
VLH − Very lightly hinged
F/VF − Fine/Very Fine 
VF − Very Fine 
XF − Extremely Fine 
ds − Date stamp, Circular ds
CTO − Cancelled to order
FDC − First Day Cover
Gub. − Gubernia
Obl. − Oblast
PPC − Picture Postcard
TPO − Traveling Post Office (Mail Car)

AUCTION AGENTS
Charles Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Ave
Park Ridge, IL 60068 USA
Phone/Fax: 847.823 8747
E-mail: CECwiakala@aol.com

Frank Mandel
P.O. Box 157 
New York, NY 10014 USA
Phone: 212.675 0819
Fax: 212.336 6462

Purser & Associates, LLC
Jonathan Orenstein
240 Bronxville Road #B4,
Bronxville, NY 10708, USA
Phone: 857.928 5140
E-mail: info@pursers.com

A BUYER’S PREMIUM IS 15%

LOTS ON VIEW
Viewing of lots is available by mail on January 6-31. Pre-Auction viewing will be in our office on 

February 5-6 from 10am to 5pm. Other viewing time is available by appointment only. Please call for
more information.

RARITAN STAMPS, INC.
PO Box 425, Cranbury, NJ 08512-0425, USA
Phone: 732.422.2124 Fax: 732.422.2125

Email: info@raritanstamps.com
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 FIRST SECTION – AT 11:00 AM, MAY 18, 2022  
 
 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 

   WORLDWIDE AIR POST STAMPS AND POSTAL 
HISTORY 

 

   United States  
1 P C6P1 1918, Curtiss Jenny, large die proof of 24c in carmine, printed on 

India paper and mounted on large sunken die card, size of proof is 
87x75mm, size of card 202x150mm, excellent condition, no gum as 
produced, VF and rare, C.v. $4,750, Est. $2,200-$2,400 

1,200 

2 *  1922 (July 26), ''Maud'' Expedition and Attempted ''North Star'' Polar 
Flight by Roald Amundsen and pilot Oscar Omdal, cover from Nome 
(Alaska) to Philadelphia, bearing a pair of Amundsen's North Pole 
labels with two Washington 1c green affixed over, tied by ''North Star. 
Air Post'' confirmation marking, ''Maudexpeditionen'' straight line 
cachet in violet, VF and scarce. The Flight to the North Pole on a 
''Curtiss'' airplane was planned in the summer of 1922, but did not 
take place due to the plane crash, Est. $400-$500 

250 

3 ** C125b 1989, 20th  UPU Congress, Futuristic Mail Delivery, (45c) 
multicolored, bottom sheet margin (USPS) se-tenant block of four 
with light blue (engraved) color omitted (country name and 
denomination), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $500, Est. $150-$200  

100 

4 ** C128a 1991, Harriet Quimby, 50c multicolored, left sheet margin USPS 
block of four, imperforated horizontally, perfect condition, full OG, 
NH, VF and scarce, C.v. $1,800 as two pairs, Est. $700-$800  

400 

   First Official Missile Mail  
5 * 1094 1959, pre-printed publicity cover from The Postmaster General from 

the U.S.S. Barbero, franked by 4c dark blue and deep carmine, tied 
by official cachet without date, this cover is one of 100 prepared for 
distribution to the Press with appropriate text on reverse, VF, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

6 *  12 Mostly Pioneer Flights Items 1927-82, ''Lindbergh Celebration'' St. 
Louis-Chicago, cover delivered by S.S. Aquitania for Flight London-
Munich-Berlin-Vienna of 1928, cover from Boston with portion 
delivery from Galway to London of 1929 and etc., mainly fresh and 
flawless, F/VF, Est. $150-$200 (website photo) 

100 

7 *  Australia - Group of 10 Pioneer Flights 1919-76, postcard 
commemorating Harry Butler Flight across St. Vincent Gulf of 1919 
(creased), two questionable covers of Fremantle-Derby and  
Fremantle-Geraldton, First Trans-Continental Aerial Mail Perth-
Sydney of 1929, Australia-England Experimental Flight of 1932 and 
others, in addition Australian Antarctic FDC and two modern flown 
covers from Papua New Guinea, some flaws mentioned, still F/VF, 
Est. $300-$400 (website photo) 

200 

   Austria  
8 ** N12-31 1925-30, Pilot, Crane and Airplane, 2g-10s, complete set of 20, fresh 

quality, full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $325, ANK #468-87, €450, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

9 * C12-31 
imp 

1925-30, Pilot, Crane and Airplane, 2g-10s, imperforated complete  
set of 20 in horizontal pairs, full OG, LH (all Pilot stamps) or no gum 
as issued, NH, all are VF, ANK #468U-87U, €5,000 as singles, Est. 
$1,200-$1,500  

750 

10 * C22 1933 (May 14), Graz - Maribor First Flight postcard, franked by Pilot 
80g gray green, Austrian and Yugoslavian Flight markings, Graz 
''14.V.33'' ds is alongside, Rome arrival marking on front and reverse, 
VF, Est. $100-$120  

60 

11 ** C32-46 1935, Airplanes over Landscapes, 5g-10s, complete set of 15, post 
office fresh quality, full OG, NH, VF, ANK #598 -612, €240  

50 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
12 *  Mainly Balloon Post 1949-52, seven private stationery covers, three 

different illustrated envelopes representing Bregenz Flight of 1949, 
two different ones of Austrian Kinderdorf on Postflug Balloon Helvetia 
Dornbirn, one from Salzburg 2 landed at Rusenheim (Bavaria) all 
from 1950, printed to order stationery cover to Pestalozzi Foundation 
of 1952 and mixed franking (Germany) IFRABA Philatelic Exhibition 
Flight cover, all are fresh and mostly VF, Est. $300-$400 

200 

13 * C1-2 Belgium 1931 (October 16), Air Post Exhibition in Antwerp, four Air 
Post covers sent from Exhibition to Paris, London, Amsterdam and 
Malmö, each one bearing specially overprinted for each city semi-
official stamp of 50c blue along with appropriate franking, 
confirmation markings, labels and arrival ds, VF, Est. $250-$300 

150 

   Bolivia  
14 **/* C1-7, C6 

imp 
1924, National Aviation School issue, 10c-5b, perforated complete set 
of seven and 2b brown and black in bottom sheet margin vertical 
imperforated pair, full OG, NH (pair and several low values of the set) 
or LH/hinged, VF and scarce only 50 imperforated pairs possible,  
C.v. $462.50 as hinged, Est. $300-$400 

200 

15 P C7 1924, National Aviation School, imperforated trial color proof of 5b in 
green and black, left margin horizontal pair, no gum as produced, 
NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

16 S C1-7 1924, National Aviation School, 10c-5b, complete set of seven, 
diagonal black overprint ''Specimen'' and puncture at right, full OG, 
NH (4) or LH/hinged, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

17 S C1-7 1924, National Aviation School, 10c-5b, complete set of seven, 
diagonal red violet overprint ''Specimen'', full OG, mainly LH, F/VF, 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

18 **/* C1-7 1924, National Aviation School, 10c-5b, complete set of seven, 
positional blocks of six (2x3) 10c, 25c and 50c, three-side margin 
block of ten (5x2) of 2b with complete inscription on bottom selvage, 
perforated proof of 10b in brown orange and black and more, full OG, 
NH or LH/hinged, mostly VF and interesting assemblage, Est. $300-
$400 

200 

19 *** C8-10,  
C8a 

1928, Lloyd Aereo Boliviano's Emblem, 15c-35c, complete set of 
three, imperforated 15c green in two horizontal pairs (one - NH, one - 
postally used) and block of four, as well as Pioneer Flight cover 
bearing the complete set with three other definitives, nice and fresh 
unit, full OG, NH or used, VF, Est. $250-$300 

150 

20 * C11-12, 
C14-16 

1930, Zeppelin surcharge and overprints, set of five together with 2b 
brown in block of four used in 1948 on registered air mail cover from 
La Paz to NYC, app appropriate markings and arrival ds, VF, Est. 
$100-$150  

75 

21 ** C27-34 1930, Airplane over Landscapes of Bolivian Oriental Region, 5c-3b, 
perforated complete set of eight and First Flight cover from La Paz to 
Rio franked by complete set with all appropriate markings, set with 
full OG, LH/hinged, both items are VF, Est. $150-$200 (website 
photo) 

100 

22 **/* C27-34, 
imp 

1930, Airplane over Landscapes of Bolivian Oriental Region, 5c-3b, 
perforated and imperforated complete sets of eight, the last one in 
horizontal pairs, all are in mounts of two pages from a Collection, full 
OG, NH or LH/hinged, VF, C.v. $504, Est. $250-$300 

150 

23 P C28 1930, Airplane over Bullock Cart (instead of River Boat), set of five die 
proofs of 15c in carmine, purple, green (cut down and mounted on 
card), red and brown, printed in thickened paper, no gum as issued, 
VF and rare, Est. $500-$600  

300 

24 P C34 1930, Airplane over River Boat (instead of Bullock Cart), set of three 
die proofs of 3b in purple, brown and red, printed in thickened paper, 
no gum as issued, VF and rare, Est. $300-$400  

200 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
25 S C29-34 1930, Airplane over Landscapes of Bolivian Oriental Region, 20b-3b, 

set of six values with diagonal overprint ''Specimen'' and security 
punches at bottom right, all with full OG, NH, VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

26 * * C35-41, 
C42-51 

1932-35, Aztec and Map Air Post issues, 5c-1b and 5c- 10b, complete 
sets of seven or ten, plus M. Baptista stamp, unissued surcharge 
(defected) used high values of Aztec, Map set of Specimens, in 
addition one cover, all neatly arranged on pages from a Collection, 
full/part of OG, F/VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

27 * C27-34 1930 (July 30 - August 1), First Flight Lloyd Aero Boliviano cover  
from La Paz to Rio de Janeiro, franked by complete Airplane over 
Landscapes set of eight, confirmation label on front and violet cachet 
on reverse, special arrival markings on front and reverse, VF, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

28 L  1936, ''Europa - Sudamerica in 3 Tagen'' (Europe - South America in 
3 Days), poster stamp in blue and gray promoted flights by Air 
France, Lufthansa and Graf Zeppelin, full OG, NH, VF and apparently 
scarce in premium quality  

50 

29 * C52-62, 
var 

1937, Surcharges on Aviation School, Lloyd Emblem, Landscapes  
and commemorative stamps, 5c/35c-10b/5b, the total is 35 stamps, 
one sheet of 25 (No.C60) and two covers, representing 14 surcharge 
varieties, including 0.05c/35c brown red and black instead of red 
surcharge 10b/5b (single and on cover), all arranged on pages from a 
Collection, nice quality unit, full/large part of OG, VF, Est. $500-
$600 

300 

30 *  British Africa - Group of 9 Pioneer Flight Covers 1933-54, 
Gambia-England Flight of 1934, Gold Coast-Germany of 1937, 
Mauritius-Reunion of 1947, Nigeria-England of 1936, Swaziland-
France of 1939, and four different Zanzibar items of 1933-54, minor 
flaws should be expected, still F/VF, Est. $250-$300 (website photo) 

150 

31 * C1-4 Bulgaria 1927-28, four Pioneer Flight Covers, two of Sofia - Varna 
and Rousse - Sofia of 1927; Sofia - Paris of 1928, each one 
appropriately franked, including air post adhesives, each one with 
arrival postmarks, mostly VF, Est. $250-$300  

150 

   Canada  
32 **/* CL6, e 1926, Jack V. Elliot Air Service, (25c) red on yellow background, 

complete sheet of eight, stamp on position 8 with white spot in the 
middle, full OG (a few spots of gum loss at lower left stamp), LH, VF, 
C.v. $550, Est. $150-$200  

100 

33 ** CL9, var 1926, Elliot-Fairchild Air Service, (25c) blue on yellow background, 
two complete panes of eight, one of which with inverted stamp on 
position 4, ''filled-in wing'' on position 1 of each pane, minor perf 
separation (tete-beche pair is not affected) and some selvage pieces 
missing, still full OG, NH, F/VF, C.v. $847.50 as singles, 
Unitrade #CL9, d, C.v. $1,012.50, Est. $350-$400 

200 

34 **/* CL10, a 1926, Elliot-Fairchild Air Transport Ltd., (25c) red with large 
perforation, complete pane of five, 4th stamp with white dot over ''o''  
in ''Elliot'', full OG, NH (2nd and 3rd stamps) or LH, VF, C.v. $375 as 
singles, Est. $150-$200  

100 

35 **/* CL11, a 1926, Fairchild Transportation Ltd, (25c) deep blue, complete pane of 
ten (2x5), stamps at 2nd and 4th rows are inverted and forming four 
vertical tete-beche pairs, some perf separation did not affect tete-
beche, full OG, NH (one stamp has disturbed gum), VF, C.v. $597.50 
as singles, Est. $150-$200 

100 

36 ** CL40a 1927, Western Canada Airways, (10c) black and pale rose, complete 
pane of 50, minor perf separation at bottom margin, one stamp with 
paper adhesion, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $500, Est. $150-$200  

100 

37 ** CL41 1927, Western Canada Airways, Jubilee issue, (10c) black and 
orange, complete pane of 50, minor perf separation at bottom, still 
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $900, Est. $350-$400  

200 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
38 ** CL42 1927, Yukon Airways and Exploration Co. Ltd, 25c blue, complete 

pane of ten with rouletted perforation, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $500 as 
singles, Est. $200-$240  

120 

39 P CL42 1927, Yukon Airways and Exploration Co. Ltd, reverse die proof of 
25c in black, printed on thick card, size 99x76mm, nice and fresh,  
no gum as produced, NH, VF, C.v. CAD $450, Est. $200-$240  

120 

40 * CL43 1928, Patricia Airways Ltd, (10c) green and red on yellow paper, 
complete pane of eight, plate No.5 on the left margin, some perf 
separation at bottom, selvage flaws, full OG, stamps are NH, but with 
slight gum disturbance, VF appearance, C.v. $240 as hinged singles, 
Est. $100-$150 

75 

41 ** CL44 1928, British Columbia Airways Ltd, 5c ultramarine, complete pane 
of 50, rouletted with minor separation, bottom right stamp is 
defected, still full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $490 as singles, Est. $150-$200  

100 

42 (*) CL47 1929, Commercial Airways Ltd, (10c) black, reconstructed complete 
pane of ten with counterfoil at left and edge with traces of staples, 
stamp on position 2 with broken ''C'' in ''CIAL'', unused no gum,  
hinge reinforcement on reverse, VF appearance of scarce complete 
pane, C.v. $1,200, Est. $250-$300 

150 

43 ** CL48, a 1930, Commercial Airways Ltd, (10c) black, two complete panes of  
ten printed on thick or thin paper, stamp on position 1 of both panes 
with broken oval variety, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $375, Est. $150-$200  

100 

44 ** CL49, c 1930, Commercial Airways Ltd, (10c) purple, complete pane of ten 
with large edge at left, stamp on position 2 with broken ''C'' in ''CIAL'', 
mostly marginal perf separation between 3rd and 4th rows and tiny 
paper adhesion at the bottom of selvage, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, 
C.v. $1,945 as singles, Est. $500-$600 

300 

45 **/* CL50, var 1930, Commercial Airways Ltd, (10c) in two complete panes of ten in 
orange and pale orange, stamp on position 1 with broken oval variety, 
full OG, NH or LH (two top stamps of pane in pale orange), VF, 
C.v. $413, Est. $150-$200  

100 

   Canada - Newfoundland  
46 * C3h 1921 (November 24), Halifax Airmail, black overprint with ''Air'' and 

''Mail'' have space 1½mm and with a period after ''1921'' on 35c red, 
used on flown cover from St. Johns to Halifax, backstamped, minor 
reversal flaws, still VF, C.v. $300 for stamp off cover, Est. $100-$150 

75 

47 * C5 1930, Columbia Flight, black surcharge 50c on Caribou 36c olive 
green, full OG, very light trace of hinge (appearing NH), almost VF  
and rare, only 300 stamps were surcharged, at least a half of them 
were used, K. Lissiuk guarantee hs, C.v. $9,000, Est. $5,000-$6,000 

3,000 

48 * N12 1932, Dornier DO-X Transatlantic Flight, red surcharge $1.50 on $1 
blue, fresh condition, full OG, VLH, VF, C.v. $275, Est. $100-$150  

75 

49 **/* C13a 1933, Labrador issue, 5c light brown, right sheet margin  
imperforated block of four, nice and fresh, full OG, top stamps are 
LH, bottom ones - NH, VF, C.v. $625, Est. $300-$400  

200 

50 ** C14a 1933, Labrador issue, 10c yellow orange, vertical imperforated pair, 
enlarged margins around, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, Est. $150-$200  

100 

51 * C1-5 Chile 1927 (December 7), black surcharges on Bernardo O'Higgins 
40c/10c-2p/10c, complete set of five used on address part of a large 
parcel, delivered with Flight Santiago - Valparaiso, some folds, 
stamps are not affected, F/VF and scarce, Est. $400-$500 

250 

52 * 105, 108, 
121 

SCADTA Flight 1929 (July 13-15), cover addressed to Nizhny 
Novgorod (Soviet Union), franked by three adhesive, uprated by 
SCADTA stamp with ''A'' overprint on 30c blue for delivery to 
Germany (No.CLA27), Soviet label and handstamp ''Воздушная 
Почта'' (Air Mail), Moscow ''5.8.29'' transit and ''7.8.29'' arrival ds, 
some soiling, still F/VF, Est. #150-$200 

100 
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   Colombia  
53 * C1 1919, Experimental Flight from Barranquilla to Puerto Colombia, 

black overprint on 2c carmine rose, large part of OG, VF and rare, 
only 260 stamps were overprinted and no more then 49 remained 
uncancelled, E. Kessler guarantee hs, Colomphil certificate, C.v. 
$3,500, Est. $1,600-$2,400 

1,200 

   SCADTA Items  
54 * CLEU1-2 1920, Seaplane over Magdalena River, 30c and 50c with red  

signature of G. Mejia, Consul of Colombia in NYC, both with will OG, 
LH or previously hinged, VF, S. Sismondo certificate, C.v. $200  

75 

55 * CLBO1-11, 
CFLBO1 

1923, ''Bo'' overprints on 5c-5p and over red ''R'' on 20c for Bolivian 
Air Post correspondences, complete set of 12, usual dry gum, LH or 
hinged, mostly VF and scarce, only 50 complete sets possible, each 
stamp with E. Kessler or Sanabria guarantee hs, C.v. $492.50, Est. 
$250 -$300 

150 

56 * C38-42, 
CF1 

1928 (July 17-19), large size registered cover from Bogota to Vienna, 
franked by 16 stamps (10 - on reverse), delivered by SCADTA Flight 
Bogota - Barranquilla, arrived to NYC on August 2 and forwarded to 
Vienna by a steamship (no backstamp as usual), VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

57 ** C227-29 
var 

1953, Ministry of the Communications Building, 5c/8c- 15c/20c, set 
of three surcharged values, each one has double surcharge, full OG, 
NH, VF, each one with F. Kessler guarantee hs on reverse  

50 

   Costa Rica  
58 * 72 1921 (April 10), cover from Experimental Unsuccessful Flight San 

Jose - Managua, franked by Mauro Fernandez 5c orange and semi-
official air post stamp ''Costa Rica - Nicaragua'' of 1col green and 
yellow, minor cover folds, still F/VF, Sanabria #501, Est. $250-$300 

150 

59 * 69 var 1924 (July 12), Pioneer Flight cover San Jose - Puerto Limon, 
addressed to Cartagena (Colombia), franked by Main Post Office 5c 
light blue and Statue of Santamaria of 1c brown in horizontal strip of 
five bearing inverted (!) red se-tenant semi-official surcharges 8c, 16c, 
32c, 32c and 4col, which is not listed either in Scott or Sanabria, 
Cartagena arrival ds on reverse, F/VF and rare, Est. $250-$300 

150 

60 ** C55 var 1940, Pan-American Aviation Day, black surcharge 15c on Map of 
Cocos Island stamp of 25c orange instead of 50c yellow, full OG, NH, 
VF and scarce, expertized by A. Roig and others, Est. $150-$200  

100 

61 * C12 Czechoslovakia 1939 (February 13-22), air mail cover from Prague  
to Brisbane, delivered by Qantas Flying Boat Service from London to 
Australia, franked altogether by 13 stamps (8 - on reverse), including 
five air post values of 2kr dark green, appropriate air mail label and 
Brisbane machine arrival marking, F/VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

62 * C2 Denmark 1930 (July 17), Robert Svendsen Air Post Label 5kr black 
and blue used on stationery postcard 10o green, uprated by Airplane 
and Plowman 15o violet, sent from Copenhagen to Malmö, all 
appropriate markings, in addition sheet of four numbered ''1089'' at 
top and a single vignette, all with full OG, NH, VF, Est. $250-$300 

150 

   Ecuador  
63 ** C6 1929, red surcharge ''50 Cts. 50'' on 10c green, block of four, 

excellent centering and very fresh, full OG, NH, VF and rare multiple, 
only 100 stamps were surcharged, C.v. $2,800 as hinged singles, Est. 
$1,500-$2,000  

1,000 

64 *  1929, two Pioneer Flight covers, first one on line Quito- Ibarra, 
franked by complete set of ten with Airplane overprints on Official 
stamps, the other one - Guayaquil-Valparaiso, franked by four values, 
appropriate markings, mainly VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

65 ** C65-69 1939, First Bolivarian Games, 5c-2s, complete air post set of five, 
blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $183.40 as hinged singles, Est. 
$100-$150  

75 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
66 *  Egypt - Group of 7 Pioneer Flight Items 1910-34, 5 postcards 

picturing Airplanes (views of Cairo, Heliopolis) some with appropriate 
aerodrome cancellations, two air post covers Cairo-Basrah via 
Bagdhad of 1923 and Alexandria - England of 1934, last one with 
slight fold, still F/VF or better, Est. $250-$300 (website photo) 

150 

   France and Colonies  
67 * C3 1928, ''Ile de France'' black surcharge 10fr on 90c dull carmine, used 

together with four definitive stamps (F.v. 1.70fr) on Catapult Flight 
registered cover from NYC to France, tied by ''New-York Au Havre 23-
8-28'' First Day of Issue octagonal ds, six-line catapult cachet at 
bottom left, transit and arrival markings, minor conveyance flaws, 
still F/VF and scarce, C.v. $2,200, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

750 

68 *  1929 (August 19), Roessler mixed franking Special Delivery Catapult 
Flight cover Le Havre - New York, bearing two French stamps of 10fr 
and 1.50fr as well as six US adhesives for the total of 12c, tied by 
octagonal ''19-8-29'' marking, NYC ''Aug.20, 1929'' transit and East 
Orange, NJ the same day arrival hs, mostly VF, Est. $200 -$300 

150 

69 ** C15 1936, Monoplane over Paris, 50fr ultra on paper with red network, 
bottom right corner sheet margin single with ''16 JUIN 1936'' date, 
excellent quality stamp, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,700, Est. $500-$600  

300 

70 ** C13 fn, 
C14-16 

French India 1949, Airplanes, Bird and Temple, 1r-5r and 3r, set of 
three and unissued single, all are in corner margin blocks of four, full 
OG, NH, VF and difficult set of multiples, C.v. $198++  

75 

71 *  French Indo-China - 13 Pioneer Flight Items 1929-49, including 
two Costes-Bellonte Record Flights of 1929, Saigon-Paris of 1929, 
four different from Saigon- Marseille, Air Orient Flight to Prague of 
1932 and others, also two questionable Military Flights Saigon-Hanoi 
and Sonla-Hanoi of 1923, minor flaws mentioned, still F/VF, Est. 
$250-$300 (website photo) 

150 

72 * 27 French Oceania (Tahiti) 1925 (February 24 - March 11), Roessler 
cover from Papeete to New Jersey, franked by two definitive stamps of 
10c blue green and yellow green, uprated by Christmas Islands semi-
official Coconut Plantations 5c multi and tied by large size 
confirmation cachet, upon arrival to California 24c carmine was 
applied, ''Via Airplane'' label is on reverse, VF and scarce, Est. $300-
$400 

200 

   Germany  
73 ** CL3 1912, Rhine-Main Air Mail, 30pf deep green on pale gray paper, 

bottom right corner sheet margin block of four, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $390++, Mi #III, €520++, Est. $150-$200  

100 

74 * CL4 1912 (June 13), Rhine-Main Air Mail, specially printed orange 
postcard, franked by dark blue surcharge ''Helber Hund'' 1m on 10pf 
orange, uprated by Germania 5pf green, tied by Darmstadt ''13.6.12'' 
date stamp, message is on reverse, VF, Sieger #13, €300, Est. $150-
$200 

100 

75 U  1912 (March 22), Bork - Brück, violet semi-official with no value 
indicated, clear appropriate postmark, mostly VF, a copy of Dr. J. 
Simon certificate, Mi #2A, €800, Est. $250-$300  

150 

76 *  1912 (July 25), Gotha, 10pf violet blue, signed by ''E. Schlegel'' (flight 
engineer), used together with Germany 5pf green on postcard from 
Erfurt to Zella-Mehlis and forwarded to Gotha, ''Respinto'' (Rejected) 
label in green, mostly VF, Michel #5, €1,100, Est. $400-$500 

250 

77 **/* C28-30, 
C35-37 

Air Post Stamps Group 1930-31, Eagle, se-tenants of vertical pair of 
20pf with ''X'' label and block of six, containing three horizontal pairs 
of 15pf+10pf, Zeppelin set of three and two official reprints of Liegnitz 
semi- officials with ''Barz & Co.'' hs, all with full OG, NH (except 
Zeppelin 2m stamp), VF, Mi C.v. €1,030, Est. $150-$200 

100 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
78 *  Pioneer Flights - Nice Unit 1909-31, 24 postcards or covers,  

starting with two Exhibition cards of Frankfurt (1909) and Berlin 
(1912), reply card Koenigsberg-Berlin-Koenigsberg of 1922, a group  
of flown items from Berlin, Hamburg, Konstanz to various cities of 
Sweden, including Flying Boat Service and many others, minor 
conveyance flaws possible, generally clean and F/VF, Est. $500-$600 

300 

79 *  Great Britain 1933-34, International Airlines, Ltd First Flight cover 
from Croydon to Plymouth, bearing semi-official 3p black on yellow 
paper, an unused stamp is included (Sanabria #504); and Highland 
Airways, Ltd First Flight from Inverness (Scotland) to Orkney Isles, 
franked by King George V stamp of 1½p orange brown, all with 
appropriate markings and arrival ds on reverse, VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

80 * C5-7 Greece 1933, Zeppelin issue, 30d-120d, complete set of three, tied by 
Athens ''5.V.33'' Air Mail date stamps on pre-printed cover to 
England, which was prepared for Italy Zeppelin Flight (not flown) and 
addressed to Francis Field, a stamp dealer in England, fresh and VF, 
Est. $250-$300 

150 

81 * C10a Honduras 1925, inverted black surcharge 25(c) on 1c chocolate, full 
original typical dry gum with minor foxing, VF and rare, only 12 
stamps were produced with inverted surcharge, expertized by A. Roig 
and others, C.v. $700, Est. $400-$500  

250 

82 U C95 fn Hungary - Air Post stamps 1951, Philatelic Exhibition 
Commemorating 80th Anniversary of the First Hungarian stamp, 
perforated and imperforated souvenir sheets of 60f rose lilac, special 
Exhibition FDC, imperf sheet with full OG, both are VF, C.v. $3,200 
for unused sheets, Est. $500 -$600 

300 

   Iceland  
83 * C1 1930 (July 26 - August 5), Pioneer Flight postcard from Isafjordur to 

Berlin via London, franked by four stamps, including three bearing 
black airplane overprint on 10a red, in addition First Flight postcard 
Reykjavik - Sandskeid of 1939 (July 30), both with all appropriate 
markings, VF, Est. $200-$250 

120 

84 **/* C12-14 1933, red diagonal overprints ''Hopflug Itala'', on 1kr- 10kr, complete 
set of three, full OG, NH (1kr and 10kr) or redistributed original gum, 
F/VF and scarce, expertized by R. Calves and others, C.v. $4,325. 
The set was issued to commemorate General Balbo's Flying Armada, 
which stopped in Iceland, Est. $2,000-$2,500 

1,200 

85 *  India - 7 Pioneer Flight Items 1930-34, First Flight cover Karachi - 
Delhi, cover front of Calcutta - Belgium Flight of 1932, First Flight 
Lahore - Karachi and several others, including reprint of the First 
Aerial Post Allahabad- Bombay of 1911, some conveyance flaws 
mentioned, still F/VF, Est. $250-$300 (website photo) 

150 

86 *  Iran - Group of 8 Pioneer Flight Correspondences 1929- 47, seven 
covers and one large piece, including Bushire-Tehran, Tehran-
Baghdad, Flight of 1929, two covers to Switzerland and much more, 
all are appropriately franked and bearing necessary Flight markings, 
mostly VF (large piece is folded), Est. $250-$300 (website photo) 

150 

   Italy  
87 **P  1926, Umberto Nobile Trans-Polar Expedition, group of five  

perforated (pair) and imperforated labels, as well as imperforated 
proof without colors on the Globe (light blue and light beige), all 
except proof with official seal on reverse, full OG (one has slight 
foxing), NH, VF, Est. $200 -$250 

120 

88 ** C27 1930, Trans-Atlantic Squadron, 7.70L deep blue and gray, four 
corner sheet margin blocks of four from a complete sheet of 50, 
absolutely excellent condition, full OG, NH, VF and rare assemblage 
for a serious air post collector, each stamp with Bolaffi guarantee hs 
and signed in pencil, C.v. $14,400 as singles, Sassone #A25, €22,000 
without a premium for centering, Est. $7,000-$8,000 

4,000 
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89 ** C27, a 1930, Trans-Atlantic Squadron, 7.70L deep blue and gray, left sheet 

margin block of nine, stamp with ''7 Stars'' variety in the middle, 
folded once along horizontal perforation between 2nd and 3rd rows, 
perfect quality otherwise, full OG, NH, VF, rare and desirable 
positional piece, each stamp signed by A. Bollafi in pencil, the 
certificate is included, C.v. $11,200 as singles, Sassone #A25, a, 
€18,000, Est. $7,000-$8,000 

4,000 

90 ** C48-49 1933, General Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight issue, 5.25L +19.75L and 
5.25L+44.75L, complete set of two triptychs in sheets of 20, the 
second one has some separation on the left, fresh quality unit  
without usual toning, full OG, NH, VF and scarce multiples, Sassone 
#S1509, €17,625, Est. $4,000-$5,000 

2,500 

91 * 331-32 1934 (October 31), Experimental Airmail Rocket Flight three covers 
from Trieste, franked by one or two stamps of Military Medal of Valor, 
all addressed to Germany, each one is bearing two specially produced 
triangle stamps of 5L and 7.70L, two covers have Thulendorf 
backstamps, in addition two triangles cancelled on individual pieces, 
mostly VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

   Italian Colonies  
92 ** C27 var General Issues 1934, 10th Anniversary of the March on Rome, 50L 

blue, bottom sheet margin single imperforated at bottom, full OG, NH, 
VF and rare, Sassone #A29b, C.v. €9,500 for NH, Est. $1,000-$1,200  

600 

93 **  Common Design stamps 1934, black overprint of Crown and 
''Servizio di Stato'' on King Victor Emmanuel stamps of Cyrenaica, 
Eritrea, Somalia and Tripolitania, excellent centering and flawless set, 
full OG, NH, VF, each value with several expert's signs on reverse and 
individual certificates of B. Oliva and E. Diena, Sassone C.v. €26,000, 
Est. $6,000-$8,000 

4,000 

94 L  Italian East Africa 1941, Air Mail Military Frank labels in green or 
lilac red with zigzag perforation, first one in bottom sheet margin 
vertical pair imperforated horizontally (no gum as produced), used for 
internal correspondences; second one - a single used for outgoing 
postal items, full OG, previously hinged, both are VF, arranged on 
page from a Collection, Est. $100-$150 

75 

95 ** CO1 var Somalia 1934, inverted black overprint ''11 Nov. 1934 - XIII. Servizio 
Aerea Speciale'' on Colonial Arts Exposition air post stamp of 25c  
blue and brownish orange, nicely centered and very fresh, full OG, 
NH, VF and rare, several expert's signs on reverse, S. Cilio certificate, 
Sassone #A2b, C.v. €12,000 as NH, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,200 

96 ** C24 var Tripolitania 1930, Zeppelin issue, Mercury and Zeppelin, 12L deep 
blue, right sheet margin single imperforated on the right, nicely 
centered and very fresh, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only a 
few such errors recorded, expertized by G. Bolaffi, Sassone #PA25a, 
C.v. €27,500 as NH, Est. $3,000-$4,000 

2,000 

97 L  Japan 1925 (July 25 - September 28), Abe and Kawachi Flight Tokyo 
- Paris - London, newspaper ''Asahi Shimbun'' vignette for air mail 
correspondences delivered with this Flight, full OG, NH, VF and very 
scarce, Est. $150-$200  

100 

   Latvia  
98 ** C1-8, 

CB3-13, a, 
CB18a- 
20a 

Group of 12 Air Post Issues 1921-33, Bleriot XI first and second 
sets, Semi-Postal Air Post sets - Eagle, Aviation Pioneers and two 
imperforated sets of Biplane with upright and sideways watermark, 
full OG (three stamps with toned gum), NH, VF, C.v. $925, Est. $250-
$300 (website photo) 

150 

99 * C3-5 1928 (May 10-11), Deruluft Flight cover from Riga to Moscow,  
franked by ''Bleriot IX'' complete set of three triangle stamps and 
Arms stamp of 5s on reverse, Deruluft bilingual confirmation  
marking and arrival ds on reverse, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150 

75 
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   Lebanon  
100 **/* C13-16  

var 
1925, red Airplane overprint on definitive stamps of 1925, four 
stamps with inverted overprint, one - shifted and two with overprint 
on gum side, in addition 9 different overprint varieties on air post 
stamps of Syria, full OG, NH (50%) or LH/hinged, mostly VF, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

101 * C79a 1938 (July 15), pre-printed large size FDC delivered by Flight Beirut - 
Paris, bearing souvenir sheet of four stamps 10p brown carmine, 
commemorating 10th Anniversary of First Flight Marseille-Beirut, nice 
and fresh, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

102 ** C122a var 1947, Bay of Jounie, 20p red orange, printed on white paper, top left 
corner sheet margin imperforated block of four with double 
impression, full OG, NH, VF and with high probability the only 
survived block of four, Sanabria (1966) #207c, single stamp priced 
with ''-'', at the same time imperforated single w/o double printing or 
perforated stamp with double impression priced $200 in the Cat., Est. 
$1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

   Liberia  
103 * C1 1936 (February 28), First Flight pre-printed cover on line Monrovia - 

Harper (322 miles), franked by black surcharge 6c on 2c violet, the 
same day Harper postmark on front and reverse, VF, expertized by G. 
Buhler, C.v. $275 for used stamp off cover, Est. $200-$300 

150 

104 * C17 1941, First Flight Liberia - US, black surcharge 50c on 1c green, 
nicely centered, full OG, light trace of hinge, VF and very rare, only  
43 stamps were produced, several guarantee hs on reverse, including 
J. Stolow, C.v.$3,250, Est. $1,200-$1,500  

750 

105 **/* C18/26 1941, First Flight Liberia - US, black surcharges 50c on 2c, 3c, 4c, 
5c, 10c and 30c or overprints on 50c and $1, set of eight values (no 
50c/20c), full OG, NH or VLH (No.C19), VF and scarce assemblage, 
each stamp with expert's sign, C.v. $910 as hinged, Est. $500-$600 

300 

106 **/* C18, C26 
var 

1941, First Flight Liberia - US, inverted surcharge 50c on 2c red 
orange and inverted overprint on $1blue, full OG, NH or LH (2c), VF, 
each one with experts' signs, C.v. $300 as hinged, Est. $150-$200  

100 

107 **/* C45/50, 
var 

1944-45, Local surcharges on Air Post stamps of 1938, set of six, 
including 30c on 3c olive green, in addition horizontal pair of 10c/2c 
red orange, left stamp without the surcharge, all with full OG, NH or 
LH (pair, 30c/3c and 30c/4c), VF, each stamp with experts' signs, 
C.v. $383 as hinged (pair counted as two singles), Est. $250-$300 

150 

108 * 51a Libya 1933 (March 5), ''Gerle'' HA-AAI Flight Tripoli - Budapest, 
postcard franked by Libya and Tripolitania stamps, special  
Hungarian label and blue confirmation marking, Budapest arrival 
''933.Mar.24'', mostly VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

109 *  Madagascar - 7 Pioneer Flight Items 1929-47, six covers and one 
large piece, most covers are FF to France or Switzerland and military 
flight Madagascar - Reunion of 1943, nicely franked with all 
appropriate air post markings, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200 (website 
photo) 

100 

   Mexico  
110 S C1 1922, Eagle in Flight, imperforated trial color proof of 50c in yellow 

and black, block of four printed on paper without watermark, 
overprint ''Muestra'' at top left of each stamp, full OG, NH (bottom 
stamps) or hinged, VF and scarce multiple, Est. $500-$600 

300 

111 * J10, J16 1928 (May 28), Pioneer Flight cover from Mexico City to Italy, franked 
by Eagle 50c blue and red brown, delivered by Flight Nuevo Laredo to 
San Antonio and New York (May 31) upon arrival to Rome uprated by 
two Italian dues of 50c and 2L (No. J10, J16), three-color Air Mail 
label, violet boxed ''T. L.2,50'' and all appropriate markings, repaired 
tear did not affect the stamps, otherwise F/VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 
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   Netherlands and Colonies  
112 * C8-14 Surinam 1931, black or red overprint ''Vlucht Do. X 1931'' on 

Allegory of Flight stamps of 10c-1½g, complete set of seven, 15c and 
60c with tiny dots after ''Do'', full OG, VLH, VF, C.v. $285, Est. $100-
$150  

75 

113 *  Group of 18 Pioneer Flight Items 1934-61, mainly covers sent from 
Netherlands to Dutch Colonies, such as Curacao (1934), Surinam 
(1934), Dutch Indies (1937), Aruba (1946), nice mixed franking items 
to South Africa, cover from Antilles to Australia and many more, 
mostly fresh unot, F/VF, Est. $250-$300 (website photo) 

150 

   New Guinea  
114 * C12/59 1931-39, five Air Post high values, including 10s and £1 of the Huts 

issue (LH), both £1 of the Birds of Paradise with and without date 
scroll (first one NH, the other one - unused), £1 of the Bulolo 
Goldfields (NH), mostly VF, SG C.v. £655, Est. $250-$300 

150 

115 * C14-23 1931 (October 8), pre-printed cover of Guinea Airways, Ltd., sent  
from Salamoa to Dessau (Germany), addressed to the office of the 
Junkers Aircraft and Motor Works, franked by ½p-1s, set of ten 
values with Air Mail overprint in blue black on Bird of Paradise with 
date scroll, minor conveyance wearing, still F/VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

116 **/* C44-45 1935, Airplane over Bulolo Goldfields, £2 violet and £5 green, 
generally nice centering, full OG, NH (£2) or trace of hinge, VF, 
C.v. $1,100, SG #204-5, £1,100 as hinged, Est. $800-$1,000  

500 

117 *  New Zealand - 5 Pioneer Flight Covers 1921-34, Whangarei-
Auckland of 1921 (no guarantee), Christmas Air Mail of 1931 
(creased), Dunedin-Christchurch and two Trans-Tasman Air Mail of 
1934, mainly F/VF, Est. $150-$200 (website photo)  

100 

118 * C146 var Nicaragua 1936, blue reading up overprint ''Resello 1935'' over 
double red and blue surcharge 10c on 25c olive black, full OG, LH, 
VF and very scarce, expertized by H. Bloch, Sanabria #141b, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

   Norway  
119 * 104-05 1925 (May 9), Richard Byrd and Floyd Bennett Direct and Return 

Flight from Svalbard (Spitsbergen) to North Pole cover with mixed 
franking of Norway and US, tied by Ny-Alesund and Kings Bay 
''9.V.25'' respectively, signed by Richard Byrd and addressed to 
Orange, NJ, mostly VF and rare, Est. $1,000-$1,200 

600 

120 * 110 1925, Roald Amundsen's Attempted Flight to North Pole by flying  
boat ''Dornier Do J Wal'', double-sided small size postcard sent from 
USA to Norway on March 18, 1924 to be delivered to North Pole, upon 
arrival uprated by two Norwegian stamps, including Polar Bear 25o 
red issued to help financing the Expedition, cancelled by Kings Bay 
(Svalbard) ''18.VI.25'' ds and returned to Brooklyn, mostly VF, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

121 * 110 1925, Roald Amundsen's Attempted Flight to North Pole by flying  
boat ''Dornier Do J Wal'', double-sided small size postcard sent from 
USA to Norway on April 9, 1924 to be delivered to North Pole, upon 
arrival uprated by two Norwegian stamps, including Polar Bear 25o 
red issued to help financing the Expedition, cancelled by Kings Bay 
(Svalbard) ''18.VI.25'' and Kristiania (Oslo), then returned to New 
Jersey, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

122 * C59-62 Philippines 1941 (June 30), registered FDC delivered by First Direct 
and Return Flights from Manila to Chungking (China) via Hong Kong, 
complete set of four franking, tied by Manila ds, green blue 
confirmation marking, several handstamps on reverse - two Manila 
boxed ''Registered'' (July 2), Hong Kong (July 7), Chungking (July 12), 
on way back Hong Kong (August 26) and Manila (September 1 and 4) 
receivers, some overall toning, still F/VF and rare, Est. $300-$400 

200 
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123 ** B31 Poland 1938, Attempt of Stratosphere Flight by Major Burzynski and 

Professor Jadko-Narkiewicz, two souvenir sheets of different shades 
(one is defected) and three Balloon postcards, two of which with 
cancelled souvenir sheets, mostly F/VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

124 * C4-6 Romania 1929, two Pioneer Flight Covers Bucharest - Nuremberg 
(August 28) and Bucharest - Prague (December 3), franked by air post 
stamps with horizontal watermark, appropriate markings and arrival 
ds, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

   San Marino  
125 ** C1-10 1931, View of San Marino, 50c-10L, complete set of ten, six of which 

with sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,452, Sassone #A1-10, 
€2,000, Est. $300-$400  

200 

126 ** C78 1951, San Marino Castle, 500L dark green and brown, complete  
sheet of six, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $3,000, Sassone #12, €5,000, Est. 
$800-$1,000  

500 

127 * 99/104 Saudi Arabia 1933 (July 24-31), Pioneer Flight cover from Mecca to 
Cairo via Djeddah (24.7) and Port Tawfiq (31.7), addressed to Batavia 
(then Dutch East Indies), franked by eight adhesives, buff ''Par Avion'' 
label and all appropriate transits and arrival ds, minor conveyance 
flaws, still F/VF and very scarce, Est. $400-$500 

250 

128 *  South and South West Africa - Group of 29 Pioneer Flight Items 
1925-50, East London-Durban, East London- Pretoria, Cambridge-
Natal, Dudtschorn-Pretoria of 1925, Windhoek-Grootfontein of1931, 
several covers to Germany and Switzerland, K-U-T cover to Dresden 
and many more, nice quality, F/VF, Est. $400-$500 (website photo) 

250 

129 *  Southern Rhodesia - Group of 5 Pioneer Flight Covers 1931-35, 
Experimental Flight Salisbury-Bulawayo-Cape Town of 1931, 3  
covers of various legs of the First Official Air Mail (1932) and Flight to 
Portuguese East Africa of 1935, generally nice and fresh, VF, Est. 
$200-$300 (website photo) 

150 

   Soviet Union  
130 * C4a 1923, ''Fokker F111'', 5r green with wide ''5'' variety, right sheet 

margin single on thinner paper, full OG, tiny hinge trace like a small 
spot of gum loss, apparently NH, VF and extremely rare stamp of only 
25 examples possible, Raritan Stamps guarantee, C.v. $40,000, Est. 
$20,000-$25,000 

12,000 

131 * C6-9 1924-26, two registered covers franked by ''Fokker F111'' surcharged 
issues with additional franking, first one from Moscow to New York 
via Berlin, the other one from Kharkov to London via Moscow and 
Berlin, all appropriate markings and arrival ds, F/VF, each one with 
I. Kirzhner certificate, Est. $100-$150 

75 

132 * C11 1928 (May 15), Pioneer Flight registered cover from Moscow to 
Germany, franked by four stamps, including two of the Hague Air 
Post Conference 15k in horizontal pair, Berlin Luftpostamt boxed 
marking and ''15.5.28'' arrival ds, mostly VF, Est. $120-$150 

75 

133 ** C20-24  
var 

1931, Airship Constructions, 10k-1r, complete set of five, all with 
perforation L12½, full OG, NH, mainly VF, C.v. $300, Est. $200-$240  

120 

134 ** C23 var 1931, Airship over the Arctic Region, 50k dark brown, comb 
perforation 10½x12, right sheet margin single with double impression 
of the design, nice and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF and very 
rare, only a handful of this rarity is known, this one is definitely the 
best preserved example, Est. $3,000-$4,000 

2,000 

135 P C23 1931, Airship over the Arctic Region, perforated (10¾) trial color  
proof of 50k in dark brownish violet on paper with horizontal 
watermark Borders and Rosettes, removed from a presentation card 
with text ''Project'' at the bottom, VF and extremely rare item. Only  
48 imperforated proofs in brownish violet color were produced, 
perforated proofs of this stamp were not offered to the market, V. 
Zagorsky certificate, Est. $9,000-$12,000 

6,000 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
136 * C23 1947 (April 20), two Airship over the Arctic 50k brown issued in 1931 

used late on air mail cover from Moscow to Tbilisi, interesting 
numbered air post label is alongside, arrival ''22.4.47'' ds, mostly VF  

75 

137 * C25a 1932, Airship over the Dnieper Dam, 15k gray black, engraved 
printing, perforation 10½, very well centered with intact perforation, 
full OG, LH, VF and scarce stamp in sound condition, C.v. $2,000, 
Est. $1,000-$1,500  

750 

138 * C34-35 1932 (August 26), Attempt of Flight Franz Josef Land to Arkhangelsk, 
card and cover franked by International Polar Year stamps of 50k and 
1r respectively, both addressed to Vienna with Berlin transit 
postmarks, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

139 * C34-35 1932 (August 26), Attempt of Flight Franz Josef Land to Arkhangelsk, 
cover franked by International Polar Year stamps of 50k and 1r, 
complete set of two, addressed to Moscow with arrival ds on reverse, 
VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

140 * C34-35 1932 (August 29), International Polar Year, 50k carmine (perf 12) and 
1r green (perf 10½), complete set of two used on registered air mail 
cover from Moscow to USA via Berlin, transit and arrival markings on 
reverse, VF and scarce complete set franking of non-Polar cover, Est. 
$250-$300 

150 

141 * C37-39 1933, ''Stratostat USSR 1'', 5k, 10k and 20k, three covers franked by 
these stamps, the first one sent from Moscow to Stalingrad, second 
one - locally sent in Moscow, the last one - from Baku to Kashira 
(Moscow Obl.), mainly VF, Est. $300-$400  

200 

142 U C44 var 1934, Civil Aviation, 80k purple, a single with perforation 
10x13¾x13¾x13¾, printed on watermarked Borders and Rosettes 
paper, rough perforation at top as typical for these errors, neat 
Moscow CTO with full OG, VF and rare, N. Mandrovski certificate, 
Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

143 * C50-52 1934, the Stratosphere Disaster, 5k, 10k and 20k, used on individual 
covers together with other values, first one sent in Moscow, the other 
one - from Kiev to Moscow, the last one - from Moscow to Leningrad, 
all appropriate markings, mostly VF, Est. $300-$400 

200 

144 * C53-57 1935 (January 31-February 4), Airships, 5k-30k, complete set of five, 
used on registered air mail cover from Moscow to Boebling, all 
appropriate marking and arrival ds, mostly VF and rare, usually this 
set was used on Zeppelin postcard, Est. $600-$800 

400 

145 * C68 1935, Moscow-San Francisco Flight, red surcharge 1r on 10k dark 
brown, position 2 of 25-stamp setting, very well centered, full OG, LH, 
VF, Soviet Philatelic guarantee, L. Hovest certificate, C.v. $500, Est. 
$400-$500  

250 

146 * C68 1935, Moscow-San Francisco Flight, red surcharge 1r on 10k dark 
brown, position 25 of 25-stamp setting, full original slightly disturbed 
gum with very slight foxing, VF, Soviet Philatelic and several other 
guarantees, C.v. $500, Est. $400-$500  

250 

147 ** 641a 1938, 2nd Trans-Polar Flight, 20k gray black, imperforated single with 
enlarged margin at bottom and nice margins at other sides, typical 
gum wrinkles, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $950, Est. $400-$500  

250 

148 * C77-79 1944, the Stratosphere Disaster, the second issue, four covers 
bearing 1r stamps of the issue, sent from Stalino (now Donetsk) to 
Moscow, from Moscow to Krasnodar and two by registered mail from 
different Field PO to Moscow, minor flaws, still F/VF, Est. $250-$300 

150 

149 ** C98, var 1961, Helicopter over the Kremlin, black surcharge 6k on 60k 
ultramarine, horizontal pair, right stamp without ''6'' variety of 
surcharge (positions 19-20 of 80-stamp sheet), full OG, left stamp  
has somewhat gum foxing in places, right one (error) is completely all 
right, NH, VF and scarce error, which occurs in a small part of print 
run only, N. Mandrovski certificate, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

750 
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150 * 392, 430 Colombia SCADTA Flight 1931, mixed franking registered postcard 

franked by two Soviet adhesives, delivered by Pioneer Flight on line 
''Leningrad-Berlin'' (September 25 -26), tied by Leningrad special 
marking, bearing Berlin Luftpostamt cachet in red and transit date 
stamp, upon arrival to the East Coast of Colombia uprated by two 
stamps and posted on SCADTA Flight ''Buenaventura- Cali'' (boxed 
marking of October 20), VF, Est. $150-200 

100 

151 *  North Pole Flights and Related Items 1938-61, 12 mainly 
illustrated covers, representing registered cover from Leningrad to 
NYC of 1938, cancellations of North Pole Stations No.7, 8 and 9, 
North Pole souvenir sheet on registered cover to Vienna and etc., 
fresh quality, VF, Est. $300-$400 

200 

152 * C10-11, 
C34, 
C69/73 

Balance of Soviet Union Flight Covers 1927-39, the Hague Air Post 
Conference on cover to Latvia, Attempt Flight Franz Josef Land to 
Arkhangelsk, cover from Kiev to Berlin franked by North Pole Flight 
issue and two high franking covers with Aviation Exhibition and  
other valuable stamps addressed to Sofia and Prague, appropriate 
markings, mostly F/VF, two with I. Kirzhner certificates, Est. $200-
$300 (website photo) 

150 

   Spain  
153 ** CB6 var 1938, inverted black surcharge ''AEREO + 5 Pts.'' on imperforated 

Defenders of Madrid 45c+2p blue and greenish blue in vertical pair, a 
few places with insignificant foxing, full OG, NH, VF and extremely 
rare, no more then 100 imperforated stamps with inverted surcharge 
were produced, Dr. O. Schier opinion for block of four, Edifil #759s 
var, Est. $700-$800 

400 

154 ** 9LC5, var Canary Islands 1937, Issue for use on Lufthansa Air Mail Service, 
red surcharge 50c on Spain definitive stamp of 1c blue green, top 
sheet margin vertical imperforated strip of three, top stamp with  
triple surcharge, middle one - double and bottom one - normal, full 
OG, NH, VF, only 50 such strips were produced and only a few 
survived intact, ex-Florence, Sanabria #10, b, d, Est. $150-$200 

100 

155 ** C18-19, a, 
b, C31,  
var 

Sudan 1935-38, General Gordon Statue, black surcharges 2½p on 
3m, 2½p on 5m and 5m on 2½p, altogether eight horizontal pairs, 
sheet margin strip of five, blocks of four and nine on white or pinkish 
paper, each item representing different listed or unlisted varieties of 
basic stamps or surcharges, full OG, NH, VF, SG #69-70, a, b, 74 var, 
Est. $150-$200 (website photo) 

100 

156 **  Sweden 1912, Barnens Dag Sverige Forsta Flygpost, semi-official Air 
Post stamp for demonstration Flight over Stockholm, (50o) violet, full 
OG, NH, in addition flown cover from Falun to Lefle, franked by 
complete surcharges set of three (No.C1-3), all are VF, Est. $100-
$150 

75 

   Switzerland  
157 **/*  1913, Start Aarau, 50c blue, yellow and magenta, two singles, one 

with nice offset on reverse and practically omitted yellow color, full 
OG, NH or LH (stamp with offset), VF, SBK #I, CHF600, Est. $150-
$200  

100 

158 **  1913 (April 6), Start Aarau, 50c blue, yellow and magenta, used on 
color official PPC No.2 from Aarau to Olten, in addition unused single 
stamp with OG, previously hinged, both are VF, SBK #I, CHF1,200, 
Est. $300-$400  

200 

159 *  1913 (March 11), Basel, 50c blue, used on color PPC together with 5c 
green, addressed locally, top right card corner crease, still F/VF, 
SBK #II, CHF700, Est. $150-$200  

100 

160 **  1913 (March 30), Bern, 50c red lilac, used on Oskar Bider postcard 
together with 5c green, all appropriate markings, in addition a single 
stamp, full OG, LH, both items are VF, SBK #III, CHF630, Est. $150-
$200  

100 
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161 *  1913 (March 30), Bern, 50c red lilac, used on Oskar Bider postcard 

together with 5c green and black and orange label promoted 
Agriculture Exhibition of 1914, excellent quality, VF, SBK #III, 
CHF280, Est. $100-$150  

75 

162 **  1913 (March 30), Burgdorf - Bern, 50c green on yellowish paper,  
used on Oskar Bider postcard to Bern together with 5c green, fresh 
and VF (H. Renggli certificate), in addition stamp of 50c dark green  
on white paper, appearing NH, but expertly repaired, SBK #IV, IVa, 
CHF1,200 for card only, Est. $300-$400 

200 

163 (*)*  1913 (March 30), Herisau, 50c blue, used on specially printed 
postcard together with 5c green, addressed to Zurich, some card 
faults, in addition an unused single (no gum), VF appearance, 
SBK #V, CHF1,500, Est. $250-$300  

150 

164 *  1913, Langnau, 50c dark brown violet, usual rough perforation, nice 
centering, full OG, very light trace of hinge (appearing NH), VF, 
SBK #VI, CHF650, Est. $150-$200  

100 

165 *  1913 (May 4), Langnau - Bern, 50c dark brown violet, used on Oskar 
Bider postcarsd together with 5c green, tied by special air post 
marking, mostly VF, SBK #VI, CHF1,400, Est. $200-$300  

150 

166 *  1913, Laufen, 50c green, nice and fresh single, full OG, LH, VF, 
SBK #VII, CHF550, Est. $150-$200  

100 

167 U  1913, Laufen, 50c green, ''Laufen - Solothurn. 28.9.13'' air post 
marking, stamp with full OG, mostly VF, SBK #VII, CHF2,600, Est. 
$400-$500  

250 

168 **  1913 (April 27), Liestal, (30c) yellow and brown, used on special 
Liestal air post PPC together with 10c red, several repaired tears of 
the card (stamp is not affected), in addition an unused stamp with 
OG (shallow thin), F/VF appearance, SBK #VIII, CHF2,300 (stamp on 
the card is counted as used single), Est. $400-$500 

250 

169 U  1913, Lugano, 25c blue green, red on gray background, a part of 
appropriate Lugano cancel, mostly VF, R. Berra- Gautchy certificate, 
SBK #IX, C.v. CHF2,500, Est. $400-$500  

250 

170 *  1913 (June 8), Lugano, 25c blue green, red on gray background used 
on specially printed postcard to Milan together with 10c red, Posta 
Aerea ''8-GIUG-1913. Lugano'' postmark along with Mendrisio 
''8.VI.13'' ds, mostly VF and scarce, SBK #IX, CHF2,800, Est. $500-
$600 

300 

171 *  1913, Sitten, 50c carmine, a single printed on wove paper, full OG, 
hinged, mostly VF, SBK #X, CHF700, Est. $150-$200  

100 

172 **  1913, Solothurn, 50c claret, horizontal pair with strongly misplaced 
vertical perforation, full OG, NH, VF, small handstamp guarantee on 
reverse, SBK #XI, CHF1,000 as two common singles, Est. $300-$400  

200 

173 **  Balance of Swiss Air Post Items 1913, Solothurn, 50c claret, a 
single stamp (LH) and stamp affixed over special postcard, in 
additional stationery postcard 5c green with Lausanne air post 
marking addressed to Bern, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

174 * 242 1938 (September 17-25), Philatelic Exhibition at Aarau, souvenir 
sheet of 20c+20c+10(c)/65c, used on Exhibition air mail cover along 
with multicolored vignette, tied by special ''23.9.38'' ds, blue Flight 
cachet and Bellinzona the same day arrival, VF, Est. $100-$150 

75 

175 * C88a Syria 1938 (July 17), pre-printed large size registered FDC delivered 
by Flight Damask - Paris, bearing souvenir sheet of four stamps 10p 
dark green, commemorating 10th Anniversary of First Flight Marseille-
Beirut, violet confirmation and all appropriate markings, VF, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

176 *  Thailand 1939-47, two Pioneer Flight covers, Nakhon Phanom - 
Bangkok and Bangkok - Manila by PanAm First Clipper Flight, 
franked by five or four stamps, mostly F/VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 
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177 **/* C1a, b Tunisia 1919, two stamps with inverted or double red wings 

surcharge 30c on Ruins of Aqueduct 35c olive green and brown, full 
OG, NH (inverted surcharge) or LH, VF, C.v. $410, Est. $150-$200  

100 

178 * C14-25 Uruguay 1928, Albatross, 10c-3.80p, perforated complete set of 12, 
redistributed original gum, F/VF, C.v. $520, Est. $200-$300  

150 

   Vatican City  
179 * 1-2 1931 (January 15-16), Special Flight to Cagliari (Sardinia), Balbo  

card (produced for prospective flight to US in December 1930-
January 1931), mixed franking representing three stamps of Vatican 
City and Italian Air Post of 50c brown (on picture side), two Balbo 
etiquettes together with Cagliari ''16.1.31'' arrival ds on address side, 
VF and scarce, only 31 items flown, Est. $250-$300 

150 

180 * 5 1931 (January 15-16), Special Flight to Tripoli, Balbo card (produced 
for prospective Trans-Atlantic flights), mixed franking of Vatican City 
30c dark blue on yellow network and Italian Virgil 50c brown, Italy-
Brazil etiquette in blue and gold tied by Tripoli ''16.1.31'' arrival ds, 
VF, 70 items were delivered by this flight, Est. $150-$200 

100 

181 * 4 1931 (January 15-17), Special Flight Rome - Milan, Balbo postcard 
bearing mixed franking by Papal Arms 25c dark blue on light blue 
network and Italian Virgil 50c brown, met altogether 75c postal rate 
(25c - postcard rate, 50c - Air Post fee), cancelled by Vatican City and 
Rome (15.1.31) postal markings, two Balbo etiquettes is alongside, 
''Aeroporto Taliedo. Milano. 17.1.31'' arrival ds, VF, 58 items flown, 
Est. $150-$200 

100 

182 * 4 1931 (January 15-20), Special Flight Rome - Brindisi - Vlore, Balbo 
card bearing mixed franking of Vatican City 30c dark blue on yellow 
network and Italy Virgil 50c brown, tied by Vatican City and Italy 
''15.1.31'' ds, two Balbo etiquettes is alongside, Brindisi (17.1) transit 
and Vlore ''20.1.31'' arrival markings, mostly VF, 76 items were 
delivered by this flight, Est. $150-$200 

100 

183 * 9 1931 (April 1-2), FFC Rome - Munich - Berlin, mixed franking cover 
bearing Vatican City 1.25L blue and Italy Virgil 1L orange, 
appropriately cancelled, Munich and Berlin Luftpostamt markings in 
red, Berlin ''2.4.31'' arrival ds on reverse, mostly VF, 48 items were 
delivered by this flight, Est. $150-$200 

100 

184 * 3 1931 (June 11), FFC Rome - La Valetta, three-country franking cover 
of Vatican City 20c violet on lilac network and Italy Virgil 1L orange, 
appropriately cancelled, marked ''T'' upon arrival to Malta and 
Postage Due stamp of ½p green was applied, mostly VF and rare, 56 
items were carried and only a few has Due marking, Est. $250-$300 

150 

185 * 4 1931 (July 9-10), FFC Rome - Athens - Thessaloniki, mixed franking 
of Vatican City 25c dark blue on light blue network and Italy 50c  
dark brown in block of four, cancelled by Vatican ''8.7.31'' and Rome 
''9.7.31'' ds, arrival and transit markings, mostly VF and rare, only 22 
items carried, Est. $250-$300 

150 

186 * 19-20,   
24, 28 

1933 (May 31-June 1), Special Flight cover from Rome to Berlin, four 
Vatican City definitives franking, met altogether 1.45L postal rate 
(1.25L - letter rate and 20c - air mail fee), all appropriate markings 
and arrival ds, mostly VF, 48 items were delivered by this flight, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

187 * 19, 22 1935 (July 29), Inauguration Flight Rome - Paris mixed franking 
cover, bearing two Vatican City definitives and uprated by seven 
Italian adhesives, properly cancelled, bearing red lilac flight 
confirmation marking, Paris machine arrival ds on reverse, VF and 
very scarce, only 27 items flown, Est. $150-$200 

100 

188 * 19/49 1937 (April 7-8), FFC Rome - Haifa addressed to Tel Aviv, franked by 
six Vatican City adhesives, tied by ''6.4.37'' ds, Rome ''7.4.37'' 
connection marking, Haifa ''8.4.37'' receiver, mostly VF, only 27 items 
carried with that flight, Est. $150-$200 

100 
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189 * 68-71 1939 (July 12-19), Special Flight Brussels - Rome mixed franking 

cover, bearing two Belgian Basilica stamps, tied by Brussels 2nd 
International Salon de l'Aeronautique ''12.7.39'' special marking, 
uprated by Vatican City Pope Pius XII, complete set of four, cancelled 
by ''19.7.39'' ds, Rome the same day arriving handstamp, VF and 
rare, 19 items carried, Est. $250-$300 

150 

190 * 68-71 1940 (March 18-20), First Round Flight registered cover Rome - 
Locarno - Rome, addressed to Milan, franked by complete set of Pope 
Pius XII, tied by Vatican City ''18.3.40'' ds, Rome ''19.3.40'' 
connection and Locarno the same day marking is on front, Rome 
Posta Aerea ''20.3.40'' and Milan ''21.3.40'' arrival handstamps, minor 
soiling, still F/VF, 19 items were delivered by this round flight, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

191 *  First and Pioneer Flight Covers and Aerogramme - Collection 
1929-74, 17 items presented chronologically and neatly arranged on 
exhibition style pages, starting with two FFC Rome - Genoa (1929), 
FFC Rome – Munich (1929, only 6 carried), FFC Rome - Aegean 
Islands (1930, only 10 flown), FFC Rome - Alexandria (1931, 25 
flown), Special Flight to Caprera (Sardinia), FFC Rome - Haifa (1937, 
26 items carried), PanAm Flight from Rome to Boston via Lisbon and 
New York (1941), nice quality unit with all appropriate markings, 
F/VF or better, Est. $1,000-$1,200 (website photo) 

600 

   Venezuela  
192 **/* C181-88 

imp,   
C188 var 

1944, Red Cross issue, imperforated complete set of eight in 
horizontal (45c - vertical) pairs, in addition a single of the high value 
with double impression of dark blue color, full OG, NH or LH, VF, Est. 
$100-$150  

75 

193 * C228-30, 
imp 

1947-48, three registered covers from Caracas delivered by different 
Pioneer Flights to NYC and Buenos Aires (2), franked by different 
stamps with varieties - imperforates, one with missing yellow color 
(30c), inverted or double surcharges, all appropriate markings and 
arrival ds, VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

   Yugoslavia  
194 * 64-65,   

66-67 
1933 (August 21), First Flight Ljubljana - Zagreb cover and postcard, 
franked by King Alexander adhesives, blue confirmation marking and 
text ''Opening Ljubljana Airport - 20.VIII.33'', appropriate air mail 
labels, VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

195 *  Group of 20 Worldwide Air Postal History Items 1927-39, 9 from 
US, including 5 covers commemorating Pioneer Flights under new 
rates of 5c (1928), in addition US Air Mail Map produced by Colonial 
Western Airways, Inc., First Flight items of Belgium, Brazil, Costa 
Rica, Danzig, Egypt, France, three SCADTA Flights and etc., minor 
flaws possible, mainly VF, Est. $250-$300 (website photo) 

150 

   WORLDWIDE ZEPPELIN FLIGHTS   
   United States  
196 *  Airship Z.R.3 Los Angeles Flights 1924-25, 8 cards or covers, 

including First Germany - America Flight of 1924, 3 items 
representing Flights to and from Bermuda and 4 - to and from Puerto 
Rico, appropriate franking, cancellations and confirmation cachet, all 
arranged on 5 pages from a Collection, VF, Sieger #20, var, €1,010, 
Est. $400-$500 

250 

197 * C13 1930 (June 3-6), 1st Europe - Pan America Round Flight postcard 
from Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen, franked by Zeppelin stamp of 65c 
green, red German and violet American confirmation markings, 
Friedrichshafen ''6.6.30'' arrival, the card returned to US by ship on 
June 18 (green Zeppelin marking is alongside at the bottom), VF, 
Sieger #64A, Est. $100-$150 

75 
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198 *  Four Zeppelin Covers 1928-36, 1st Flight US-Germany of 1928, two 

covers from Around the World Flight of 1929 - Lakehurst-
Friedrichshafen and Los Angeles-Lakehurst, Hindenburg North 
America Return Flight of 1936, nicely franked and cancelled with all 
appropriate Flight markings and arrival ds, mostly VF, Sieger #22, 
28A, 29A, 409, Est. $150-$200 

100 

199 * 66 Algeria 1933 (June 3-6), 2nd SAF registered postcard from Algiers to 
Brazil, franked altogether by seven stamps, including Marabout of 
Sidi Yacoub 10fr brown and rose, Friedrichshafen ''3.6.33''  
connection and green confirmation markings, arrived to Pernambuco 
on June 6, VF and very scarce, Sieger #219, Est. $400-$500 

250 

200 *  Argentina 1931 (October 24-28), 3rd SA Return Flight Paraguayan 
stationery postcard 70c red, uprated by three Paraguay definitives 
and two Argentinean stamps, machine confirmation of Buenos Aires 
with ''CONDOR - ZEPPELIN'' line marking, Friedrichshafen ''28.10.31'' 
arrival ds, mostly VF, Sieger #135a, Est. $100-$120 

60 

   Austria  
201 * C26 x2, 

C29 x2 
1929 (May 15), 1st America Flight (interrupted at Cuers) cover 
addressed to Cleveland, OH, franked by four air post values, 
including pair of Crane 3s red brown, blue confirmation cachet and 
red line interruption marking, delivered by another America Flight in 
August with appropriate NYC receiving ''Aug. 5.1929'', F/VF, 
Sieger #26, Est. $100-$150 

75 

202 * B88, B91-
92 

1931 (August 27), Lausanne Flight postcard (real photo with Zeppelin 
Flight Around the World), franked by Rotary overprints on 20g, 50g 
and 1s, cancelled Innsbruck ''8.VIII.31'' ds, red oval Flight marking 
and Friedrichshafen connection of August 20 (too early), Lausanne 
''27.VIII.31'' receiver, VF and scarce, Sieger #123 var, Est. $150-$200 

100 

203 * C1 Belgium - Airship Hindenburg Flight 1937 (May 1), Germany Flight 
postcard, franked by three stamps, cancelled by Brussels ''30.4.37'' 
Airport date stamp, lilac and red Flight markings, Frankfurt-on-Main 
''1.5.37'' connection and Cologne ''3.5.31'' arrival ds, VF, Mi #63 I, 
Sieger unlisted, Est. $100-$150 

75 

   Bolivia  
204 **/* C11-12, 

C14-16, 
C18 

1930, Graf Zeppelin surcharge and overprints on Aviation School 
stamps, 5c/10c, 10c-1b, set of six values, full OG, NH (3) or 
LH/hinged, mostly VF, C.v. $450, Est. $250-$300  

150 

205 * C11-12, 
C14-15, 
C18 

1930 (June 30), Graf Zeppelin surcharge and overprints, 5c/10c, 10c, 
15c, 25c and 1b used on registered cover from Cochamamba to NY, 
violet boxed cancellation, no backstamp, VF, C.v. $430 as for stamps 
off cover, Est. $150-$200  

100 

206 */U C24-26, 
C24b, 
C26b 

1930, ''Z'' (Zeppelin) surcharges 1.50b/15c, 3b/20c and 6b/35c, 
unused and used complete sets of three and in addition two stamps 
with comma variety, most with OG (C26 - no gum), C26 has tiny thin 
spot, F/VF, C.v. $705, Est. $250-$300  

150 

207 * 189, 199 1932 (April 9-13), 2nd Return SAF card and cover from Cochabamba 
to Germany, franked by 17 (10 - on reverse) or 26 (20 - on reverse) 
stamps respectively, green Flight cachet, Friedrichshafen ''13.4.32'' 
arrival ds, VF, card with B. Moorhouse certificate, Sieger #146, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

208 * 198/204 1932 (April 23-27), 3rd Return SAF card and cover from Cochabamba 
to Germany, franked by 5 or 4 stamps respectively, German oval 
confirmation marking in red (not mentioned in Sieger for that flight), 
Friedrichshafen ''27.4.32'' arrival marking, VF, each one with B. 
Moorhouse certificate, Sieger #151 var, Est. $150-$200 

100 

209 * 198/204 1932 (May 6-10), 4th Return SAF card and pre-printed cover from 
Cochabamba to Germany, each one franked by four values, card with 
straight line confirmation, Friedrichshafen or Berlin ''10.5.32'' arrival 
markings, VF, Sieger #160 var, Est. $150-$200 

100 
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   Brazil  
210 *  1930, Air Mail Fee stamps for Graf Zeppelin Flights from Brazil to 

Europe, three complete issues and a single from the third set, the 
total is nine stamps, full OG, hinged or unused, no gum (a single), 
mostly VF, C.v. $1,068, Est. $250-$300 

150 

211 * 4CL1-2 1930 (May 24 - June 6), South America Flight postcard and cover, 
each one franked by air post semi-official stamps for Zeppelin Flights 
of 5000r green and 10,000r red, first one sent from Recife (28 MAI) to 
Friedrichshafen (6.6), the other one - from Rio (24 MAI) to Recife (26 
MAI), flight cachet and arrival markings, mostly VF, Sieger #59A, B, 
Est. $150-$200 

100 

212 *  Group of 12 items delivered by South America Return Flights 
1931-36, 11 Zeppelin Flights starting with 4 covers and cards from 
SAF of 1931, including 1 item of 1932, 3 of 1933, 1 of 1934, 2 of 
1935 and the last one is Hindenburg 1st SAF of 1936, all with 
appropriate franking cancellations and flight cachet, mostly VF, 
Sieger #125B/404, Est. $400-$500 (website photo) 

250 

213 * C9, C11 Bulgaria 1934 ( May 26-29), 1st SAF cover to Brazil, franked by five 
air post stamps, tied by Sofia special ds, red Berlin C2 Luftpostamt 
transit, Friedrichshafen ''26.5.34'' connection, Flight cachet in red 
and Pernambuco ''29.V.34'' receiver, VF, Sieger #247, Est. $250-$300 

150 

   Danzig  
214 * C26, C28, 

C30 
1930 (July 9-10), Spitsbergen Flight pre-printed cover from Danzig to 
Hammerfest (Norway), franked by three Air Post values, green Flight 
cachet, arrival ds on reverse, VF, Sieger #73, €450, Est. $250-$300  

150 

215 * C31-35 1932 (July 30 - August 1), Danzig (Luposta) Return Flight postcard to 
Switzerland, franked by complete surcharged air post set of five, 
green Flight marking, Friedrichshafen ''1.8.32'' arrival on the back, 
VF, Sieger #170B, €160 without a premium for franking, Est. $100-
$150 

75 

216 * 99, 110 Egypt 1931 (April 11-13), Egypt Return Flight postcard (Graf von 
Zeppelin) to Germany, franked by three non- Zeppelin stamps, 
cancelled Cairo ''11.AP.31'' date stamps, straight line violet 
confirmation marking and Friedrichshafen ''13.4.31'' arrival hs, VF, 
Mi #166A III, €500, Est. $250-$300 

150 

217 * 122-27 Eritrea 1932 (October 24-27), 9th SAF registered postcard to Brazil, 
franked by six African Subjects definitive stamps of 15c-5L (the last 
one is very scarce on postal history item), Friedrichshafen ''24.10.32'' 
connection, red confirmation marking and Recife ''27.X.32'' arrival ds 
on reverse, VF and rare, Sieger #195, Est. $700-$800 

400 

218 * N3-4 Ethiopia (under Italian Occupation) 1936 (October 29 - November 
1), 12th SAF registered cover from Addis Ababa to Brazil, franked by 
two Occupation stamps and set of five Somalia air post values, tied  
by Addis Ababa ''19.10.36'' ds, Milan (27.10) connection, 
Friedrichshafen red confirmation cachet and Pernambuco ''1.XI.36'' 
arrival marking, mostly VF and very scarce, Ethiopia not listed by 
Sieger for this flight, ex-Belinkoff, Est. $1,000-$1,200 

600 

219 * C1 Finland 1930 (September 24-25), Baltic Sea Flight cover to Budapest, 
franked by vertical pair of red Zeppelin overprint on 10m gray lilac, 
tied by Helsinki ''24.IX.30'' ds, Finnish confirmation marking, 
Friedrichshafen ''25.9.30'' drop and ''30.SEP.27'' Budapest arrival hs, 
3mm cover tear at top, otherwise F/VF, Sieger #89B, €675, Est. 
$250-$300 

150 

220 * C14-18 French Morocco 1933 (May 6-9), 1st SAF registered cover from 
Tanger to Brazil, franked by nine stamps (three - on reverse), 
including four air post values, cancelled by Tanger ''28-4.33'' date 
stamps, Friedrichshafen ''6.5.33'' connection and blue confirmation 
cachet, Pernambuco ''9.V.33'' arrival hs on the back, mostly VF and 
very scarce, Sieger #202, Est. $600-$700 

350 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
221 * 126, 128 Gambia 1935 (November 16-18), 1st Shuttle Return Flight cover from 

Bathurst to Recife, franked by three King George V Silver Jubilee 
stamps, tied by Bathurst ''16.NO.35'' date stamp, backstamped at 
Recife on November 18, VF and scarce, Mi #499 var, Est. $500-$600 

300 

   Germany  
222 * C37 1928 (October 11-15), America Flight cover to US, franked by 4m 

black brown, cancelled by Friedrichshafen ''7.OKT.28'' ds, blue oval 
confirmation cachet, NYC ''Oct.16.1928'' drop marking, VF and 
scarce, Sieger #21g, €850, including €100 premium for Zeppelin 
stamp franking, Est. $250-$300 

150 

223 * C33 1929 (March 24-28), two Orient Flight covers addressed to Port Said 
or Athens, franked by Eagle 2m black and blue, each one tied by 
Friedrichshafen ''24.MRZ.29'' ds, two different types of confirmation 
cachet and arrivals of March 28 to Port Said and March 30 to Athens, 
F/VF, Sieger #23 var, Est. $200-$300 

150 

224 * C37 1929 (May 16), 1st America Flight cover, franked by Zeppelin 4m  
black brown, tied by board ''16.5.29'' ds, blue confirmation cachet on 
front and Barcelona drop ''16.MAY.29'' marking, VF and rare, only 19 
items were dropped in Barcelona, Sieger #26b, €2,000, Est. $500-
$600 

300 

225 * 328 1929 (April 23-24), Mediterranean Sea Flight stationery postcard 8(pf) 
dark blue green, uprated by 100(pf) brown violet, tied by board 
''22.4.1929'' cancel, red flight cachet and Seville ''24.ABR.29'' 
machine marking, mostly VF, drop in Seville mentioned in Frost Cat. 
only, Est. $150-$200 

100 

226 * C36-37 1929 (May 16-17 and August 1-5), 1st America Interrupted in Cuers 
and Completed Flights cover and card, franked by Zeppelin stamps of 
4m and 2m respectively, each one with blue Flight cachet, first one 
has interruption message in red, each one with NYC ''AUG.5.1929'' 
ds, both are VF, Sieger #26A, 27A, Est. $150-$200 

100 

227 * C36-37 1929 (August 15 - September 4), Around the World Flight cover to 
Switzerland, franked by Zeppelin 2m ultra and three 4m black brown, 
cancelled by Friedrichshafen ''15.AUG.29'' ds, red Flight marking and 
straight line confirmation, Friedrichshafen ''4.9.29'' receiver, mostly 
VF, Sieger #30Ad, €500 without premium for franking, Est. $200-
$250 

120 

228 * C27-31 1929 (September 26), 1st Switzerland Flight cover, franked by five 
Eagle stamps of 5pf-50pf, board ''26.9.1929'' cancellation, Bern the 
same day arrival ds, VF, Sieger #35h, €350, Est. $200-$250  

120 

229 * C29-30 1929 (October 2), 4th Switzerland Flight pre-printed postcard (view of 
Hamburg), franked by two Eagle Air Post values, ''2.10.1929'' on 
board cancellation, Bern the same day arrival marking, VF, 
Sieger #39c, €330, Est. $150-$200  

100 

230 * C27-30 1929 (October 12-13), Netherlands Flight postcard (real photo of 
L.Z.127) to Rotterdam, franked by four Eagle stamps of 5pf-20pf, tied 
by on board ''13.10.1929'' ds, three confirmation cachet and 
Amsterdam arrival marking in black, minor red ink soiling on picture 
side, otherwise VF, Sieger #41B, Est. $100-$150 

75 

231 * C31 1929 (November 2-3), Dübendorf Flight postcard (Graf Zeppelin over 
Friedrichshafen) forwarded to Böblingen Flight, bearing two red  
board cancellations of 2.NOV.1929 and 3.NOV.1929, franked by 
Eagle 50pf brown orange, tied by on board ''3.11.1929'' ds, boxed 
confirmation marking and Böblingen ''3.11.29'' arrival hs, VF and 
very scarce, Sieger #45e, €800, Est. $500-$600 

300 

232 * C32 1930 (April 12), Switzerland Flight postcard (Graf von Zeppelin) to 
Zurich, franked by Eagle stamp of 1m black and salmon, cancelled on 
board ''12.4.1930'' ds, the same day Basel arrival marking, mostly VF, 
Sieger #51C, Est. $100-$120  

60 
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233 * C32, C36 1930, Spain (April 16) and Darmstadt (August 4) Flights cover and 

postcard, franked by Zeppelin 2m ultra or Eagle 1m black and 
salmon, both with on board cancellations, first one with oval Flight 
cachet and Seville arrival ''16.APR.32'', the other one with Darmstadt 
arrival marking, VF, Sieger #52 and 78, Est. $150-$200 

100 

234 * C38 1930 (May 25), South America Flight postcard (Graf von Zeppelin) to 
Rio de Janeiro, franked by Zeppelin 1.SUDAMERIKA Fahrt 2m ultra, 
cancelled on board with ''25.5.30'' ds, red Flight marking and violet 
oval the same day Rio arrival ds, mostly VF, Sieger #57c, €675, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

235 * C39 1930 (May 18-27), South America Flight cover to Pernambuco, 
franked by Zeppelin 1.SUDAMERIKA Fahrt 4m black brown, tied by 
Friedrichshafen ''18.5.30'' ds, red Flight cachet, two Pernambuco 
''27.MAI.30'' receivers, mostly VF, Sieger #57K, €575, Est. $150-$200 

100 

236 * C38-39 1930 (May 18-31), South America Flight cover to California, franked 
by Zeppelin 1.SUDAMERIKA Fahrt 2m ultra and vertical pair of 4m 
black brown, cancelled Friedrichshafen ''18.5.30'' ds, red Flight 
marking, Lakehurst ''MAY 31.1930'' drop and Delano arrival hs, 
mostly VF, Sieger #57F, €550 without a premium for franking, Est. 
$300-$400 

200 

237 * C32 1930 (June 24), Silesia Flight postcard (Hugo Eckener) to Basel, 
franked by Eagle 1m black and salmon, on board ''24.6.1930'' 
cancellation, Görlitz ''24.JUN.1930'' red drop ds, Zurich Airport 
''25.VI.30'' marking, VF and scarce, Sieger #69Bb, Est. $150-$200 

100 

238 * C36 1930 (August 19), Switzerland and Vaduz Flight cover, franked by 
Zeppelin stamp of 2m ultra, cancelled on board ''19.8.1930'', Hugo 
Eckener signature alongside, Vaduz ''19.VIII.30'' arrival ds, VF and 
scarce, Sieger #79B, €600, Est. $250-$300  

150 

239 * C32 1930 (September 23), Baltic Sea Flight postcard (L.Z. 127 in Flight), 
franked by Eagle 1m black and salmon, tied by Friedrichshafen 
''23.9.30'' ds, green confirmation marking, Berlin the same day 
receiver, VF, Sieger #88Aa, Est. $100-$150  

75 

240 * 337 1930 (September 25), Baltic Sea Return Flight postcard to Zurich, 
franked by Rheinstein Castle 1m green, ''25.9.1930'' on board 
cancellation, green confirmation cachet and the same day Berlin 
receiver, VF, Sieger #88Ec, Est. $100-$150  

75 

241 * 337 1931 (April 10-11), Egypt Flight postcard, franked by Castle 1m 
green, tied by Friedrichshafen ''9.4.31'' date stamp, red confirmation 
cachet, Cairo ''11.AP.31'' drop and Jerusalem ''13.AP.31'' arrival 
marking, VF, Sieger #104 var, Est. $150-$200 

100 

242 * C42 1931 (July 24-27), North Pole Flight cover, franked by Zeppelin 
POLAR FAHRT 1931 4m black brown, tied by Friedrichshafen 
''24.7.31'' ds, red Flight cachet, Ice- Breaker ''Malygin'' drop marking 
of July 27, VF, Sieger #119, €1,100, Est. $350-$400  

200 

243 * C41 1931 (July 24-27), North Pole Flight US postcard, franked by  
Zeppelin POLAR FAHRT 1931 2m ultra, cancelled by Berlin ''25.7.31'' 
marking, red Flight cachet, Ice-Breaker ''Malygin'' drop marking of 
July 27, VF, Sieger#119H, €375, Est. $150-$200  

100 

244 * C41 1931 (July 29-31), North Pole Return Flight postcard (real photo of 
L.Z.127 in flight), franked by Zeppelin POLAR FAHRT 1931 2m ultra, 
on board ''29.7.1931'' cancellation, red Flight marking, Leningrad-
Berlin connection of July 31 and Berlin ''31.7.31'' arrival ds, VF and 
scarce, Sieger #119 I, €700, Est. $350-$400 

200 

245 * C35-36 1931 (August 29 - September 4), 1st SAF two postcards to Brazil, 
franked by Zeppelin stamps, first one - by a single of 2m ultra, 
cancelled on board ''31.8.1931''; the other one - by two of 1m 
carmine, cancelled by Berlin ''29.8.31'', first with green, the second 
with green and red Flight markings, each one with Rio de Janeiro 
''4.IX.31'' arrival ds, VF, Sieger #124Cb, 124Dc, Est. $150-$200 

100 
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246 * C40 1931 (September 11), Zurich Flight postcard (processing mail on Graf 

Zeppelin) to Switzerland, franked by North Pole Flight stamp of 1m 
carmine, on board ''11.9.1931'' cancellation, Mophila Hamburg  
cachet and pre-print, the same day Zurich arrival ds, VF, 
Sieger #127B, €125 without a premium for franking, Est. $100-$150 

75 

247 * C35 1932 (April 4-10), 2nd SA Direct and Return Flights postcard (close 
view of the cabin of L.Z.127), franked by two stamps, including 
Zeppelin 1m carmine, on board cancellation, green Flight cachet, 
upon arrival to Recife (7.IV.32) uprated by three Brazilian adhesives, 
return Flight violet confirmation marking was applied, 
Friedrichshafen ''10.4.32'' arrival ds, mostly VF and scarce, 
Sieger #143C, Est. $150-$200 

100 

248 * C35 1932 (April 4-13), two postcards of the 2nd SA Direct and Return 
Flights with German and Brazilian franking, first one franked by two 
stamps, green Flight marking and Recife (Pernambuco) ''7.IV.32'' 
arrival ds; the other one - franked by three Brazilian values, bearing 
black confirmation cachet and Friedrichshafen ''13.4.32'' receiver, 
mostly VF, Sieger #143, Est. $150-$200 

100 

249 * C29, C31, 
C35 

1932 (August 29 - September 1), 5th SAF postcard (Hugo Eckener) to 
Bolivia, franked by three air post stamps, tied by ''30.8.32'' on board 
marking, violet confirmation cachet and La Paz ''14.SEPT.32'' arrival 
ds, mounted on page from a Collection, VF, Sieger #171, Est. $100-
$150 

75 

250 * C29-31 1932 (August 29 - September 7), two postcards of the 5th SA Direct 
and Return Flights with German and Brazilian franking, first one 
franked by four stamps, violet Flight marking and Recife 
(Pernambuco) ''1.IX.32'' arrival ds; the other one - franked by two 
Brazilian adhesives, bearing confirmation cachet and Friedrichshafen 
''7.9.32'' receiver, mostly VF, Sieger #171, Est. $150-$200 

100 

251 * C28-29 1932 (November 14), Test Flight postcard (Zeppelin and Palm Trees) 
franked by six values, including two air post stamps, on board 
''14.11.32'' date stamp, VF, Sieger #0200, €285, Est. $150-$200  

100 

252 * C35-36 South America Flights of 1932 (March 22 - October 27), seven 
covers and card (1), representing 1st-6th and 9th SAF of the year, all 
are franked by Zeppelin stamps, cancelled at Berlin, Friedrichshafen, 
Stuttgart or on board, bearing confirmation cachet in various colors 
and arrival markings, mostly VF, Sieger #138Ab, 143B, 150Ab, 
157Ab, 171Ab, 177Aa, 195C, €735 without a premium for franking, 
Est. $300-$400 (website photo) 

200 

253 * C31, C43 1933 (October 14-25), Chicago Flight (Century of Progress) cover to 
US, franked by two air post values, including Chicagofahrt Zeppelin 
stamp of 1m carmine, on board ''25.6.33'' cancellation, red 
confirmation marking and the same day Chicago arrival ds, VF, 
Sieger #238Bcb, €575, Est. $250-$300 

150 

254 * C43-45 1933 (October 14 - November 2), Chicago (Century of Progress)  
Round Flight cover, bearing a complete Zeppelin set with black 
overprint ''Chicagofahrt. Weltausstellung. 1933'', tied by Berlin date 
stamps, two red confirmation markings, and green machine arrival, 
VF and scarce, Sieger #238D, €1,425, Est. $400-$500 

250 

255 * 442-43 1934 (September 27), Switzerland Round Flight postcard (Zeppelin in 
Flight) to Pforzheim, franked by five stamps, cancelled on board, 
mostly VF and scarce, Sieger #0276, €300, Est. $150-$200  

100 

256 * C50, C52. 
C55 

1937 (June 18), cover prepared for the last SAF addressed to Rio de 
Janeiro, franked by three air post stamps, tied by Berlin ''12.6.37''  
ds, Stuttgart red connection marking, the flight expected to depart on 
June 18 from Frankfurt, but it was aborted and cover had been 
delivered by Lufthansa airplane, appropriate arrival markings on the 
back, F/VF and very scarce, this flight is mentioned in Sieger #383 
fn, Est. $250-$300 

150 
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257 * C50, C52, 

C54 
1937 (September 14), cover prepared to be sent by Zeppelin SAF to 
Brazil, franked by three air post values and tied by Brackenheim 
''14.9.37'' ds, bearing red Frankfurt Flight cachet, but this flight did 
not take place and the cover was delivered by regular Lufthansa 
Flight, Santa Cruz boxed ''21.SEPT.1937'' arrival marking, mostly VF, 
Est. $150-$200 

100 

258 *  Nice Group of Zeppelin Correspondences 1929-38, 13 postal 
history items, starting with Orient and Böblingen Flights of 1929, 
including two South America Flights of 1930, Alps of 1930 and 
Magdeburg of 1931 Flights, as well as latest Airship Flights of 
''Hindenburg'' and ''Zeppelin 2'' of 1937-38, occasional flaws possible, 
generally fresh unit with all appropriate markings, F/VF, Sieger C.v. 
€1,465, Est. $400-$500 (website photo) 

250 

   Great Britain  
259 * 179b, 

195a, 200 
1932 (March 20-24), 1st SAF cover from London to Bolivia, franked by 
three values including King George V and Sea Horses 2s6p chocolate 
brown, tied by London ''19 MR 32'' ds, Berlin ''19.3.32'' connection, 
violet flight marking and La Paz ''29. MAR. 32'' arrival hs, mostly VF, 
B. Moorhouse certificate, Sieger #138, €500, Est. $200-$250 

120 

260 * 200 1933 (May 6-10), 1st SAF cover from London to Uruguay, franked by 
four King George V 1s bister, tied by London ''5 MY 33'' date stamps, 
red Berlin - Friedrichshafen connection, blue confirmation cachet  
and Montevideo ''MAY.11.33'' arrival marking, slight overall toning, 
mostly VF, Sieger #202, Est. $150-$200 

100 

261 * 200 1934 (October 13-16), 10th SAF cover from London to Uruguay, 
franked by two pairs of King George V 1s bister, London ''12 OC 34'' 
cancellation, Friedrichshafen ''13.10.34'' connection, two flight 
markings in red and violet, Montevideo ''OCT. 18. 34'' receiver, some 
reversal toning, still F/VF, Sieger #280, Est. $100-$150 

75 

262 * C5-7 Greece 1933 (May 29-30), Italy Flight registered cover from Athens to 
Germany, franked by five stamps, including Zeppelin complete set of 
three, tied by Athens ''27.V.33'' ds, Rome (29.V) machine connection, 
blue confirmation cachet and green Friedrichshafen ''30.5.33'' arrival 
marking, VF, Sieger #210y, €1,000, Est. $500-$600 

300 

263 * C24 Hungary 1931 (March 28-30), two postcards of Hungary Direct and 
Return Flights, franked by two or three values including a single or 
horizontal pair of Zeppelin overprint on 1p orange, all tied by 
Budapest ds, two different types of Flight cachet in blue (type I) or 
green (type II), Budapest ''931.MAR.29'' or Friedrichshafen ''30.3.31'' 
arrival markings, VF, Sieger #102Aa, 103b, €300, Est. $150-$200 

100 

264 * C9, C11 Iceland 1931 (June 30-July 3), Iceland Flight cover, franked by 
Zeppelin overprints on 30a and 2k, tied by Reykjavik ''30.VI.31'' ds, 
green confirmation cachet and Friedrichshafen ''3.7.31'' arrival 
marking, Sieger#114D, €465, Est. $150-$200  

100 

265 * 48, 53 Iraq 1933 (June 3-6), 2nd SAF registered cover from Baghdad to 
Brazil, franked by two definitive stamps, green confirmation marking 
and Pernambuco ''6.VI.33'' arrival ds on reverse, VF and rare, 
Sieger #214, Est. $1,600-$2,000  

1,000 

266 * C42-47 Italy 1933 (May 29-30), Italy Flight registered cover franked by 
complete Zeppelin set of six with March on Rome 2.55L blue, 
canceled by Rome ''29.5.33'' ds, two blue flight cachet and 
Friedrichshafen arrival marking, VF and rare complete set franking, 
PF certificate, Sieger #208G, Scott C.v. $2,000, Est. $800-$1,000 

500 

267 *  Ivory Coast 1933 (September 30 - October 4), 8th SAF cover from 
Koroko to Buenos Aires, mixed franking with Upper Volta of 18 
stamps altogether, tied by Koroko ''7.SEP.33'' ds, Friedrichshafen 
''30.9.33'' connection, violet confirmation marking at top left, Buenos 
Aires ''6.OCT.33'' arrival on the back, mostly VF and very rare, only a 
few known, Sieger #235, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 
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268 * C2, C4 Kuwait 1934 (October 13-17), 10th SAF registered cover from Kuwait 

to Brazil, franked by two air post values, Stuttgart (12.10) and 
Friedrichshafen (13.10) connections, red confirmation cachet, 
Pernambuco ''17.X.34'' arrival ds on reverse, VF and very rare, only a 
few such covers flown, Sieger #280, Est. $1,800-$2,400 

1,200 

   Liechtenstein  
269 * 65, 78 1929 (November 2), Zurich-Dübendorf Flight mixed franking cover to 

Basel, franked by 10rp yellow green in block of four and Prince 
Johann 35rp brown and black, uprated by three Swiss air post 
adhesives, Friedrichshafen ''2.Nov.29'' connection and Zurich the 
same day drop ds, VF and scarce cover, Est. $350-$400 

200 

270 * C7 1931 (June 10), Vaduz-Lausanne Flight Swiss stationery postcard 5c 
green uprated by Liechtenstein Zeppelin stamp of 1fr olive black, 
Lausanne ''10.VI.31'' cancellation, Vaduz red Flight marking and 
same day arrival ds, VF, Sieger #110 var, Est. $150-$200 

100 

271 * C2-4 1932 (June 28), Switzerland Flight (250th Zeppelin Flight) postcard, 
franked by four air post values, tied by blue special marking, the 
same day Friedrichshafen connection and Vaduz arrival of June 28, 
VF and scarce, Sieger #166, €350, Est. $200-$250 

120 

272 * C6 1933 (July 18), Switzerland Flight postcard to Luzerne, franked by 
Airplane over Rhine valley 1fr lake, cancelled by Triesenberg 
''15.VII.33'' ds, green Flight marking, Bern drop and Luzerne 
''18.VII.33'' receiver, mostly VF, Sieger #222, Est. $100-$150 

75 

273 * C2-5 Luxembourg July 2-4, 1932 (July 2-4), England Flight mixed 
franking cover, franked by four air post stamps, upon arrival to 
Friedrichshafen uprated by four German adhesives, tied by ''2.7.32'' 
date stamp, yellow confirmation marking, VF, Est. $300-$400 

200 

274 *  Netherlands 1932 (June 19), Netherlands Return Flight postcard, 
franked by four adhesives, tied by Zaandam ''16.VI.31'' ds, delivered 
from Enschede to Friedrichshafen (machine marking on June 19) 
with blue Flight cachet, mostly VF, Sieger #164, Est. $100-$120 

60 

   Paraguay  
275 ** C74, a,   

var 
1932, Graf Zeppelin, 4p ultra, four different perforation varieties, 
imperforated block of four, imperf tete-beche pair perforated between 
stamps, strip of three and block of four partially imperf, all with full 
original uneven gum, NH, VF, Sanabria $51a, b, c, Est. $150-$200 

100 

276 *  1932, 5th, 6th, 8th and 9th SA Return Flight covers with Zeppelin 
stamps franking, various special cancellations and Flight markings, 
each one with Friedrichshafen arrival ds on reverse, fresh and VF, 
Sieger #176, 182, 194 and 200, C.v.€500, Est. $300-$400 

200 

277 * C89-90 1934 (September 22-25), 8th SA Return Flight registered cover to 
Netherlands, franked by five stamps (three - on reverse), including 
two Zeppelin values with ''1934'' overprint, two different flight 
markings and ''25.9.34'' arrival ds, VF, Sieger #276, Est. $100-$150 

75 

278 * 402, C19 Romania 1934 (June 23-27), Argentina Flight registered cover from 
Sibiu via Bucharest and Stuttgart, franked by two stamps, 
Friedrichshafen connection and violet confirmation cachet, Buenos 
Aires arrival marking on reverse, mostly VF, Sieger #254, C.v. 
€375++, Est. $200 -$300 

150 

279 * 120/33 Saar 1930 (May 18-19), South America Flight postcard (real photo 
with World Map and L.Z.127), franked by seven stamps (one - on 
reverse), red Flight markings on front and picture sides, Seville 
''19.MAI.1930'' arrival ds, mostly VF, Sieger #57, Est. $100-$150 

75 

   Soviet Union  
280 * C12-13 1930 (September 10-11), Moscow Return Flight stationery card and 

cover, franked by Zeppelin stamps of 40k and 80k respectively along 
with other stamps, tied by special Zeppelin ''10.IX.30'' ds, two-line 
violet confirmation marking, each one with Friedrichshafen ''11.9.30'' 
receiver, mostly VF, Sieger #85Aa, Bb, Est. $100-$150 

75 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
281 * 388, 412 

x2, 421 
1930 (September 10-11), Moscow Return Flight postcard to Germany, 
franked by four adhesives, tied by Moscow special ''10-IX-30'' ds, two-
line violet Flight cachet, Friedrichshafen ''11.9.30'' arrival marking, 
VF and scarce non-Zeppelin franking postcard, Sieger #85D, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

282 * C30-33 1931 (July 25-27), North Pole Zeppelin Flight registered cover from 
Leningrad to Ice-Breaker ''Malygin'', franked by perforated complete 
set of four, tied by Leningrad ''25.VII.31'' special ds, German 
confirmation cachet, arrival ''27.VII.31'' and all appropriate markings, 
mostly VF, Sieger #120Ca, €1,300, Est. $500-$600 

300 

283 � C21-23 1932 (September 12-16), 6th SAF postcard from Moscow to 
Pernambuco, franked by three airship stamps, Berlin connection, 
green confirmation cachet, Pernambuco ''16.X.32'' arrival ds is 
alongside, VF, Sieger #177, Est. $450-$500  

250 

284 * C20,   
C22a,   
C24 

1933 (August 5-8), 4th SAF registered cover from Leningrad to Brazil, 
franked by four stamps, including three Zeppelin adhesives, delivered 
by flight Leningrad - Berlin with connection ''29.7.33'' ds, two 
confirmation markings and Pernambuco ''8.VIII.33'' arrival hs, slight 
traces of mounts on reverse, still VF and scarce, Est. $450-$500 

250 

   Switzerland  
285 � C4, C11 1929 (August 1-5), 1st America Flight stationery postcard 10c green 

to US, uprated by five values, including two air post adhesives, 
Friedrichshafen ''31.JUL.29'' connection, blue Flight cachet, NYC 
''AUG.5.29'' arrival ds, mostly VF, Sieger #27, €235, Est. $150-$200 

100 

286 * C6, C9-12 1929 (August 15-19), Around the World Flight postcard (L.Z.127 in 
flight) to Tokyo, franked by 4 air post stamps, Friedrichshafen 
''15.AUG.29'' connection marking, red Flight cachet and line 
confirmation, Tokyo ''19.AUG.29'' receiver, mostly VF, Sieger #30, 
€220, Est. $150-$200 

100 

287 � C7, C14 1930 (November 16), Chemnitz Flight postcard (Dornier Do.X''), 
franked by two air post stamps, Friedrichshafen ''16.11.30'' 
connection, red Flight marking and the same day Chemnitz arrival  
ds, VF, Sieger #100, Est. $100-$120  

60 

288 * C10-11 1931 (June 6), Magdeburg Return Flight postcard from Romanshorn 
to Budapest, franked by two air post values, Magdeburg violet 
connection marking, red Flight cachet, Friedrichshafen ''7.6.31'' 
arrival ds, mostly VF, Sieger #109 var, Est. $150-$200  

100 

289 �  1931 (June 10), Vaduz-Lausanne Flight Swiss stationery postcard 
10c dark green bearing Liechtenstein Zeppelin stamp of 1fr olive 
black, Lausanne ''10.VI.31'' cancellation, Vaduz red Flight marking 
and same day arrival ds, VF, Sieger #110 var, Est. $150-$200 

100 

290 * C6/11 1931 (July 12), Vienna Flight cover, franked by five air post stamps, 
tied by Romanshorn ''11.VII.31'' ds, Friedrichshafen ''12.7.31'' 
connection and Vienna the same day special arrival marking, mostly 
VF, Sieger #116, Est. $100-$120  

60 

291 � C13 1931 (September 13), Frankfurt-on-Main Flight postcard, franked by 
Allegory Eagle 35c in block of four, Friedrichshafen ''13.9.31'' 
connection, oval Flight marking and the same day Frankfurt arrival 
ds, VF, Sieger #128 var (this confirmation marking is not mentioned 
in Sieger or Michel), Est. $100-$150 

75 

292 *  1931 (October 17-20), 3rd SAF entire stationery wrapper of 2c bister, 
uprated on reverse with 2½c yellow olive (on reverse) and German 
Zeppelin stamp of 1m carmine, Friedrichshafen ''17.10.31'' 
connection, green Flight cachet on front and confirmation six-line  
text on reverse along with Pernambuco ''20.X.31'' receiver, VF and 
scarce mixed franking item, Sieger #133 var, Est. $100-$150 

75 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
293 *  1931 (October 17-28), 3rd SA Round Flight stationery unsevered reply 

card 20(c)/25(c)+20(c)/25(c) orange uprated for direct flight by two 
Swiss stamps, bearing Friedrichshafen ''17.10.31'' connection and 
green Flight marking, Pernambuco ''20.X.31'' receiver; reply portion 
with two Brazilian adhesives, violet confirmation and Friedrichshafen 
''28.10.31'' arrival ds, VF and scarce, Sieger #133, Est. $250-300 

150 

294 *  1932 (July 30-31), Danzig Flight stationery postcard 10(c) red, 
uprated by two German adhesives, tied by Friedrichshafen 
''30.JUL.32'' connection marking, blue Flight cachet and Rønne 
''31.7.32'' arrival ds, VF, Sieger #169 var (mixed franking is not 
mentioned in Sieger), Est. $150-$200 

100 

295 *  South America Flights of 1932 (March 3 - October 27), one cover 
and four postcards, representing 1st, 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th SAF of the 
year, appropriately franked and cancelled at Romanshorn, bearing 
confirmation cachet in various colors and arrival markings, mostly 
VF, Sieger #138, 177, 183, 189, 195, €580 without a premium for 
franking, Est. $300-$400 (website photo) 

200 

296 * 144a, 
C10-11, 
C17 

1933, two postcards of Germany (May 1) and Switzerland (July 18) 
Flights, franked by one or three stamps respectively, each one with 
appropriate green Flight marking, Friedrichshafen ''1.5.33'' and 
''18.7.33'' arrival ds, both are VF, Sieger #201, 222, Est. $150-$200 

100 

297 *  Lot of Three Flown Items 1930-33, Geneva Flight of 1930 stationery 
postcard, 3rd SAF of 1931 postcard, 7th SAF of 1933 cover, two last 
ones addressed to Rio de Janeiro, appropriate franking and flight 
cancellations, one card with small tear, otherwise VF, Sieger #87, 
133, 232, Est. $150-$200 (website photo) 

100 

298 * 219/50 Togo 1934 (May 26-29), 1st SAF registered cover from Lome via Dakar 
to Brazil, franked by seven definitive stamps, Frankfurt on Main and 
Friedrichshafen connection markings, red confirmation cachet, 
Pernambuco ''29.V.34'' arrival ds, mostly VF and rare, Sieger #247, 
Est. $1,200-$1,500 

750 

   Tunisia  
299 * C12 1933 (July 1-4), 3rd SAF registered cover from Tunis to Uruguay, 

franked by six stamps, including five air post values with blue 
surcharge 1.50fr on 2.55fr lilac and olive brown, Marseille ''19.6.33'' 
(on reverse) and Friedrichshafen ''1.7.33'' connections, blue 
confirmation marking and Montevideo ''Jul. 8.33'' arrival ds, VF and 
scarce, Sieger #219, Est. $400-$500 

250 

300 * 141, C8 1933 (September 30 - October 4), 8th SAF registered postcard from 
Tunis to Brazil, franked by four stamps, including 10fr black, 
Friedrichshafen ''30.9.33'' connection, violet confirmation marking 
and Pernambuco''4.X.33'' arrival ds, VF and scarce, Sieger #235, Est. 
$500-$600 

300 

301 * 141, C8 1933 (October 14-17), Chicago (Century of Progress) Direct Flight 
registered postcard from Tunis to Brazil, franked by four stamps, 
including 10fr black, Friedrichshafen ''14.10.33'' connection, red 
Flight marking and Pernambuco ''17.X.33'' arrival ds on reverse, VF 
and rare, Sieger #238, Est. $750-$800 

400 

   Vatican City  
302 * 2, 7-8, 14 1932 ( May 2-6), 4th SAF cover to Brazil, franked by ten stamps, 

including two blocks of four, tied by Vatican City ''29.4.32'' ds, 
Munich transit (30.4. - on reverse), Berlin-Friedrichshafen connection 
and Flight cachet are on front, Santos ''6.Mai.32'' arrival marking, 
mostly VF and very scarce, Sieger #157, €950, Est. $700-$800 

400 

303 * 9, 14 1932 (August 29 - September 2), 5th SAF cover to Brazil, franked by 
nine stamps, tied by Vatican City ''26.8.32'' ds, Friedrichshafen 
connection (29.8.) and confirmation cachet in violet, Bahia ''2.IX.32'' 
receiver, mostly VF and scarce, Sieger #171, €700, Est. $400-$600 

300 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
304 * 7, 10 1932 (October 10-14), 8th SAF cover to Argentina, franked by two 

values, tied by Vatican City ''3.10.32'' ds, uprated by two Italian 
stamps at Ventimiglia (one is not cancelled) with transits of Genoa 
and Milan on reverse, Friedrichshafen connection (10.10.) and red 
Flight cachet, Buenos Aires ''15.OCT.32'' arrival marking, mostly VF 
and rare, signed by Arthur Falk on reverse, Sieger #189, €1,300, Est. 
$900-$1,000 

400 

305 * 10, 14 1933 (May 29-30), Italy Flight postcard to Friedrichshafen, franked  
by two values, cancelled ''28.5.33'', uprated by Italian Zeppelin stamp 
of 3L, which tied by circular Rome ''29.5.33'' ds on front, Rome 
machine marking with the same date is on reverse, blue flight cachet, 
green Friedrichshafen ''30.5.33'' special Zeppelin receiver, mostly VF 
and scarce both types of Rome postmarks on one item (not priced in 
the Cat.), Sieger #208 Va/Vh, Est. $500-$600 

300 

306 * 10, 14 1933 (May 29-30), Italy Flight postcard to Friedrichshafen, franked  
by two values, cancelled ''28.5.33'' at Vatican City, uprated by Italian 
Zeppelin stamp of 3L, tied by machine Rome ''29.5.33'' ds, blue flight 
cachet, green Friedrichshafen ''30.5.33'' special Zeppelin marking, VF 
and scarce, Sieger #208 Vh, €750, Est. $400-$500 

250 

307 * 11, 14 1933 (May 29-30), Italy Flight cover to Friedrichshafen, franked by 
two values, cancelled ''28.5.33'', uprated by Italian Zeppelin stamp of 
5L, which tied by machine Rome ''29.5.33'' date stamp on front, the 
same Rome machine marking is presented on reverse, blue flight 
cachet, green Friedrichshafen ''30.5.33'' machine arrival postmark, 
VF and scarce, Sieger #208 Vi, €850, Est. $500-$600 

300 

308 * 11, 14 1933 (June 3), 2nd SAF cover to Barcelona, franked by two stamps 
tied by Vatican City ''3.5.33'' date stamp, uprated by two Italian 
adhesives with Rome cancel, Friedrichshafen ''3.6.33'' connection, 
green flight marking, Barcelona boxed drop of ''3.Jun.33'' on reverse, 
mostly VF and rare cover to Barcelona destination, Sieger #214 var, 
€650++, Est. $700-$800 

400 

309 * 22, 41 Airship ''Hindenburg'' Flight 1936 (May 5-9), 1st NAF cover to USA, 
franked by two stamps, tied by ''4.5.36'' Vatican City ds, uprated by 
two Italian values, Friedrichshafen ''5.5.36'' connection, flight cachet 
in red (letter ''c'' for Frankfurt), NYC ''May.9.1933'' receiver, mostly VF 
and scarce, Sieger #406, €700, Est. $500-$600 

300 

   UNITED STATES   
310 U 118 1869, Landing of Columbus, 15c brown and blue, G grill, nice 

margins and beautiful centering, neat cancellation, VF, PF certificate, 
C.v. $850, Est. $400-$500  

250 

311 ** 230-31 1893, Columbian Exposition, 1c dark blue and 2c brown violet, 
perfect quality singles, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $63.50  

50 

312 ** 234 1893, Columbian Exposition, 5c chocolate, a beautiful single, full  
OG, NH, VF, PF certificate, C.v. $150  

100 

313 ** 235 1893, Columbian Exposition, 6c purple, excellent condition, full OG, 
NH, mostly VF, C.v. $150  

75 

314 ** 236 1893, Columbian Exposition, 8c brown purple, strong color and post 
office fresh appearance, full OG, NH, VF, PSE certificates, C.v. $140  

100 

315 ** 238 1893, Columbian Exposition, 15c dark green, right sheet margin 
single, full OG, NH, fine and nice stamp, C.v. $600, Est. $200-$300  

150 

316 ** 239 1893, Columbian Exposition, 30c orange brown, nice color and  
centering, full OG, NH, VF, PF certificate, C.v. $675, Est. $300-$400  

200 

317 ** 240 1893, Columbian Exposition, 50c slate blue, bold color and intact 
perforation, full OG, NH and fine single, C.v. $1,400, Est. $500-$600  

300 

318 ** 241 1893, Columbian Exposition, $1 salmon, sharp color and excellent 
perforation, full OG, NH and fine single, C.v. $3,400, Est. $1,000-
$1,500  

750 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
319 ** 242 1893, Columbian Exposition, $2 brown red, centered to the bottom 

left, fresh color and intact perforation, full OG, NH and fine, 
C.v. $3,600, Est. $1,000-$1,500  

750 

320 ** 244a 1893, Columbian Exposition, $4 rose carmine, proof like color and 
very fresh single, full OG, NH, fine, PF certificate, C.v. $7,000, Est. 
$2,500-$3,000  

1,500 

321 P 247P1/ 
63P1 

1894, Bureau issue, 1c-$5, large die proofs on India mounted on 
sunken die cards, complete set of 13, approximate size 61x64mm, 
card size 150x200mm, 3k purple with triangle of type II, nice and 
very fresh unit, VF and scarce, C.v. $4,850, Est. $2,500-$3,000 

1,500 

322 ** 252 1895, Washington, 2c carmine, type III, top sheet margin plate 
No.153 horizontal strip of three with imprint, left stamp has tiny 
toned spot, otherwise nice and fresh, full OG, NH, fine, C.v. $1,400, 
Est. $350-$400  

200 

323 P 294P2-
99P2 

1901, Pan-American Exposition issue, 1c-10c, complete set of six 
small die proofs on wove paper, approximate size 60x50mm, nice and 
very fresh unit, no gum as produced, VF and scarce in complete set, 
C.v. $3,450, Est. $1,500-$2,000  

1,000 

324 ** 370 1909, Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition issue, 2c carmine, bottom 
sheet margin plate No.5173 block of six with imprint, full OG with 
several spots of missing gum on selvage, NH, F/VF, C.v. $320, Est. 
$100-$150  

75 

325 ** 373 1909, Hudson-Fulton Celebration, 2c carmine, left sheet margin 
imperforated plate No.5394 block of six (2x3), usual gum shortage at 
selvage, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $375, Est. $150-$200  

100 

326 * 373 1909, Hudson-Fulton Celebration, 2c carmine, horizontal guide pair 
of vending machine stamps, nicely centered, full OG, LH, VF, 
C.v. $190  

60 

327 P 398-E1 1912, Panama-Pacific Exposition, Golden Gate, photo essay of 2c for 
the design of 5c, size 35x22mm, mounted on card 71x94mm with 
marking ''Stamp Division. Feb. 21.1912. P.O. Dept.'', fresh and VF, 
this exact essay is not listed in Scott, the similar essay for 5c is  
priced $1,500, Est. $600-$800 

400 

328 P 559P1 1923, McKinley, large die proof of 7c in black, printed on India paper 
and mounted on sunken die card, proof size 60x73mm, card size 
152x202mm, numbered on reverse with ''332720'', no gum as 
produced, VF and scarce, C.v. $1,000, Est. $400-$500  

250 

329 * 560 1923, Grant, 8c olive green, right sheet margin plate No.16450 block 
of six, full OG, top right stamp is LH, all others - NH, VF, C.v. $575, 
Est. $200-$240  

120 

330 ** 560 1923, Grant, 8c yellow olive, printed from damaged plate No.12262 
(not used for issued stamps), right side margin imperforated block of 
four with horizontal gutter and part of adjoining stamps at bottom, 
disturbed OG, one stamp creased, otherwise full OG, NH, VF and 
probably unique positional piece, Est. $600-$700 

350 

331 ** 562 1923, Monroe, 10c orange, top sheet margin plate No. F15277 block 
of six, full OG, NH, F/VF, C.v. $400, Est. $150-$200  

100 

332 ** 568 1922, Niagara Falls, 25c yellow green, top sheet margin plate 
No.17445 block of six, both left stamps have slightly disturbed gum, 
mentioned for accuracy only, full OG, NH, F/VF, C.v. $425, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

333 **/* 621 1925, Norse-American, 5c dark blue and black, left, top, bottom 
arrow and central line blocks of four, nicely centered, full OG, NH (2 
blocks and 2 lower stamps of bottom arrow blocks) others are hinged, 
VF, C.v. is about $315, Est. $100-$120  

60 

334 ** 681 1929, Ohio River Canalization, 2c carmine, block of four with 
absolutely perfect centering, full OG, NH, XF++, Est. $75-$100  

100 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
335 ** 806 var 1938, definitive issue, Adams, 2c rose carmine, misperforated 

horizontally left margin vertical pair with horizontal gutter, full OG, 
NH, VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

336 ** 834 var 1938, Presidential issue, Calvin Coolidge, $5 carmine and black, 
central vignette is strongly shifted to the top right, top plate No. 
22167/23475 center line block of four, full OG (uneven on margin as 
always), NH, F/VF and very scarce, especially on $5 value, Est. $350-
$400 

250 

337 P 872P1 1940, American Educators, Frances E. Willard, large die proof of 5c  
in ultramarine, printed on India paper and mounted on sunken die 
card, proof size 75x90mm, card size 152x203mm, numbered 
''622591A'' on reverse and officially signed, slightly rounded corners, 
still fresh, VF and rare, PF certificate, C.v. $1,500, Est. $600-$800 

400 

338 ** 910a 1943, Flag of Czechoslovakia, 5c blue violet, blue, red and black, 
double impression of ''Czechoslovakia'', full OG, NH, VF, a copy of PF 
certificate for block of 20, stamp position mentioned, C.v. $600, Est. 
$200-$300  

150 

339 ** 919a 1943, Flag of Austria, 5c blue violet, red and black, double 
impression of ''Austria'' variety, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400++, Est. 
$200-$240  

120 

340 P 1013P1a 1952, Women in Armed Services, large die proof on wove paper, 
mounted on die sunk card, proof size 75x57, card size 203x153mm, 
numbered on reverse with ''92881 B'', officially handstamped and 
signed, slightly rounded corners, still excellent quality item, VF and 
very rare, a common stamp is added for comparison, C.v. $1,500,  
Est. $600-$800 

400 

341 P 1025P1a 1953, Trucking Industry, large die proof on wove paper, mounted on 
sunken die card, proof size 85x73mm, card size 203x152mm,  
reversal number is ''130091 B'', official handstamp and sign, slightly 
rounded corners and trace of previous mount in the middle, still VF 
and very rare, C.v. $1,500, Est. $600-$800 

400 

342 P 1027 1953, 300th Anniversary of New York City, large die proof on wove 
paper mounted on die sunk card, proof size 88x76mm, card size 
203x153mm, numbered on reverse with ''131380 B'', officially 
handstamped and signed, slightly rounded corner and mount in the 
middle of reverse side, fresh, VF and rare, a common stamp is 
included, this proof is not listed in Scott, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

750 

343 ** 1259 var 1964, Fine Arts, 5c ultra, black and dull red, offset of black color on 
reverse, bottom right plate No. 27937/27940 block of four, both right 
stamps have complete offset, while two left ones - partial, lower left 
stamp is defected, still fresh, full OG, NH, VF and a spectacular item, 
Est. $150-$200 

100 

344 ** 1276 1965, Christmas issue, Angel with Trumpet, 5c carmine, olive green 
and bister, vertical gutter block of four with margin at bottom, fresh 
and unfolded, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $800 as two gutter pairs, Est. 
$300-$400  

200 

345 ** 1303b 1966, definitive issue, Lincoln 4c black, horizontal imperforated pair 
of coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400, Est. $150-$200  

100 

346 ** 1338F var 1971, definitive issue, Flag and White House, top sheet margin plate 
No. and ZIP block of 20 (10x2), horizontal perforation strongly shifted 
to the bottom (approximately 12mm), representing 30 instead of 20 
Flags on this unit, full OG, NH, VF and a spectacular item, Est. $400-
$500 

250 

347 ** 1355a 1968, Walt Disney, (6c) multicolored, bottom right corner margin ZIP 
single with ocher omitted (Walt Disney, 6c and etc.), full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $300, Est. $100-$150  

75 

348 ** 1362a 1968, Waterfowl Conservation, 6c multicolored, vertical pair 
imperforated between stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $250, Est. $100-
$150  

75 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
349 ** 1362b 1968, Waterfowl Conservation, 6c multicolored, a single with red and 

blue colors omitted, full OG, NH, VF, a common stamp is included, 
C.v. $350, Est. $150-$200  

100 

350 ** 1384c 1969, Christmas, 6c green and multi, light green color omitted, top 
sheet margin plate No. block of ten (5x2), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, 
Est. $100-$150  

75 

351 U 1384m 1969, Christmas issue, 6c green and multi, inverted green Baltimore, 
MD pre-cancel, perfect centering, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $225, Est. 
$100-$150  

75 

352 U 1384t 1969, Christmas issue, 6c green and multi, inverted black Atlanta, 
GA pre-cancel, nice and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $500, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

353 ** 1394d 1971, Eisenhower, 8c black, red and blue gray, three-side margin 
plate No.32769 block of 20 (10x2, top part of a pane), vertical 
perforation is slightly shifted to the right, while horizontal one - 
strongly misplaced, resulting in 8 stamps at top has red and blue 
gray colors missing, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, especially in 
positional multiple, the stamp not priced in Scott, Est. $800-$1,000 

500 

354 ** 1433b 1971, John Sloan, Painter, 8c multicolored, right sheet margin (USPS 
message) horizontal pair, right stamp has red engraved color missing 
(John Sloan and ''8'') due to significant shift of all engraved colors to 
the bottom left, full OG, NH, VF, Datz evaluates this error as rare, 
C.v. $1,000, Est. $500-$600 

300 

355 ** 1467a var 1972, Wildlife Conservation, 8c multicolored, complete transition 
sheet of eight se-tenant blocks of four, black engraved color (picture, 
description and denomination) strongly shifted to the bottom left, 
resulting in stamps at top four horizontal rows have doubled or 
omitted ''United States'' variety, full OG, NH, VF, an attractive and 
rare item, Est. $1,000-$1,200 

600 

356 ** 1470b 1972, Tom Sawyer, (8c) multicolored, black and red (engraved) colors 
omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $800, Est. $250-$300  

150 

357 ** 1474a 1972, Stamp Collecting, 8c multicolored, right sheet margin single 
with black litho color omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $325, Est. $100-
$150  

75 

358 ** 1476, var 1973, American Bicentennial, Printer and Patriots, 8c ultra, greenish 
black and red, bottom sheet margin vertical strip of three, bottom 
stamp without denomination (blue color missing) due to strong shift 
of horizontal perforation to the bottom, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 
this error is not listed in Scott or Datz, Est. $800-$1,000 

500 

359 ** 1488 var 1973, Nicolaus Copernicus, (8c) black and orange, bottom margin 
single with just tiny splashes of black color presented, full OG, NH, 
VF, a common stamp is enclosed, Est. $120-$150  

75 

360 ** 1501b 1973, Progress in Electronics, 8c multicolored, a single with tan 
(background) and lilac colors omitted, full OG, NH, VF, Datz 
mentioned that only 50 stamps exist, C.v. $600, Est. $250-$300  

150 

361 ** 1502a 1973, Progress in Electronics, (15c) multicolored, left sheet margin 
single with black engraved color omitted (all inscriptions and 
denomination), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $850, Est. $350-$400  

200 

362 ** 1508, a 1973, Christmas Tree, 8c multicolored, bottom sheet margin vertical 
strip of three, imperforated between first and second stamps, full OG, 
NH, VF, C.v. $225, Est. $100-$150  

75 

363 ** 1510c var 1973, Jefferson Memorial, 10c blue, block from a booklet pane 
containing four complete and five part stamps, omitted perforation at 
the bottom due to foldover, full OG, NH, VF and a spectacular item, 
Est. $100-$150  

75 

364 ** 1510e 1973, Jefferson Memorial, 10c blue, bottom left corner sheet margin 
block of four, imperforated horizontally, control markings on the left 
selvage, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $600 as two pairs, Est. $250-$300  

150 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
365 U 1518c 1974, Liberty Bell, 6.3c brick red, horizontal imperforated pair of coil 

stamps, pre-cancelled ''Garden City N.Y.'', full OG, NH, VF, PSE 
certificate, C.v. $850, Est. $350-$400  

200 

366 ** 1525b,   
var 

1974, Veterans of War, 10c red and dark blue, two singles (formerly 
top left corner vertical pair), one with dark blue color missing, the 
other one has blue inscription above red one due to strong shift of 
horizontal perforation, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $350++, Est. $200-$240 

120 

367 ** 1528a 1974, Horses Rounding Turn, 10c yellow and multi, right sheet 
margin single with blue ''Horse Racing'' omitted, in addition red color 
(US Postage 10 cents) shifted to the top, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $650++, Est. $250-$300  

150 

368 ** 1529 var 1974, Skylab Space Station, 10c multicolored, a single with 
dramatically misregistered colors causing complete stamp design 
changes, full OG, NH, VF, a common stamp is included, Est. $100-
$150  

75 

369 ** 1541b 1974, Minerals, 10c x4, se-tenant block of four with light blue and 
yellow (litho) colors omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $900, Est. $300-
$400  

200 

370 ** 1547a 1974, Energy Conservation, 10c multicolored, a single with blue and 
red colors omitted, perfect centering, full OG, NH, VF, a common 
stamp is included, C.v. $400, Est. $150-$200  

100 

371 ** 1547b 1974, Energy Conservation, 10c multicolored, top left corner margin 
plate No.35107 single with green and red colors omitted, full OG, NH, 
VF, C.v. $275, Est. $100-$150  

75 

372 ** 1547c 1974, Energy Conservation, 10c multicolored, a single with green 
color omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400, Est. $150-$200  

100 

373 ** 1555a 1975, David W. Griffith, 10c multicolored, a single with brown 
(engraved) color omitted, full OG, NH, VF, a common stamp is 
included, C.v. $450, Est. $150-$200  

100 

374 ** 1556b 1975, ''Pioneer 10'' Passing Jupiter, 10c multicolored, a single with 
dark blue (engraved) color omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $450, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

375 ** 1560 var 1976, Bicentennial issue, Salem Poor, 10c multicolored, vertical strip 
of ten with gutter in the middle, perforation is strongly misplaced, 
leaving 6th stamp with practically missing black inscriptions, full OG, 
NH, VF and rare, Est. $500-$600  

300 

376 ** 1578b 1975, Banking and Commerce issue, 10c x2 multi, top left corner 
margin plate No.36843 horizontal se-tenant pair with brown and blue 
(litho) colors omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,100, Est. $400-$500  

250 

377 ** 1610b 1979, Rush Lamp and Candle Holder, $1 multi, tan, orange and 
yellow colors omitted, right sheet margin block of four, full OG, NH, 
VF, C.v. $700++, Est. $250-$300  

150 

378 ** 1615Cf 1978, definitive issue, piano 8.4c dark blue on yellow paper, 
horizontal imperforated pair of coil stamps, pre-cancelled 
''Washington DC'', full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $750, Est. $350-$400  

200 

379 ** 1622Cd 1981, 13-Star Flag over Independence Hall, 13c dark blue, red and 
brown red, imperforated block of four, full original shiny flat gum, 
NH, VF, C.v. $200 as two pairs  

60 

380 ** 1690 var 1976, Benjamin Franklin, 13c multicolored, two errors, first one has 
dark blue color strongly shifted to the top, another one has light blue 
significantly shifted to the left, full OG, NH, VF, a common stamp is 
included, Est. $80-$100  

50 

381 ** 1699, b 1976, Clara Maass, 13c multicolored, top right corner sheet margin 
plate No. block of 12 (6x2), horizontal perforation is strongly shifted  
to the top, resulting in upper stamps have dark blue color missing 
and plate Nos' at top, while lower ones have dark blue at top instead 
of bottom, NH, VF and very rare multiple, C.v. $4,200 as singles, Est. 
$1,500-$2,000 

1,000 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
382 ** 1716, a 1977, Marquis de Lafayette, 13c blue black and red, top sheet margin 

vertical pair, top stamp has missing red color due to strong shift of 
horizontal perforation, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, Est. $100-$150  

75 

383 ** 1731a 1978, Carl Sanburg, 13c black and brown, sheet margin (top and 
bottom) vertical strip of five, lower stamp with brown color completely 
omitted, full OG, NH, VF and rare, especially in transition piece, 
C.v.$1,750++, Est. $750-$1,000  

500 

384 ** 1735b 1978, definitive issue, Eagle ''A'' (15c) orange, top margin vertical  
strip of three, horizontal perforation is missing between 1st and 2nd 
stamps and placed diagonally between 2nd and 3rd and at the bottom, 
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $500++, Est. $250-$300 

150 

385 ** 1737b 1978, definitive issue, Roses 15c multicolored, vertical imperforated 
pair, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, C.v. $450, Est. $150-$200  

100 

386 ** 1744 var 1978, Harriet Tubman, 13c multi, left margin single with yellow color 
omitted, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, the error is not listed in 
Scott or Scott Errors Cat., Est. $700-$800  

400 

387 ** 1763a var 1978, Wildlife Conservation, Owls, 15c x4 multi, top right corner 
margin se-tenant block of four, black and brown engraved colors 
shifted to the left, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

388 ** 1768a 1978, Christmas, Madonna and Child, 15c multicolored, top left 
corner margin ZIP imperforated block of four, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $140 as two pairs  

50 

389 ** 1769 1978, Christmas, Hobby Horse, 15c multicolored, block of four with 
horizontal gutter between stamps, full OG, NH, VF and scarce 
multiple, priced in Scott with ''-'' for vertical pair with gutter, Est. 
$350-$400  

200 

390 ** 1772 var 1979, International Year of the Child, 15c orange red, bottom right 
corner sheet margin block of four with horizontal perforation shifted 
to the top for about 20mm, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

391 ** 1789Ad  
var 

1979, John Paul Jones, 15c multi, top left corner sheet margin ZIP 
block of four, vertical perforation 10¾ and imperforated horizontally, 
full OG slightly disturbed on upper margin, NH, VF, C.v. $230 as two 
pairs with vertical perf 11, Est. $150-$200 

100 

392 P 1789Pg 1979, John Paul Jones, 15c multicolored, imperforated proof of 
finished design, cross-gutter block of eight, one stamp with small 
paper wrinkle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare multiple, C.v. $4,200 as 
cross gutter block of four and two pairs with horizontal gutter, Est. 
$1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

393 ** 1800b 1979, Christmas, Gingerbread Santa Claus, 15c multi, left sheet 
margin single with green, yellow and tan omitted, usual centering,  
full OG, NH, C.v. $400, Est. $150-$200  

100 

394 ** 1804 var 1980, Benjamin Banneker, 15c multicolored, left sheet margin 
vertical imperforated pair with gutter in the middle, full OG, NH, VF, 
according to Scott this item is from a printer's waste, Est. $150-$200  

100 

395 ** 1841a var 1980, Architecture, 15c x4 black and red, top right corner sheet 
margin Plate No.39429 se-tenant block of four, upper stamps 
(No.1838-39) with missing red color due to strong perforation shift, 
full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, Scott Errors Cat. listed No.1838a 
with ''-'' and not listed variety on No.1839, probably by mistake, Est. 
$800 -$1,000 

500 

396 ** 1853 imp 1984, Richard Russell, 10c greenish blue, imperforated block of four, 
nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF and rare, reportedly this imperfs are 
originated from printer's waste, Scott Errors C.v. $300 as two pairs, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

397 ** 1863f 1985, John J, Audubon, 22c dark blue, horizontal strip of 6 and a 
half stamps, imperforated between 5th and 6th stamps, full OG, NH, 
VF and rare, Scott Errors Cat. mentioned 10 pairs known, 
C.v. $1,300, Est. $700-$800  

400 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
398 ** 1898Ad 1982, definitive issue, stagecoach 4c reddish brown, horizontal 

imperforated pair of coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400, Est. 
$100-$150  

75 

399 ** 1906b 1981, definitive issue, electric car, 17c ultramarine, coil stamp, 
horizontal imperforated spliced strip of six with plate No.1, full OG, 
NH, VF and extremely rare, Scott unlisted, Scott Errors C.v. $950 for 
plate No.1 strip, spliced strip without plate No., valued with ''-'', Est. 
$1,200-$1,500 

750 

400 ** 1906b 1981, definitive issue, electric car, 17c ultramarine, coil stamp, 
horizontal imperforated strip of three with plate No.2, full OG, NH, 
VF, Scott Errors Cat. $950, Est. $300-$400  

200 

401 ** 1926a,   
var 

1981, Edna St. Vincent Millay, 18c multicolored, two single stamps 
with sheet margin and plate No.11111 at bottom or top, one with 
black (engraved) color omitted, the other one has black engraved  
color shifted to the right, full OG, NH, C.v. $200 for stamp with 
omitted color, Est. $100-$150 

75 

402 ** 1927a 1981, Alcoholism, 18c blue and black, horizontal imperforated pair, 
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $325, Est.$150-$200  

100 

403 ** 1940b 1981, Christmas, Felt Bear on Sleigh, (20c) multicolored, bottom 
sheet margin vertical pair imperforated horizontally, usual (blind)  
side perforation, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, C.v. $1,750, Est. 
$800-$1,000  

500 

404 ** 1947a 1981, definitive issue, Eagle ''C'' (20c) red brown, horizontal 
imperforated pair of coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $700, Est. 
$250-$300  

150 

405 ** 1951c 1982, Love, (20c) multicolored, a single with omitted blue color, full 
OG, NH, VF, a common stamp is added for comparison, C.v. $200, 
Est. $100-$150  

75 

406 ** 2015d 1982, America's Libraries, 20c red and black, top sheet margin 
(USPS) horizontal imperforated strip of three, full OG, NH, VF and 
very rare, C.v. $500 for a pair, Est. $500-$600  

300 

407 ** 2024a 1982, Ponce de Leon, 20c multicolored, right sheet margin plate 
No.11111 imperforated block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $500 as 
two pairs, Est. $250-$300  

150 

408 ** 2031, a 1983, Science and Industry, (20c) multicolored, bottom sheet margin 
vertical pair, top stamp has black (engraved) color completely  
omitted, while bottom one has just shifted traces of black, full OG, 
NH, VF and rare in such form, C.v. $750++, Est. $400-$500 

250 

409 ** 2039a 1983, Volunteerism, 20c red and black, left sheet margin block of 
four with control ''3'' on the selvage, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $450 as  
two pairs, Est. $200-$240  

120 

410 ** 2044a 1983, Scott Joplin, 20c multi, bottom margin horizontal imperforated 
pair with black control markings, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

411 ** 2058b 1983, American Inventors, (20c) x4 multicolored, right sheet margin 
se-tenant block of four with black engraved color omitted, full OG, 
NH, VF, C.v. $275, Est. $100-$150  

75 

412 ** 2066 var 1984, Alaska Statehood, 20c multicolored, top sheet margin block of 
four with horizontal perforation strongly shifted to the top, resulting 
in upper stamps have missing part of the design, while lower ones 
have bottom inscription at the top, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $100-$150 

75 

413 ** 2072a 1984, Love, 20c multicolored, bottom sheet margin plate block of 
four, imperforated vertically, control signs on the selvage, full OG, 
NH, VF, C.v. $250 as two pairs, Est. $100-$150  

75 

414 ** 2096b var 1984, Smokey Bear, 20c multicolored, bottom sheet margin vertical 
strip of three, imperforated between stamps and at the bottom, full 
OG, NH, VF and a spectacular item, C.v. $150 for pair imperforated 
between stamps, Est. $150-$200  

100 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
415 ** 2110 var 1985, Jerome Kern, Composer, 22c multicolored, top left corner sheet 

margin block of six (2x3) with horizontal perforation strongly shifted 
to the top, resulting in top stamps have large part of the design and 
denomination missing, as well as upper left stamp with plate No. 
A11111, full OG, NH, VF and a beautiful positional piece, Est. $300-
$400 

200 

416 ** 2142a 1985, Winter Special Olympics, 22c multicolored, top margin vertical 
pair imperforated horizontally, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, Est. $100-
$150  

75 

417 ** 2143a 1985, Love, 22c multicolored, transition horizontal strip of eight, 7th 
stamp has blind perforation at left and partial blind perforation at top 
and bottom, 8th is completely imperforate, full OG, NH, VF and rare 
transition item, Est. $400-$500  

250 

418 ** 2145a 1985, AMERIPEX' 86 Philatelic Exhibition, (22c) multicolored, red, 
black and blue (engraved) omitted, bottom left corner margin block of 
six (3x2), full OG, NH, VF, a common stamp is included, C.v. $660, 
PSE certificate, Est. $250-$300  

150 

419 ** 2154a 1985, World War I Veterans, 22c gray green and rose red, bottom left 
corner sheet margin ZIP block of four, horizontal perforation 
dramatically shifted to the bottom leaving lower stamps with rose red 
color missing, full OG, NH, VF and an eye-catching item, C.v. $600 as 
two singles, Est. $250-$300 

150 

420 ** 2165a-66a 1985, Christmas, Genoa Madonna and Poinsettia, 22c x2 
multicolored, imperforated complete set if two in corner sheet margin 
plate No.2222 and 1111 blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, according to 
Scott Errors Cat. only 12-16 such positional items possible, 
C.v. $420++, Est. $250-$300 

150 

421 ** 2177d 1988, Buffalo Bill Cody, 15c claret, side margin transition horizontal 
strip of ten, six stamps at left with full image, while four right ones 
have all color omitted, full OG, NH, VF and rare transition multiple, 
C.v. $800++, Est. $400-$500  

250 

422 ** 2210b 1986, Public Hospitals, 22c multicolored, left margin horizontal pair 
imperforated vertically, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, according to  
Scott Error Cat. 20 pairs known, C.v. $800, Est. $350-$400  

200 

423 ** 2218k 1986, AMERIPEX' 86, US Presidents, the 3rd souvenir sheet, 22c x6, 
black marginal inscription omitted, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 
C.v. $1,500, Est. $800-$1,000  

500 

424 ** 2225c 1986, definitive issue, omnibus 1c violet, horizontal imperforated pair 
of coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 22-24 pairs recorded, PF 
certificate, C.v. $1,500, Est. $750-$800  

400 

425 ** 2243b 1986, Wood Carving, 22c x4 multi, se-tenant block of four, 
imperforated vertically, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $750, Est. $300-$400  

200 

426 ** 2244a 1986, Christmas, Madonna by Perugino, 22c multicolored, horizontal 
imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400, Est. $150-$200  

100 

427 ** 2247a 1987, Pan American Games, (22c) multi, silver color omitted, bottom 
left corner sheet margin ZIP block of four, usual centering, full OG, 
NH and probably unique multiple, a copy of APEX certificate for pane 
of 50, C.v. $2,200, Est. $800-$1,000  

500 

428 ** 2251a 1987, Girl Scouts, (22c) multicolored, a single with all litho colors 
omitted, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, only 46 stamps recorded, 
C.v. $1,600, Est. $700-$800  

400 

429 ** 2354b 1987, Lacemaking, 22c x4 ultra and (white), right sheet margin USPS 
se-tenant block of four, white color omitted, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $350, Est. $150-$200  

100 

430 ** 2361a 1987, Certified Public Accounting, (22c) multicolored, a single with 
black (engraved) color omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $425, Est. $150-
$200  

100 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
431 ** 2385a var 1988, Classic Cars, 25c x5 multi, top margin booklet pane of five, 

triple impression of all color except red inscription, full OG, NH, VF 
and rare, this error is not listed in Scott, Est. $600-$800  

400 

432 ** 2389b 1988, Antarctic Explorers, 25c x4 multi, right sheet margin se-tenant 
block of four with black (engraved) color omitted, control markings on 
the edge, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $750, Est. $300-$400  

200 

433 ** 2400 1988, Christmas, Sleigh Village Scene, 25c multicolored, bottom left 
corner sheet margin plate No.11111 block of 14 (7x2) with vertical 
gutter in the middle and a part of adjoining stamps at right, it's 
caused because the press sheet was turned sideways through the 
cutter, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $450++, Est. $250-$300 

150 

434 P 2401 1989, 100th Anniversary of the Montana Statehood, imperforated 
plate proof of 25c multicolored, unused and cancelled on the first day 
of issue (January 25, 1989) blocks of four arranged on USPS page,  
VF and rare item, which considered by Scott as printer's waste, Est. 
$800-$1,000 

500 

435 P 2401 1989, 100th Anniversary of the Montana Statehood, imperforated 
plate proof of 25c multicolored (complete design) in vertical pair, nice 
margins all around, no gum as produced, NH, VF and scarce, this 
item erroneously considered as printer's waste by Scott, Est. $300-
$400 

200 

436 P 2418P 1989, Ernest Hemingway, imperforated proof of 25c multicolored in 
top sheet margin plate No. 11111 horizontal pair, perfect quality, full 
OG, NH, VF and scarce, C.v. $2,000, Est. $600-$800  

400 

437 ** 2419b 1989, 20th Anniversary of the Moon Landing, $2.40 multicolored, 
right sheet margin plate No.11211 horizontal imperforated pair, full 
OG, NH, VF, C.v. $375, Est. $150-$200  

100 

438 ** 2419 var 1989, 20th Anniversary of the Moon Landing, $2.40multicolored, a 
single with partially omitted black offset color and double impression 
red and light blue engraved colors (Flag), full OG, NH, VF and rare, 
not recorded error, Est. $400-$500  

250 

439 ** 2427b 1989, Christmas, Madonna by Carracci, 25c multicolored, a single 
with red (litho) color omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400, Est. $150-
$200  

100 

440 ** 2440a 1990, Love, 25c multi, bottom left corner sheet margin imperforated 
block of four, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, C.v. $$1,100 as two pairs, 
Est. $400-$500  

250 

441 **B 2441c 1990, Love, 25c x10 multicolored, booklet pane of ten stamps with 
omitted bright pink color in complete booklet with normal other pane, 
full OG, NH, VF, PF certificate, C.v. $750, Est. $300-$400  

200 

442 ** 2444a 1990, 100th Anniversary of the Wyoming Statehood, 25c multi, right 
sheet margin single with black (engraved) color omitted, full OG, NH, 
VF and scarce, C.v. $900, Est. $350-$400  

200 

443 ** 2452c 1990, definitive issue, circus wagon 5c carmine, horizontal 
imperforated pair of coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $350, Est. 
$140-$160  

80 

444 ** 2453a 1991, definitive issue, canoe 5c brown, horizontal imperforated strip 
of four coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $450 as two pairs, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

445 ** 2466a 1995, definitive issue, ferryboat 32c blue, horizontal imperforated  
pair of coil stamps, full original shiny gum, NH, VF, C.v. $375, Est. 
$140-$160  

80 

446 ** 2476c 1991, definitive issue, kestrel 1c multicolored, triple impression of 
black inscriptions and denomination, all other colors are 
misregistered, block of four with misplaced vertical and horizontal 
perforation, full OG, NH, VF and rare multiple, a single stamp is 
priced with ''-'' in the Cat., Est. $1,000-$1,200 

600 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
447 P 2476 P 1991, definitive issue, kestrel, imperforated proof of 1c multicolored, 

left sheet margin horizontal gutter block of four, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $400 as two pairs, Est. $200-$240  

120 

448 ** 2478b 1991, definitive issue, bluebird 3c multicolored, strongly 
misperforated single with double impression of the design, full OG, 
NH, VF, a common stamp is included, C.v. $200, Est. $80-$120  

60 

449 P 2478 P 1991, definitive issue, bluebird, imperforated proof of 3c multicolored, 
right margin horizontal gutter block of four, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $400 as two pairs, Est. #200-$240  

120 

450 P 2476-78 P 1991, definitive issue, kestrel 1c and bluebird 3c, imperforated proofs 
in horizontal se-tenant strip of four with gutter in the middle, light 
fold along the gutter, still full OG, NH, VF and rare, se-tenant gutters 
of such proofs are listed, but priced with ''-'' in the Cat., Est. $500-
$600 

300 

451 ** 2479b 1991, definitive issue, fawn 19c multicolored, a single with red color 
omitted, full OG, NH, VF, a common stamp is added for comparison, 
C.v. $425, Est. $150-$200  

100 

452 P 2513P 1990, Dwight D. Eisenhower, imperforated proof of 25c multi, left 
sheet margin horizontal pair with a part of control sign on selvage, 
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $875, Est. $300-$400  

200 

453 ** 2515a 1990, Christmas Tree, 25c multicolored, top right corner margin 
vertical strip of three, imperforated horizontally, nice quality, full OG, 
NH, VF, reportedly 19 sound pairs reported, C.v. $500 for vertical 
pair, Est. $250 -$300  

150 

454 ** 2517a 1991, definitive issue, tulip (29c) ''F'' yellow, black, red and yellow 
green, top margin vertical imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF and 
scarce, C.v. $1,000, Est. $350-$400  

200 

455 ** 2529 imp 1991, definitive issue, fishing boat 19c multi, coil stamp of type I, 
imperforated block of four from a printer's waste, full OG, NH, VF, 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

456 ** 2532 imp 1991, 700th Anniversary of Switzerland, joint issue, 50c multicolored, 
left sheet margin vertical imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF and 
scarce item, which is considered to be from a printer's waste, priced 
$200 in the Scott Errors Cat., which seems to be too low, Est. $250-
$300 

150 

457 ** 2540 var 1991, White Headed Eagle, $2.90 multicolored, bottom left corner 
sheet margin plate No.A5244 and control No.3 block of four with a 
part of adjoining stamps at top, horizontal perforation strongly 
misplaced leaving bottom stamp imperf at bottom, full OG, NH, VF 
and a beautiful item, Est. $200-$300 

150 

458 ** 2540 var 1991, White Headed Eagle, $2.90 multicolored, left margin plate No. 
A8468 and control No.6 block of four with strong shift of horizontal 
perforation, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $140-$160  

80 

459 P 2540 Pl 1991, White Headed Eagle, perforated proof of $2.90 multi in 
complete design, cross-gutter block of four, control No.5 on vertical 
gutter, full OG, NH, VF and very rare multiple, this item is is priced 
with ''-'' in the Cat., Est. $1,000-$1,200 

600 

460 ** 2550a 1991, Cole Porter, 29c multi, bottom sheet margin vertical pair 
imperforated horizontally, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400, Est. $150-$200  

100 

461 ** 2567b 1991, Jan Matzeliger, 29c multi, top left corner sheet margin (ZIP) 
vertical strip of three imperforated horizontally, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $550 for vertical pair, Est. $250-$300  

150 

462 ** 2579a 1991, Christmas, Santa Claus in Chimney, (29c) multi, left sheet 
margin horizontal strip of three imperforated vertically, full OG, NH, 
VF, C.v. $175 for horizontal pair, Est. $80-$100  

50 

463 ** 2595c 1992, Eagle and Shield, (29c) multi, self-adhesive stamp with brown 
color (USA and 29c) omitted, backing paper intact, VF, a common 
stamp is included, C.v. $250, Est. $100-$150  

75 
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464 P 2595-97 1992, Eagle and Shield, proof of self-adhesive stamp with no value 

indicated, top right corner sheet margin vertical pair with large part  
of adjoining stamps at left, die cutting omitted, printer's angles on 
edges, fresh, VF and very rare, Est. $400-$500 

250 

465 ** 2618a 1992, Love, 29c multicolored, horizontal pair imperforated vertically, 
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, Est. $120-$150  

75 

466 ** 2618b 1992, Love, 29c multi, right sheet margin transition horizontal pair 
with green color completely omitted on right stamp, imperforated 
vertically, full OG, NH, VF and rare, according to Scott Error Cat.  
only 5 such pairs recorded, C.v. $1,250, Est. $400-$500 

250 

467 P 2624P-  
29P 

1992, Voyages of Columbus, 1c-4c-$1, 2c-3c-$4, 5c-30c- 50c, 6c-8c-
$3, 10c-15c-$2 and $5, complete set of six imperforated proof 
souvenir sheets, perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF and rare unit, a 
common set of souvenir sheets is included, C.v. $4,500, Est. $2,000-
$2,400 

1,200 

468 ** 2630a 1992, Bicentennial of NYSE, 29c green, red and black, UNIQUE pane 
of 50 containing four stamps at the top left with black color missing 
completely and one with missing left part of the black design due to 
extraneous paper blocked printing operation, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. 
$16,000++, Est. $12,000-$15,000 

7,500 

469 ** 2635a 1992, Alaska Highway, (29c) multicolored, right sheet margin single 
with black engraved color (USA 29) omitted, full OG, NH, F/VF, 
C.v. $575, Est. $250-$300  

150 

470 P 2646a   
Pb-i 

1992, Hummingbirds, 29c, eight imperforated stage proof strips of 
five in yellow, magenta, blue, brown (birds), brown (USA and 29c), 
green and orange frames and complete design, some usual miscuts, 
still full OG, NH, VF and rare, C.v. $3,600, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

471 P 2718aP 1992, Christmas issue, 29c x4 multicolored, left sheet margin 
imperforated proof se-tenant booklet pane with normal stamp 
positions, plate No.A111111 at selvage, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $600, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

472 P 2718aPb 1992, Christmas Toys, proof se-tenant booklet pane of four 29c 
stamps of wrong layout (stamps from the bottom placed at the top), 
imperforated horizontally between stamps, plate No. A11111 at left, 
full OG, NH, VF, PSE certificate, C.v. $1,000, Est. $300-$400 

200 

473 P 2737bPd 1993, Famous Musicians, 29c x8 multicolored, uncut pair proofs of 
booklet panes of four values perforated horizontally, selvage at top 
with two plate No.A22222, flawless condition, full OG, NH, VF and 
rare, C.v. $2,000, Est. $800-$1,000  

500 

474 P 2754P 1993, Centenary of the Cherokee Strip Land Run, imperforated proof 
of 29c multicolored in cross gutter block of four, vertical fold on the 
gutter close to right stamps, full OG, NH, VF and rare positional item, 
C.v. $1,500, Est. $500-$600  

300 

475 P 2754 Pa 1993, Centenary of the Cherokee Strip Land Run, perforated proof of 
29c multicolored in horizontal pair with vertical gutter between, full 
OG, NH, VF, C.v. $250, Est. $150-$200  

100 

476 P 2754 Pa 1993, Centenary of the Cherokee Strip Land Run, perforated proof of 
29c multicolored in vertical pair with horizontal gutter between, full 
OG, NH, VF, C.v. $250, Est. $150-$200  

100 

477 P 2754 Pb 1993, Centenary of the Cherokee Strip Land Run, imperforated proof 
of (29c) multicolored, but with purple and black inscriptions omitted, 
horizontal pair with vertical gutter between, fold along the gutter, full 
OG, NH, VF and very rare, this pair is priced with ''-'' in the Cat., Est. 
$300 -$400 

200 

478 P 2754 Pb 1993, Centenary of the Cherokee Strip Land Run, imperforated proof 
of (29c) multicolored, but with purple and black inscriptions omitted, 
vertical pair with horizontal gutter between, fold along the gutter, full 
OG, NH, VF and rare, this pair priced with ''-'' in Cat, Est. $350-$400 

200 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
479 P 2770a P 1993, American Musicals, 29c x4 multicolored, top margin 

imperforated proof se-tenant booklet pane of four, plate No.A11111 
on selvage, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, C.v. $1,250, Est. $500-
$600  

300 

480 ** 2778a Pg 1993, American Musicians, 29c x4 multicolored, top margin 
imperforated proof se-tenant booklet pane of four, plate No.A222222 
on selvage, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, C.v. $1,500, Est. $500-
$600  

300 

481 P 2778a  
Pa-g 

1993, American Musicians, 29c x8 in yellow, pink, red, blue, black, 
gray black and multicolored, imperforated vertical uncut pairs proofs 
of booklet panes of four values, each one with plate No. at top selvage 
and at the gutter between, full OG, NH, VF and rare assemblage, 
C.v. $6,000 as two separated proof sets, Est. $3,000-$4,000 

2,000 

482 ** 2782b 1993, National Postal Museum, (29c) multicolored, bottom right 
corner sheet margin plate No.551511 se-tenant block of four, maroon 
and black (engraved) colors omitted (country name, denomination  
and background text or pictures), full OG, NH, VF and, a common 
plate No.111111 block is included, C.v. $2,500, Est. $1,000-$1,200 

600 

483 ** 2782c 1993, National Postal Museum, 29c multicolored, bottom right corner 
sheet margin plate No.444334 imperforated se-tenant block of four, 
minor marginal wave at the bottom selvage, full OG, NH, VF and very 
rare, C.v. $2,500, Est. $1,000-$1,200  

600 

484 P 2788a P 1993, Classic Books, imperforated proofs of 29c x4 multicolored, 
bottom sheet margin (USPS) se-tenant block of four, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $400, Est. $150-$200  

100 

485 ** 2835 var 1994, World Soccer Championships, 40c multicolored, two sheet 
margin horizontal imperforated pairs, one with omitted black color 
and another one has omitted all colors except black, both with full 
OG, NH, VF and considered to be from a printer's waste, a common 
pair included, Est. $300-$400 

200 

486 ** 2866b 1994, Wonders of the Sea, 29c x4 multi, top right corner sheet 
margin plate No.B2222 imperforated se-tenant block of four, full OG, 
NH, VF, C.v. $450, Est. $200-$240  

120 

487 ** 2872e 1994, Christmas, Stocking, 29c multi, block of four imperforated 
horizontally between stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $250, Est. $100-
$120  

60 

488 ** 2877a 1994, definitive issue, dove making-up ''G'' rate, (3c) tan, bright blue 
and red, imperforated block of four, nice margins, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $230 as two pairs, Est. $100-$150  

75 

489 ** 2877b 1994, definitive issue, dove making-up ''G'' rate, (3c) tan, bright blue 
and red, double impression of red color, block of four, full OG, NH, 
VF, C.v. $700 as singles, Est. $250-$300  

150 

490 ** 2904c 1996, definitive issue, Mountains, Nonprofit Org. (5c) multicolored, 
horizontal imperforated pair of coil stamps with control No.04040 on 
reverse, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $250, Est. $120-$150  

75 

491 ** 2904c 1996, definitive issue, Mountains, Nonprofit Org. (5c) blue and multi, 
coil stamp in horizontal imperforated strip of six, plate No.S111 at  
the bottom of 3rd stamp, full OG, NH, VF, Scott Error C.v. $1,500, 
Est. $600-$700  

350 

492 ** 2950 imp 1995, Florida Statehood, 32c multi, top left corner margin horizontal 
imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, this item considered 
as a printer's waste by Scott, Est. $250-$300  

150 

493 ** 2967a 1995, Marilyn Monroe, 32c multi, imperforated pane of 20, full OG, 
NH, VF and rare, about 20 panes recorded by Scott Error Cat., 
C.v. $3,250, Est. $1,200-$1,500  

750 

494 ** 2974 imp 1995, United Nations, 32c blue, horizontal imperforated pair with 
nice margins all around, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, according to 
Scott this imperf is a printer's waste, Est. $350-$400  

200 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
495 ** 2975u 1995, Civil War, 32c x20, complete pane of 20, top row is completely 

imperforated, second one - imperforated partly, while other stamps 
are normal, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $800, Est. $400-$500  

250 

496 ** 2975w 1995, Civil War, 32c x20, imperforated complete pane of 20, full OG, 
NH, VF, C.v. $800, Est. $300-$400  

200 

497 ** 2980a 1995, Woman Suffrage, (32c) multicolored, black engraved color 
omitted, top left corner sheet margin with plate No.P1111, centering 
is above average, full OG, NH, F/VF, C.v. $1,100 as singles, Est. 
$400-$500  

250 

498 ** 2980, b 1995, Woman Suffrage, (32c) multicolored, top right corner sheet 
margin transition block of ten (2x5), eight stamps are normal, while 
bottom pair is imperforated at sides and at the bottom, full OG, NH, 
VF, Est. $250-$300  

150 

499 ** 3001 imp 1995, Naval Academy, 32c multicolored, imperforated complete pane 
of 20, full original gum with tiny spot of yellowing in the middle, NH, 
VF and extremely rare, PSE and PF certificates considering that this 
item is from a printer's waste, Est. $3,500-$4,000 

2,000 

500 ** 3007d 1995, Christmas, Santa and Children, 32c multicolored, top sheet 
margin (USPS) imperforated se-tenant block of four, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $325, Est. $150-$200  

100 

501 ** 3031 var 1999, definitive issue, kestrel 1c multicolored, self- adhesive left  
sheet margin horizontal pair with yellow, dark blue and black colors 
omitted, backing paper intact, VF and scarce unrecorded variety, this 
item is looking as a stage proof with incomplete design, Est. $250-
$300 

150 

502 ** 3054e 1997, definitive issue, yellow rose (32c) multi, self- adhesive 
horizontal pair of coil stamps with die cutting and black color 
omitted, backing paper intact, fresh, VF and scarce, C.v. $550, Est. 
$250-$300  

150 

503 ** 3060a 1996, Year of the Rat, 32c multi, right sheet margin (USPS)  
horizontal imperf pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $550, Est. $200-$240  

120 

504 ** 3068u 1996, Atlanta Olympic Games, 32x x20 multicolored, complete 
imperforated se-tenant pane of 20, full OG, NH, VF, PF certificate, 
C.v. $700, Est. $300-$400  

200 

505 ** 3069a 1996, Georgia O'Keeffe, 32c multi, complete imperforated pane of 15, 
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $675, Est. $325-$400  

200 

506 ** 3082a 1996, James Dean, 32c multi, complete imperforated pane of 20, full 
OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,250, Est. $600-$700  

350 

507 ** 3265b 1998, definitive issue, Uncle Sam's hat (33c) ''H'' multicolored, red 
color omitted and design is shifted to the right as always, self-
adhesive horizontal pair of coil stamps, backing paper is intact, VF, a 
common stamp is included, C.v. $600++, Est. $250-$350 

150 

508 **B 3363a var 1999, Deer, 33c two-color stamp in gold and red or blue, or purple or 
green, booklet pane of 20, four stamps at bottom row has missing 
large part of gold color, backing paper intact, VF, scarce and 
attractive, a common booklet is included, Est. $300-$400 

200 

509 ** 3422a 2004, Wilma Rudolph, 23c red and black, self-adhesive stamp with 
die-cutting omitted, top right corner sheet margin plate No.P1111 
block of four, backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $1,200 as two pairs, Est. 
$400-$500  

250 

510 ** 3427b 2007, Senator Margaret Chase Smith, (58c) red and (black), self-
adhesive bottom margin single with black omitted, backing paper 
intact, VF, a common stamp is included, C.v. $300, Est. $100-$150  

75 

511 ** 3492c 2001, Apple and Orange, 34c multi, self-adhesive stamps on bottom 
part of booklet pane of ten (five se- tenant pairs), two pairs at right 
have black (34 and USA) omitted, backing paper is intact, fresh, VF 
and extremely rare, only six se-tenant pairs recorded, Scott priced 
each pair with ''-'', Est. $2,000-$3,000 

1,500 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
512 ** 3504a 2001, Alfred Nobel, 34c brown and buff, top right corner sheet  

margin plate No.S22 and control No.2 vertical imperforated pair, full 
OG, NH, VF and very rare, only one pane of 20 has been discovered, 
C.v. of $500 doesn't reflect rarity of that item, Est. $800-$1,000 

500 

513 ** 3523a 2001, Lucille Ball, 34c multicolored, self-adhesive stamp in left sheet 
margin horizontal pair with die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, 
VF, C.v. $700, Est. $250-$300  

150 

514 ** 3555c 2002, Winter Olympics, 34c x4 multi, self-adhesive right sheet  
margin (USPS) se-tenant block of four with die cutting omitted, 
backing paper intact, VF and rare, according to Scott Errors Cat. two 
panes recorded, C.v. $825, Est. $400-$500  

250 

515 ** 3557a 2002, Langston Hughes, 34c multicolored, self-adhesive stamp with 
die cutting omitted, bottom left corner sheet margin plate No. B11111 
block of four, backing paper intact, VF and scarce, C.v. $1,450 as two 
pairs, PSE certificate, Est. $600-$800  

400 

516 ** 3617a 2002, Washington, 23c gray green, self-adhesive coil stamp in 
horizontal pair with die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, VF, 
C.v. $500, Est. $350-$400  

200 

517 ** 3629Fg 2003, Flag, 37c multi, left margin imperforated block of four, full OG, 
NH, VF, C.v. $200 as two pairs, Est. $100-$120  

60 

518 ** 3756Ab 2008, Coffeepot, 5c multi, dated 2007 at lower left, self- adhesive 
stamp in top right corner sheet margin plate No.S2222222 block of 
four with die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $800 as 
two pairs, Est. $300-$400  

200 

519 ** 3784Ae 2003, Purple Heart, 37c multi, self-adhesive stamp in complete pane 
of 20, die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, VF and rare, 
according to Scott Errors Cat. only three panes recorded, C.v. $1,600, 
Est. $700-$800  

400 

520 ** 3835a 2004, Dr. Seuss, 37c multi, self-adhesive stamp in bottom sheet 
margin vertical pair with die cutting omitted, backing paper intact,  
VF and very scarce, only two panes of 20 reported, C.v. $1,400, Est. 
$700-$800  

400 

521 ** 3843b 2004, American Choreographers, 37c x4 multi, complete pane of self-
adhesive stamps with die cutting omitted, containing five horizontal 
se-tenant strips of four values, backing paper intact, VF and rare, 3 
panes recorded, C.v. $1,750, Est. $800-$1,000 

500 

522 **B 4127m 2008, Liberty Bell, ''Forever'' (42c) multi, medium microprint , bell 
wide 15mm, booklet side of 12 self- adhesive stamps with die-cutting 
omitted (common perforated stamps from booklet side of 8 were 
removed), backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $600, Est. $300 -$400 

200 

523 ** 4133a 2007, definitive issue, Flag (41c) First-Class multi, self- adhesive 
horizontal pair of coil stamps with die cutting omitted, backing paper 
intact, VF and scarce, C.v. $1,250, Est. $500-$600  

300 

524 ** 4141a 2007, definitive issue, Florida Panther 26c multi, self- adhesive 
horizontal pair of coil stamps with die cutting omitted, printed on 
prephosphored coated paper, backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $350, 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

525 ** 4407a 2009, Celebrate, 44c multi, self-adhesive stamp in bottom right 
corner sheet margin plate No.S1111 horizontal pair with die cutting 
omitted, backing paper intact, VF and scarce, according to Scott 
Errors Cat. only one pane of 20 has been recorded, this error is listed, 
but priced with ''-'' in Scott, Est. $200-$300 

150 

526 B 4428e 2009, Christmas Symbols, 44c multi, self-adhesive booklet of 20 
stamps, die cutting omitted on 12-stamp side (8-stamp side are 
normal), fresh and VF, C.v. $1,125++, Est. $400-$500  

250 

527 ** 4626a 2012, Love, Forever (45c) red, left sheet margin horizontal pair of self-
adhesive stamps, die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, VF, Scott 
Errors C.v. $450, Est. $250-$300  

150 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
528 ** 4640b 2012, definitive issue, Flag with inscription ''Freedom- Liberty- 

Equality-Justice'', Forever (45c) multi, self- adhesive horizontal strip 
of four coil stamps with die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, VF, 
C.v. $350, Est. $150-$200  

100 

529 ** 5036b 2016, Love, Forever (49c) multi, complete pane of 20 self-adhesive 
stamps with die cutting omitted, plate No.B1111 at each corner, 
backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $500 (as 4 blocks and one strip of 4), 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

530 ** 5052a 2016, Flag, Forever (49c) multi, horizontal strip of four coil stamps 
with plate No.B11111, die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, VF, 
Scott Errors C.v. $500, Est. $150-$200  

100 

531 ** 5052b 2016, Flag, Forever (49c) multi, self-adhesive horizontal pair of coil 
stamps with die cutting, gray blue and magenta colors omitted, left 
stamp has slight wrinkle, backing paper intact, NH, VF and rare, 
C.v. $400, Est. $250-$300  

150 

532 ** 5306b 2018, The Art of Magic, souvenir sheet of three Forever (50c) 
multicolored stamps with die cutting omitted, perfect quality, VF and 
scarce, C.v. $800, Est. $400-$500  

200 

533 ** 5393a 2019, President George H. W. Bush, Forever (55c) multi, self-adhesive 
stamp in bottom left corner sheet margin plate No. B11111 horizontal 
pair with die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, NH, VF, 
C.v. $500, Est. $250-$300  

150 

534 ** 833/   
2145 var 

Selection of Color Shift Varieties 1938-86, 15 items some 
accompanied by common stamps, starting with $2 Harding with 
shifted center, 8c Statue of Liberty with misplaced carmine, most 
others with various mainly engraved color shifts, all with full OG, NH, 
VF and very spectacular unit, Est. $400-$500 (website photo) 

250 

535 ** 1478/ 
3066a 

Group of Major Errors 1973-96, 20 items, including 1 color shift, 12 
perforation varieties and 7 missing colors, fresh quality group, mainly 
full OG (Olympic block w/o gum), NH, VF, C.v. $1,300 only for 
guaranteed and listed items, Est. $500-$600 (website photo) 

300 

   Air Post stamps  
536 ** C70 var 1967, Alaska Purchase, 8c brown, block of four with two pre-printing 

paper folds and shift of vertical perforation, as well as horizontal strip 
of eight representing bottom part of pane with horizontal perforation 
shifted to the design, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

537 ** C84a 1972, Kii Statue and Temple, 11c multi, bottom margin single, blue 
and green (litho) omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $425, Est. $150-$200  

100 

538 ** C86a 1973, Progress in Electronics, 11c multi, left sheet margin single with 
vermilion and olive (litho) colors omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $700, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

539 ** C90 var 1976, Flag, Airplane and Globe, 31c red, blue and black, top left 
corner sheet margin single with complete offset of the design on gum 
side, full OG, NH, VF, a common stamp is included  

50 

540 ** C92a var 1978, Wright Brothers, 31c+31c multi, right margin vertical  se-
tenant pair in horizontal strip of five, litho colors are practically 
omitted, full OG, NH, VF, a common pair is included, Est. $250-$300  

150 

541 ** C92a var 1978, Wright Brothers, 31c+31c multi, vertical se-tenant pair in top 
left corner margin horizontal strip of five, all litho colors are strongly 
shifted to the top left, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $250-$300  

150 

542 ** C92a, var 1978, Wright Brothers, 31c+31c multi, block of four vertical  se-
tenant pairs and extra pair of No.C92, six stamps in the middle with 
black instead of blue inscription (US Airmail 31c) at bottom, full OG, 
NH, VF and a spectacular item, Est. $500-$600 

300 

543 ** C92d 1978, Wright Brothers, 31c+31c multi, vertical se-tenant pair in 
transition horizontal strip of three, left stamp has all litho colors 
omitted, full OG, NH, VF and rare, according to Scott Errors Cat. only 
15 pairs exist, Est. $800-$1,000  

500 
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544 ** C98A var 1982, Philip Mazzei, 40c multicolored, perforation 10½x11¼, bottom 

left corner sheet margin plate No. block of 12, yellow, magenta, gray 
and light blue colors strongly shifted to the left, full OG, NH, VF and  
a spectacular item, Est. $500-$600 

300 

545 ** C99a 1980, Blanche Stuart Scott, 28c multicolored, left sheet margin plate 
No.39541 horizontal imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 
C.v. $2,000, Est. $800-$1,200  

600 

546 ** C108d 1983, Summer Olympics, 40c x4 multi, right sheet margin 
imperforated se-tenant block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $650, Est. 
$300-$400  

200 

547 ** C114a 1985, Lawrence and Elmer Sperry, 39c multi, bottom margin vertical 
imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF and rare, according to Scott Errors 
Cat. only 25 pairs reported, C.v. $1,250, Est. $600-$700  

350 

548 ** C115a 1985, Trans-Pacific Airmail, 44c multi, top right corner sheet margin 
(ZIP) imperforated block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,200 as two 
pairs, Est. $500-$600  

300 

549 ** C116a 1985, Junipero Serra, 44c multicolored, top right corner margin 
vertical imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, C.v. $950, Est. 
$400-$600  

300 

550 ** C128a 1991, Harriet Quimby, 50c multi, left sheet margin block of four, 
imperforated horizontally, perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF and 
scarce, C.v. $1,800 as two pairs, Est. $700-$800  

400 

   Postage Due stamps  
551 P J31P1-

37P1 
1894, Numerals, large die proofs of 1c-30c on India paper and 
mounted on large sunken die cards, approximate size 150x200mm, 
fresh and VF, C.v. $1,155, Est. $600-$700  

350 

552 **/* J61 var 1917, Numerals, 1c carmine rose, bottom sheet margin plate No.8214 
block of 30 (10x3), imperforated at bottom and six pairs at right 
imperforated between stamps due to foldover, full OG, NH or hinged 
(less then a half stamps), VF and very attractive item, Est. $600-$800 

400 

553 ** J89, a, b 1959, Numerals, 1c black and carmine rose, vertical strip of four, 
bottom stamps without denomination, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, 
C.v. $500, as a single w/o value and pair with and without ''1 cent'', 
Est. $300-$400  

200 

554 ** J91, a 1959, Numerals, 3c black and carmine rose, vertical strip of three, 
top stamp has no denomination, full original shiny gum, NH, VF and 
scarce, C.v. $550, Est. $300-$400  

200 

555 ** J94a 1959, Numerals, 6c black and carmine rose, vertical pair, bottom 
stamp without denomination, full OG, NH, VF and rare, PSE 
certificate, C.v. $700, Est. $400-$500  

250 

556 ** J88-104, 
var 

Exhibition Style Collection of Errors 1959-85, 67 single stamps 
and 23 multiples, such as pairs (2), strip of four (1), blocks of four 
(16), block of six (1) and blocks of nine (3), including strip of 3c with 
top stamp without denomination; altogether 54 stamps and 17 
multiples are showing various color or perforation shifts, neatly 
arranged and inscribed on 20 pages, representing values with shiny 
and dull gum, perfect quality material, all with full OG, apparently all 
NH, except maybe a few common stamps, VF and rarely offered 
material, Est. $800-$1,200 

600 

   Official Mail  
557 ** O135a 1983, US Emblem 20c red, blue and black, horizontal imperforated 

pair of coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, C.v. $800, Est. $350-
$400  

200 

558 ** O141a 1988, US Emblem 25c red, blue and black, horizontal imperforated 
pair of coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $800, Est. $350-$450  

200 

559 ** O148 imp 1991, US Emblem 23c red, blue and black, top sheet margin 
imperforated block of four, full OG, NH, VF, this item considered to  
be from a printer's waste, Est. $350-$400  

200 
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560 ** RW14 Hunting Permit stamps 1947, Snow Geese, $1 black, top right 

corner sheet margin plate No.159463 block of six (3x2), full OG 
(upper right stamp with minimal gum wrinkle,), NH, VF, C.v. $340, 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

561 * 119/403, 
C1/5 

Balance of a Consignment 1869-23, 21 mostly unused stamps 
identified on a stock page with extra Philippines No. E1 and Puerto 
Rico No.24, fresh quality overall, full/part of OG or unused (2), 
mainly fine centering, C.v. is over $1,700, Est. $150-$200 (website 
photo) 

100 

   Canal Zone  
562 * 39e 1912, Fernandez de Cordoba, reading down overprint (type II) CANAL 

ZONE on 2c vermilion and black with inverted center, full OG, 
previously hinged, VF, C.v. $600, Est. $300-$400  

200 

563 ** 120-35 1939, 25th Anniversary of the Opening of the Panama Canal, 1c-50c, 
complete set of 16, unfolded blocks of four, full OG, NH (a few blocks 
with typical gum waves), VF, C.v. $651 as singles, Est. $300-$400  

200 

564 ** C15-20 Air Post stamps 1939, 10th Anniversary of Air Mail Service and 25th 
Anniversary of the Opening of Panama Canal, 5c-$1, complete set of 
six, blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $369++, Est. $150-$200  

100 

565 P 227P1-
31P1 

Cuba 1899, definitive issue, Statue of Columbus, Palms, Allegory 
''Cuba'', Ocean Liner and Cane Field, large die proofs of 1c-10c, 
complete set of five printed on India paper and mounted on sunken-
die cards, approximate proof size 60x72mm, card size 150x200mm, 
fresh and VF, C.v. $875, Est. $500-$600 

300 

566 ** 90a Ryukyu Islands 1961, White Silver Temple, 3c red brown, left sheet 
margin horizontal pair imperforated between stamps, full OG, NH, VF 
and scarce, C.v. $1,000, Est. $400-$500  

250 

567 * UXC2b, c United Nations - Postal Stationery items 1959, red surcharge 1c on 
postcard 4c maroon, two cards - one with inverted and another one 
with double (one inverted) surcharges, fresh, unused, VF and scarce, 
C.v. $200 for card with double surcharge only, Est. $200-$300 

150 

  SECOND SECTION – AT 11:00 AM, MAY 19, 2022   

   GREAT BRITAIN   
568 U 20, var Used Study of Queen Victoria 1p rose red 1857-63, 70 examples 

with perf 14, printed on white paper with watermark Large Crown, 
arranged on 14 well described pages, organized by plate No. - 42 (6 
stamps), 43 (12), 44 (12), 46 (5), 47 (12), 58 (5), 59 (6) and 60 (12), 
representing various numeral postmarks, F/VF, great unit for a 
specialist, SG #40, C.v. £1,610, Est. $250-$300 (website photo) 

150 

569 * 127/35 1902-04, King Edward VII, ½p-6p, set of seven, including two shades 
of ½p, watermark Imperial Crown, full/large part of OG, mostly VF, 
SG #216/45, £375, Est. $150-$200  

100 

570 **/* 128, h 1902, King Edward VII, 1p scarlet or rose carmine, watermark 
Imperial Crown, De La Rue printing, 16 bottom right corner sheet 
margin pairs with various plate Nos. (pair with plate B has bottom 
margin only, plate F6 on horizontal strip of three), full OG,NH 
(approximately 50%) or LH/hinged, F/VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

571 * 140 1902, King Edward VII, 5s bright carmine, watermark Large Anchor, 
bold color, full OG, previously hinged, fine, SG #264, £450, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

572 **/* 152 1911, King George V, 1p carmine red, Die A, watermark Imperial 
Crown, block of 18 (6x3), full OG, NH (14) or LH/hinged (4 corner 
stamps) mostly VF, SG #327, £158+ +, Est. $100-$150  

75 

573 **/* 187/98 1924, King George V, 1p-9p, lot includes 10 bottom sheet or corner 
sheet plate No. horizontal pairs and 7 plate No. blocks of four, all  
with Block Cypher watermark, in addition 4 items (1p x3 and 2p)  
with Royal Cypher watermark (Scott #160, 162), all with full OG, NH 
or LH, F/VF, Est. $300-$400 

200 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
574 **/* 189, var 1924, King George V, 1½p red brown, watermark Block Cypher, lot 

represents 5 bottom sheet margin plate Nos. blocks of four, 4 
complete panes of four plus two labels, 19 stamps with labels at left 
(9 pairs and a single), several labels only, booklet multiples include 3 
complete panes and 3 pairs with inverted watermark, fresh quality 
overall, full OG, NH or LH/hinged, Est. $500-$600 

300 

575 **/* 179-81 1918-19, King George V and Sea Horses, Bradbury, Wilkinson 
printing, 2s6p pale brown, 5s rose red and 10s dull gray blue, nicely 
centered, full OG, NH (2s6p) or previously hinged, VF, SG 
Concise #415a/17, £1,140, Est. $400-$500  

250 

576 **/* 183 1922, King George V, 9p olive green, Royal Cypher watermark,  
bottom left corner sheet margin plate No.V23 block of four, full OG, 
NH (1) or hinged, VF, SG #393b, £610 as singles, Est. $250-$300  

150 

577 **/* 205-08 1929, Imperial Exhibition issue, ½p-2½p, four plate Nos. sheet 
margin multiples and a part of booklet pane of 1½p, separation on 1p 
strip, all with full OG, NH or LH, F/VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

578 **/* 210-20, 
234, 237 

1934-37, King George V, ½p-1s, group of 20 multiples, most with 
plate Nos., in addition King George VI Coronation 1½p in six plate  
No. blocks of 6 or 4 and two plate blocks of 1½p definitive stamp, all 
with full OG, NH or LH/hinged, F/VF, Est. $300-$400 

200 

579 ** 249-51A, 
275 

1939-48, King George VI, 2s6p-£1, complete set of six high values, 
including both 10s stamps, nice and post office fresh, full OG, NH, 
VF, SG #476/78c, £425, Est. $250-$300  

150 

580 ** 412 var 1964, 20th Geographical Congress, 8p yellow brown, emerald, green 
and black, a single with inverted Multiple St. Edward's Crowns 
watermark, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, fine and rare stamp, 
SG #653Wi, £2,200, Est. $1,000 -$1,500  

750 

581 ** 666 var 1972, Polar Explorers, Henry Hudson, 7½p violet and multi, gold 
(Queen's Head) omitted, full OG, NH, VF a common stamp is 
included, SG #899a, £300, Est. $150-$200  

100 

582 ** 714 var 1973, Good King Wenceslas, 3½p multicolored, a single with blue 
color omitted (peasant's leg and robes), full OG, NH, VF, a common 
stamp is added, SG #948d, £250, Est. $100-$150  

75 

583 U O3/83 Official stamps - Collection 1882-1903, 30 used stamps, 
representing Inland Revenue (8, SG C.v. £5,565), Office of Works (7, 
£4,535), Government Parcels (5, £2,010), Board of Education (4, 
£9,065) and Admiralty (6, £495, one stamp looks questionable), many 
neat cancellations, minor usual flaws as always for used stamps, 
F/VF, the total C.v. £21,670, Est. $2,500-$3,000 

1,500 

584 */U  Balance of a Consignment 1841-97, 32 mainly used stamps (5 - 
mint), arranged by Stanley Gibbons Cat., started with 2p blue 
(SG #14), some nice cancellations, insignificant flaws mentioned, 
generally fresh condition, F/VF, SG#14/201, C.v. is over £3,700, Est. 
$400-$500 (website photo) 

250 

   BRITISH COMMONWEALTH   
585 ** 80 var Antigua 1935, Silver Jubilee, 1s purple and slate, dot by flagstaff at 

left variety, full OG, NH, VF, SG #94h, C.v. £375 as hinged, Est. 
$350-$400  

200 

   Ascension  
586 * 4 var 1922, King George V and Government House of St. Helena, black 

overprint ''Ascension'' on 2p black and gray, line through ''P'' of 
''Postage'' at right, full OG, LH, VF, SG #4a, C.v. £500, Est. $300-
$400  

200 

587 * 19 var 1924, King George V and Seal of the Colony, 2s blue and gray black 
on blue paper, ''cleft rock'' variety, nice and fresh, full OG, LH, VF, 
SG #19c, C.v. £700, Est. $400-$500  

250 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
588 ** 47 var 1944, King George VI and the Pier, 2s6p deep carmine and black, 

perforation 13, Davit flaw, nicely centered and post office fresh, full 
OG, NH, VF, SG #45ca, C.v. £1,400, Est. $800-$1,200  

600 

589 **B 3783a,   
var 

Australia 2012, Australian Zoos miniature sheet Collection, 
presentation booklet containing seven imperforated and one 
perforated miniature sheets of two, four or seven stamps, fresh and 
VF, limited edition No.312/500, Est. $150-$200  

100 

590 ** 7 var British New Guinea 1905, Lakatoi, 1s orange and black, comb 
perforation, bottom sheet margin single printed on thin paper with 
vertical Multiple Rosettes watermark, perfect quality stamp, full OG, 
NH, VF and rare, especially in sound condition, SG #15a, £950 as 
hinged, Est. $800-$1,000 

500 

   Papua New Guinea  
591 ** 122-36 1952, Animals, Birds, Map, Scenes, ½p-£1, complete set of 15, some 

with sheet margins, full OG, NH, F/VF, C.v. $160, SG #1/15, £90  
50 

592 **  1961, Patrol Party, unissued 5s multicolored, right sheet margin 
single, full OG, NH, VF and rare, the stamp was unissued because 
Postal Authorities did not want that armed people would be shown  
on a postage stamp, only a few singles and a complete sheet of 60 
(broken for singles and blocks at this time) survived, Est. $500-$600 

300 

593 * 49-56 Bahamas 1912-19, King George V, ½p-£1, complete set of nine, 
watermark Multiple Crown CA, fresh unit, full/large part of OG, 
mainly VF, C.v. $322, SG #81/89, £225, Est. $120-$150  

75 

   Barbados  
594 ** 193, var 1938, Seal of the Colony, ½p green, perforation 13½x13, bottom 

sheet margin block of 12 (3x4), right stamp in the second row with 
recut line variety (position R10/6), full OG, NH, VF, SG #248, a, C.v. 
£216 as singles, Est. $100-$150 

75 

595 ** 197, var 1938, Seal of the Colony, 3p brown, perforation 13½x13, block of six 
(2x3), right stamp of the middle row with vertical line over horse head 
(position R4/10), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. £163++, Est. $100-$150  

75 

596 ** 504 var 1979, Green Throated Carib (Humming Bird), 35c multicolored, 
yellow color omitted, resulting in birds plumage appearing blue 
instead of green, bottom sheet margin single with partial Harrison 
and Sons Ltd imprint at bottom, full OG, NH, VF and rare, a common 
marginal single is included for comparison, ex-Stanley Gibbons, 
SG #631a, Pierron C.v. £500, Est. $300-$400 

200 

597 ** 18-28 Basutoland 1938, King George VI and Crocodile, ½p- 10s, complete 
set of 11, sheet margin blocks of four, several with marginal 
inscription, full OG, NH, VF, SG #18/28, £520++, Est. $400-$500  

250 

   Batum (British Occupation)  
598 *  1918, cover sent in Batum with provisional handstamp negative 

''Батумская Контора No.1'' and boxed six-line cachet indicating 
payment is to be made in cash, pen endorsement ''15k'', VF and 
scarce usage during the time when stamps in Batum were not 
available, Est. $250-$300 

150 

599 * 1-2 1919 (August 23), stationery postcard with black surcharge 35k on 
3k red uprated by Tree 5k and 10k stamps (cancelled by ''26.8.19.'' 
ds), addressed ''До Востребования'' in Batum Main Post Office, VF, 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

600 *  1919, postal stationery card with black surcharge ''BATUM. OB. 
KOP.35 KOP.'' on 4k red, minor foxing, otherwise unused, VF and 
rare, according to Ashford only 46 such cards were produced (most 
Batum stationery cards have surcharge 35k on 3k), Est. $250-$300 

150 

601 * 7-10 1919, black surcharge ''BATUM. OB. RUB.10.RUB.'' on imperforated 
1k and 3k, perforated 5k and 10k/7k, complete set of four, full OG, 
mainly LH, VF and scarce in complete set, each one experts' sign and 
guaranteed genuine, C.v. $2,023, SG #7/10, £1,518, Est. $600-$800 

400 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
602 */U 21-24,   

23a 
1919-20, black surcharge 10r on imperforated 3k red and red, black 
and violet surcharges 15r on imperforated 1k orange, complete set of 
four and stamp with inverted black surcharge, all with full OG, LH or 
cancelled on piece (No.23), VF, various experts' sign and guaranteed 
genuine, C.v. $1,050, SG #19/20, a, b, var, Est. $500-$600 

300 

603 * 13-20,   
34, 56 

1919-20, two large pieces, first one bearing ''British Occupation'' 
overprints on 5k-7r, complete set of eight, tied by Batum ''1.11.19'' 
ds, the other one with blue surcharges 25r over 10k/7k and 50r on 
Tree 50k, cancelled ''6.7.20'' postmark, both are VF, SG C.v. £380, 
Est. $150-$200 

100 

604 */U 51/56 1920, black or blue surcharges 25r and 50r on Aloe Tree issue, mint 
and properly used selection of 11 stamps, including blue surcharges 
25r/50k (one -used) and two 50r/50k (mint and used), full OG or 
used, mostly VF, all are guaranteed genuine, C.v. $1,108, SG  
#42/44, a, b, £1,130, Est. $400-$500 

250 

605 * 51, 55a 1920, registered cover from Batum to Bern, franked by black 
surcharges on Tree stamps - 25r on 5k green and 50r (cut ''50'') on 
50k yellow, printed registered label and arrival marking is alongside, 
mostly VF, Est. $250-$300  

150 

606 **/* 60-61,   
63-64 

1920, black overprint ''BRITISH OCCUPATION'' on 5r, 7r, 15r and 
25r, top sheet margin horizontal strips of three, central stamp of each 
strip has ''BPITISH'' overprint variety (position 19 of a complete 
sheet), full original uneven gum, NH or hinged mainly on margin, VF 
and scarce, SG #48a-49a, 51a-52a, C.v. £684++, Est. $400-$500 

250 

607 */U 1/65 Neat Collection on Stockpages 1919-20, over 100 mint and used 
stamps and two postcards (one with faked stamp and cancellation), 
representing practically most issued stamps, except a few rarities,  
but included 5 genuine stamps with inverted surcharges and 3 tete-
beche pairs, reference stamps marked with ''F'' or ''?'' and not 
counted, occasional flaws possible, generally full/part of OG or used, 
F/VF, C.v. is closed to $6,000, SG #1/53, C.v. is over £4,000, but 
inverts and tete-beche counted as common stamps, Est. $1,200-
$1,600 (website photo) 

800 

608 ** 124-36 Bechuanaland Protectorate 1938, King George VI, Baobab Tree and 
Cattle, ½p-10s, complete set of 11, sheet or corner sheet margin 
blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, SG #118/28, £440, Est. $300-$400  

200 

   Bermuda  
609 * 31-39 1906-10, Dry Dock, ¼p-4p, complete set of nine, watermark Multiple 

Crown CA, fresh colors, full OG, mainly LH, VF, C.v. $198, 
SG #34/42, £180, Est. $100-$150  

75 

610 **/* 123-28,  
var 

1938-43, King George VI, 2s-£1, set of ten high values, all with 
perforation 14, including one of each for 2s, 2s6p, 5s and 10s, and 
three of each for 12s6p and £1, all are different and arranged on page 
from a Collection, full OG, NH or LH (SG #120), VF, SG #116/121c, 
C.v. is over £1,900, Est. $800-$1,000 

500 

611 SB  Stamp Booklets 1948, King George VI, two 5s complete booklets, 
stapled on the left or on the right, black lettering on pink paper, each 
one contains five panes of six stamps separated by glassine 
interleaves, VF, SG #SB1, var, C.v. £280, Est. $120-$150 

75 

612 ** B1-5 Semi-Postal issues 1932, Belize Relief Fund, black surcharges on 
King George V stamps, 1c+1c-5c+5c, bottom left corner sheet margin 
blocks of six, full OG, NH, VF, SG #138/42, £192 as hinged singles, 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

   BRITISH NORTH AMERICA  
   New Brunswick  
613 P 5 1860, Charles Connell, plate proof of 5c in brown, reading up red 

Specimen overprint of type C, printed on India and mounted on card, 
fresh and VF, Unitrade #5Pv, CAD$250, Est. $100-$150  

75 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
614 P 7, 10, 11 1860, Cents issue, trial color or plate proofs of Queen Victoria 2c in 

rose and green, Steamship 12c in blue and orange and Prince of 
Wales 17c orange, all printed on India paper, no gum as issued, VF, 
Unitrade #7TC, 7TCi, 10P, 10TCi, 11TC, C.v. CAD$415, Est. $150-
$200 

100 

615 P 10 1860, Cents issue, Steamship, plate proof of 12½c in dark blue with 
horizontal red Specimen overprint (type B), top sheet margin block of 
four printed on card-mounted India paper, representing interesting 
jump of Specimen overprint, no gum as issued, VF, Unitrade #10Pii, 
CAD $280++, Est. $100-$150 

75 

   Nova Scotia  
616 P 6 1857, Pence issue, Heraldic Flowers, plate proof of 1s in black, 

printed on thin card, nice margins around, insignificant soling at 
bottom right, still VF and scarce, Unitrade #6P, CAD$850, Est. $250-
$300  

150 

617 P 8-13 1860-63, Queen Victoria, imperforated proofs of 1c-12½c in colors 
closed to issued stamps, horizontal pairs printed on India paper 
mounted on cards, 1c and 2c with diagonal overprint ''Specimen'' of 
types C and A respectively, nice quality, penciled numbers on reverse, 
no gum as produced, NH, VF, Unitrade #8Piii, 9TCiii, 10P-13P, C.v. 
CAD$660, Est. $250-$300 

150 

618 P 8 1860-63, Queen Victoria, nine imperforated proofs of 1c with  
diagonal ''Specimen'' overprints, printed on India, six of which - card 
mounted, vertical pair in black with red overprint of types B and D, 
and seven in vermilion with green overprints, a single with type A, 
pairs of types B-D, C-C and C-D, no gum as produced, VF, 
Unitrade #8P, 8TC, var, CAD$880 as singles, Est. $300-$400 

200 

619 P 11 1860-63, Queen Victoria, imperforated proof of 8½c in light bluish 
green, left sheet margin block of four printed on India paper and 
mounted on card, partial ABN imprint on selvage, no gum as 
produced, NH, VF, Unitrade #11P, C.v. CAD$200++  

60 

620 P 13 1860-63, Queen Victoria, large die imperforated proof of 12½c in 
black on India mounted on reduced sunken die card, proof size 
41x40mm, several pencil notations on reverse of the card, no gum as 
produced, VF and very scarce, NSSC 10dp1, C.v. US$2,000 for full 
size card, Est. $600-$800 

400 

621 P 13 1860-63, Queen Victoria, five imperforated plate or trial color proofs 
of 12½c, in black, vermilion (2, one with diagonal Specimen, type B), 
two others are in green and orange, all printed on India paper, no 
gum as produced, VF, Unitrade #13P, TC, ii, v, ix, C.v. CAD$520, Est. 
$200-$240 

120 

622 P 13 1860-63, Queen Victoria, imperforated proof of 12½c in black, left 
sheet margin block of four on India paper mounted on card, ABN 
inscription at selvage, no gum as produced, VF, Unitrade #12P, 
CAD$240, Est. $100-$120  

60 

623 * 9d var Prince Edward Islands 1868, Queen Victoria Pence issue, 4p black, 
horizontal imperforated pair with clear double impression of the 
design, nice margins all around, no gum as issued, VF and according 
to the John M. Walsh BNA Specialized Catalog this pair is UNIQUE, 
illustration of the pair is shown on page 1114 of the 13th Edition, ex- 
Brigham, NSSC 4o, C.v. US$4,700 as two singles, Est. $2,500-$3,000 

1,500 

   NEWFOUNDLAND  
624 * 11A 1860, Heraldic Flowers, 3p green, triangle stamp in tete-beche pair, 

nice margins, full OG, previously hinged, VF, Unitrade C.v. 
CAD$240++, Est. $100-$150  

75 

625 */U 11A 1860, Heraldic Flowers, 3p green, group of nine triangle values, 
including tete-beche pair, seven stamps are unused with full or part 
of OG and two - used, F/VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$900, Est. $150-$200 
(website photo)  

100 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
626 P 24 1865, Codfish, British American Banknote Co. large die proof of 

central vignette (not approved design), printed on card, size 
71x61mm, no gum as produced, VF and rare, Est. $400-$500  

250 

627 P 25 1865, Harp Seal, imperforated plate proof of 5c in yellow brown, 
printed on India and mounted on card, top right corner sheet margin 
block of ten (2x5), ABN inscription at right selvage, fresh and VF, 
Unitrade #25Pi, CAD$900, Est. $300-$400  

200 

628 P 25 1865, Harp Seals, British American Banknote Co. large die proof of 
central vignette (not approved design), printed on card, size 
71x61mm, no gum as produced, VF and rare, Est. $400-$500  

250 

629 P 30 1865, Fishing Ship, imperforated proof of 13c in orange, printed on 
India paper and mounted on card, block of four, no gum as issued, 
VF, Unitrade #30P, C.v. CAD$280, Est. $100-$120  

60 

630 P 32A 1871, Prince of Wales, imperforated proofs of 1c on India paper in 
horizontal pairs, first one in dark red brown (card mounted), another 
one - in dark violet with part ABN inscription, no gum as produced, 
NH, VF, Unitrade #32ATC, vi, CAD$360++, Est. $150-$200 

100 

631 **/* 41 1880. Prince of Wales, 1c violet brown, top sheet margin horizontal 
strip of four, BABN selvage inscription, full OG, NH or hinged (2), 
mostly F/VF, C.v. $440++, Est. $150-$200  

100 

632 ** 48 1880-96, Codfish, 2c red orange, left sheet margin block of eight (2x4) 
with imprint of British American Banknote Co. Montreal, full original 
gum, which is slightly uneven on one stamp, NH, fine and scarce 
multiple, C.v. $720++, Est. $250-$300  

150 

633 * 28, 31, 48 1893, registered cover from Newfoundland to Paris via Scotland and 
England, franked by Queen Victoria 12c pale red brown and 24c  
blue, Codfish 2c red orange, nine-line oval cancellation, Glasgow and 
London ''21.SP.93'' date stamps and blue crayon cross, minimal 
conveyance flaws, still F/VF, Unitrade C.v. is about CAD $800, Est. 
$200-$240 

120 

634 * 55 1894, Harp Seal, 5c bright blue, top sheet margin horizontal pair  
with BABN imprint, nice centering, full OG, VLH, VF, C.v. $150, 
Unitrade C.v. CAD$200, Est. $90-$120  

60 

635 ** 59 1887, Schooner, 10c black, right sheet margin block of four, strong 
color, full OG, NH, fine, C.v. $1,200, Unitrade C.v. CAD$960++, Est. 
$200-$300  

150 

636 ** 61-74 1897, Discovery of Newfoundland, 1c-60c, complete set of 14 in 
blocks of four, excellent centering, bold colors and post office fresh 
unit, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $2,650++, Unitrade C.v. CAD$3,980 as 
singles, Est. $1,500-$2,000  

1,000 

637 S 61-74 1897, Discovery of Newfoundland, 1c-60c, complete set of 14, red 
diagonal Specimen overprint, full OG, NH, F/VF, Unitrade C.v. 
CAD$1,500, Est. $500-$600  

300 

638 P 61-74 1897, Discovery of Newfoundland issue, 1c-60c, complete set of 14 
imperforated plate proofs on India paper, all mounted on cards except 
12c and 24c, nice margins and very fresh quality, no gum as 
produced, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$775, Est. $350-$400 

200 

639 P 68 1897, Discovery of Newfoundland, Cabot's Ship, imperforated plate 
proof of 10c in black brown, printed on India paper and mounted on 
card, left sheet margin block of four, no gum as issued, VF, 
Unitrade #68P, CAD$200++, Est. $75-$100  

50 

640 P 74 1897, Discovery of Newfoundland, King Henry VII, imperforated plate 
proof of 60c in black, printed on India paper, block of six, nice and 
fresh, no gum as issued, VF, Unitrade #74P, C.v. CAD$300, Est. 
$100-$150  

75 

641 P 86 1908, Map of Newfoundland, imperforated plate proof of 2c in brown 
carmine, horizontal pair on card mounted India paper, no gum as 
issued, VF, Unitrade #86Pi, C.v. CAD$400, Est. $100-$150  

75 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
642 ** 163c 1929-31, Map of Newfoundland, 1c green, right sheet margin 

imperforated block of four, nice condition, no gum as produced, NH, 
VF, C.v. $240++, Unitrade C.v. CAD$320 as two pairs, Est. $100-
$150  

75 

643 ** 184c 1932, Perkins Bacon definitive issue, Codfish, 1c gray black, two 
corner sheet margin imperforated blocks of four, one is bottom right, 
the other one - top right with plate No.4 on margin, both with full 
slightly uneven original gum, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$870 as four 
pairs, Est. $250-$300 

150 

644 **/* 184c, 
197a,  
212a 

1932-33, Codfish 1c, Sealing Fleet 25c and Sir Humphrey Gilbert 1c, 
three imperforated blocks of four, full OG, NH, unused no gum (25c) 
or no gum as issued, mostly VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,000, Est. $300-
$400  

200 

645 **/* 193a 1932, Perkins Bacon definitive issue, Salmon Leaping, 10c olive 
black, imperforated block of four, full OG, NH or LH (top stamps), VF, 
C.v. $270, Unitrade C.v. CAD$375, Est. $100-$150  

75 

646 ** 199a 1938, Perkins Bacon definitive issue, Fishing Fleet, 48c red brown, 
imperforated block of four, nice margins, full OG, NH, VF, R. Gratton 
certificate, C.v. $360, Unitrade C.v. CAD$540 as two pairs, Est.  
$150-$200  

100 

647 ** 253 imp 1941, Waterlow definitive re-issue, Codfish, 1c dark gray, two top 
right corner sheet margin imperforated blocks of four, large and  
small security punches, printing's cross at top right and red marking 
close to the stamp at top, full OG, first block with minor gum creases, 
NH, mostly VF, Unitrade #253i, C.v. CAD$900 as four pairs, Est. 
$300-$400 

200 

648 ** 257 imp 1941, Waterlow definitive re-issue, Caribou, 5c violet, die I, 
imperforated block of four with large security punch in the middle 
and small holes on each value, full OG with minor violet ink offset, 
NH, VF, Unitrade #257vii, C.v. CAD$450++, Est. $150-$200 

100 

649 ** 270b 1947, Cabot issue, 5c rose violet, vertical imperforated pair, nice 
margins all around, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $350, Unitrade 
C.v. $CAD450, Est. $150-$200  

100 

650 ** 270 var 1947, Cabot issue, 5c rose violet, full offset of the design on gum side, 
full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade #270ii, C.v. CAD $600, Est. $150-$200  

100 

651 ** 270 var 1947, Cabot issue, 5c rose violet, aniline-type ink (blotchy print) 
variety, full OG, NH, VF, only 100 copies reported, R. Gratton 
certificate, Unitrade #270iv, C.v. CAD$150  

50 

652 P C7 Air Post stamps 1931, Airplane and Packet Ship, large die proof of 
50c in black, printed on paper without watermark, size 78x54mm, 
guide line at top, mirrored No.920 at upper left, no gum as issued, VF 
and rare, NSSC #AM8dp16, US$850, Est. $300-$400 

200 

653 ** 183/266 Lot of Four Sets 1932-43, Definitive issue of 1932-37, Long King 
George VI Coronation and Waterlow Definitive set of 1941-43, the 
total is 45 stamps, full OG, NH, F/VF, C.v. $232 (website photo)  

60 

654 * 30, 38, 
C6/9 

Balance of a Consignment 1865-1931, four items, Sailing Ship 13c 
orange in horizontal pair (1865), Codfish 2c green (1879) and Dog 
Sled 15c brown in pair with and without watermark, first two are 
regummed, the last one is NH, but with spots of naturally skipped 
gum, in addition ''Bluenose'' engraved vignette, which is apparently 
has private origin, VF appearance, Est. $150-$200 (website photo) 

100 

655 * 115/260 Postal History Group 1926-49, 13 mainly air post covers, including 
St. Johns - St. Anthony Flight of 1926, four covers franked by  
stamps of King George VI Long Coronation issue, three FFC 
Newfoundland - Ireland of 1939 (one with both flight confirmations, 
one - with one, the last one has no confirmation postmarks), 
Inaugural flights from Botwood to Canada and US, Gander - Sydney, 
NS, St. Johns to Moncton and to Sydney of 1939 and etc. minor 
conveyance flaws, still F/VF, Est. $250-$300 (website photo) 

150 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 

   CANADA  
656 P 1 1857, Pence issue, Beaver, imperforated plate proof of 3p in red, nice 

margins single printed on India paper mounted on card, fresh, VF, 
Unitrade C.v. CAD$350, Est. $100-$150  

75 

657 P 2 1857, Pence issue, Prince Albert, imperforated trial color proof of 6p 
in dark gray with carmine vertical Specimen overprint, top sheet 
margin block of four, printed on India paper mounted on card, no 
gum as issued, VF, Unitrade #2TCvii, CAD$1,200++, Est. $400-$500 

250 

658 P 7 1859, Pence issue, Jacques Cartier, imperforated plate proof of 10p  
in blue, carmine vertical Specimen overprint, bottom margin single 
printed on India paper, no gum as issued, VF, Unitrade #7Pi, 
CAD$300, Est. $80-$120  

60 

659 P 8 1857-64, Pence issue, Queen Victoria, imperforated plate proof of ½p 
in rose with green vertical Specimen overprint, block of four printed 
on India paper mounted on card, no gum as produced, VF, 
Unitrade #8Pi, CAD$1,200, Est. $400-$500  

250 

660 P 14 1859, Cents issue, Queen Victoria, imperforated plate proof of 1c in 
deep rose, a single printed on card mounted India paper, no gum as 
issued, VF, Unitrade #14P, C.v. CAD$250, Est. $80-$120  

60 

661 P 14 1859, Cents issue, Queen Victoria, trial color imperforated proof of 1c 
in pale rose, horizontal pair on India paper, nice margins, no gum as 
issued, NH, VF, Unitrade #14 TC, C.v. CAD $500, Est. $200-$240  

120 

662 P 15 1867, Cents issue, Beaver, imperforated trial color proof of 5c in 
brown red with black horizontal overprint Specimen, printed on India 
paper, no gum as issued, VF, Unitrade #15TCiv, C.v. CAD$250, Est. 
$80-$120  

60 

663 P 18 1859, Cents issue, Queen Victoria, imperforated plate proof of 12½c 
in yellow green with carmine vertical Specimen overprint, well 
margined single printed on India paper, no gum as issued, VF, 
Unitrade #18Pi, C.v. CAD $300, Est. $100-$150  

75 

664 P 19 1859, Cents issue, Jacques Cartier, imperforated plate proof of 17c in 
blue with vertical Specimen overprint in carmine, printed on card 
mounted India paper, no gum as issued, VF, Unitrade #19Pi, 
CAD$300, Est. $100-$150  

75 

665 P 19 1859, Cents issue, Jacques Cartier, imperforated trial color proof of 
17c in black, printed on India paper, bottom left corner margin block 
of four, no gum as issued, VF and scarce multiple, Friedl Committee 
certificate, Unitrade #19TCi,CAD$2,200++, Est. $700-$800 

400 

666 P 20 1864, Cents issue, Queen Victoria, imperforated trial color proof of 2c 
in claret, left sheet margin vertical strip of four with ABN imprint, 
India paper mounted on card, sheet positions are penciled on reverse 
(61/91), fresh, VF and scarce multiple, Unitrade #20TCi, 
C.v. $1,400++, Est. $500 -$600 

300 

667 P 20 1864, Cents issue, Queen Victoria, imperforated trial color proof of 2c 
in green, printed on India paper, no gum as issued, VF, 
Unitrade #20TCii, C.v. CAD$400, Est. $140-$160  

80 

668 P 35 1873, Queen Victoria's face to the left, imperforated lithographed 
essay of 1c in deep yellow, left sheet margin horizontal pair on wove 
paper with a part of Canada Bank Note Engraving and Printing Co. 
imprint on the selvage, no gum as produced, VF and rare, ex- 
Brigham, NSSC TESQx1a, C.v. US$2,100 as singles, Est. $700-$800 

400 

669 P 50-65 1898, Diamond Jubilee issue, ½c-$5, complete set of 16 card 
mounted plate proofs, nice and fresh, 10c with top margin, bold 
colors, no gum as produced, VF, only 400 complete sets possible, 
Unitrade C.v. CAD$7,000, Est. $2,000-$2,400  

1,200 

670 P 66 1897, Queen Victoria Maple Leaf issue, plate proof of ½c in black, 
horizontal imperforated pair on card mounted India paper, no gum as 
produced, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$250, Est. $80-$120  

60 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
671 P 67 1897, Queen Victoria Maple Leaf issue, plate proof of 1c in blue 

green, horizontal imperforated pair on India paper mounted on card, 
no gum as produced, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$330, Est. $100-$150  

75 

672 P 71 1897, Queen Victoria Maple Leaf issue, plate proof of 6c in brown, 
horizontal imperforated pair on card mounted India paper, no gum as 
produced, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD $450, Est. $200-$240  

120 

673 ** 74-84 1898-1902, Queen Victoria Numeral issue, ½c-20c, complete set of 
11, unusually well centered with bright strong colors, full OG, NH, 
VF, C.v. $4,615, Unitrade C.v. CAD$11,160, Est. $2,000-$3,000  

1,500 

674 ** 74 imp 1898, Queen Victoria Numeral issue, ½c black, vertical imperforated 
pair printed on vertical wove paper, appropriate margins, no gum as 
produced, NH, VF, Unitrade #74v, C.v. CAD$500, Est. $150-200  

100 

675 P 74 1898, Queen Victoria Numeral issue, plate proof of ½c in black, 
horizontal pair printed on India paper mounted on card, no gum as 
issued, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$400, Est. $140-$160  

80 

676 ** 75 imp 1898, Queen Victoria Numeral issue, 1c paler green, horizontal 
imperforated pair printed on vertically wove paper, no gum as issued, 
NH, VF, Unitrade #75vi, C.v. CAD$900, Est. $300-$400  

200 

677 ** 77d 1899, Queen Victoria Numeral issue, 2c carmine, die II, right sheet 
margin horizontal imperforated pair printed on vertically wove paper, 
no gum as produced, NH, VF, C.v. $1,150, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,500, 
Est. $500-$600  

300 

678 ** 77 imp 1899, Queen Victoria Numeral issue, 2c carmine, die I, imperforated 
block of four printed on horizontally (!) wove paper, no gum as 
produced, NH, VF, Unitrade #77iv, C.v. CAD$1,000 for two pairs on 
vertically wove paper, Est. $400-$500  

250 

679 P 77 1898, Queen Victoria Numeral issue, plate proof of 2c in carmine, Die 
I, horizontal imperforated pair on India paper mounted on card, no 
gum as produced, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$400, Est. $140-$160  

80 

680 ** 82a 1898, Queen Victoria Numeral issue, 8c orange, right sheet margin 
horizontal imperforated pair, printed on vertical wove paper, no gum 
as issued, NH, VF, Unitrade #82ii, C.v. CAD$900, Est. $300-$400  

200 

681 P 82 1898, Queen Victoria Numeral issue, imperforated plate proof of 8c in 
orange on India paper mounted on card, horizontal pair, no gum as 
produced, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$450, Est. $150-$200  

100 

682 ** 92a 1903, King Edward VII, 7c olive bistre, top left corner sheet margin 
horizontal imperforated pair printed on vertical wove paper, nice 
margins, no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $750, Unitrade C.v. $1,000, 
Est. $300-$400  

200 

683 ** 103 1908, Quebec Tercentenary issue, 20c brown, top right corner  
margin single, full OG slightly disturbed at top right, NH (hinged on 
margins), VF and scarce so nice, C.v. $625, Unitrade C.v. $1,200, 
Est. $300-$400  

200 

684 ** 103 imp 1908, Quebec Tercentenary issue, 20c brown, top sheet margin 
vertical imperforated pair, nice pre-printing paper fold, no gum as 
produced, NH, VF and scarce, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,000++, Est. 
$300-$400  

200 

685 ** 136-38 1924, King George V imperforate issue, 1c yellow, 2c green and 3c 
carmine, complete set of three in horizontal pairs, 2c with huge 
margins around, 3c with D lathework on bottom margin, full OG, NH, 
VF, C.v. $330++, Unitrade C.v. CAD$500 as singles, Est. $200-$240 

120 

686 ** 140a 1926, King George V Admiral Provisional double black surcharge 2c 
on 3c carmine, nicely centered, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400, Unitrade 
C.v. $700, Est. $200-$300  

150 

687 ** 144a 1927, 60th Anniversary of the Confederation, Sir Wilfrid Laurier, 5c 
violet, bottom sheet margin horizontal pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. 
$180, Unitrade C.v. $240, Est. $100-$120  

60 
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688 ** 149-59 1928-29, King George V Scroll issue, 1c-$1, complete set of 12 in 

blocks of four, nicely centered, especially all high values, fresh colors, 
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $5,620++, Unitrade C.v. CAD$8,720 as singles, 
Est. $2,000-$2,500  

1,200 

689 ** 150b 1928, King George V Scroll issue, 2c green, horizontal imperforated 
pair, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD $187.50  

50 

690 (*) 155a 1928, King George V Scroll issue, Mount Hurd, 10c green, vertical 
imperforated pair, unused, no gum, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$250 as 
hinged, Est. $80-$100  

50 

691 ** 155b 1928, King George V Scroll issue, Mount Hurd, 10c green, horizontal 
pair imperforated vertically, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $270, Unitrade C.v. 
CAD$375, Est. $150-$200  

100 

692 ** 156b 1929, King George V Scroll issue, Quebec Bridge, 12c gray, block of 
four imperforated vertically, nice and post office fresh, full OG, NH, 
VF, C.v. $540, Unitrade C.v. CAD $750++, Est. $250-$300  

150 

693 ** 158 1929, King George V Scroll issue, Bluenose, 50c dark blue, top sheet 
margin single, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $425, Unitrade C.v. CAD$700, 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

694 ** 201a 1932, King George V ''Medallion'' issue, Quebec Citadel, 13c dull 
violet, very well margined imperforated block of four, a lovely item, 
full OG, NH, VF and rare in block, only 100 imperf stamps were 
produced, neat owner's hs on reverse, C.v. $2,400++, Unitrade C.v. 
CAD$3,500 as two pairs, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

750 

695 ** 208 var 1934, Jacques Cartier, 3c blue, horizontal strip of three with wide 
gutter in the middle (5mm instead of 3.5mm), full OG (left stamp with 
some gum inflows), NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$800, Est. $250-$300  

150 

696 * 208a 1934, Jacques Cartier, 3c blue, right sheet margin horizontal 
imperforated pair, full OG, left stamp is VLH, VF, only 125 pairs exist, 
C.v. $525, Unitrade C.v. CAD$800, Est. $250-$300  

150 

697 P 217-27 1935, King George V Pictorial issue, card mounted plate proofs on 
India paper of 1c-$1, complete set of 11, nice condition, no gum as 
produced, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,800, Est. $700-$800  

400 

698 ** 221a 1935, King George V Pictorial issue, 5c blue, horizontal pair 
imperforated vertically, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, Unitrade C.v. 
CAD$450, Est. $100-$150  

75 

699 (*) 231c-36a 1937, King George VI Mufti issue, 1c-8c, imperforated complete set of 
six in sheet margin blocks of four, very nice looking unit, unused, no 
gum, fresh and VF, C.v. $3,600 as hinged pairs, Unitrade C.v. 
CAD$4,800, Est. $1,200-$1,500  

750 

700 P 233 1937, King George VI, Mufti issue, large die proof of 3c in bright 
carmine on India paper placed on sunken die large card, imprint at 
bottom reads: ''H.M. King George VI. X- G-649. Canadian Banknote 
Company, Limited'', proof size is 80x87mm, fresh, VF and rare, NSSC 
194dp8, C.v. US $1,200, Est. $700-$800 

400 

701 ** 241-45, 
241a 

1938, Pictorial issue, 10c-$1, complete set of six, including both 
shades of 10c value, blocks of four, nice centering, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $908++, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,326, Est. $300-$400  

200 

702 ** 468Ac 1969, Queen Elizabeth II and Airplane, 6c orange, vertical 
imperforated pair of coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $275, Unitrade 
C.v. CAD$400, Est. $100-$150  

75 

703 ** 549a 1971, Queen Elizabeth II and Airplane, 7c emerald green, vertical 
imperforated pair of coil stamps, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $1,050, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,500, Est. $400-$500  

250 

704 ** 567a, var 1973, Algonkian Indians, 8c+8c multi, three-side margin horizontal 
strip of five se-tenant pairs, break of horizontal perforation between 
3rd and 4th vertical rows and shift of vertical perforation to the right, 
full OG, NH, VF, a common se-tenant block of four is included, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 
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705 ** 604 imp 1974, Queen Elizabeth II, Caricature definitive issue, 8c blue, 

horizontal imperforated strip of five coil stamps on hibrite paper, side 
perf 10, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade #604ii, C.v. CAD$500 as for two 
pairs, Est. $200-$240  

120 

706 ** 614a 1973, R.C.M.P. Musical Ride, 15c multicolored, bottom right corner 
sheet margin plate block of four (no inscription), full OG, NH, VF, 
Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,500, Est. $400-$500  

250 

707 ** 641a 1974, Telephone Centenary, 8c multicolored, vertical imperforated 
pair, nice margins all around, full OG, NH, VF, only 100 imperforated 
stamps were printed, C.v. $1,250, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000, Est. 
$700-$800  

400 

708 ** 709a 1977, Hepatica, 4c multicolored on dull lavender background, a 
single printed on gum side, fresh, NH, F/VF, C.v. $275, Unitrade C.v. 
CAD$400, Est. $100-$150  

75 

709 ** 714a 1977, Parliament Building, 12c blue, bottom margin single printed  
on gum side, nice quality, NH, VF, C.v. $300, Unitrade C.v. CAD$400, 
Est. $100-$150  

75 

710 ** 715b 1978, Parliament, (14c red), all color omitted single with just trace of 
embossing, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $375, Unitrade C.v. CAD$500, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

711 ** 727a 1979, Kluane National Park, ($2) multicolored, silver denomination 
and inscription omitted, block of four, full OG, NH, VF, Green 
Foundation certificate, C.v. $1,200, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,600++, Est. 
$500-$600  

300 

712 ** 789d 1979, definitive issue, Queen Elizabeth II, (17c) green, a single with 
black color omitted and horizontal perforation shifted to the bottom, 
full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, a common stamp is added for 
comparison, C.v. $750, Unitrade C.v.$1,250, Est. $300-$400 

200 

713 ** 806a,  
952a 

1979-85, definitive issues, Parliament, 17c green and 34c dull red 
brown, horizontal and vertical imperforated pairs of coil stamps, full 
OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$400, Est. $100-$150  

75 

714 ** 841a 1979, Christmas, Knitted Stuffed Doll, (35c) multicolored, tagging  
and gold color omitted, nice stamp in every respect, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $1,000, Unitrade C.v. CAD $1,750, Est. $400-$500  

250 

715 ** 878 var 1980, Antique Mandora, (17c) multicolored, a single with triple error - 
printed on gum side, missing gold inscriptions and untagged, 
beautiful quality and without usual defects that affected most error 
examples, NH, VF and scarce, a common stamp is included, 
Unitrade #878i, C.v. CAD$2,000, Est. $600-$700 

350 

716 ** 878 var 1981, Antique Mandora, 17c multicolored, vertical imperforated pair 
with omitted brown and most of magenta colors, full OG, NH, VF and 
rare, Unitrade #878 footnote, CAD$1,500, Est. $500-$600  

300 

717 ** 981a 1983, Universiade '83 at Edmonton, 32c multicolored, printed on 
gum side, top right corner sheet margin block of four, perfect quality, 
full OG, NH, VF, only one pane of 50 has been recorded, therefore  
this block is unique positional piece, Green Foundation certificate, 
C.v. $3,600 as singles, Unitrade C.v. CAD$5,250, Est. $2,000-$2,400 

1,200 

718 ** 1131 var 1987, Calgary Winter Olympic Games, 42c multicolored, vertical 
bottom sheet margin pair with strong shift of horizontal perforation 
and imperforated at bottom, full OG, NH, VF and unrecorded error, 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

719 ** 1165c 1988, Parliament, 38c multicolored, printed on gum side variety, 
bottom sheet margin block of four on slater paper, NH, VF, C.v. $360, 
Unitrade C.v. CAD$500 as singles, Est. $150-$200  

100 

720 ** 1165d 1988, Parliament, 38c multicolored, a single on slater paper with 
double impression of all litho colors except black, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $225, Unitrade C.v. CAD$300, Est. $100-$150  

75 
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721 ** 1166d 1989, Flag over Clouds, 39c multicolored, imperforated block of four, 

appropriate margins all around, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,050, 
Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,400 as two pairs, Est. $400-$500  

250 

722 ** 1167c 1990, Queen Elizabeth II, 39c multi with dark green background, 
bottom sheet margin imperforated block of four, nice and fresh, full 
OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,000, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,400, Est. $400-$500  

250 

723 ** 1167d,   
var 

1990, Queen Elizabeth II, 39c multi with dark green background, left 
sheet margin horizontal strip of four, imperforated at left and between 
3rd and 4th stamps, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$500++, Est. 
$200-$240  

120 

724 ** 1167d var 1990, Queen Elizabeth II, 39c multi with dark green background, a 
single from top part of pane of 13, three labels and full gutter at top 
with color lights, imperforated between stamp and label at right as 
well as at left between label and selvage, full OG, NH, VF and scarce 
positional item, Unitrade #1167di, C.v. CAD$600++, Est. $200-$240 

120 

725 ** 1172h 1990, Pronghorn, 45c multicolored, vertical imperforated pair, 
appropriate margins around, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $750, Unitrade 
C.v. CAD$1,200, Est. $300-$400  

200 

726 ** 1179d 1990, Beluga Whale, 78c multicolored, left sheet margin imperforated 
block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,800, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,400, 
Est. $700-$800  

400 

727 ** 1182a 1990, McAdam Railway Station, $2 multicolored, horizontal 
imperforated pair, excellent condition, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $850, 
Unitrade C.v. CAD1,200, Est. $400-$500  

250 

728 ** 1190b 1990, Flag, 1c x2, 5c and 40c, imperforated se-tenant booklet pane  
of four, imprint at the top margin, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,000, 
Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000, Est. $500-$600  

300 

729 ** 1194B  
imp var 

1990, definitive issue, Flag 39c dark violet, vertical imperforated pair 
of coil stamps printed on high fluorescent paper, full OG, NH, VF, 
Unitrade #1194Biii, CAD$250, Est. $100-$120  

60 

730 ** 1194Cg 1990, definitive issue, Flag 40c blue gray, vertical imperforated pair  
of coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $275, Unitrade C.v. CAD$375, 
Est. $100-$150  

75 

731 ** 1292b 1990, Legendary Creatures, 39c x4 multi, bottom right corner sheet 
margin se-tenant plate block of four, control lights on right selvage, 
full OG, NH, VF and rare, C.v. $1,250 for ''common'' block, Unitrade 
C.v. CAD$3,000, Est. $600-$800  

400 

732 ** 1357b 1991, Queen Elizabeth II, 42c multi with purple background, 
horizontal imperforated pair, nice margins all around, full OG, NH, 
VF, Unitrade C.v. $1,000, Est. $300-$400  

200 

733 ** 1358b 1991, Queen Elizabeth II, 43c multi with gray black background, 
horizontal imperforated pair on coated paper, very well margined, full 
OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. $1,200, Est. $400-$500  

250 

734 ** 1359 var 1992, Flag over the Field, 43c multicolored, double impression of red 
and gray lilac colors, block of four, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade #1359ii, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

735 ** 1359f 1994, Flag over the Field, 43c multicolored, vertical strip of three, 
imperforated between top stamps, originated from a booklet pane of 
25 stamps and two labels, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $600, Unitrade C.v. 
CAD $1,000, Est. $350-$400  

200 

736 ** 1394a-96a 1991-95, Flag, 42c red, 43c olive green and 45c blue green, complete 
set of three vertical imperforated pairs of coil stamps, full OG, NH, 
VF, C.v. $400, Unitrade C.v. CAD$625, Est. $250-$300  

150 

737 ** 1499b,   
var 

1993, Christmas, Swiety Mikolaj, 43c multicolored, top right corner 
sheet margin block of six (3x2), representing missing vertical 
perforation between left and middle stamps and between stamps and 
right selvage, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, Unitrade #1499b, ii, C.v. 
CAD $4,400 as for two horizontal strips of three, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 
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738 ** 1534-35  

fn 
1994, Christmas, 52c and 90c, unissued complete set of two printed 
in anticipation of a rate increase, which was not approved, full OG, 
NH, VF, only 1000 complete sets possible, C.v. $575, 
Unitrade #1534ii-35ii, C.v. CAD$800, Est. $250-$300  

150 

739 **B 1601b 1996, Greetings (Special Occasions), 45c x10 multicolored, intact 
booklet pane of ten self adhesive stamps with die cutting omitted, 
fresh and nice, VF and rare, only six such booklets recorded, APEX 
certificate, C.v. $3,250, Unitrade C.v. CAD $5,000, Est. $1,500-
$2,000 

1,000 

740 ** 1676a 1999, Oyster Farming, 4c multicolored, right sheet margin horizontal 
imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $800, Unitrade C.v. 
CAD$1,250, Est. $300-$400  

200 

741 ** 1683a 2000, Queen Elizabeth II, 47c multi with blue background, horizontal 
imperforated pair, nice quality, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $600, Unitrade 
C.v. CAD$900, Est. $250-$300  

150 

742 **B 1698c 1998, Flag over Iceberg, 46c multicolored, booklet pane of nine self-
adhesive stamps, second horizontal row has die cutting omitted, 
backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $360, Unitrade C.v. CAD$450, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

743 ** 1767a 1999, Year of the Rabbit, 46c multicolored, left sheet margin single 
with tagging and red color missing, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $650, 
Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,250, Est. $350-$400  

200 

744 ** 1768b 1999, Year of the Rabbit, 95c multicolored, souvenir sheet in round-
shaped format, the tagging and red color omitted, full OG, NH, VF, a 
common sheet is added for comparison, Greene Foundation 
certificate, C.v. $850, Unitrade C.v. $1,250, Est. $400-$500 

250 

745 ** 1878a 2000, Maple Leaves, (47c) multicolored, self-adhesive stamp with  
blue inscription omitted at the top and bottom, backing paper intact, 
VF, a common stamp is included, C.v. $600, Unitrade C.v. CAD$900, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

746 ** 1931c 2002, Flag over Head Post Office, 48c multicolored, self- adhesive 
stamp with blue color omitted, backing paper intact, VF, a common 
stamp is included, C.v. $375, Unitrade C.v. CAD$500, Est. $150-
$200  

100 

747 ** 1932a 2003, Queen Elizabeth II, Golden Jubilee, 48c multicolored, top left 
corner sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair, control lights at 
upper selvage, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,100, Unitrade C.v. 
CAD$1,800, Est. $500-$600  

300 

748 P 1934 2002, Year of the Horse, imperforated essay of souvenir sheet $1.25 
multicolored, full embossing, overall quadrille grid and no tagging on 
the stamp, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$850, Est. $300-$400  

200 

749 ** 1969a 2003, Year of the Ram, 48c multicolored, top left corner sheet margin 
plate block of six (3x2), four stamps at left have gold color (Chinese 
inscription) omitted, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Unitrade C.v. 
CAD$2,500, Est. $800-$1,000  

500 

750 ** 2001c 2003, Trees of Canada and Thailand, Joint issue, 48c +48c multi, top 
left corner sheet margin imperforated plate block of four, containing 
two se-tenant pairs, imprint and color test on selvage, full OG, NH, 
VF, C.v. $1,800, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,500++, Est. $700-$800 

400 

751 ** 2001d 2003, Trees of Canada and Thailand, 48c multicolored, imperforated 
souvenir sheet contains se-tenant pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,250, 
Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000, Est. $500-$600  

300 

752 ** 2069 imp 2004, Christmas, Santa's Sled, 49c multicolored, horizontal pair of 
self-adhesive stamps with die cutting omitted, 3mm space between 
stamps, originated from a booklet pane, backing paper intact, VF and 
rare, this imperforated variety is not listed either in Scott or Unitrade, 
Est. $400-$500 

250 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
753 ** 2069 var 2004, Christmas, Santa's Sled, 49c multicolored, horizontal pair of 

self-adhesive stamps with wide 8mm gutter and die cutting omitted 
between stamps, backing paper intact, VF and scarce, this variety is 
not listed in Scott and Unitrade, Est. $400-$500 

250 

754 ** 2103b 2005, Canadian Bridges, 50c x4 multicolored, self- adhesive top right 
corner margin imperforated se-tenant plate block of four, originated 
from a pane of 16, backing paper intact, VF and very scarce, 
C.v. $1,500, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000, Est. $600-$800 

400 

755 ** 2110 var 2005, Homer Watson Paintings, 50c+85c multi, souvenir sheet of two 
with missing vertical perforation extending above and below both 
stamps, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Unitrade #2110i, no price 
indicated for this error, Est. $300-$400  

200 

756 ** 2142b 2006, 80th Birthday of Queen Elizabeth II, 51c multicolored, 
horizontal pair of self-adhesive stamps with die cutting omitted, 
originated from a stamp booklet, backing paper intact, fresh and VF, 
C.v. $250, Unitrade C.v. $350, Est. $150-$200  

100 

757 ** 2220a 2007, U-20 World Soccer Championships, 52c multicolored, 
horizontal imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $950, Unitrade 
C.v. CAD$1,300, Est. $400-$500  

250 

758 **B 2239b 2007, Christmas, Reindeer, Permanent (52c) multi, complete booklet 
pane of 12 self-adhesive stamps with die cutting omitted, nice and 
post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $2,400++, Unitrade 
C.v. $4,050 as six imperf pairs, Est. $1,000-$1,200  

600 

   Official stamps  
759 P  Bill Stamps 1864-65, 2nd issue, imperforated plate proofs of 1c-$3 in 

colors close to issued stamps printed on India paper mounted on 
cards, complete set of 16 (proof of 20c has never been issued in blue), 
no gum as produced, fresh and VF, BNA SSC #CBR18c/36d C.v. 
US$800, Est. $250-$300 

150 

760 **  Federal Wildlife Habitat Conservation 2003, Northern Shovelers, 
$8.50 multicolored, bottom right corner sheet margin imperforated 
block of four printed on glossy paper, slight fold at the bottom selvage 
in 20mm below stamps, no gum as produced, VF and very scarce, 
Unitrade #FWH19 imp, the imperf variety is not mentioned in 
Unitrade or van Dam, Est. $250-$300 

150 

761 **  Prairie Provinces Conservation stamps 1942-43, Pheasant, 
Mallard, Partridge, Goose and etc., 25c in various colors, collection of 
47 stamps, including five blocks of four, vertical strips of four and 
five, no white border varieties on PC1 and PC4, dot after ''E'' in 
''PRAIRIE'' on pos. 3 of No.PC6, apparently all with full OG, NH and 
VF, van Dam #PC1-6, var, C.v. is close to CAD$1,800, Est. $300-
$400 

200 

762 ** 51/273 Premium Quality Group 1897-46, 49 stamps, starting with  
Diamond Jubilee 1c orange and Numerals 2c purple, then seven 
complete sets of King George V and King George VI periods, nicely 
centered and very fresh, full OG, NH, VF or better, Unitrade C.v. is 
close to CAD$1,500, Est. $400-$500 (website photo) 

250 

   Cayman Islands  
763 ** 69-80 1932, Centenary issue, King William IV and King George V, ¼d-10s, 

complete set of 12, all are corner sheet margin examples, except the 
10s, absolutely gorgeous unit, full OG, NH, VF and rare so nice, 
SG #84/95, £500 as hinged, Est. $600-$800 

400 

764 ** 85-96 1935, King George V, Booby, Turtles, Map, Sailing Ship, ½p-10s, 
complete set of 12, nice and clean item, full OG, NH, mostly VF, 
C.v. $500, SG #96/107, £200 as hinged, Est. $250-$300  

150 

765 P 85 Cook Islands 1932, Captain James Cook, imperforated proof of 1p in 
lake and black (issued colors), block of four, full OG, NH, VF, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
766 * 114-23 Cyprus 1928, 50th Anniversary of the British Rule, ¾pi- £1, complete 

set of ten, full OG, LH or hinged, mostly VF, C.v. $412, SG #123/32, 
£300, Est. $150-$200  

100 

767 ** 65-82,   
83-85 

Dominica 1923-33, King George V and Seal of the Colony, ½p-5s 
with watermark Multiple Script CA, 3s-£1, sideways watermark 
Multiple Crown CA, complete set of 21, fresh and choice, full OG, NH, 
mainly VF, C.v. $470++, SG #71/91, £400 as hinged, Est. $400-$500 

250 

768 ** 1-16, 
17-30c, 
17b-30b 

Falkland Islands - South Georgia 1963-77, Queen Elizabeth II, 
Animals, Birds, Ships, ½p-£1, complete set of 16, including both £1 
and two sets of decimal surcharges of 14 and 12 respectively, nice 
and fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $358, Est. $150-$200 

100 

   Ghana  
769 ** 14 var 1957, Viking Ship and Angel Fish, 2½p emerald green, bottom right 

corner sheet margin plate No.23181 block of four, imperforated 
horizontally, full OG, NH, VF and rare, SG #182 var, £1,000 for two 
pairs imperforated between stamps, Est. $500-$600 

300 

770 ** 15 var 1957, Viking Ship and Angel Fish, 1s3p deep blue, left sheet margin 
vertical pair, imperforated horizontally, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 
SG #183 var, £650 for pair imperforated between stamps, Est. $300-
$400  

200 

   Gibraltar  
771 ** 87, 88, 

91-92 
1925-27, King George V, 2s6p, 5s, 10s and £1, four high values 
printed on paper with Multiple Script watermark, three stamps with 
top margins, full OG, NH, mostly VF, SG #104/107, £252 as hinged, 
Est. $240-$300  

150 

772 ** 93 1925, King George V, £5 violet and black, perfect centering, intact 
perforation and bold colors, full OG, NH, VF and rare so nice, D. 
Brandon certificate, this lot has been sold in our Auction #90 for 
$1,300 plus appropriate commission, unfortunately the customer 
return the lot though valid certificate, C.v. $1,750++, SG #108, 
£1,600 as hinged, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,200 

   Grenada  
773 ** 131-42, a 1938-50, King George VI, Seal of the Colony and Views, ½p-10s, two 

complete sets of 13 and 10, perforation L12½ (10s - comb 12x13) and 
comb perforation 13½x12½ or 12½x13½ (10s - L14), full OG, NH, 
mostly VF and difficult assembling, SG #152/62, a, b, 163, e, £325, 
Est. $200-$240 

120 

774 ** 199 1966, Queen Elizabeth II, 6p olive green and black, watermark 
Multiple Crown Block CA, full OG, NH, fine centering, SG #218,  
£200, Est. $100-$120  

60 

775 * 1/20 Heligoland 1867-88, ten values of four different issues, apparently 
only two cheap stamps are originals, all other are Berlin or Hamburg 
reprints, nice quality, full OG, VLH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

   HONG KONG   
776 (*) 31 1880, Queen Victoria, black surcharge 5c on 8c bright orange, fresh 

and nicely centered single, unused, no gum, mostly VF, C.v. $900, 
SG #23, £1,100 as hinged, Est. $250-$300  

150 

777 (*) 33 1880, Queen Victoria, black surcharge 10c on 12c pale blue, fresh 
color, unused, no gum, fine single, C.v. $1,000, SG #25, £1,100, Est. 
$250-$300  

150 

778 * 66 var 1891, 50th Anniversary of the Colony, black overprint on 2c carmine, 
broken ''n'' in ''Kong'' variety (position R1/4, not mentioned in SG), 
excellent centering, large part of OG, VF, SG #51 var, £475++, Est. 
$250-$300  

150 

779 * 66b 1891, 50th Anniversary of the Colony, black overprint on 2c carmine, 
short ''U'' in ''Jubilee'' variety (position R1/1), nice quality, full OG, 
previously hinged, F/VF, C.v. $775, SG #51b, £800, Est. $400-$500  

250 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
780 * 66c 1891, 50th Anniversary of the Colony, black overprint on 2c carmine, 

short ''J'' in ''Jubilee'' variety (position R1/6), partly redistributed 
original gum, VF, C.v. $775, SG #51a, £800, Est. $300-$400  

200 

781 * 66f 1891, 50th Anniversary of the Colony, black overprint on 2c carmine, 
broken first ''1'' in ''1891'' variety (position R2/1), full OG, previously 
hinged, VF, C.v. $1,000, SG #51c, £950, Est. $400-$500  

250 

782 * 128 1919, King George V, 25c red lilac and dull violet, type II without 
short vertical stroke on the top character at left, watermark multiple 
Crown CA, full OG, previously hinged, VF, C.v. $250, SG #109, £300, 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

783 ** 148, var 1935, Silver Jubilee, 5c indigo and green, vertical pair, top stamp 
with flagstaff on right-hand turret variety (position R7/1), full OG, 
NH, VF, SG #134, d, C.v. £658 as hinged singles, Est. $500-$600  

300 

784 ** 154-66A 1938-52, King George VI, 1c-$10, complete set of 23, a beautiful unit, 
full OG ($10 green and violet with very fresh patchy gum), NH, VF, 
C.v. $1,200, SG #140/62, £1,100, Est. $800-$1,000  

500 

785 * 166 1938, King George VI, $10 green and violet, nicely centered, fresh  
and bright full original gum without usual toning, VLH, VF, SG #161, 
£750, Est. $250-$300  

150 

786 ** 174-75,  
var 

1946, Victory issue, 30c and $1, complete set of two in top left corner 
sheet margin blocks of four, upper right stamp of each block has 
extra stroke of the left shield character (position R1/2), full OG, NH, 
VF, SG #169-70, a, C.v. £268 as singles, Est. $150-$200 

100 

787 ** 178, var 1948, Silver Wedding issue, 10c purple, top right corner sheet margin 
plate No.31237 block of four, lower left stamp with spur on ''N'' in 
''KONG'' variety (position R2/9), full OG, NH, VF, SG #171, a, C.v. 
£110 as singles, Est. $80-$100  

50 

788 **/* 178-89, 
253-54 

1949-70, Silver Wedding 10c and $10, complete set of two (LH) and 
Year of the Dog, 10c and $1.30, two sets of blocks of four (all NH), VF, 
C.v. $733++, Est. $250-$300  

150 

789 ** 202 var 1962, Centenary of the First Hong Kong Postage stamp, 50c yellow 
and black color variety, full OG, NH, VF and rare, a common stamp  
in bister and black is enclosed, a copy of BPA certificate for a sheet of 
60 (less bottom left corner block of four), reportedly the only sheet 
was produced with that color error, Est. $150-$200 

100 

790 ** 93-94 India - Patiala Convention State 1938, King George VI and 
Elephants, black overprint ''Patiala State'' on 2r and 5r, two 
horizontal pairs with interpanneau at top, full OG, NH, VF, 
SG #93/94, £160++, Est. $80-$100  

50 

   Ireland  
791 **/* 1-8, 9-11, 

10A 
1922, black Dollard overprint on ½p-10p, complete set of eight, and 
2½p, 4p, 9p with red and 4p with carmine overprint, full OG, NH or 
hinged (4p carmine), mostly VF, Hibernian #T1-8, T9-11, T10A, €250, 
Est. $100-$150  

75 

792 **/* 1-14, var Dollard overprints - Collection on Pages 1922, 59 mint stamps, 
including 4 blocks of four, representing the first issue with black or 
gray black overprint (two complete and one incomplete with extra 
values), 11 stamps with various overprint shifts, broken ''a'' on 5p 
value, 9 stamps with red overprint, including one block and four Sea 
Horses, with two shades of 2s6p, full OG, NH or LH/hinged, F/VF, 
Est. $400-$500 (website photo) 

250 

793 **/* 15/43 Collection of Thom and Harrison overprints 1922, 82 mostly mint 
stamps (three used), including set of five (plus extras) with black 
overprints, Harrison overprints on coil stamps, blue black and red 
overprints, set of 14, as well as blue black wider setting issue, the 
unit includes 8 blocks of four and 7 plate No. pieces (5 singles and 2 
strips of three), full OG, NH or hinged, F/VF, C.v. $925++, Hibernian 
T15/46, C.v. is over €1,000, Est. $300-$400 (website photo) 

200 
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794 ** 56-58 1922, shiny blue black Alex Thom overprint ''Irish Free State 1922'' 

on King George V Sea Horses 2s6p brown (weak accent), 5s carmine 
and 10s gray blue, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, F/VF, C.v. $850, 
Hibernian #T59 l - 61, €970, Est. $300-$400  

200 

795 * 57a 1922, blue black ''Irish Free State 1922'' overprint with omitted 
accent on Sea Horses 5s carmine rose, full OG, LH, VF, C.v. $550, 
Hibernian #T60a, €675, Est. $250-$300  

150 

796 * 58a 1922, blue black ''Irish Free State 1922'' overprint with omitted 
accent on Sea Horses 10s gray blue, nicely centered with bold color, 
full OG, LH, VF and rare, C.v. $2,750, Hibernian #T61d, €3,000, Est. 
$900-$1,200  

600 

797 **/* 44/78b ''Irish Free State'' - Positional Pieces and Plate Varieties 1922-28, 
ten items, including 3 plate No. pieces, added accent on ½p in pair, 
shifted second line of overprint on 1p (2 errors) in block of 12, 
''Eurocann'' on 1p and 1s in blocks, red overprint with missing accent 
on 4p, elongated ''1'' in vertical strip of four and etc., fresh quality, 
full OG, NH or LH/hinged, F/VF, Hibernian C.v. over €700, Est. 
$250-$300 (website photo) 

150 

798 **/*  Neat Collection and Accumulation in a Stockbook 1922- 78, over 
700 mostly mint stamps (less then 10% - used) and 7 souvenir 
sheets, starting with two definitive sets of 1922-23, then St. Patrick 
and other commemoratives from two to four of each issue, some 
blocks of later sets, nice and fresh quality unit, full OG, NH (scattered 
earlies and after 1960) or LH/hinged, F/VF, C.v. is over $2,400, 
Hibernian C.v. €2,500, Est. $500-$600 (website photo) 

300 

799 ** 116/52, 
129-35, 
159-74 

Jamaica 1938-58, King George VI, Queen Elizabeth II, Plants, Views, 
Scenes, ½p-£1, 1½p-10s, ½p-£1, three complete sets, the total is 41 
stamps, full OG, NH, VF, SG #121/33a, 134/40, 159/74, £261.50, 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

800 ** NJ9 var Jordan - Postage Due stamps for Use in Palestine 1949, inverted 
black bilingual overprint ''Palestine'' on Transjordan postage due of 
2m orange, top margin block of four printed on paper without 
watermark, full OG, NH, VF, SG #PD23a, £800 as singles, Est. $400-
$500 

250 

801 ** 66, var Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 1942, King George VI and Crowned 
Cranes, 1c chocolate brown and black, comb perforation 13¼x13¼, 
two similar bottom sheet margin blocks of four, top left stamp of each 
block with damaged or retouched left value tablet variety, and block 
of nine with middle stamp has broken breast of the left crane, full 
OG, NH, VF,SG # 131ac, ad, ae, £210++, Est. $150-$200 

100 

802 P  Malaya 1971, Butterflies, imperforated multicolored proof of 15c in 
left sheet margin block of four, control lights on selvage, prepared for 
Federated States with no portrait and Coat of Arms, full OG, NH, VF, 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

   Malayan States  
803 * 42-45,   

46, 47-60 
Perak 1892-99, Tiger, Tiger and Elephants, 1c-5c, surcharge 3c on 
2c, 1c-$5, complete set of four, a single and complete set of 14, the 
total is 19 stamps neatly arranged on page from a Collection, fresh 
condition, full/large part of OG, LH or hinged, mostly VF, SG #61/64, 
65, 66/79, £2,868, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

750 

804 **  Engraved Definitive Common Design Issues 1957-60, 16 complete 
issues, the total is 176 values, including both shades of 10c Tiger 
stamps, when issued, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF, SG C.v. 
£968,Est. $300-$400 (website photo)  

200 

805 ** 131-47 Malta 1926-27, King George V, St. Paul, Scenes, ¼p-10s, complete 
set of 17, inscribed ''Postage'', watermark Multiple Script CA, sheet 
margin blocks of four, three high values with corner margins, full OG, 
NH, mostly VF and scarce multiples, SG #157/72, £640 as hinged 
singles, Est. $650-$800 

400 
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   Mauritius  
806 ** 75 1887, Queen Victoria, 50c deep orange, watermark Crown CA, block 

of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $180++, SG #111, £180 as hinged 
singles, Est. $150-$200  

100 

807 ** 211-22   
var 

1938-49, King George VI, 2c-10r, complete set of 12, stamps of 25c, 
1r, 2.50r, 5r and 10r are on chalk-surfaced paper, 3c with partially 
sliced ''s'' in ''Mauritius'' (not counted), full OG, NH, mostly VF, 
SG #252/63, £275, Est. $150-$200  

100 

808 * E4a Special Delivery stamps 1904, double red surcharge ''Express 
Delivery. (Inland)'' on Arms stamp in gray green with no value 
indicated, full OG, LH, fine and scarce, BPA certificate, C.v. $800, 
SG #E6b, £750, Est. $400-$500  

250 

   New Zealand  
809 P 70, 78 1898, Mt. Cook ½p and Kiwi 6p, two engraved imperforated plate 

proofs in black, horizontal pairs printed on wove paper without 
watermark, no gum as produced, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

810 * 115d 1902, Brown Kiwi, 6p rose carmine, Single NZ and Star watermark, 
horizontal pair imperforated vertically, full OG, previously hinged, VF 
and rare, SG #312ba, £850, Est. $500-$600  

300 

   North Borneo  
811 P 1-3, 6-7, 

8-13 
1883-86, Coat of Arms and Ship, ½c-$2, inscribed ''North Borneo'', 
imperforated compound proof sheetlet of 11 stamps in brown, 
including two unissued values of 25c and $2, printed on white wove 
paper, no gum as produced, VF and rare, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

750 

812 ** 28, 30 1886-87, Coat of Arms with text at top ''British North Borneo'', 4c 
pink and 10c blue, perforation 14, corner sheet margin blocks of ten 
(5x2), full OG, NH (one stamp of 10c block is hinged), VF, SG #26, 28, 
C.v. £255 as hinged singles, Est. $150-$200 

100 

813 * 94a 1899, large numeral surcharge ''4 cents'' on Crocodile 12c blue and 
black, horizontal pair imperforated between stamps, nice and very 
fresh, full OG, VF and scarce, SG #115a, £850, Est. $700-$800  

400 

814 * B14-30 Semi-Postal issues 1918, Animals, Birds, Scenes, black surcharge 
''Red Cross. Two Cents'', complete set of 20, including two shades of 
3c, 5c and 6c, full/large part of OG, mostly VF, SG #214/34, £1,381, 
Est. $800-$1,000  

500 

815 ** J9-10 Postage Due stamps 1897, Sambar Deer 2c deep rose and black, 
Dhow 8c brown lilac and black, two stamps with vertical or  
horizontal black overprint ''Postage Due'' respectively, approximate 
perforation L14¾, blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, SG #D12, D19, 
£324 as  hinged singles, Est. $200-$250 

150 

816 S 11 Nyasaland Protectorate 1908-11, King Edward VII, £10 ultra and 
lilac, watermark Crown CA, black overprint ''Specimen'', in addition 
4s black and carmine with ''Specimen'' also, both with full OG, 
previously hinged, VF, SG #82, £1,100, Est. $400-$600 

300 

817 * 66a Orange River Colony 1903-04, King Edward VII, Springbok and 
Gnu, 4p olive green and carmine, watermark Crown CA, ''IOSTAGE'' 
variety, nice centering, full OG, LH, VF and very scarce, C.v. $1,000, 
SG #144a, £1,200, Est. $700-$800  

400 

818 *  Palestine (British Mandate) - Postal History Unit 1928-47, two 
covers from Jerusalem to Sweden or Germany, five postcards from 
Jerusalem and Bethlehem to Vienna, Uruguay, Czechoslovakia and 
Soviet Union, one locally addressed in Haifa about arriving m/s 
Sardinia to Haifa Port, as well as one stationery card 7m violet, some 
conveyance flaws, still F/VF, Est. $150-$200 (website photo) 

100 

819 ** 97-109  
imp 

Pitcairn Islands 1969, Queen Elizabeth II, Bible, Boats, Views, 1c-
40c, imperforated complete set of 13 in horizontal or vertical (2c and 
25c) pairs, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare in complete set, only 
one imperf sheet of 60 stamps for each value was produced, Est. 
$2,500-$3,000 

1,500 
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   Saint Helena  
820 ** 79, var 1923, King George V and Seal of the Colony, ½p black and gray, a 

single with broken mainmast and horizontal pair, right stamp has 
broken flag varieties, all with full OG, NH, VF, SG #97a, b, £365 as 
hinged singles, Est. $250-$300  

150 

821 ** 441 var 1985, John Audubon Bicentenary issue, Noddy Tern, 60p 
multicolored, right sheet margin single with yellow color omitted and 
black litho color significantly shifted to the bottom, full OG, NH, VF 
and scarce, reportedly only one sheet of 60 stamps has been 
discovered, Est. $200-$300 

150 

822 * 20, 22 Saint Kitts - Nevis 1879-82, Queen Victoria, 2½p red brown, 
watermark Crown CC, and 1p violet watermark Crown CA, both with 
full OG, LH, mostly VF, C.v. $300, SG #24, 26, £260, Est. $150-$200  

100 

823 P 596-603 Saint Vincent Grenadines 1988, 200th Anniversary of the American 
Constitution, Great Explorers, 15c-$4.50, complete set of eight, 72 
imperforated stage proofs, nine for each value, including the complete 
designs, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $250-$300  

150 

824 ** 125-48 Seychelles 1938-49, King George VI, Turtle, Fishing Pirogue and 
Palm Tree, 2c-5r, complete set of 25, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF, 
SG #135/49, £550, Est. $400-$500  

250 

   Sierra Leone  
825 * 153-65 1933, Abolition of Slavery and Centenary of the Death of William 

Wilberforce, ½p-£1, complete set of 13, nicely centered full OG, LH or 
hinged, VF, C.v. $1,209, SG #168/80, £1,100, Est. $600-$700  

350 

826 U C7 Air Post stamps 1963, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, carmine 
surcharge 11s on £1orange and black, neat cancel at left, fresh and 
fine example, SG #269, £250, Est. $100-$150  

75 

827 **/* 140/207 Collection on Illustrated Pages 1932-61, 57 mint stamps, 
representing King George V and King George VI definitives, common 
design of Silver Jubilee, Coronation, Victory, Silver Wedding, UPU  
and Queen Elizabeth II first definitive set, full OG, NH or LH (King 
George V set), VF, C.v. is over $600, SG C.v. £560, Est. $300-$400 

200 

828 ** 60/1188 Solomon Islands - Collection on Illustrated Pages in Large Binder 
1935-2012, about 700 mint stamps and 54 souvenir sheets, starting 
with Silver Jubilee issue (1935), including King George VI and Queen 
Elizabeth II long definitive sets, nice topical material - Animals, Birds, 
Fishes, Flowers, Ships and many more, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, 
mainly VF, C.v. is about $1,500, Est. $300-$400 (website photo) 

200 

829 ** 108-20, 
C5-6 

South West Africa 1931-37, Animals, Birds, Scenes, ½p- 20s, 3p 
and 10p, postage and air post, complete set of 15 in horizontal pairs 
with inscription in English and Afrikaans, neatly arranged on two 
pages from a Collection, full OG, NH, VF, SG #74/87, 96, £280 as 
hinged, Est. $300-$400 

200 

   Sudan  
830 ** 60 var 1940, Camel Post, black surcharge 5m on 10m black and carmine 

rose, 60 stamps in blocks of 4, 8, 18 and 30, representing ''Malmime'' 
(left pane R5/1) and two dots omitted (right pane R8/6), plus 
numerous other not listed varieties of surcharge, full OG, NH, VF, 
SG #78, a, b, var, C.v. £256 for listed varieties and single common 
stamps, Est. $150-$200 (website photo) 

100 

831 ** J12-15, 
J14a-15a 

Postage Due stamps 1948-79, Gunboat ''Zefir'', 2m-20m, complete 
set of four on paper with watermark SG, in addition 10m and 20m re-
issued in 1979 on Sudan Arms (Rhinoceros) watermarked paper, 
which are scarce and not priced in Scott and SG, full OG, NH, VF, 
SG #D12 -15, fn, Est. $250-$300 

150 

832 * 10-28,   
27a 

Tanganyika 1922-25, Giraffe, 5c-£1, complete set of 20, including 
two stamps of 10s with upright and sideways watermark Multiple 
Script CA, all with full OG, LH or previously hinged, mostly VF, 
SG #74/88a, 87, 89/92, C.v. £1,017, Est. $600-$800 

400 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
833 ** 1/1168, 

J1/16 
Tristan da Cunha - Collection on Illustrated Pages in Large 
Binder 1952-2019, over 650 mint stamps and 41 souvenir sheets, 
starting with King George VI overprints on St. Helena issue, then 
Queen Elizabeth II long definitive sets, beautiful topical items, such 
as Animals, Birds, Fishes, Paintings, Ships and etc., nice and post 
office fresh unit, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. is over $1,500, Est. $400-$500 
(website photo) 

250 

834 ** 48, a, 52, 
1/67 

Turks and Caicos Islands 1881-1928, 57 mint stamps, starting with 
Queen Victoria stamps of Turks Islands, then representing six 
different issues and War Tax stamps, several high values, all 
identified by SG, full OG, apparently all are NH, F/VF, C.v. £215 as 
hinged, Est. $100-$150 (website photo) 

75 

   Collections and large Lots of British Commonwealth  
835 **/*  Silver Jubilee Valuable Assemblage 1935, 126 issues of over 520 

mainly mint stamps, including all issues from 1 to 6 of each, 
including Egypt (LH), but without Basutoland and Northern  
Rhodesia, in most cases at least one set is in NH condition, generally 
full OG with several used stamps noted, F/VF, Est. $800-$1,000 
(website photo) 

500 

836 *  Valuable Group on Stockpages 1884-1953, several hundred mint 
stamps, representing various complete sets or ''key'' values from sets 
of Queen Victoria, Kings and Queen Elizabeth II, starting with 
Antigua King George VI with all color varieties, including Gold Coast 
Queen Victoria valuables, K-U-T, Leeward Islands and Nyasaland 
King George VI, Centenary set of St. Helena, BMA overprints on 
Sarawak and many more, fresh quality unit, full OG, some NH, but 
mainly LH or hinged, F/VF, SG C.v. is close to £5,500, Est. $1,200-
$1,500 (website photo) 

750 

837 **  King George VI - Group of 5 Issues 1938-50, four definitive sets, 
including Barbados, Bechuanaland, Gilbert and Ellice and Pitcairn 
Islands, all with full OG, NH, and Silver Jubilee set of Papua (1935, 
previously hinged), mainly VF, SG C.v. is over £300, Est. $100-$150 
(website photo) 

75 

838 *  Large Collection of Early Queen Elizabeth II Material in Two 
Three-Ring Albums 1953-64, over 2,000 mint stamps forming about 
250 issues, vast majority is in complete sets, each placed in mounts 
on quadrille pages, including practically all long definitive sets from 
Aden to Zanzibar, very fresh condition, full OG, some NH, but 
generally LH, most VF, SG C.v. is over £7,800, Est. $2,500-$3,000 
(website photo) 

1,500 

839 **  Collection of Queen Elizabeth II First and Second Definitive 
Issues 1953-63, 334 stamps, representing 25 complete issues from 
Ascension to Virgin Islands, some with sheet margins, full OG, 
apparently all are NH, except two surcharged sets of South Georgia, 
which are very lightly hinged, mainly VF, SG C.v. is about £2,100, 
Est. $700-$800 (website photo) 

400 

840 **S  Modern Specimen and Errors Selection 1967-85, 154 mint never 
hinged stamps, representing nine issues, imperf Barbuda set, 
Niuafoou Birds with ''Specimen'' overprint, Montserrat - two complete 
sheets of 25 or 28 with inverted overprint or surcharge, other 
varieties, including St. Vincent Tennis with missing balls, Virgin 
Islands - two stamps with missing colors in sheets of 25 and etc., full 
OG, NH, VF and high potential group, Est. $300-$400 (website photo) 

150 

   AFGHANISTAN   

841 ** 198, var 1907, Coat of Arms, 2ab blue, complete sheet of 18 containing three 
panes of six (3x2), bottom pane is placed upside down and forming 
three vertical gutter tete-beche pairs, no gum as issued, NH, VF, 
C.v. $540 for single stamps, Est. $400-$500  

250 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
842 ** 199 1907, Coat of Arms, 1rup green, imperforated block of eight printed 

on wove paper, containing two panes of four stamps placed 
horizontally, nice margins all around, no gum as issued, NH, VF, 
C.v. $800++, Est. $400-$500  

250 

843 ** Q1a Parcel Post stamps 1909, Coat of Arms, 3sh bister, imperforated 
pane of four values, with enlarged margins at three sides, a part of 
''Howard & Jones. London'' watermark, no gum as issued, NH, VF 
and rare, these imperfs are listed, but priced with ''-'' in Scott, Est. 
$250-$300 

150 

844 ** 384-90  
imp 

ALBANIA 1946, Balkan Games at Tirana, 1q-1r, imperforated 
complete set of seven in vertical pairs, no gum as issued, NH, VF and 
scarce, Est. $200-$300  

150 

   ARGENTINA   
845 */U 215-24,  

var 
Centenary Issue - Error Multiples Group 1916, ½c-24c, over 320 
mostly mint stamps in blocks of four or larger, representing 
perforation and printing varieties, horizontal or vertical Honeycombs 
watermark, neatly annotated on album pages, approximately a half  
of blocks representing various pre-printing paper folds, some with 
gutter at top showing a part of se-tenant stamps, occasional flaws 
possible, generally F/VF and great unit for a specialist, Est. $300-
$400 (website photo) 

200 

846 P B12, 
CB1-5 

Semi - Postal issues 1950, International Philatelic Exhibition, 
10+10c-5+5p, complete set of six imperforated trial color proofs, 
blocks of four, printed on thick wove paper, no gum as issued, NH, 
VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

   ARMENIA   
847 ** 18 var 1919, inverted violet framed overprint (small size - 9mm) on 5r dark 

blue green and pale blue, perforated single, full OG, NH, VF and very 
rare, only a few stamps recorded, ex-Zakhary Umikov, Est. $300-
$400  

200 

848 ** 147 var 1919, black monogram surcharge ''10'' without ''r'' for rub on 5k 
claret, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, the stamp is listed in 
Tchilinghirian & Ashford Monograph (page 242), ex-Zakhary Umikov, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

849 ** 158, 160 1919, black monogram error surcharge 50r on 5r dark blue, green 
and light blue, paired with a common 100r on 5r, two perforated 
singles, full OG, NH, VF, error stamp with Cyrillic ''Z.U.'' (Zakhary 
Umikov) hs is not listed in the Artar Cat., Est. $150-$200 

100 

850 ** 161 var 1919, double black monogram surcharge 100r (one monogram, but 
two 100r at top and at bottom of the stamp) on perforated 7r green 
and pink, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, this error is not listed either in 
Scott or Artar, Est. $100-$150  

75 

851 **/* 208, 210, 
222, var 

1920, violet or black character together with black monogram 
surcharges on imperforated stamps, 3r/3k (unlisted in Scott), 5r/2k, 
5r/5k and 25r/70k, all with full OG, NH or LH (2), mostly VF, each 
stamp with Cyrillic ''ZU'' (Zakhary Umikov), Est. $250-$300 

150 

852 **/*  1920, three stamps bearing black or violet framed and black 
unframed overprints together with black monogram surcharge 3r on 
perforated 3k red, all with full OG, NH or VLH (1), VF and rare group, 
especially stamp with framed violet overprint, not listed in Scott and 
Artar, ex-Zakhary Umikov, Est. $250-$300 

150 

853 D 1a/152 1920, Daily Dashnaktsutyun Newspaper, three issues of April 27 
(No.85), June 6 (No.117) and September 7 (No.192), sent locally in 
Yerevan (each has no address label), franked by one or two stamps, 
met rate of 4.10r or 10r, usual folds and some edge imperfections, 
mostly VF and rare group, Est. $800-$1,000 

500 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
854 P 278/94 1921, First Constantinople issue, complete set of 15 imperforated 

plate proofs in issued colors, printed on glossy paper (proofs of 
15,000r and 25,000r brown do not exist), no gum as produced, NH, 
VF and scarce, Est. $400-$500  

250 

855 ** 287 var 1921, First Constantinople issue, Fisherman 1000r blue green, left 
margin imperforated tete-beche block of 20 (10x2) with 22.5mm 
gutter in the middle, no bend or folds, perfect quality, full OG, NH,  
VF and scarce positional item, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

750 

856 * 362a 1922, entire letter (Communist Party Internal Correspondence) sent 
by registered mail from Delizhan to Karavanserai at Yelisavetgrad 
Gub. (now Azerbaijan), franked with a pair of thick black surcharge 
2(k) on 2r slate gray, all appropriate markings, some flaws, still F/VF 
and rare, Est. $600-$800 

400 

857 *  Prison and Labor Camp Correspondences of the Soviet Period 
1929- 56, six covers addressed to the Supreme Court or Chief 
Prosecutor of Armenian Soviet Republic, sent by prisoners of Yerevan, 
Tiflis, Rustavi or Gori correctional facilities, five with definitive  
stamps franking, one sent free-frank, some conveyance or archival 
flaws, F/VF and rare group, Est. $250-$300 

150 

858 */U
* 

 Old-Time Monogram and Paris Issue Collection in Large Binder 
1919-20, over 1800 mostly mint stamps (290 - used), 1560 stamps 
with framed or unframed ''Z'' characters and monogram surcharges, 
including over 120 overprint or surcharge errors, about 250 values 
are representing Paris issue, in addition the unit includes 4 postal 
history items. The Collection is extremely powerful with numerous 
orange stickers to attract attention to scarce and rare varieties, we 
noted just a few dubious stamps, nice and fresh condition overall,  
full OG, some NH, but mainly LH/hinged or used, F/VF, C.v. 
$11,100, Est. $4,000-$6,000 (website photo) 

3,000 

   AUSTRIA   
859 ** 326-39 1929-30, large format definitive issue, Historical Places, 10g-2s, 

complete set of 14, nicely centered and post office fresh, full OG, NH, 
VF, C.v. $675, ANK #498-511, €1,000, Est. $300-$400  

200 

860 ** 543 1951, Vienna Woman Costume, 1.50s ultramarine, vertical imprint 
gutter block of eight (2x2+2x2), nice quality multiple, full original 
horizontally placed gum, NH, VF and scarce, ANK #910ZW, priced 
with ''-'', Est. $300-$400  

200 

861 P 552 1951, Women Regional Costumes, Lower Austria, perforated proof of 
3.50s in dark green (issued color), perforation L14½-15 instead of 
comb 14¼x13½, nicely centered, full OG, NH, VF, ANK #919P, €575, 
Est. $200-$240  

120 

862 ** 741 imp 
var 

1965, President Adolf Schärf, Mourning issue, 1.50s bluish black, left 
sheet margin single without black frame, full OG, NH, VF, R. 
Soecknick certificate, ANK #1207 FU, €1,100, Est. $350-$400  

200 

   AZERBAIJAN   
863 U B1-2 var 1922, Volga Famine Relief issue, violet overprint (25mm) 

''Бакинскаго Г.П.Т.О. No.1'' on 500r and 1000r, set of two in 
horizontal pairs, neat Baku cancellation, minor foxing, still F/VF and 
extremely rare in used condition, Standard Cat. #11 II-12 II, each 
used stamp priced with ''-'', first pair with expert's sign on reverse, 
Est. $700-$800 

400 

864 U  1922, Provisional violet overprint ''Баку'' over inverted black re-
valuating surcharge 50,000r on 3000r brown and blue, Baku postal 
cancellation, mostly VF, used stamp is a rarity, several experts' 
guarantees on reverse, Standard Cat. #26, $1,500 for an unused 
example, and not priced in used condition, in our opinion by mistake, 
because the only used stamp can be considered as real one, Est. 
$500-$600 

300 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 

   BELGIAN COLONIES   
865 ** B27-31 Belgian Congo - Semi-Postal issues 1939, Leopoldville Zoo, 1+1fr-

5+5fr, complete set of five in blocks of four, nicely centered and post 
office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $340++, Est. $150-$200  

100 

866 ** 611-15 Burundi (former Belgian Congo) 1984, Butterflies, 5fr-65fr, 
complete set in five horizontal se-tenant pairs, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $315, Est. $100-$120  

60 

   BELGIUM   
867 **P B170-77 Semi - Postal issues 1935, Queen Astrid Memorial issue, 10c+5c - 

2.45fr+45c, complete set of eight Ministerial large die proofs in black, 
each with appropriate embossed seal at bottom (only a handful 
complete sets produced), complete set of singles and blocks of four 
(NH), as well as eight addressed FDC with all stamps presented, fresh 
VF and scarce assemblage, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

750 

868 U  Collection of Pre-Cancelled Stamps on Album Pages 1895-1966, 
424 stamps neatly arranged by Year and City, starting with early  
Coat of Arms adhesives, some with counterfoils, Kings, Numerals and 
other definitive issues, modest duplication, occasional flaws possible, 
generally nice specialized unit, F/VF, Est. $250-$300 (website photo) 

150 

   BELARUS   
   Incoming Correspondences of Soviet Period  
869 * 419 1934, Poste Restante cover from Moscow to Minsk, franked by 

horizontal pair of worker 10k olive green, Moscow black ''Доплатить'' 
and Byelorussian violet ''Доплацiць 10к.'' oval markings, Minsk 
receiver, F/VF and very scarce cover, Est. $150-$250 

100 

870 * 521 1934, Poste Restante cover from Moscow to Minsk, franked by Baku 
Commissars 20k violet, Byelorussian ''Доплацiць 10к.'' oval marking, 
since Poste Restante items had extra postal charge of 10k, machine 
arrival marking of Minsk, F/VF and scarce item for a postal rates 
specialist, Est. $150-$200 

100 

   BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA   
871 ** 11/24 var 1900, Coat of Arms, 1h black, 3h yellow, 6h brown and 5k blue 

green, 4 blocks of four imperforated centrally, in addition 6h block 
imperf at bottom and 5k - imperf at right, representing various 
compound perforation at sides, all with full OG, NH, VF and very 
scarce, Est. $500-$600 

300 

872 ** 26, 28 var 1903, Coat of Arms, denominations in black, 30h brown and 40h 
orange, two blocks of four imperforated centrally and at bottom or at 
top respectively, other sides with various compound perforation, full 
OG (40h with minor wrinkles), NH, VF, Est. $200-$300 

150 

873 P B13-15 Semi - Postal issues 1917, Assassination of Archduke Ferdinand  
and Archduchess Sophia, 10h, 15h and 40h, four perforated trial 
color proofs for each denomination, the total is 12 pieces, full OG, NH 
(5) or LH, VF  

50 

874 ** 1810 var BULGARIA 1969, European Hake, 1st olive green and black, top 
and bottom margin vertical strip of five, imperforated horizontally,  
full OG, NH, VF and a spectacular item, Est. $250-$300  

150 

875 **  CHILE Presentation and Souvenir Sheets Collection 1956-76, 
26 souvenir sheets, including postage and air post issues, 
representing various topical material, such as Paintings, Soccer, 
Olympics, Red Cross and etc., most printed on thin cards, some are 
sunken die, several unlisted in Cat., minor duplication, very fresh 
condition, full OG (two soccer sheets of 1962) or no gum as produced, 
NH, VF, C.v. over $1,100 for listed sheets only, Est. $400-$500 
(website photo) 

250 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 

   CHINA   
876 ** 963-70 1949, Silver Yuan surcharges on Revenue stamps, 1c/ $5000 -

$1/$50, complete set of nine in horizontal pairs, all with sheet 
margins, no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $279++, Est. $150-$200  

100 

877 */U  Mainly Wuhu Local Issues 1894-96, 42 mostly mint stamps, 
including 39 locals with 11 Postage Due values, occasional toning on 
cheap stamps, set of dues is hinged with OG or without gum, no 
defects, generally F/VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

   REPUBLIC OF CHINA   
878 ** 1064-69 1953, 3rd Anniversary of Chiang Kai-shek Return to Presidency, 10c-

$5, imperforated complete set of six, enlarged margins all around, no 
gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $650, Est. $300-$400  

200 

879 **B 1095a 1954, 1st Anniversary of Silo Bridge Opening, 40c-$5, imperforated 
pane of four in a souvenir booklet, perfect quality, no gum as issued, 
NH, VF, C.v. $1,100, Est. $750-$1,000  

500 

880 ** 1114a 1955, President Chiang Kai-shek and Flags, 20c-$7, souvenir sheet  
of four, right selvage is intact, no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $300, 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

   PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA   
881 ** 1-4, 

1L121-24 
1949, Lantern and Gate of Heavenly Peace, $30-$200, $1000-$4500, 
two complete original sets of four, general issues and for NE 
Provinces, no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $239.50, Est. $100-$150  

75 

882 ** 72-73, 
1L162-63 

1950, Postal Conference, $400 and $800; $2500 and $5000, two 
complete original sets of two, general issues and for NE Provinces, no 
gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $167.50, Est. $100-$120  

60 

883 ** 95-100 1951, Gate of Heavenly Peace, the fifth issue, $10,000-$200,000, 
complete set of six, perfectly centered and post office fresh, no gum  
as printed, NH, VF, C.v. $6,957, Est. $4,500-$5,000  

2,500 

884 U 95-100 1951, Gate of Heavenly Peace, the fifth issue, $10,000-$200,000, 
complete set of six, each one with neat postal cancellation, mostly VF, 
C.v. $1,465, Est. $500-$600  

300 

885 ** 108-10, 
124-27, 
132-35 

1951-52, Picasso Dove, Peasant Uprising and Liberation of Tibet, 
three complete sets of original printing, no gum as issued, NH, VF, 
each stamp with tiny Soviet Philatelic guarantee hs on reverse, 
C.v. $209.50, Est. $100-$150  

75 

886 ** 234, a 1954, Russian Exhibition in Beijing, 8f brown on yellow paper, two 
stamps with size 52x24.5mm and 53.7x24mm, no gum as issued, 
NH, VF, C.v. $130  

50 

887 ** 357a 1958, Kuan Han-ching, Dramatist, 4f, 8f and 20f, souvenir sheet of 
three stamps, size 130x110mm, strong colors on front with very  
slight yellowish strips from an old album on reverse, no gum as 
issued, NH, VF, C.v. $475, Est. $200-$300  

150 

888 * 506-17 1960, Gold Fishes, 4f-8f, complete set of 12, nice and fresh, full 
original white gum, LH, VF, C.v. $1,188 as **, Est. $300-$400  

200 

889 ** 628 1962, Stage Art of Mei Lan-fang, souvenir sheet of $3 multicolored, 
appropriate size 107x147mm, fresh and nice white original gum with 
pinpoint paper inclusion at bottom left and tiny fingerprint at left, 
NH, VF and rare in such premium quality, C.v. $18,500, Est. 
$10,000-$15,000 

7,500 

890 * 655-60 1963, 4th Anniversary of the Cuban Revolution, 4f-10f, complete set  
of six, full OG, LH, VF, C.v. $720 as **, Est. $250-$300  

150 

891 ** 716-31 1963, Yellow Mountains, 4f-50f, complete set of 16, minor perf 
irregularities of 4f (No.3) and slight bottom corners perforation flaws 
on 30f (No.15), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,123, Est. $700-$800  

400 

892 ** 863-73 1965, National Sport Games, 4f-43f, complete set of 11, nice and post 
office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $477.50, Est. $250-$300  

150 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
893 ** 982-90 1968, Revolutionary Literature and Art, 8f multicolored, complete set 

of nine, two stamps with sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,440, 
Est. $900-$1,200  

600 

894 ** 990 1968, Portrait of Mao over Orchestra and Chorus, 8f multicolored,  
top left corner sheet margin block of four, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $640++, Est. $300-$400  

200 

895 ** 997 1968, 41st Anniversary of the Chinese Liberation Army, 8f red, black 
and gold, vertical strip of five, central stamp with minor black offset 
on reverse, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $187.50++  

75 

896 ** 1090-94 1972, Physical Culture, 8f multicolored, complete set of five, most 
with sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $141, Est. $80-$100  

50 

897 ** 1108-13 1973, Giant Panda, 4f-43f, complete set of six, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $219, Est. $100-$120  

60 

898 ** 1222-27 1975, Wushu Gymnastics, 8f-43f, complete set of six, sheet margin 
tete-beche blocks of four, post office fresh quality, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $240++, Est. $100-$150  

75 

899 ** 1586 1980, New Year, Golden Monkey, 8f multicolored, excellent quality 
single with just a few splashes of reversal offset, full OG, NH, VF, 
APEX certificate, C.v. $1,900, Est. $1,200-$1,500  

750 

900 ** 1586 1980, New Year issue, Golden Monkey, 8f multicolored, horizontal 
pair, untarnished gold with minimal black offset on reverse, full OG, 
NH, VF, C.v. $3,800, Est. $2,500-$3,000  

1,500 

901 ** 1497/ 
2063 

Selection of Souvenir Sheets 1979-86, nine items, including 
National Games of 1979, Birds of 1982, Terra Cotta Soldiers and etc., 
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $376, Est. $100-$150 (website photo)  

75 

902 ** 1L30-36 Northeast China 1947, 22nd Anniversary of the Shanghai-Nanking 
Road Incident, $2-$100, complete set of seven in blocks of four, no 
gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $278++, Est. $200-$250  

150 

   CRETE - RUSSIAN ADMINISTRATION   
903 * 36/46 var 1899, Poseidon's Trident with Stars, set of five different values 

without control handstamp, large part of OG (3) or unused, no gum, 
mostly VF, Karamitsos C. v. €427, Est. $100-$150  

75 

904 ** 46a 1899, Poseidon's Trident with Stars at Sides, 1g violet, horizontal  
pair imperforated between stamps, in addition left stamp has a dot in 
''Σ'' variety and both stamps have no control marking, full OG, NH,  
VF and very scarce, C.v. $250 as hinged, Est. $250-$300 

150 

905 P 38-39 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 1880, Coat of Arms, imperforated 
printing samples of 5c blue (close to issued color), 10c rose (close to 
issued color), 15c yellow (unissued denomination), 20c yellow brown 
(close to issued color), 30c lilac rose (unissued denomination), 40c 
brown (unissued denomination) and 45c violet (unissued 
denomination), all are in miniature sheets of 5 or 6 stamps, printed 
on diagonally laid paper, no gum as issued, VF, Est. $300-$400 

200 

906 P 241/51 EGYPT 1944-45, King Farouk ''Military'' issue, imperforated proofs 
of 1m, 2m, 4m, 10m, 17m, 20m and 22m, set of seven in sheet 
margin blocks of four with black Arabic ''CANCELLED'' on reverse, no 
gum as issued, NH, VF, Nile Post #D155/65, C.v. $420 as singles, 
Est. $200-$300 

150 

   ESTONIA   
907 P 35 1919-20, Viking Ship, imperforated proof of 5m black and yellow 

orange (similar to colors of issued stamp), central design is inverted, 
no gum as produced, NH, VF and scarce, guaranteed genuine, 
Mi #13x KF, €1,500, Est. $500-$600  

300 

908 ** 134-37 1936, St. Brigitta Convent, 5s-25s, complete set of four, sheets of 
100, intact margins, folded once along horizontal perforation, 
occasional mostly marginal separations, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $1,200++, Est. $300-$400 (website photo)  

200 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
909 ** B15-19 Semi - Postal issues 1927, Castles and Fortress, 5+5m- 40+40m, 

100 complete sets of five, printed on horizontally or vertically (10m) 
laid paper, unfolded sheets of 100 (5m, 10m and 12m) or two sheets 
of 50 (20m and 40m), occasional selvage separations possible, full 
OG, NH, VF and scarce in complete sheets, C.v. $300 as hinged 
singles, Est. $150-$200 (website photo) 

100 

910 * C7 Air Post stamps 1923, black surcharge 10m on Airplane 5m+5m 
yellow, black and light green, Aeronaut (Paevaleht) original 
perforation 11½, full OG, previously hinged, VF and very scarce the 
''key'' value of the Estonian Air Post, only 300 stamps were perforated 
(certificate says - 400), T. Loebbering certificate, C.v. $650, Est. $500-
$600 

300 

911 U 1/35 Estonian Early Cancellations - Large Collection 1918-20, almost 
700 used stamps in red stockbook, including 330 stamps bearing 
straight line town cancellations, slightly duplicated, contents by 
denominations as follows: 5k pale red (#1) - 81 straight line, 87 date 
stamp; 15k blue (#2) - 177 and 142; 35k brown (#3) - 31 and 95; 70k 
olive (#4) - 10 and 35; 5p yellow (#27) - 0 and 1; 5p orange (#29) - 5 
and 1; 10p green (#30) - 7 and 0; 35p blue (#32) - 20 and 0; 5m 
yellow and black (#35) - 1 and 0. Small usual flaws are possible, 
generally nice and fresh rarely offered material, F/VF or better, Est. 
$800-$1,000 (website photo) 

500 

912 */U  FINLAND Three Circuit Books 1860-1918, over one hundred 
mostly used stamps neatly arranged on Scandinavian Collectors Club 
and two APS Finnish books, many serpentine perforation stamps, 
some with good teeth, minor flaws mentioned, mainly fine quality 
unit, close to $2,500 of selling prices with current Scott C.v. is about 
$7,500-$8,000, Est. $800-$1,100 (website photo) 

550 

   FRENCH COLONIES   
913 * 1/81, 

C1/55 
Southern and Antarctic Territories - Neat Collection 1955 -79, 
178 mostly mint stamps, neatly arranged on stockpages, most in 
complete issues, including all important stamps for the period, such 
as Albatross 20fr and all valuable Air Post, full OG, LH or previously 
hinged, F/VF or better, C.v. is close to $4,000, Est. $500-$600 
(website photo) 

300 

914 *  French Colonies - Ship Mail Collection 1899-1931, nine postal 
history items including two covers and seven postcards or stationery 
postcards (2), neatly identified on stockpages, representing various 
ship cancellations, posted in the mail at Shanghai, Saigon, Tonkin, 
Tourane, Hanoi and Dakar, most is addressed to Europe, minor 
conveyance flaws possible, generally F/VF or better, Est. $300-$400 
(website photo) 

200 

   GEORGIA   
915 *  1923 (June 12), money letter for 5,000,000 zakrub from Batum to 

Tiflis, postage of 250,000 rub paid in cash (for weight - 100,000 rub, 
for insurance - 150,000 rub), sender's wax seals on reverse, Tiflis 
''14.6.23'' arrival marking, mostly VF and very scarce, Est. $250-$300 

150 

916 *  1923 (November 15), cover from Tiflis to Batum, franked by seven 
Transcaucasian Federated stamps, bearing altogether 1mln rub 
franking, Batum arrival of November 16, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

   GERMANY   
917 ** 634-61, 

634a-58a 
1948-51, definitive issue, Historical Buildings, 2pf-5m and 2pf-1m, 
two complete sets of 28 and 15, perforation 11 (11½x11) or 14, full 
OG, mostly VF, C.v. $775, Est. $250-$300  

150 

   Semi - Postal issues  
918 ** B33 1930, IPOSTA International Philatelic Exhibition, 8(+4pf)-50(+40pf), 

souvenir sheet of four values, size 104x148mm, perfect quality, full 
OG on stamps only, NH, VF, Mi Block 1, €1,600, Est. $400-$500  

250 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
919 ** B58 1933, ''10 Jahre Deutsche Nothilfe'', 5pf-50pf, souvenir sheet of four 

with black overprint ''1923-1933'' on each stamp, appropriate size 
209x148mm, full OG on stamps only, NH, VF, P. Roumet certificate, 
C.v. $4,500, Mi Block 2, €6,000, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

920 ** B243 imp 1943, 10th Brown Ribbon Horse Races, 42+108(pf) brown, top sheet 
margin vertical imperforated pair, selvage inscription, full OG, NH,  
VF and scarce, Mi #854U, €1,500 as singles, Est. $400-$600  

300 

921 U  Fabulous Collection of Reich and Federal Republic in Scott 
Specialty Album 1872-1995, several thousand used stamps neatly 
arranged on pages, including postage, semi-postal, air post and 
official stamps, practically complete for the period (apparently less 
only No.65B), starting with small and large shield issues, 10gr and 
30gr with pen cancellations, nice range of Germania to 5m and later 
Inflation sets, all semi-postal souvenir sheets (most expensive with 
certificates) and air post Zeppelin sets plus many more, occasional 
flaws possible, but generally valuable and F/VF holding, briefly 
counted Scott C.v. over $50,000, Est. $6,000-$7,000 (website photo) 

3,500 

922 ** B314-15 1950, Bicentenary of the Death of Johann S. Bach, complete set of 
two in sheets of 50, some perf separations, still fresh quality, full OG, 
NH, VF, Mi #121-22, €5,500++, Est. $1,200-$1,500 (website photo) 

750 

923 (*) B90/ 
9NB3a 

Balance of Semi-Postal issues 1936-49, Horse Race, souvenir sheet 
of 1936 (NH) and a single of 1944 cancelled on a piece, plus Berlin 
Bear, souvenir sheet of three, unused, all are VF (website photo)  

50 

   Stamp Booklets  
924 SB  1919, Germania, 3m complete booklet, containing five panes 

separated by interleaves, text ''Amol Das Hausmittel'' inside front 
cover and ''Hohenzollern'' on reverse, red lettering on orange paper, 
numbered ''8'' at the bottom left, perfect condition, VF, Mi #MH11.1A, 
C.v. €800, Est. $200-$240 

120 

925 SB  1934, President Hindenburg, 2m complete booklet, containing four 
panes of eight or seven stamps plus label, separated by interleaves, 
black lettering on blue cover, numbered ''2'' at the bottom right, 
flawless quality, VF, Mi #MH35, C.v. €800, Est. $200-$240 

120 

926 SB  Collection of Stamp Booklets 1920-41, 17 different complete 
booklets, including Germania, various Relief issues, King Frederick, 
President Hindenburg and etc., each one identified by Michel Cat., 
occasional cover flaws possible, panes are intact, mainly VF, 
Mi #MH13/49, C.v. €4,600, Est. $800-$1,000 (website photo) 

500 

927 ** 5N41, a Baden 1949, Constance Cathedral, 30pf dark blue, two stamps of the 
first and second issue, nice quality, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $495, 
Mi #46 I, II, €676, Est. $150-$200  

100 

928 ** 9NB3a West Berlin - Semi-Postal issues 1949, Berlin Bear, 10+5pf - 
30+5pf, souvenir sheet of three, perfect item in every respect, full OG, 
NH, VF, C.v. $975, Mi Block 1, €950, Est. $200-$300  

150 

929 ** 53 var Offices Abroad - China 1918, black surcharge ½d on 1m carmine 
red, War printing, 25x17 holes, bottom sheet margin single with 
inscription reads: ''H 2318.19'', post office fresh condition, full OG, 
NH, VF, Mi #44 II BR HAN A, C.v. €450, Est. $100-$150 

75 

930 */U  Saar - Collection in a Stockbook 1920-59, almost 400 mint and 
used stamps, starting with a range of ''Sarre'' overprints on Bavaria 
(questionable ones - not counted), then ''SAARGEBIET'' overprints 
and early definitives, postage and semi-postals from 1930's, 
apparently never hinged from 1950's, several extras of States, Reich 
and East Africa (not counted), generally fresh condition, full OG or 
used, F/VF, C.v. is about $1,100, Est. $300-$400 (website photo) 

200 

931 U N1-2 German Occupation issues during the World War I - Dorpat 1919, 
20pf on 10k and 40pf on 20k, complete set of two, each one with 
straight line ''Dorpat'' cancellation on a piece, VF, C.v. $320, Mi #1-2, 
€400, Est. $100-$150  

75 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 

   GERMAN OCCUPATION ISSUES DURING THE 
WORLD WAR II  

 

932 *  France (Frankreich) - Dunkirk ( Dunkirchen) 1940, Peace 50c red, 
right horizontal pair with inverted overprint of type I, used on cover 
from Ghyvelde to Dunkirk, all appropriate markings, VF, expertized 
by Roumet and others, Mi #2 I Kw, C.v. €1,200, Est. $250-$300 

150 

933 **  Poland (Generalgouvernement) 1944, definitive issue, 6(gr) brown, 
24(gr) dark carmine and 40(gr) blue, unissued complete set of three, 
full OG, NH, VF, expertized by H. E. Jungjohann and others, Mi #I-III, 
€1,800, Est. $700-$800  

400 

934 **/*  Lithuania (Litauen) - Telsiai (Telschen) 1941, reading up (normal) 
black overprint on two singles (formerly horizontal pair) of Red Army 
stamp of 1r black and red, the first printing, ''left'' stamp of type II, 
''right'' one of type IIIa with small second ''1'' of ''1941'' variety, both 
with full OG, NH or VLH (type II), VF, G. Krischke certificate, Mi #10 
II/IIIa var, C.v. €790, Est. $150-$200 

100 

935 *  Russia (Russland) - Pskov (Pleskau) 1941, black handstamped 
surcharge 20k on Hindenburg 1(pf) black, bottom sheet margin 
single, full OG, LH with paper adhesion on margin, VF, R. Brunel 
certificate, Mi #1, €350, Est. $100-$150  

75 

936 **  Semi-Official issues - Denmark 1944, von Schalburg, 50(o) 
multicolored, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF, R. Brunel certificate, 
Mi #IV, €1,200, Est. $300-$400  

200 

   German Propaganda Against Great Britain  
937 **  1944, Caricature on King George VI Coronation stamp with Stalin's 

portrait instead of Queen Elizabeth, 1½p red brown on paper with 
watermark Wavy Lines, a single with margins at bottom and on the 
right, no gum as issued, NH, VF, Mi #2, €200, Est. $100-$150 

75 

938 **  1944, Imitation of King George VI stamps, ½p-3p, complete set of six 
printed on paper with watermark Wavy Lines, no gum as issued, NH, 
F/VF, Mi #3-8, C.v. €500, Est. $150-$200  

100 

939 SB  British Propaganda Against Germany - Stamp Booklet 1943, 
"Winter Help", propaganda booklet, included two panes of five vertical 
se-tenant pairs, separated by interleaf, 3+2(pf) brown, shown 
wounded soldier and Nazi Leaders Streicher and Göring; 12+6(pf) 
carmine, representing Himmler holding a gun and a mug for 
donations, we mention just minor cover soiling and replaced staple, 
nice condition overall for this extremely rare item, stamps with full 
OG, NH, VF, Mi #30-31, C.v. €12,000 for single se-tenants only, no 
price indicated for a pane of five pairs or complete booklet, Est. 
$7,500-$10,000 

5,000 

   Soviet Zone of Occupied Germany  
940 ** 15N1 East Saxony 1945, 12(pf) bright red, a single withdrawn on day of 

issue because of inscription at bottom ''Pochta'' in Cyrillic, full OG, 
NH, VF, several experts' hs on reverse, C.v. $400, Mi #B Ia, €600,  
Est. $150-$200 

100 

941 **  Exhibition Style Collection 1945-46, 32 pages containing 22 postal 
history items, 63 mainly mint stamps and 2 used souvenir sheets, 
representing Mecklenburg-Vorpommern imperforated set in pairs, 
East Saxony with variety of Numeral issues on covers, Saxony with 
Land Reform varieties, Thuringia souvenir sheet of Mi Block 3B bya 
and more, slight covers soiling mentioned, still VF and valuable unit, 
Mi C.v. at least €12,500, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

942 **/U  GREECE Nice Selection on Stockpages 1861-1990, 197 mostly 
mint stamps (four used Hermes Heads and Air Post set of 1933), 
including Greek Recovery (two sets, one - less #541), National 
Products (two sets), several long definitive sets and two Cyprus issues 
of 1985 and 1989, nice quality group, full OG, NH (one air post set is 
LH), mainly VF, C.v. close to $2,000, Est. $400-$500 (website photo) 

250 
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   GREENLAND   
943 * 19-27 1945, King Christian X, Animals and Birds, Liberation overprints in 

carmine or blue on 1o-5k, complete set of nine, full OG, very light 
traces of hinge marks (appearing NH), VF, C.v. $795, Est. $200-$300  

150 

944 * 22a-27a 1945, King Christian X, Animals and Birds, Liberation overprints in 
reversed colors on 10o-5k, complete set of six, full OG, light traces of 
hinge marks, VF, C.v. $1,375, Est. $400-$500  

250 

   INDONESIA   
945 ** 117 1949, Liberation of Jakarta, perforated souvenir sheet of four values 

10s, 15s, 25s and 60s with gold overprint on each stamp, full OG, 
NH, VF, C.v. $1,000, Est. $300-$400  

200 

946 **/* 335-58 1950, black ''RIS'' overprints on definitive stamps printed for 
Netherlands Indies, 1s-25r, complete set of 23, full OG, NH (all high 
values, but 5r) or VLH, F/VF, C.v. at least $650, Est. $250-$300  

150 

947 **/*
* 

 Large Collection in DAVO Album 1949-89, over 1400 mainly mint 
stamps (a few used in the beginning) and 82 souvenir sheets, among 
better - Regional Costumes (#863-88), Soccer overprint (#1177c), 
several WWF souvenir sheets and many more, in addition 89 postal 
history items and two souvenir booklets from 1934-75, including 57 
FD covers and 16 First Flights, nice condition, full OG, NH from 1974 
or LH, F/VF or better, C.v. is over $3,000, covers not counted, Est. 
$750-$1,000 (website photo) 

500 

   ITALY   
948 U 142A-D 1922, 9th Italian Philatelic Congress at Trieste, black overprint on 

King Victor Emmanuel stamps of 10c-40c, complete set of four used 
on commemorative postal card, VF, expertized by A. Diena and 
Raybaudi, Sassone #123-26, C.v. €1,900, Est. $400 -$500 

250 

949 ** 345-48 1935, International Aeronautical Salon, 20c-1.25L, complete set of 
four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $830, Sassone #384-87, €1,500, Est. 
$250-$300  

150 

950 ** 349-54, 
C79-83 

1935, Vincenzo Bellini, 20c-2.75L+2L, 25c-5L+2L, postage and air 
post complete sets of 11, in addition Giuseppe Verdi, 10L-60L, 
complete set of three issued in 1951, all with full OG, NH and mainly 
VF, great lot for a music collector, C.v. $760, Est. $250-$300 

150 

951 * 359-66, 
C84-88 

1936 (July 20), 2000th Anniversary of the Birth of Horace, 10c-
2.55L+1L, 25c-5L+2L, complete sets of postage and air post, the total 
is 13 values used on cover from Milan to Venice, all appropriate 
markings and ''21.7.36'' arrival ds on reverse, VF and very rare, 
Sassone #398-405, A95-99, €4,550, Est. $600-$800 

400 

952 ** 1412 var 1980-92, Rocca di Calascio, ''rose castle'' variety, 50L in blue, rose 
and black instead of multicolored, bottom right corner sheet margin 
single, typical centering for this error, full OG, NH, VF, H. Avi 
certificate, Enciclopedico Cat. #1527g, €12,000, Est. $750-$1,000 

500 

953 ** 1420 var 1980, Castello di Cerro al Volturno - Castello Bruno (castle in brown), 
200L brown, color error, a single with strongly misplaced horizontal 
perforation, full OG, NH, VF, Raybaudi certificate, Sassone #1516 var, 
Bolaffi #1621B, €11,000, Est. $600-$800 

400 

954 ** 1743 var 1988, National Soccer Championships, ''Milan Blue'', 650L 
multicolored with yellow color omitted, left sheet margin example with 
the emblem, background of the text and marginal control inscription 
in blue instead of green, perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF and very 
rare, Dr. H. Avi certificate, Sassone #1836a, priced with ''-'', Bolaffi 
#1954B, C.v. $€27,500, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

955 * 117/376 Selection of Pre-World War II Issues 1910-37, 82 mint stamps in 
complete issues, starting with Garibaldi set of two (1910), Virgil issue, 
Garibaldi of 1932, Fascist Government, Soccer of 1934 and more, full 
OG, LH, F/VF, C.v. is over $1,800, Est. $350-$400 (website photo) 

200 
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956 ** 3a Occupation of Dalmatia 1921, black surcharge 10c on 10c dark red, 

horizontal pair, right stamp without surcharge, full OG, NH, VF, 
expertized by E. Diena, C.v. $775 as hinged, Sassone #3aa, C.v. 
€4,000, Est. $500-$600  

300 

957 ** NC5 Occupation of Ionian Islands - Air Post stamps 1941, black 
overprint ''ITALIA. Occupazione Militare. Italiana isole. Cefalonia e 
Itaca'' on horizontal pair of Greek Pegasus 50+50d violet, full OG, NH, 
VF, expertized by A. Brun and P. Drossos, C.v. $4,500 as hinged, 
Sassone #PA9, C.v. €21,000, Est. $2,500-$3,000 

1,500 

958 ** 1LN6 var Allied Military Government (A.M.G.) - Venezia Giulia 1946, 
inverted and shifted to the top black overprint ''A.M.G. V.G.'' on 5L 
dark red, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by R. Mondolfo and others, 
Sassone #10d, €1,300, Est. $150-$200  

100 

959 ** 109-10 Trieste (Zone A) 1951, Centenary of Tuscany's first stamps, black 
overprint ''AMG-FTT'' on 20L and 55L, complete set in blocks of four, 
full OG, NH, VF, Sassone 108-09, C.v. €450, Est. $75-$100  

50 

960 *  A.M.G. and Trieste (Zone A) Collection on Pages 1943-50, about 
250 mint stamps, starting with ''Italy'' on Allied Military postage 
stamps, A.M.G./V.G. (Venezia Giulia) overprints, then A.M.G./F.T.T. 
issues, postage and air post, in addition AMG stamps for using in 
France, Germany and Austria, neatly mounted on pre-printed album 
pages, full OG, LH, VF, C.v. $2,400, Est. $350-$400 (website photo) 

200 

961 ** 479a JAPAN 1949, Postal Week, Flying Geese, 8y purple, complete 
miniature sheet of five values, nice condition, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $800, Sakura #C173, ¥125,000=US$1,146, Est. $350-$400  

200 

   JUDAICA   
   Imperial Russia   
962 *  Riga Local Jewish Post 1862-64(c), entire wrapper addressed to 

Rabbi Shabalsky, bearing preprinted six-pointed Star as Cabbalistic 
sign of protection and Jewish Post circular marking in red brown, the 
text reads: ''Paid for delivery 5k'' (the same as charge for City Post 
delivery at that time), additional text at bottom ''Secured Letter in the 
Hands of Loyal Messenger'', wax seal on reverse, minor discoloration 
at bottom, which is inessential compared to the exceptional rarity of 
that item, F/VF, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

750 

963 *  1906, Karaite Kenasa (Jewish Chapel) in Kiev, black-and-white PPC, 
unused by with some soiling, still F/VF, Est. $75-$100  

50 

   REPUBLIC OF KOREA   
964 ** 132-73, 

154a-55a 
imp 

1951-52, Korean War Participants, 500w green and 500w blue with 
multicolored flags, imperforated complete set of 44, including Italy 
with and without Crown, all are sheet or corner sheet margin singles, 
most with control crosses on margins, minimal paper waves possible 
on a few stamps, no gum as produced or full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, especially in complete set, some experts considered 
these imperforates as proofs, Est. $2,000-$2,400 

1,200 

965 ** 213-15   
var 

1955, 50th Anniversary of Rotary International, 20h, 25h and 71h, 
complete set of three presentation souvenir sheets, printed on 
watermarked paper, no gum as produced, NH, VF, Mi Blocks 81-83, 
€1,500, Est. $300-$400  

200 

966 ** 229-30   
var 

1956, Melbourne Olympic Games, 20h red orange, 55h green, 
complete set of two presentation sheets, nice condition, no gum as 
produced, NH, VF and scarce, only 1000 sets were printed, Mi Blocks 
100-01, €8,000, Est. $2,000-$2,400  

1,200 

   NORTH KOREA   
967 U 631 var 1965, Student's Activities, Chemistry Lab, 10ch multicolored, bottom 

sheet margin single imperforated at the bottom, CTO with full OG, VF 
and scarce, Est. $75-$100  

50 
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968 P 706-08 1966, Soccer World Cup in England, complete of three imperforated 

epreuves de luxe, each one contains issued stamp in horizontal pair, 
approximate size 147x97mm, control colors and printers' crosses at 
sides, no gum as issued, NH, VF and very rare, only 30 complete sets 
possible, Est. $750-$1,000 

500 

969 **/* 1/758 Duplicated Unit of Early Material 1946-66, about 650 mint stamps 
and two souvenir sheets, starting with 110 early singles and sets of 
pre-1957 period with several originals, but mainly official reprints, 
altogether nice topical issues presentation, strong in Animals, Birds, 
Fishes, Flowers, Sports and etc., minor flaws possible, still F/VF with 
high C.v., Est. $500-$600 (website photo) 

300 

   LIECHTENSTEIN   
970 ** 1-3 1912, Prince Johann, 5h-25h, complete set of three printed on thick 

chalky paper, fresh and nice, full OG, NH, VF, Enzo Diena certificate, 
C.v. $900, SBK #1x-3x, C.v. CHF1,150, Est. $250-$300  

150 

971 ** 3a 1915, Prince Johann, 25h dark cobalt, color variety printed on 
ordinary paper, nicely centered and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF 
and rare, Raybaudi certificate, C.v. $2,450, SBK #3y, CHF3,500, Est. 
$1,000-$1,500  

750 

972 **  1917, Prince Johann, unissued 15h deep rose, perforation 12½x13, 
perfect single in every respect, full original bright gum, NH, VF and 
very rare, R. Lerch certificate, Scott unlisted, SBK #1A, C.v. 
CHF2,200, Est. $900-$1,200  

600 

973 **/* 57a 1921, Coat of Arms with Supporters, 5rp black olive, perforation 9½, 
right sheet margin block of six (3x2), nice and fresh with intact 
perforation, full OG, NH or LH (top right stamp), VF and scarce 
multiple, C.v. $1,195, SBK #47B, C.v.CHF1,780 as singles, Est. 
$250-$300 

150 

974 **/* 59a, 73 1921-24, Coat of Arms with Supporters, 10rp green, block of four 
with perforation 12½ on tinted paper and a single with perforation 
11½ on granite paper, full OG, NH (right stamps of block and single 
stamp), VF, C.v. $420++, SBK#50A, 63, C.v. CHF600 as singles, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

975 ** 82-89 1928, 70th Anniversary of the Birth of Prince Johann II, 10rp-5fr, 
complete set of eight, many with sheet margins, nice centering and 
intact perforation, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,040, SBK #72-79, 
CHF1,400, Est. $300-$400  

200 

976 ** 82-89 1928, 70th Anniversary of the Birth of Prince Johann II, 10rp-5fr, 
complete set of eight, sheet or corner sheet margin blocks of four, 
post office fresh quality, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $4,160++,SBK #72-79, 
CHF5,600 as singles, Est. $1,200-$1,600  

800 

977 ** 94-107   
var 

1930, Royal Family, Castles, Views, 3rp-2fr, complete set of 14, 
perforation 10½ - 3rp, 25rp, 1.20fr, 1.50fr and 2fr; perforation 11½ - 
5rp, 10rp, 20rp, 30rp, 60rp and 90rp; 11½x10½ - 35rp, 40rp and 
50rp; centering is well above average, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 
C.v. $1,600++, SBK #84-97, C.v. CHF2,760, Est. $600-$700 

350 

978 ** 94-107   
var 

1930, Royal Family, Castles, Views, 3rp-2fr, complete set of 14, 
perforation 10½ for 3rp, 25rp, 1.20fr, 1.50fr and 2fr; perforation 11½ 
for 5rp, 10rp, 20rp, 30rp, 60rp and 90rp; 35rp, 40rp and 50rp have 
perforation11½x10½, blocks of four, some with sheet margins, nice 
centering, full OG, NH, VF and rare, C.v. $8,400++, SBK #84-97, C.v. 
CHF11,040 as singles, Est. $2,500-$3,000 

1,500 

979 ** 108-10 1933, Mountains and Castles, 25rp-1.20fr, complete set of three, nice 
centering, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $840, SBK #98 -100, C.v. CHF1,200, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

980 ** 108-10 1933, Mountains and Castles, 25rp-1.20fr, complete set of three in 
blocks of four, perfect quality unit, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $3,360++, 
SBK #98-100, C.v. CHF4,800 as singles, Est. $1,000-$1,200  

600 
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981 ** 114, 

130-31 
1933-35, Prince Francis I, Princess Elsa and Coat of Arms, complete 
set of three according to Specialized Cat., full OG, NH, mostly VF, 
C.v. $1,090, SBK #119-21, C.v. CHF1,500, Est. $250-$300  

150 

982 ** 115 1934, Vaduz Agriculture and Philatelic Exhibition issue, Coat of 
Arms, 5fr brown, stamp from a souvenir sheet with text and 
ornament around, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,400, SBK #104 I, C.v. 
CHF2,000, Est. $300-$400  

200 

983 ** 116-29 1934-37, Coat of Arms, Historical Places and Landscapes, 3rp-1.50fr, 
complete set of 14, nice centering, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $275, 
SBK #105-18, C.v. CHF350, Est. $100-$150  

75 

984 **W 151 1938, Josef Rhenberger, 50(rp) indigo, souvenir sheet of four, five 
examples, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $350, SBK #141, C.v. CHF500, Est. 
$100-$150  

75 

985 ** 152 1938, Prince Francis I Mourning issue, 3fr black, printed on buff 
paper, complete sheet of 20, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $420++, SBK #142, 
CHF600 as singles  

100 

986 ** 157-59 1939, Cantonal Coat of Arms and Prince Franz Joseph II, 2fr-5fr, 
complete set of three, first two in sheets of 12, the last one in sheet of 
four, all with full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $511++, SBK #147-49, C.v. 
CHF750, Est. $150-$200  

100 

987 ** 176-80 1942, 600th Anniversary of the Separation of Liechtenstein from the 
House of Monfort, 20rp-2fr, complete set of five, unfolded sheets of 
25, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $500++, SBK #166-70, C.v. CHF1,000 as 
singles, Est. $200-$240  

120 

988 ** 198-211 1944-45, Landscapes and Historical Places, 3(rp)-150(rp), complete 
set of 14, side margin blocks of 15 (120(rp) in block of 16), full OG, 
NH, VF, C.v. $600++, SBK #188-201, C.v. CHF1,050 as singles, Est. 
$200-$240  

120 

989 ** 218 1946, Saint Lucius, 10(fr) gray black on creamy paper, miniature 
sheet of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $190, SBK #206, CHF500, Est. 
$120-$150  

75 

990 ** 222 1947, Arms of Liechtenstein and Vaduz Castle, 5fr brown red on 
cream paper, complete sheet of eight, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $200++, 
SBK #205, C.v. CHF500, Est. $100-$120  

75 

991 ** 240-42 1949, Prince Johann and Castles, 20(rp), 40(rp) and 150 (rp), 
complete set of three in sheets of 20, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400++, 
SBK #228-30, C.v. CHF700 as singles, Est. $150-$200  

100 

992 ** 243-45 1950, Animals, 20(rp), 30(rp) and 80(rp), complete set of three in 
illustrated sheets of 20, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,000++, SBK #232-
34, C.v. CHF2,200 as singles, Est. $400-$500  

250 

993 ** 247-58 1951, Agriculture, 5(rp)-1fr, complete set of 12, top left corner sheet 
margin blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $440++, SBK #236-47, 
C.v. CHF800 as singles, Est. $150-$200  

100 

994 ** 259a-60a 1951, Prince Franz Joseph II and Princess Georgina, 2fr violet ultra 
and 3fr red brown, complete set of two with perforation 14¾, first  
one with right sheet margin, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $900, SBK #248B-
49B, CHF1,800, Est. $300-$400  

200 

995 ** 259-60a 1951, Prince Franz Joseph II and Princess Georgina, 2fr violet ultra, 
perforation 12½ and 3fr red brown, perforation 14¾, complete sheets 
of 20, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $3,500, SBK #248A-49B, CHF4,600 as 
singles, Est. $750-$1,000  

500 

996 ** 261-63 1952, Paintings from the National Gallery, 20(rp)-40(rp), complete set 
of three, unfolded blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $320++, 
SBK #250-52, C.v. CHF720 as singles, Est. $150-$200  

100 

997 ** 265 1952, Church at Bendern, red surcharge 1.20(fr) on 40(rp) dark blue, 
complete sheet of 20 with illustrated margins, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $480, SBK #254, C.v. CHF800 as singles, Est. $150-$200  

100 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
998 ** 274-76 1953, Opening of the National Museum, 10rp, 20rp and 1.20fr, 

complete set of three in miniature sheets of 12, post office fresh 
quality, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $780 as singles, SBK #263-65, C.v. 
CHF1,600, Est. $250-$300  

150 

999 ** 281-83 1954, Paintings, surcharges in color of stamps 35(rp) on 10+10(rp), 
60(rp) on 20+10(rp) and 65(rp) on 40+10(rp), complete set of three in 
sheets of 12, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $360++, SBK #270-72, CHF800, 
Est. $200-$240  

120 

1000 ** 284-86 1954, Madonna in Wood, 20(rp), 40(rp) and 1fr, complete set of three, 
side margin blocks of ten (5x2), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $375++, 
SBK #273-75, C.v. CHF750 as singles, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1001 ** 287-88 1955, Prince Franz Joseph II and Princess Georgina, 2fr dark brown 
and 3fr dark green, complete set of two on cream paper in sheets of 
nine, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,260++, SBK #276-77, C.v. CHF3,750, 
Est. $700-$800  

400 

1002 ** 297-300 1956, Track and Field Athletics, 10(rp)-1fr, complete set of four in 
sheets of 25, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $562.50++, SBK #286-89, C.v. 
CHF1,000 as singles, Est. $200-$240 (website photo) 

120 

1003 ** 317-19 1957, Christmas issue, 10(rp)-1.50(fr), complete set of three in sheets 
of 20, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300++, SBK #306-08, C.v. CHF600 as 
singles, Est. $120-$150 (website photo) 

75 

1004 ** 353-55 1960, Tree-Bush, 20(rp)-50(rp), complete set of three, illustrated 
margin sheets of 20, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $650++, SBK #345-47, C.v. 
CHF1,000 as singles, Est. $200 -$240 (website photo) 

120 

1005 ** 356 1960, Europa issue, 50rp multicolored, complete sheet of 20 stamps, 
type I with bottom inscription in 0.7mm from the design, full OG, NH, 
VF, C.v. $1,100++, SBK #348 I, C.v. CHF1,600, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1006 ** 356 var 1960, Europa issue, 50rp multicolored, type II with bottom 
inscription in 0.3mm from the design, lower left corner sheet margin 
block of four, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF and very rare multiple, 
Cilio Expert certificate, SBK#348 II, CHF8,000 as singles, Est. 
$1,600-$2,400 

1,200 

1007 ** 356Ab 1964, Prince Hans-Adam II, 1.70fr violet, horizontal imperforated 
pair, large margins all around, nice quality, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 
only 32 imperforated stamps were produced, C.v. $1,750, 
SBK #339U, CHF4,000 as singles, Est. $1,500-$2,000  

1,000 

1008 ** 1024 imp 1994, Mobile by Jean Tinguely, 4fr multicolored, bottom left corner 
sheet margin imperforated single, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, P. 
Maxer certificate for bottom right corner margin block of four, 
SBK #1026U, C.v. CHF2,500, Est. $1,200-$1,500  

750 

   Semi - Postal issues  
1009 ** B1-10 1925-32, Price Johann II, Coat of Arms and Rhine Floods, three 

complete sets, the total is ten stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $492, 
SBK #W1-10, C.v. CHF720, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1010 ** B4-6 1927, 87th Birthday of Prince Johann II, Coat of Arms, 10 (+5rp)-
30(+5rp), complete set of three, blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $248++, SBK #W4-6, C.v. CHF400 as singles, Est. $100-$120  

60 

1011 ** B11-13 1932, Coat of Arms, Princess Elsa and Prince Francis I, 10rp (+5rp) - 
30rp (+10rp), complete set of three, corner sheet margin blocks of 
four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $640++, SBK #W11-13, C.v. CHF1,000 as 
singles, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1012 **W B14 1936, 2nd Vaduz Philatelic Exhibition, imperforated souvenir sheet of 
20(rp) red x2 and 30rp dark ultra x2, five pieces, post office fresh 
quality, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, SBK W14, C.v. CHF500, Est. 
$120-$150  

75 

1013 **W B18 1946, 4th Liechtenstein Philatelic Exhibition, 10(rp) dark violet brown 
and buff, souvenir sheet of two values, ten examples, full OG, NH,  
VF, C.v. $350, SBK #W19, C.v. CHF700, Est. $120-$150  

75 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
   Air Post stamps  
1014 ** C1-6, C14 1930, Airplane over Mountains and Vaduz Castle, 15rp-1fr, complete 

set of six, in addition black surcharge 60rp on 1fr lake, fresh quality, 
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $648, SBK #F1-6, F16, C.v. CHF970, Est. $200-
$240  

120 

1015 ** C1-6 1930, Airplane over Mountains and Vaduz Castle, 15rp-1fr, complete 
set of six, unfolded blocks of four, post office fresh quality, full OG, 
NH, VF, C.v. $2,072++, SBK #F1-6, C.v. CHF3,000 as singles, Est. 
$700-$800  

400 

1016 ** C7-8 1931, Zeppelin over Naafkopf Mountains, 1fr olive black and 2fr 
indigo, complete set of two, nice centering and fresh colors, full OG, 
NH, VF, C.v. $565, SBK #F7-8, C.v. CHF800, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1017 ** 277/323 Collections and Large Lots - Sport Issues 1954-58, Soccer, Alpine 
Sports, Track and Field, Gymnastics and etc., five complete issues of 
four values, blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $624++, SBK #266-
69, 278-81, 286-89, 297-300, 309-12, C.v. CHF1,160 as singles, Est. 
$200-$240 (website photo) 

120 

1018 ** 157/872, 
O37/75 

Miniature Sheets Collection in Three Binders 1939-87, over 200 
complete issues, including 570 sheets of 4, 8, 9, 12, 20 or 25,  
starting with Royal Family and Arms of 1939-45, UPU and Paintings 
of 1949-50, beautiful topical items, such as Fauna and Flora, 
Europa, Sports and Olympics, Paintings and Sculptures, Great 
Personalities, Red Cross, and etc., a few folds or other small flaws 
possible, generally post office fresh condition, full OG, NH, VF, 
SBK #147/867, Dienst #36/72, C.v. is over CHF27,000, Est. $2,500-
$3,000 (website photo) 

1,500 

   LITHUANIA   
1019 U 1-26, var 1918-19, First and Second Vilnius and three Kaunas printings, lot of 

31 mainly used stamps, several plate varieties, a few stamps with 
slight foxing, still F/VF, C.v. close to $700, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1020 ** 57-60 imp 
var 

1919, Fourth Berlin issue, 75sk-5auk, nine items, the total is 12 
imperforated high values, including six singles and three pairs, 
representing different varieties, such as missing, doubled inverted or 
shifted center, nice condition, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1021 * 80a 1920, definitive issue, White Knight, 5auk green and red, doubled 
right ''5'' in red and green, full OG, previously hinged, VF, C.v. $90  

50 

1022 * 191a,  
202a 

1923, Lithuanian Cross, 15c scarlet, horizontal imperforated pair on 
paper without watermark (NH, but with tiny water spot at top); and 
25c blue, horizontal imperforated pair on paper with watermark 
Parquetry, (NH, but slight gum disturbance), VF, Lithuanian 
Specialized Cat. #213A, 218A, €400, Est. $100-$150 

75 

1023 **/* B52-53, 
C5a 

Semi - Postal issues 1939, European Basketball Championships, 
15+10(c) red brown and 30+15(c) myrtle green, two horizontal 
imperforated pairs (both are NH), in addition Airplane over Neman 
River 1auk green and red, imperforated horizontal pair and block of 
four (both hinged), full OG, VF, C.v. $520++, Est. $$150-$200 

100 

   Air Post stamps  
1024 * C26, a 1922, black surcharge 20c on Air Squadron 2auk brown and blue, 

horizontal pair, left stamp without ''CENT'' in surcharge, full OG, 
previously hinged, VF, expertized by H. Bloch, APEX and Friedl 
Committee certificates, C.v. $200, Est. $120-$150 

75 

1025 * C39c 1926, Swallow, 60c blue and black, center is inverted, nicely centered 
and very fresh, full OG, LH, VF, K. Lissiuk guarantee, APEX 
certificate, C.v. $250, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1026 * C80 fn 1935, Felix Vaitkus Trans-Atlantic Flight, black diagonal overprint on 
airplane ''Lithuanica'' 40c dark rose and blue, full OG, previously 
hinged, VF, expertized by H. Bloch and others, APEX certificate, 
C.v. $400, Est. $150-$200  

100 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 

1027 ** 318-20 LUXEMBOURG 1956, Europa issue, ''Rebuilding of Europe'', 2f-
4f, complete set of three, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $155  

50 

   MEXICO   
1028 P 242-56 1895, Mulitas issue, 1c-10p, trial complete set of 12, issued for 

presentation purposes to UPU , but rejected, because was produced 
in unissued colors, usual original yellow gum, three stamps w/o  
gum, including 1p, F/VF and very scarce, Est. $250-$300 

150 

1029 * 698-706, 
RA13B 

1934, National University issue, 5c-10p, complete set of nine and 
Postal Tax stamp of 1c brownish orange, nice and well centered unit, 
all with full OG, close to VF, C.v. $3,430, Est. $1,000-$1,500  

750 

1030 P  1991, Endangered Species, 1000r multicolored, complete set of six 
imperforated proofs with control angles at corners, printed on thick 
glazed paper, cut from composite proof sheetlet of six, each one with 
black overprint ''Prueba'' (Proof) on reverse, no gum as produced, NH, 
VF and very rare, reportedly only 45 sets were sold, the only uncut 
sheet retained in the Mexican Postal Museum, Est. $350-$500 

250 

1031 ** C54-61 Air Post stamps 1934, National University issue, 20c-20p, complete 
set of eight, nicely centered and very fresh, full OG (30c has 
redistributed gum), NH, VF and scarce in such condition,  
C.v. $4,750, Est. $1,500-$2,000  

1,000 

1032 SB RA5 Stamp Booklet 1929, ''Corona Gasolina Roja'', 10c unexploded 
booklet, contains two panes of four and horizontal pair of Child 
Welfare 1c violet, separated by interleaves, VF, Est. $75-$100  

50 

1033 *  Postal Stationery Item 1950-52, Guerrero, air post stationery 
envelope 35c dark violet, double impression of the indicia (one is 
misplaced), unused, VF and scarce, Est. $120-$150  

75 

   MONACO   
1034 ** 137/40, 

var 
1937-38, surcharges on Postage Due stamps, block of four 40(c)/60c 
and two horizontal pairs 65(c)/1f and 85 (c)/1f, small ''0'', wide ''6'' 
and spaced denomination varieties with normal stamps, full OG, NH, 
VF, Dallay #155/58, a, C.v. €631++, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1035 P 209-13, 
CB11-14 

1948, In Memory of Sculptor Francois J. Bosio, 50c-4f, 5+5f - 15+25f, 
postage and air post, two complete sets of five or four epreuves de 
luxe, in addition two epreuves de luxe collective of five or four values, 
sunken die in excellent quality, no gum as produced, NH, VF, Dallay 
#316-20, PA28-31, C.v. €810, Est. $200-$240 

120 

1036 ** 1841, imp 1992, Postal Museum, 10fr red and 10fr olive brown, perforated and 
imperforated souvenir sheets of two stamps, both without cachet, full 
OG, NH, VF and scarce, Yvert BF58A, 58Aa, €3,500, Dallay BF1876A, 
€4,350, Est. $800-$1,000  

500 

1037 **P  Group of Proofs and Imperforates 1946-55, seven items, including 
Franklin D. Roosevelt triangle imperf in pair and epreuve de luxe for 
air post stamp of 15+10fr, St. Vincent de Paul and Pope Pius XII trial 
color proofs in strips and more, nice quality, full OG, NH or no gum 
as issued, VF, Est. $100-$150 (website photo) 

75 

   MONGOLIA   
1038 *  1912, Mongolian Types, black-and-white postcard sent from Krasny 

Yar (Zabaikalsk. Obl.) to Paris with text in French about Mongols and 
Mongolia, franked by 4k red, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1039 ** 175a 1959, Mongolian Language Congress, 40m multicolored, right sheet 
margin block of four, imperforated vertically between stamps and on 
the right, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300 as two pairs, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1040 ** 60/515, 
C1/6 

NEPAL Collection in a Stockbook and on Stockpages 1954-92, 
over 1000 mint never hinged stamps, many in blocks of four, and  
four souvenir sheets, nice early items, such as Nepal's Admission to 
the UN (5 sets), various topical issues, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. is about 
$2,500, Est. $600-$750 (website photo) 

400 
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1041 L  NORWAY Christmas Seals Beautiful and Large Collection   
1964-2000, 775 seals in singles or panes of 10 or 20 and about 1100 
color proofs including numerous stage proofs in strips and blocks as 
well as perforated and imperforated complete design items, neatly 
arranged on pages with type-written inscriptions, nice quality, full  
OG (for regular labels) or no gum as produced, VF and rarely offered 
material, Est. $750-$1,000 

500 

   POLAND   
1042 *  Postal History Group with ''Groszy'' overprints 1950-51, 21 covers 

one postcard and one large piece, representing various handstamped 
overprints in black, violet or red, including Warsaw (5), Krakow (3), 
Bialaszewo,Bydgoszcz, Czudec (2 and piece), Krasnik Lubelski, 
Kruszewo, Leszno (2), Radomysl, Rajgrod (2), Trzebiatow, Wisniovo 
Elskie and etc., some conveyance flaws possible, collectible quality 
unit, F/VF, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1043 U 12-13,   
19, 23 

Russian stamps used in the Kingdom of Poland 1865-66, 1k, 3k 
and 10k, the total is 11 stamps without watermark or on horizontally 
laid paper bearing various cancellations, among better No.56, 211, 
241, 278, and two different types of Warsaw Rail Road markings, 
minor flaws possible, generally fresh quality, F/VF, Est. $140-$180 

100 

1044 **  Local Issues - Kowel (Wolyn Govt.) 1919, violet handstamp ''Poczta 
Polska. 50 fen'' over violet Kyiv trident overprint (type 2) on Russian 
1r dark brown, pale brown and orange, vertical imperforated pair, full 
OG, NH, VF, each stamp expertized by H. Bloch, Fischer #5, C.v. 
PLN560=US$140 

60 

   PORTUGUESE COLONIES   
1045 **  Issue for all Colonies 1951, Holy Year and Our Lady of Fatima 

issues, imperforated and perforated compound souvenir sheets of 
eight or nine respectively, fresh condition, full OG, NH, VF  

200 

1046 ** C7 fn Mozambique - Air Post stamps 1939, New York World's Fair, green 
overprint on Airplane over the Globe 5e red brown, full OG, NH, VF, 
2,000 stamps were issued, C.v. $50 for hinged  

40 

1047 ** C1-15 Mozambique Company - Air Post stamps 1935, Airplane over Beira, 
5c-20e, complete set of 15, blocks of four, many with sheet margins, 
full OG, NH, VF and scarce multiples in never hinged condition  

50 

   ROMANIA   
   Moldavia - Walachia  
1048 **/* 20, b, var 1864, Coat of Arms, 6pa printed from plates, two blocks of four, first 

one in rose, the other one is in red lilac containing two couche pairs, 
full original cracked gum as always, one stamp of the first block is 
hinged, others NH, mostly VF, C.v. $190 as hinged, Est. $100-$150 

75 

1049 * 15-17, 
19-21, var 

Exhibition Style Collection 1862-65, Coat of Arms, 3pa, 6pa and 
30pa, 92 stamps in singles, five pairs, including 2 couche, 2 blocks  
of four, strips of four and six, block of six containing 3 couche, neatly 
arranged and inscribed on six pages, representing stamps printed 
from single dies and typographic plates, numerous printing varieties 
presented for the last ones, nice quality group, vast majority with full 
original cracked gum (a few unused, no gum), F/VF or better, C.v. is 
well over $3,500, Mi #8 I-9 I, 8 II-10 II, €4,500++, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

750 

1050 P 210 1908, King Carol I, imperforated plate proof in blue with no value 
indicated, proposed for 25b denomination, right sheet margin block  
of four, trace of die sunk at right selvage, no gum as issued, NH, VF 
and rare multiple, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1051 P 214 1908, King Carol I, imperforated plate proof in red with no value 
indicated, proposed for 50b denomination, right sheet margin block  
of four, trace of die sunk at right selvage, no gum as issued, NH, VF 
and rare in block, Est. $300-$400  

200 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
1052 P  1926, Project of the King Ferdinand 60th Birthday issue, nine  

different not approved designs in six different colors, 54 imperforated 
essays of 10b, 50b, 1L x3, 5L x3 and 10L, printed on thin cards or 
glossy paper, no gum as issued, all housed on four pages from a 
Collection, VF and rare assemblage, Est. $800-$1,000 

500 

1053 P 292, 301 1926, King Ferdinand 60th Birthday issue, 94 plate or trial color 
perforated (6) or imperforated proofs of 25b and 10L on glossy paper, 
thin cards or gummed stamp paper, including 15 se-tenant pairs,  
two strips of four and five blocks of four, all are arranged on six pages 
from a Collection, mainly VF and very rare group, Est. $1,600-$2,000 

1,000 

1054 P  1930, Project of New Definitive issue, King Carol II, four different 
designs for 3L, 10L, 6L and 25b in six, eight or ten colors, the total is 
30 imperforated essays printed on wove paper, no gum as issued, all 
arranged on two pages from a Collection, VF, Est. $400-$500 

250 

  THIRD SECTION – AT 11:00 AM, MAY 20, 2022   

   IMPERIAL RUSSIA   
   Tercentenary of the Romanov Dynasty - Proofs from the Tsar 

Collection 
 

   All proofs of the ''kopeek'' denomination are in complete design with  
the artist and engraver names at bottom 

 

1055 P 88 1913, Peter the Great, imperforated large die proof of 1k in deep rose, 
printed on chalk-surfaced thick paper, size 42x47mm, no defects, 
fresh and VF, Est. $1,000-$1,200 

600 

1056 P 89 1913, Alexander II, imperforated large die proof of 2k in black,  
printed on chalk-surfaced thick paper, size 39x46mm, previously 
hinged, no thins or other hidden defects, VF, proofs produced in 
black are very rare, Est. $1,400-$1,800  

900 

1057 P 90 1913, Alexander III, imperforated large die proof of 3k in orange, 
printed on chalk-surfaced thick paper, size 38x49mm, previously 
hinged, no typical thins, VF and rare, Est. $1,000-$1,200  

600 

1058 P 91 1913, Peter the Great, imperforated large die proof of 4k in red, 
printed on chalk-surfaced thick paper, size 41x48mm, previously 
hinged, no thins or other defects, VF and rare, Est. $1,000-$1,200  

600 

1059 P 94 1913, Catherine II, imperforated large die proof of 14k in black, 
printed on chalk-surfaced thick paper, size 38x47mm, VF and very 
rare, only limited quantity of 14k proofs were printed, proofs in black 
are extremely rare, Est. $1,500-$2,000  

1,000 

1060 P 95 1913, Nicholas I, imperforated large die proof of 15k in light blue, 
printed on chalk-surfaced thick paper, size 44x67mm, tiny traces of 
hinges, no defects, VF and rare, Est. $1,300-$1,600  

800 

1061 P 95 1913, Nicholas I, imperforated proof of 15k in brown (issued color) in 
sheetlet of ten (5x2), printed on chalk- surfaced thin card, Russian 
letters ''RZ'' (Rihards Zarins - artist of this issue) at bottom right, very 
fresh and nice, no gum as produced, very lightly hinged at top and 
bottom, no thins or any hidden defects, VF and extremely rare, ex-
M. Liphschutz, G. Denisenko, according to Robson Lowe only three 
such sheetlets were printed, we sold one of them with minor faults at 
our Auction #59 (December 2013) for $10,350 including commission, 
Est. $10,000-$15,000 

7,500 

1062 P 96 1913, Alexander I, imperforated large die proof of 20k in blue, printed 
on chalk-surfaced thick paper, size 35x49mm, minor traces of 
previous mounts, no defects, VF and rare proof in blue color, Est. 
$1,300-$1,600  

800 

1063 P 97 1913, Alexis Mikhailovich, imperforated large die proof of 25k in 
black, printed on chalk-surfaced thick paper, size 37x48mm, trace of 
hinges, no thins, fresh and VF, proofs of 25k are very scarce, 
especially in black, Est. $1,600-$2,000  

1,000 
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1064 P 98 1913, Paul I, imperforated large die proof of 35k in deep orange, 

printed on chalk-surfaced thick paper, size 48x63mm, very light trace 
of hinge, VF, Est. $1,000-$1,200  

600 

1065 P 98 1913, Paul I, imperforated large die proof of 35k in blue, printed on 
chalk-surfaced thick paper, size 44x60mm, no any defects, VF, proofs 
in blue are very rare, Est. $1,300-$1,600  

800 

1066 P 99 1913, Elizabeth Petrovna, imperforated large die proof of 50k in dark 
ultra, printed on chalk-surfaced thick paper, size 39x47mm, 
previously hinged, no thins or any hidden defects, VF, proofs of 50k 
are very rare, especially in ultramarine, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

1067 P 100 1913, Michael Fyodorovich, imperforated large die proof of 70k in 
emerald, printed on chalk-surfaced paper, size 40x48mm, traces of 
hinges and minor paper scratch on reverse, still fresh and F/VF, Est. 
$750-$1,000  

500 

   Stage proofs of ''rouble'' denominations are without names of 
artist and engraver 

 

1068 P  1913, Nicholas II, proof of the central design in black (face to the 
right), typo printing on thickened paper, size 33x35mm, trace of 
hinges, no defects, VF, N. Mandrovski certificate, Est. $400-$600 

300 

1069 P 103 1913, Romanov Castle, stage proof of 3r in black blue, engraved 
printing on thin creamy paper, mounted on sunken white card, proof 
size 45x33mm (top right corner clipped), card size 71x50mm, slight 
traces of mounts, VF and extremely rare, according to Robson Lowe 
the only card produced, which is similar to proof on India paper  
made by ABN for US and Canada, Est. $1,800-$2,500 

1,200 

1070 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, stage proof of 5r in dark blue, engraved printing on 
thin card, size 55x66mm, incomplete design of the frame (no 
engraving on the leaves of the ornament) and just slight primary 
impression of the central portrait, no any defects, bright and fresh, 
VF and extremely rare, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

1071 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, stage proof of 5r in brownish red, unfinished  
design without engraved hatching on the face at left and on leaves of 
the ornament, printed on wove paper, size 85x96mm, produced 
without gum, VF, any stage proofs of the full design are extremely 
rare, there were not printed more then 5 examples in each color, Est. 
$1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

1072 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, stage proof of 5r in orange brown, unfinished 
design without engraved hatching on the face at left and on leaves of 
the ornament, sunken die on wove paper with just 2-3mm border at 
three sides, size 86x99mm, produced without gum, VF and very rare, 
Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

1073 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, stage proof of 5r in brown, unfinished design 
without engraved hatching on the face at left and on leaves of the 
ornament, printed on wove paper, size 83x86 mm, no gum as 
produced, VF and just a few such proofs came to the market, Est. 
$1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

1074 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, stage proof of 5r in reddish brown, unfinished 
design with complete hatching on the face but without it on leaves of 
the ornament and with thin corners close to ''5 roubles'' inscription, 
printed on wove paper, centered to the bottom left, size 65x93mm, 
marked in pencil with ''1'' at top right, no gum as produced, VF and 
very rare, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

750 

1075 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, stage proof of 5r in reddish brown, unfinished 
design without engraved hatching on leaves of the ornament, with 
thin corners close to ''5 roubles'' inscription, but with black ink 
correction shadows at right, printed on wove paper, centered to the 
bottom right, size 75x86mm, marked in pencil with ''2'' at top right, 
no gum as produced, VF and very rare, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

750 
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1076 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, stage proof of 5r in reddish brown, unfinished 

design without engraved hatching on leaves of the ornament, with 
thin corners close to ''5 roubles'' inscription, but with black ink 
correction shadows at left and right, printed on wove paper, centered 
to the bottom, size 81x98mm, marked in pencil with ''4'' at top right, 
no gum as produced, VF and very rare, Est. $1,500-$1,800 

900 

1077 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, stage proof of 5r in reddish brown, unfinished 
design with engraved hatching on leaves and shadows of the 
ornament, but with thin corners close to ''5 roubles'' inscription and 
without hatching at the top and bottom of the central oval, printed on 
wove paper, centered to the bottom, size 83x98mm, marked in pencil 
with ''8'' at top right, no gum as produced, VF and very rare, Est. 
$1,500-$1,800 

900 

1078 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, stage proof of 5r in reddish brown, unfinished 
design with engraved hatching on leaves and cleaning shadows of the 
ornament, but with thin corners close to ''5 roubles'' inscription and 
without hatching at the top and bottom of the central oval, printed on 
wove paper, centered to the bottom, size 85x101mm, marked in 
pencil with ''9'' at top right, minor soiling, no gum as produced, VF 
and very rare, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

750 

1079 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, stage proof of 5r in reddish brown, unfinished 
design with engraved hatching on leaves and shadows of the 
ornament, black ink hand-corrected corners close to ''5 roubles'' 
inscription and bottom of the central oval, printed on wove paper, 
centered to the bottom, size 82x102mm, marked in pencil with ''10'' 
at top right, gum as produced, VF and probably unique, Est. $1,500-
$1,800 

900 

1080 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, stage proof of 5r in reddish brown, unfinished 
design with complete engraved hatching and thickened corners of ''5 
roubles'' but without hatching at the bottom of the oval, printed on 
wove paper, size 63x73mm, marked in pencil with ''13'' at top right, 
no gum as produced, VF and very rare, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

1081 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, late stage proof of 5r in reddish brown, design with 
complete engraved hatching, including thickened corners of ''5 
roubles'' and engraving at the bottom of the oval, but unfinished 
cleaning of the design, printed on wove paper, size 70x92mm, marked 
in pencil with ''14'' at top right, no gum as produced, VF and very 
rare, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

1082 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, large die proof of 5r in black, hand- drawn 
simulated perforation, printed on wove paper, size 85x97mm, no gum 
as produced, VF and extremely rare, especially in black color, Est. 
$2,000-$2,500  

1,200 

1083 *  Pre-Adhesive Period Correspondences 1836, entire letter from 
Olonets Department of Internal Affairs to Tambov Gubernia 
Administration, wax seal and two-line ''Petrozavodsk. 18 June 1836'' 
postmark, usual folds and slight wearing, still F/VF, Est. $100-$150 

75 

   Postal Stationery items  
1084 D  1843-58, three receipts of St. Petersburg General Post Office of 

acceptance insured parcels for delivery, provided details of postal 
charges, printed on watermarked Double-Headed Eagle paper, VF  

150 

1085 *  1848, First issue stationery envelope for Imperial Post, 30k rose red, 
Eagle with wide tail, printed on medium paper, size 142x115mm, 
reversed watermark with the Scepter at right (type I), unused, tiny 
mounts on front, VF, Ilyushin-Forafontov #3 var, Est. $250-$300 

150 

1086 *  1855, 4th issue stationery envelope for Imperial Post, 20k light blue, 
Eagle with wide tail variety, printed on thin paper, enlarged size 
144x115mm compare to the 1st issue, watermark with the Scepter at 
left (type I), unused, minor soiling at right, mostly VF, Ilyushin-
Forafontov #9a, Est. $250-$300 

150 
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1087 P*  1896, essay of letter card with pre-paid reply 10k+10k blue, each part 

with red overprint ''PROEKT'', insignificant perf separation at right, 
still fresh, VF and very rare, Standard Cat. #ES6 A, Est. $1,000-
$1,200  

600 

1088 *  1899, letter-sheet of 7k blue, series 1, printed in St. Petersburg, 
containing over 30 various advertisements inside and on reverse, 
folded several times, some flap wearing, still VF, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1089 P*  1913, Romanov Dynasty issue, proof for postal stationery card of 4k 
in red, names of artist (Lancere) and engraver (Lundin) printed at the 
bottom of stamp, produced on a thin card, size 140x90mm, VF and 
very rare, especially in form of complete card, SC #PK25, Est. $1,000-
$1,200 

600 

   IMPERIAL POSTAGE STAMPS AND POSTAL HISTORY  
1090 U 1 1857, 10k brown and blue, four-side margin imperforated single with 

numeral watermark ''1'', pen cross cancellation, VF, C.v. $475, Est. 
$200-$300  

150 

1091 U 1 1857, 10k brown and blue, imperforated single with numeral 
watermark ''1'', pen cancellation expertly removed, clear margins at 
all sides, appears as an unused example, Est. $200-$300  

150 

1092 PF 1 1857, imitations of imperforated die proofs of 10k in brown and 
green, brown and carmine and green and carmine, typo printing on 
white paper without watermark, no gum as produced, nice 
spacefillers of VF appearance, Est. $200 -$300  

150 

1093 (*) 2 1858, 10k brown and blue, perforation 14½x15, printed on thin 
paper with numeral ''1'' watermark, intact perforation and fresh 
colors, unused, no gum, VF and scarce, minor corners soiling not 
mentioned in N. Mandrovski certificate, C.v. $4,400 for stamp w/o 
gum, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

750 

1094 ** 24 1866, 20k blue and orange, printed on horizontally laid paper, top 
sheet margin vertical gutter block of four, a lovely item, full OG, NH, 
VF, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1095 *  1870, entire wrapper from Odessa to Genoa, sent without paying 
postage, Italian postage due 1L blue and magenta (Scott #J3) applied 
upon arrival, Vienna, Milan, Verona transits and arrival ds on the 
back, VF and an interesting mailing, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1096 * 39-40 1884, 3.50r black and gray and 7r black and yellow, complete set of 
two on vertically laid paper, stamp of 3.50r with altered perforation at 
bottom (not mentioned in the certificate), large part of OG, fine 
centering, A. Farberov individual certificates, C.v. $2,000, Est. $750-
$1,000 

500 

1097 ** 71-72 1906, 5r and 10r, complete set of two printed on vertically laid paper, 
each one with sheet margin, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,210, Est. $300-
$400  

200 

1098 ** 71-72 1906, Coat of Arms, 5r dark blue, green and pale blue, 10r carmine, 
yellow and gray, complete set of two printed on vertically laid paper, 
sheets of 25 with control ''V'' labels on edges, minor marginal flaws 
and slight gum waves in the middle of 10r sheet, perfect condition 
overall, full OG, NH, VF, and one of just a few sets of sheets survived, 
C.v. $30,250 as singles, Est. $12,000-$15,000 

7,500 

1099 * 71a 1906, 5r dark blue, green and pale blue, printed on vertically laid 
paper, perforation 11½, nicely centered, full OG, LH, VF, C.v. $500, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

1100 P 79 1909, perforated proof of 10k in bright blue, bottom right corner 
margin single printed on wove paper without varnish lines, three 
instead of two lines of inner oval, extra two curls on sides of top 
ribbon (common stamp has three lines) and other differences from 
issued stamp, nice condition, no gum as produced, VF and scarce, 
expert's hs on margin, Est. $750-$1,000 

500 
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1101 * 79a 1912 (30.6), 10k in light blue color shade from the printing of 1909, 

used on pre-printed cover from Baku to Tehran via Isfahan, all 
appropriate transit markings and arrival ''16.VII.12'' ds, VF, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

1102 * 90 var 1913, Romanov Dynasty, Alexander III, 3k rose red, top margin 
imperforated single, narrow side margins (apparently cut of a stamp 
imperforated at top), full OG, trace of hinge, VF appearance  

50 

1103 * 90b 1913, Romanov Dynasty, Alexander III, 3k rose red, a single with 
double impression of the design, full OG, previously hinged, VF, 
expert's sign on reverse, C.v. $600, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1104 ** 93 var 1913, Romanov Dynasty, Nicholas II, 10k blue, in addition design is 
printed on gum side and placed diagonally upside down, full OG, NH, 
VF and a spectacular not offset, but printed error, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1105 * 89/100 1913 (March 11), large size registered cover from Moscow to Berlin, 
franked by seven stamps of Romanov Dynasty issue from 2k to 70k, 
arrival ds is on reverse, minor wrinkles, still F/VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1106 ** 106 var 1915, Romanov Dynasty money stamps, Nicholas I 15k brown, block 
of six (3x2) with reversal text strongly misplaced, no gum as issued, 
NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1107 ** 107a var 1915, Romanov Dynasty money stamps, Alexander I, 20k olive green 
with double impression, horizontal imperforated pair, no gum as 
produced, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1108 F 106-07 1917, World War I Propaganda Forgery of money stamps, 20k olive 
green and 15k orange brown, set of two stamps, inscriptions on 
reverse reads: 20k - ''In circulation on a par with bankruptcy of silver 
coins'', 15k - ''In circulation on a par with robbery and cheating 
rulers'', unused without gum as produced, VF and very rare, Est. 
$800-$1,000 

500 

1109 ** 138c 1919, 7r dark green and pink, left sheet margin horizontal 
imperforated pair with horizontal varnish lines, enlarged margins at 
top and bottom, clear at right, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by A. 
Rosselevitch and Romeko, C.v. $4,200++, Est. $2,000-$2,500 

1,200 

   The Crimean War  
1110 *  1854 (November 9), small size cover addressed to Prince Emil Sayn-

Wittgenstein, then Lt. Colonel, commander of the 1st Linear Cossack 
Regiment (later Lt. General), sent from the Ministry of International 
Affairs (Dept. of State) to the military camp located in Tiflis by Poste 
Restante, wax seal on reverse, mostly VF and extremely rare postal 
history item, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

500 

1111 *  1856 (November 16), private cover with 8-page enclosure addressed  
to Prince Emil Sayn-Wittgenstein, Chief of the Military Camp in Tiflis 
during the Crimean War, sent from Stavropol and bearing double 
circle hs of Stanitsa Kavkazskaya (Nov. 16) and oval Tiflis receiver 
(185_ Nov. 20), flap is almost missing, still F/VF and very rare postal 
history item, especially with letter inside, Est. $300 -$400 

200 

   Money Letters  
1112 *  1901, wax sealed Charity envelope for 11 rub, addressed to the 

Odessa Athon Ilyinsky Hotel (Podvorye) for Pilgrims to the Athon 
Monastery in Constantinople, sent from Kukarka (Vyatka Gub on 
March 7) to Yaransk (March 8), then to Nizhny Novgorod (March 11) 
and arrived to Odessa (March 15), interesting arrival marking of the 
Hotel ''О.А.И.П. 17/3. 1901'' applied over Kukarka two-line boxed hs, 
minor discoloration from seals, still F/VF and very interesting item, 
Est. $250-$300 

150 

1113 * 92, 98 1913 (November 25), money letter for 250 rub (666.67FFr) sent from 
Riga to Germany, franked by two Romanov Dynasty adhesives, wax 
seals with ''A.E.'' initials (in good preservation), Radeberg ''15.12.13'' 
arrival ds, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 
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1114 *  Prison Correspondences 1916, cover from Riga to Petrograd, 

originated from Evangelical Lutheran Church in Riga, addressed to 
Shlisselburg Convict Prison, violet oval censorship marking,  
Petrograd machine arrival ds on reverse, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150 

75 

1115 *  Nice Postal History Group 1879-1918, 22 items, representing 17 
different postal stationery envelopes, including 10 early ones of 5k, 
8k, 10k, 7k/8k, 7k/10k of 1879-83, several Romanov Dynasty 
stationeries and covers franked by Romanov's stamps, including one 
mute cancelled from Pinsk to Petrograd, very well preserved material, 
mostly VF, Est. $300-$400 (website photo) 

200 

   RSFSR ISSUES 1918-23   
1116 *  Extremely Rare Leon Trotsky Stationery Letter Card 1920, L. 

Trotsky's portrait as the Leader of Red Army on front and ''Whites ask 
for peace from the Reds'' on reverse, sent free-frank by guard of 
Moscow Concentration Camp For Enemies located at Solianka street 
(Central Moscow District) to his parents in Vladimir, mainly VF and 
extremely rare, this is one of two recorded cards, N. Mandrovski 
certificate, Est. $2,000-$2,500 

1,300 

1117 P  1917, St. George Slaying the Dragon, die essay of proposed design by 
artist R. Zarrins without denomination in light brown, printed on 
gummed paper, size 40x46mm, initials ''R.Z.'' at left and date ''24/II-
15'', VF and extremely rare, prepared in 1915 for the World War I 
Charity issue and proposed for the first issue of the RSFSR, Est. 
$3,000-$4,000 

2,000 

1118 P  1921, the first definitive issue, large die proof of unissued 
denomination 3½r light brown, printed on thin glazed cardboard, size 
103x133mm, no gum as produced, VF and extremely rare, only a 
handful printed, ex-Gorski, Est. $3,000-$4,000  

2,000 

1119 ** 200f 1922, red surcharge with dots after Russian letters 10,000r on 40r 
slate, large size stamp printed on paper with watermark Lozenges 
(small angle to the right), full OG, NH, VF, I. Kirzhner certificate, 
C.v. $375, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1120 ** 201 var 1922, triple black (one inverted) diagonal surcharge 7500r on 250r 
violet, block of four printed on ordinary paper, one normal surcharge 
of light impression appears to be brown, full OG, NH, VF, I. Kirzhner 
certificate, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1121 ** 223 var 1922-23, litho ''Star'' surcharge 5r on imperforated 20k blue and 
carmine, vertical gutter block of four, full OG, NH, VF and scarce 
positional multiple, Est. $400-$500  

250 

   Postal History Items during the stamp shortage period  
1122 * AR20-22 1918 (December 18), Imperial General Revenue stamps of 75k, 1r, 

and 1.25r used on cover from Tukums (at that time under Russian 
White Armies, now - Latvia) to Pskov, Pskov ''22.12.18'' arrival 
marking, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1123 *  1921, registered cover sent locally in Kiev, three-line violet marking 
''Postage paid in cash due to lack of stamps'' with handwritten 
1,250rub and officially signed, no backstamp, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1124 *  1922, registered cover from Nizhny Novgorod to Riga, postal charges 
paid in cash, reversal endorsement reads: ''Postage in the amount of 
30,000rub collected'', postmarked on arrival, VF and scarce, Est. 
$250-$300  

150 

1125 **/*  For Mailman 1918, 10k black on colored paper, set of four values, 
the text reads: ''According to the agreement between the sender and 
the recipient, the postman who delivered this letter is paid by the 
recipient 10 kop'', no gum as issued, VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

   Postal Fiscal Stamps  
1126 ** AR7-14 1918, Control stamps, 25k-100r, complete set of eight, full OG, NH, 

mostly VF, C.v. $110  
60 
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1127 * AR14 1922 (January 10), cover from Voronezh to Petrograd, franked on 

reverse by six Imperial Eagle stamps and Control stamp of 100r dark 
brown on blue and carmine network, arrived on January 16, F/VF, 
Est. $150-$200  

100 

   Covers with Charity Stamps Franking  
1128 * 239, 240 1923 (September 5), five RSFSR definitive stamps used together with 

a stamp of All-Russian War Veterans Aid Committee 1r brown lilac on 
registered cover from Petrograd to Nizhny Novgorod Trade Fair,  
arrival ''8.9.23'' ds, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1129 * 239 1923 (October 7), seven RSFSR worker stamps of 4r brown used 
together with a stamp of All-Russian War Veterans Aid Committee 2r 
orange brown on registered cover from Petrograd to Moscow, arrived 
on October 8, F/VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1130 *  Great Unit for Postal Rates Specialist 1921-23, 22 covers, 
representing franking by various Imperial stamps (issued in 1917-19) 
and practically all RSFSR issues, all are internal mailings, many 
to/from Moscow and Petrograd, some registered items, approximately 
a half sent in 1923, when rates changed like in a kaleidoscope, in 
addition one early cover from Imperial Russia and one from Russian 
Army in Latvia, minor conveyance flaws, still F/VF, Est. $500-$600 
(website photo) 

300 

   SOVIET UNION   
   Large Die Proofs  
   The following 19 lots represent a selection from the Holding of Soviet 

High Level Postal Official. All these proofs bearing authority signatures 
and handstamps of Goznak and Soviet Postal Archive 

 

1131 P 3709 1970, Lenin, stamp of 50k in dark red from the souvenir sheet EXPO' 
70 International Exhibition, mirrored text at bottom, printer's 
markings at four sides, size 89x118mm, minor violet ink splashes, 
still VF and rare, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1132 P 4486 1976, Dmitry Shostakovich, Composer, 6k in dark violet blue, artist 
V. Koval, engraver V. Smirnov, printer's markings at four sides, size 
89x119mm, no gum as issued, VF, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1133 P 4626-30 1977, Venomous Snakes, 1k-12k, set of five sunken die proofs in 
brown or black brown, artist V. Kolganov, each one with printer's 
angles, full OG, LH, VF and rare, Est. $1,500-$2,000  

1,000 

1134 P 4694 1978, Leo Tolstoy, 4k in red (issued stamp in slate green), artist I. 
Martynov, engraver I. Mokrousov, size 86x120mm, no gum as issued, 
VF and probably unique in this color, Est. $500-$600  

300 

1135 P 4706 1978, Stepan Shaumyan, Baku Commissar, 4k in bright green 
(issued stamp in slate green), artist V. Sorokin, engraver L. Mayorova, 
printer's markings at four sides, size 88x120mm, no gum as issued, 
VF and very rare, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1136 P 4721-26 1978, Soviet Icebreakers, 4k-20k, complete set of six sunken die 
proofs in indigo, black or violet, artist A. Axamit with group of 
engravers, each one with printer's markings at sides, full OG with 
just slight trace of hinges, mostly VF and very rare in complete set, 
Est. $2,000-$2,400 

1,200 

1137 P 4818 1978, Georg Ots, Estonian Singer, 4k in slate blue (issued color), 
artists P. Kukhtein and V. Trager, engraver V. Smirnov, printer's 
markings at four sides, size 90x120mm, no gum as issued, VF, Est. 
$400-$500  

250 

1138 P 4878 1980, Alexander Suvorov, Generalissimo, 4k in dark blue (issued 
stamp in slate blue), artist I. Filippov, engraver L. Mayorova, size 
90x105mm, no gum as issued, VF and rare, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1139 P 4887 1980, definitive issue, Soviet Flag, 3k in red (issued color), artist A. 
Kalashnikov, engravers A. Tkachenko and V. Sayapin, printer's 
markings at sides, size 87x120mm, no gum, VF, Est. $300-$400  

200 
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1140 P 4931 1981, Sergey Prokofiev, Composer, 4k in grey violet (issued color), 

artist V. Nikitin, engraver M. Silyanova, size 91x119mm, no gum as 
issued, VF and rare, Est. $400 -$500  

250 

1141 P 5033 1982, Korney Chukovsky, Writer, 4k in gray black (issued color), 
artist V. Nikitin, printer's markings at sides, size 98x118mm, full OG 
with trace of hinges, VF and very rare, Est.$400-$500  

250 

1142 P 5036 1982, Vasily Solovyov-Sedoi, Composer, 4k in brown (close to issued 
color), artist P. Bendel, printer's markings at sides, size 100x117mm, 
full OG with trace of hinges, VF and very rare, Est.$400-$500  

250 

1143 P 5136 1970, Lenin, sunken die proof of 50k stamp in brown from the 
souvenir sheet commemorating 113th Anniversary of his birth, 
printer's angles and markings at four sides, size 110x120mm, full OG 
with just trace of hinges, VF and very rare, Est. $400-$500 

250 

1144 P 5144 1983, Aram Khachaturyan, Composer, 4k in violet brown (close to 
issued color), artist V. Koval, printer's markings at sides, size 
120x100mm, no gum as issued, VF and rare, Est.$400-$500  

250 

1145 P 5158 1983, Refrigerated Trawler, two sunken die proofs, one with no value 
and inscription, the other one with top and bottom inscription and 
denomination of 6k, both are in gray black, the last one with printer's 
angles, approximate size 100x120mm, full OG with just trace of 
hinges, VF and rare, Est. $700-$800 

400 

1146 P 5159 1983, Large Freezer Trawler, sunken die proof of 10k in gray black 
(issued in dark blue), printer's angles and markings, approximate  
size 120x100mm, full OG with trace of hinges, VF and very rare, Est. 
$400-$500  

250 

1147 P 5160 1983, Large Refrigerated Transport Ship, two sunken die proofs, one 
with no value and inscription, the other one with top and bottom 
inscription and denomination of 15k, both are in dark brown, the last 
one with printer's angles, approximate size 100x120mm, full OG with 
just trace of hinges, VF and rare, Est. $700-$800 

400 

1148 P 5161 1983, Base Ship, two sunken die proofs of 20k in dark blue with and 
without hatching of ''20'', both are in gray black, first one with 
printer's angles, approximate size 95 -100x120mm, full OG with 
hinge traces, VF and rare, Est. $800-$1,000  

500 

1149 P C109-14 Air Post Proofs 1977, History of Aviation, 4k-20k, complete set of six 
die proofs in gray black, artist E. Aniskin, engravers M. Silyanova and 
V. Smirnov, each one with printer's angles, approximate size 
120x100mm, full OG with hinge traces, VF and extremely rare, 
especially in complete set, Est. $2,000-$2,400 

1,200 

1150 *  Great Purge (Great Terror) Correspondences 1937-41, two covers 
from prisoners of Toropets (Kalinin Obl.) Correctional Facility No.12 
and Tavda (Sverdlovsk Obl.) Labor Camp No.239/16, addressed to  
the Attorney General Vyshinsky and Minister of Internal Affairs Beria 
respectively, minor archival flaws, still F/VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

   GULAG (Soviet Concentration and Labor Camps) Correspondences  
1151 *  1939, free-frank letter from Leningrad to the Nagaev Bay Department 

of Internal Affairs (northern part of the Sea of Okhotsk, Magadan 
Obl.), apparently prisoner's enquiry, archival holes at left, still F/VF. 
During the Great Purge, the Nagaev Bay was used as a transit point 
for newly arrived prisoners by sea to be sent further along the stage to 
the camps of Magadan and Kolyma, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1152 * 617, 619 1942, registered cover from Lesozavodsk Labor Camp of Ussuri Obl. 
(now Primorsky Krai) to Molotov (now Perm), franked by two 
definitives, postmarked on arrival, VF, the Lesozavodsk Camp was a 
part of Dal'lag GULAG system, prisoners of this camp cutting down 
trees for the Ussuri Woodworking Plant, which was the biggest in the 
USSR, Est. $150-$200 

100 
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1153 *  1945, free-frank triangle letter from a woman released from a prison 

and returned to Kirov Obl., addressed to a prisoner of Komi 
Autonomous Republic Labor Camp ''Vozhael'', which was a part of 
Ust'vymlag system specializing in logging, several censorship 
markings, insignificant wear, still F/VF and rare postal history item 
of the Stalin Repressions, Est. $250-$300 

150 

   Postal Stationery Items  
1154 *  Central Asia Bureau of the Ministry of Communications 1931, 

brown red overprint ''Strengthening the combat readiness of the Red 
Army'' on stationery postcard 5k brown, fresh, unused and VF, 
Standard Cat. #IV.6, Est. $100-$150 

75 

1155 * 767 Occupied Western Ukraine 1941, stationery envelope 50k blue 
uprated by ''Liberated Brotherly People'' 10k carmine, sent by 
registered mail from L'viv on February 28 and addressed to another 
''Liberated Place'' - Soviet Lithuania, postmarked ''4.3.41'' at Kaunas, 
mostly VF and very interesting postal history item, Est. $250-$300 

150 

1156 ** 264 imp 
var 

1924, definitive issue, soldier 40k slate, litho printing, right sheet 
margin imperforated single with design printed on both sides (on gum 
- upside down), in addition the similar horizontal imperforated pair 
(cut through design at bottom) with invalidating perforation, all with 
full OG, NH, VF, a single with Raritan Stamps guarantee, Est. 
$1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

1157 ** 265-68, 
269-72 

1924, Lenin Mourning issue, 3k-20k, imperforated and perforated 
complete sets of four, first one with wide frame in horizontal pairs, 
full OG, NH, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1158 **/* 250-59, 
273-75, 
304-25 

1923-25, definitive issues, 1k-1r, imperforated set of 10, litho 
printing, 3k, 4k, 10k, imperforated stamps of typo printing on paper 
without watermark, 1k-5r, perforated complete set of 22 on 
watermarked paper, full OG, NH or LH (30%), VF, Est. $250-$300 

150 

1159 * 286 1926, ''Syndicat de Cuir'' (Leather Syndicate) label in red brown on 
deep orange colored paper with worker 14k gray blue, perforation 
14½x15, used on cover from Leningrad to Washington, DC, tied by 
Leningrad ''7.1.26'' ds, no arrival marking as always exists, light 
horizontal fold did not detract, F/VF, Est. $250-$300 

150 

1160 ** 288 imp 1924-25, definitive issue, worker 20k gray green, typo printing, top 
left corner sheet margin horizontal pair with a part of control 
inscription, invalidating perforation across the design, perfect quality, 
full OG, NH, VF and a spectacular item, Est. $500-$600 

300 

1161 ** 291 imp 1924-25, definitive issue, worker 2r green and rose, typo printing on 
thinned grayish paper, three-side margin block of ten (5x2) with 
double impression, double control lines at bottom selvage, two 
horizontal invalidating perforation lines across the design, full OG, 
NH, VF, Est. $600-$800 

400 

1162 ** 292 imp 1924-25, definitive issue, soldier 3r brown and green, type I, typo 
printing on paper without watermark, bottom sheet margin 
imperforated single, marginal fold far away from the stamp, full OG, 
NH, VF and very rare, especially in never hinged condition, N. 
Mandrovski certificate, Est. $5,000-$6,000 

3,000 

1163 **/* 294-97, 
298-301 

1925, Lenin Mausoleum, 7k-40k, imperforated and perforated 
complete sets of four, full OG, NH (40k imperf, 7k, 14k and 40k perf) 
or VLH, F/VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1164 **  1925, Lenin Mausoleum, essay of unaccepted design for 40k in violet 
brown, printed on watermarked Borders and Rosettes paper, full OG, 
NH, VF, Est. $600-$800  

400 

1165 * 294-97 1925, Lenin Mausoleum, 7k-40k, imperforated complete set of four 
used on registered cover from the 1st All-Union Philatelic Exhibition  
in Moscow, addressed to Saratov, tied by special Exhibition date 
stamp, arrival ds is on reverse, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 
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1166 * 324 var 1925, definitive issue, soldier 3r dark brown and green, two stamps 

with perforation 12½ printed on watermarked Borders and Rosettes 
paper, types I and II, fresh quality, full OG, previously hinged, VF, 
Est. $300-$400  

200 

1167 P* 328 1925, Aleksandr Popov, imperforated proof of 7k in red, printed on 
thick paper with text on reverse, used in 1949 on registered cover 
from Moscow to United Kingdom together with two other values (J. 
Barry's correspondence), British blue cross for registered mailing 
upon arrival, F/VF and rare, this lot has been sold for $325 plus 
appropriate commission on our Auction #91, unfortunately the 
customer refused to pay for it, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1168 * 333-35 1925, Centenary of the Decembrist Revolt, 3k, 7k and 14k, perforated 
complete set used on registered cover in Moscow, all appropriate 
markings and arrival ds, VF  

75 

1169 **  1926, definitive issue, 7k-5r, imperforated complete set of eight on 
improved white wove paper, 7k-2r with sheet margins, full OG, NH, 
VF, SC #0120-27, Est. $100 -$150  

75 

1170 ** 360 var 1927, inverted and strongly shifted to the top black surcharge  (type 
II) 8k on Postage Due stamp of 2k violet, typo printing on gray (!) 
paper, vertical pair, nicely centered, full OG, NH, VF and a 
spectacular and unusual item, each stamp with Soviet Philatelic 
guarantees, Est. $800-$1,000 

500 

1171 * 362 var 1927, black surcharge (type I) 8k on Postage Due stamp of 7k orange, 
litho printing with perforation 12, very fresh and nice, full OG, trace 
of hinge mark, VF and rare, Est. $1,200-$1,500  

750 

1172 ** 374c 1927, Dr. Zamenhof, Creator of Esperanto, 14k bright green and 
brown, right sheet margin imperforated block of four with beautiful 
margins at three other sides, excellent quality, full OG, NH, VF and 
rare multiple, C.v. $5,500 as singles, Est. $4,000-$5,000 

2,500 

1173 * 376a 1927, 10th Anniversary of the October Revolution, 5k brown, balanced 
margins imperforated single, full original redistributed gum on place 
of hinge, VF and scarce, A. Rosselevitch guarantee hs, C.v. $1,650, 
Est. $500-$600  

300 

1174 * 391 1928, Provisional Government paper money of 1,000rub (so-called 
Kerenski), in fact issued by RSFSR Bank, used as postcard-invitation 
to the Leningrad Oblast Philatelic and Paper Money Exhibition, 
franked by worker 10k brown, sent from Leningrad to Vladivostok, 
arrival ds is alongside, vertical fold, still VF and very interesting item, 
Est. $250-$300 

150 

1175 **/* 413-26, 
436-37 

1929-31, the third definitive issue, 1k-80k and 1r-3r, complete set of 
17 in blocks of four, including 1r deep blue on watermarked Lozenges 
paper, 30k with some gum adhesion, generally nice quality unit, full 
OG, NH (two stamps of 30k and 50k blocks are hinged), mainly VF, 
Est. $400-$600 

300 

1176 ** 429a 1929, Iron Furnace, 20k green, perforation L10¾ instead of comb 
12¼x12, nice state of preservation, full OG, NH, fine centering of this 
rarity, N. Mandrovski certificate, C.v. $10,000, Est. $4,000-$5,000  

2,500 

1177 * 438-40, 
B54-57 

1930, two color postcards (MS ''Europa'') sent by registered mail from 
Leningrad to Hamburg, each one franked by perforated complete set 
of the Revolution of 1905 on address part and Child Welfare set of  
two of 1929 or 1930 respectively on picture side, appropriate 
markings, one with Hamburg arrival ds, VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1178 * 470a 1932, Maxim Gorky 15k brown, imperforated single and Airship on 
the Red Square 20k pale red, used on registered cover from  
Leningrad to Belgium, boxed arrival marking, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1179 ** 485-86, 
486a 

1932, Moscow Philatelic Exhibition, 15k black brown and 35k 
ultramarine, complete set of two with perforation 12½, in addition 
35k with perforation 10½, the last one has very slight offset on 
reverse, all with full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $244.50, Est. $150-$200 

100 
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1180 ** 485-86 fn 1932, Moscow Philatelic Exhibition, 15k x2 brown black and 35k x2 

ultra, souvenir sheet of four stamps, printed on thin cardboard, size 
168x119mm, fresh condition overall without hidden defects, we 
mention slightly rounded corners, no gum as produced, NH, VF and 
rare, only 500 sheets were printed, many of those were destroyed, 
Est. $7,500-$10,000 

5,000 

1181 * 485-86 1932, Moscow Philatelic Exhibition, 15k black brown and 35k ultra 
used on cover from Moscow to Leningrad, tied by special Exhibition 
postmark in red, arrival ds on reverse, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1182 ** 487-88 1933, Leningrad Philatelic Exhibition, red surcharges 30k on 15k 
black brown and 70k on 35k ultra, complete set of two, nicely 
centered and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $507.50, Est. 
$300-$400  

200 

1183 P 520 1933, Baku Commissars, trial color perforated proof of 5k in 
brownish gray, printed on paper with watermark Borders and 
Rosettes, perforation L13¾, gummed, VF, Est. $750-$1,000  

500 

1184 P 521 1933, Baku Commissars, trial color perforated proof of 20k in 
brownish gray, printed on paper with watermark Borders and 
Rosettes, perforation L13¾, gummed, VF, Est. $750-$1,000  

500 

1185 P 523 1933, Baku Commissars, trial color perforated proof of 40k in brown, 
printed on paper with watermark Borders and Rosettes, perforated 
vertically L13¾ and imperforated at top and bottom, black crayon 
cancellation, full OG, previously hinged, VF, Est. $600-$800 

400 

1186 **/* 529a-30a 1934, Ivan Fedorov, First Russian Printer, 20k carmine rose and 40k 
indigo, imperforated complete set of two, both with enlarged margins 
at right, full OG, NH or VLH (20k), VF, C.v. $1,675, Est. $800-$1,200  

600 

1187 P 575 1935, Mikhail Kalinin, perforated (13¾) trial color proof of 10k in 
green, nicely centered, no gum (probably removed from a presentation 
card), VF and scarce, a common stamp of 10k in slate blue is 
included, Est. $800 -$1,200  

600 

1188 * 576a 1935, Mikhail Kalinin, 20k black brown, imperforated single with  
nice margins all around, large part of OG, VF, C.v. $1,500, Est. $500-
$600  

300 

1189 U 590 var 1937, Alexander Pushkin, 10k orange brown, perforation 12 ¼x13¾, 
block of four, top right and bottom left stamps with a dot inside ''o'' in 
''Pochta'' variety, Kiev CTO markings, NH with full OG, VF and scarce 
multiple even in used condition, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1190 * 590D var 1937, Alexander Pushkin, 10k orange brown, bottom sheet margin 
single with perforation L13¾, imperforated at bottom, full OG, 
previously hinged, VF and very scarce perforation error, Soviet 
Philatelic guarantee hs, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1191 **/* 591D 1937, Alexander Pushkin, 20k blue green, perforation L13¾,  
unfolded block of four, full OG, NH or hinged (top stamps), VF, 
C.v. $360 as singles, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1192 ** 592D 1937, Alexander Pushkin, 40k rose lake, perforation L13¾, top left 
corner sheet margin unfolded block of four, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $660 as singles, Est. $500-$600  

300 

1193 ** 598, var 1937, Architectural Projects, 5k brown red, right sheet margin block 
of four, top left stamp with ''o'' over left ''5'' variety, full OG, NH, VF  

50 

1194 **W 603a 1937, Architectural Projects, 40k violet, souvenir sheet of four, 5 
examples, post office fresh quality with original protective sheets 
(enclosed), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $275 (website photo)  

50 

1195 P  1937, Architectural Projects, Palace of the Soviets, engraved Goznak 
(Soviet State Printing Plant) not accepted essay in slate blue with no 
value indicated, printed on thickened paper, size 75x45mm (stamp 
design size 33x21mm), no gum as issued, NH, VF and extremely rare, 
only a few such items were produced, A. Zverev certificate, Raritan 
Stamps guarantee, Est. $12,000-$15,000 

7,500 
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1196 * 551, 569, 

C50 
1937, 20th Anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, pre-
printed souvenir envelope produced by International Historical Cover 
Committee (probably located in the US), bearing three 
commemorative stamps (5k Subway seems to be pre-cancelled) tied 
by Moscow ''7.11.37'' ds, VF and very unusual item, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1197 ** 615 1937, definitive issue, farm worker 4k claret, printed on paper 
without watermark, left sheet margin unfolded block of four, full OG 
with minor usual waves, NH, VF, C.v. $500++, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1198 * 628a 1938, First North Pole Flight, 80k red and carmine, right sheet 
margin imperforated single, tiny thin spot probably from hinge 
removal, full OG, trace of hinge, VF, appearance, C.v. $150, Est. $75-
$100  

50 

1199 * 646a 1938, Papanin's North Pole Expedition, 50k ultra, horizontal 
imperforated pair with nice margins, which are enlarged at top and 
bottom, full OG, two light traces of hinge, VF and very scarce, 
C.v. $2,350, Est. $1,000-$1,500  

750 

1200 ** 687-92 1938, Moscow Subway, 10k-50k, complete set of six, stamp of 40k 
with right sheet margin and double perforation between stamp and 
selvage, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $155++  

75 

1201 U 733 var 1939, Agriculture Exhibition, 1r blue, comb perforation 12x12½, 
raster vertical diamonds, neatly cancelled at top right corner, fine and 
extremely rare raster and perforation variety, which is known only in 
used condition, just a few stamps recorded, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

1202 ** 734-36   
var 

1939, definitive issue, miner 5k red, solder 15k gray green and 
aviator 30k blue, complete set of three, typo printing, perforation 
L12½, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $120-$150  

75 

1203 ** 735, var 1947, definitive issue, soldier 15k gray green, offset printing, left 
sheet margin horizontal pair imperforated at left, full OG, NH, VF, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

1204 ** 736 var 1939-43, definitive issue, aviator 30k dark blue, typo printing, two 
stamps of ''peace'' and ''war'' (cream paper, so-called Chelyabinsk 
print) issues in blocks of four, both have comb perforation, full OG, 
NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1205 * 736 1944 (September 8), Note of Military Department of the Union of 
Polish Patriots in the USSR to Poles resides on the Soviet territory 
and liable for military service, sent free-frank from Moscow to 
Samarkand, Soviet censorship marking, 1/3 of aviator 30k blue (10k) 
placed upon arrival to Samarkand (1.10.44) as a postage due, 
because only Soviet Army correspondences sent without paying 
postage at that time, some wear and tears, still F/VF and extremely 
rare, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1206 U 767 var 1940, Reunification of Western Byelorussia and Ukraine with the 
USSR, 10k deep rose, top sheet margin vertical pair and right sheet 
margin single, each one imperforated at margin side, neatly cancelled, 
mostly VF, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1207 U 770 var 1940, Reunification of Western Byelorussia and Ukraine with the 
USSR, 60k indigo, horizontal pair imperforated between stamps, 
lightly cancelled at the middle, VF, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1208 * 778a 1940, Vladimir Mayakovsky, 60k dark gray blue, a single with comb 
perforation 12½x12 instead of L12½, raster horizontal diamonds, full 
OG, VLH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1209 ** 779 var 1940, Vladimir Mayakovsky, 80k light ultra, top right margin vertical 
pair with perforation L12½, imperforated at top, full OG, NH (light 
trace of hinge on margin in 15mm from upper stamp), VF and scarce, 
Est. $300-$400  

200 

1210 ** 789-93 1940, Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, 15k-60k, complete set of five in top 
right corner sheet margin blocks of four, in addition block of 50k in 
claret shade, post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $250-$300  

150 
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1211 **/* 796/808 

var 
1940, All-Union Agriculture Fair, 30k multicolored, 2 se- tenant 
blocks of four, 6 horizontal (one with gutter in the middle) and 11 
vertical se-tenant pairs, fresh quality, full OG, at least one stamp of 
each item is LH/hinged, VF and scarce assemblage, Est. $800-$1,000 

500 

   SOVIET UNION STAMPS OF 1941-91  
1212 ** 840 var 1941, Nikolay Zhukovsky, Russian Scientist, 50k brown lilac, error 

stamp printed on horizontally laid paper, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, 
Est. $500-$600  

300 

1213 ** 859 1941, People's Militia, 40k blue, nice centering, short one tip of 
perforation at right, full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $300, Est. $100-
$150  

75 

1214 * 859 1941, People's Militia, 30k blue, used on small size cover from  
Frunze (now Bishkek - Capital of Kyrgyzstan) to Moscow in 1942, 
censorship and arrival ds on reverse, F/VF, Est. $250-$300 

150 

1215 ** 908 var 1943, Tehran Conference, 3r indigo, blue and red, blue color 
significantly shifted to the left, bottom right corner sheet margin  
block of four, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1216 U 921 var 1944, Day of the United Nations, 60k black, red and (blue), top right 
corner sheet margin block of four with blue color omitted, CTO with 
full OG (NH), VF and scarce multiple, this error is known only in  
used condition, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1217 ** 949 var 1944, Feodor Louzan, War Hero, 60k dull blue, right sheet margin 
single printed on pasted up (double) paper, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

1218 ** 954A var 1944, Ilya Repin, 60k dark blue, imperforated top right corner sheet 
margin block of four, bottom right stamp with a stroke on ''60'' at left 
(position 20), slight paper wrinkle on one common stamp, full OG, 
NH, VF and nice positional item, Est. $75-$100 

50 

1219 ** 960A, var 1945, Military Medal ''For Partisan of the Great Patriotic War'', 15k 
black on green network, top right corner sheet margin block of 12 
with gutter of 5.5mm between stamps on positions 7-8 instead of 
normal space of 3.5mm, full OG with minor usual waves, NH, VF, a 
spectacular and unrecorded error especially in multiple , Est. $400-
$500 

250 

1220 ** 973 var 1945, Order of Victory, 3r bright brick red, top sheet margin single, 
imperforated at the top, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, Est. $500-
$600  

300 

1221 **/* 992C var 1946, Attack Plane ''Ilyushin 2'', 15k brown red, large size 
33.2x22.1mm, unfolded block of four, full OG, NH or LH (top stamps), 
VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1222 * 1023 var 1946, Victory Medal, 60k black green, printed on pasted up paper 
(double paper 8mm at bottom), full OG, VLH, VF and rare, Est. $250-
$300  

150 

1223 * 1056, 
1083-84, 
1087-88 

1946, Parade of Athletes, 29th Anniversary of the Revolution (perf and 
imperf) and A. Karpinsky, three complete issues on registered cover  
to Switzerland, all appropriate markings and arrival ds, VF, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

1224 * 1126-27 1947, Labor Day, 30k scarlet and 1r dark green, complete set used  
on registered cover from Riga to Montreal, postmarked on arrival, VF, 
Est. $100-$150  

75 

1225 * 1142 var 1947, Jubilee of Moscow, 1r dark violet, vertical pair imperforated 
between stamps, used together with three other commemorative 
values (one on reverse) on registered cover (Barry's correspondences) 
from Moscow to England, blue crayon cross upon arrival, VF, rare 
perf error on cover, N. Mandrovski certificate, Est. $500-$600 

300 

1226 ** 1144 var 1947, Jubilee of Moscow, 2r multicolored, miniature sheet of ten, full 
original slightly disturbed gum on the central stamp from the top row, 
NH, VF, Est. $400-$500  

250 
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1227 ** 1145a 1947, Jubilee of Moscow, souvenir sheet of four stamps 1r 

multicolored, type I, size 138x172mm, nice quality, full OG, NH, VF, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

1228 * 1193-96 1948, 30th Anniversary of the Ukrainian Soviet Republic, 30k-1r, 
complete set of four used together with two other stamps in 1961 on 
registered air mail cover from Kiev Obl. to US, postmarked on arrival, 
mostly VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1229 ** 1227-29 
imp 

1948, Alexander N. Ostrovsky, Playwright, 30k, 60k and 1r, 
imperforated complete set of three, all with sheet margins, full OG, 
NH, VF and a nice set, Raritan Stamps guarantee, Est. $500-$600  

300 

1230 ** 1325 1949, 70th Birthday of Joseph Stalin, 40k multicolored, souvenir 
sheet of four values with original protective paper, printed on creamy 
paper, size 177x222mm, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $500, Est. $150-$200 
(website photo)  

100 

1231 ** 1327a 1949, Lenin Mausoleum, perforated souvenir sheet of four stamps of 
1r in gray black and brick red, size 177x130mm, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $600, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1232 ** 1327a   
imp 

1949, Lenin Mausoleum, imperforated souvenir sheet of four stamps 
of 1r in gray black and brick red, size 180x130mm, nice and fresh, 
full OG, NH, VF, Est. $1,200-$1,500  

750 

1233 ** 1328-29 1949, Admiral Stepan Makarov, 40k blue and 1r red brown, complete 
set of two, unfolded blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $100 as 
hinged singles, Est. $75-$100  

50 

1234 ** 1360a 1949, 150th Anniversary of the birth of Alexander Pushkin, 25k x2 
and 40k x2, souvenir sheet of four, nice quality, full original gum  
with small part of inflow, NH, VF, C.v. $200, Est. $75-$100  

50 

1235 * 1392-93,   
a 

1949, 75th Anniversary of the UPU, 40k and 50k, perforated and 
imperforated complete sets used on registered cover from Riga to 
England in 1950, all appropriate markings and blue crayon cross 
upon arrival, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1236 *  1949-50, definitive issue, Coat of Arms, 40k brownish red, typo 
printing, strip of three and a single used on large registered parcel 
card from Kiev to Moscow, addressed to the Ministry of International 
Trade, archival punctures at left, mostly VF, Standard #1382, Est. 
$300-$400 

200 

1237 ** 1529-31 1950, Ivan Aivazovsky, 40k and 50k, two side margin horizontal  
pairs of the first printing, originated from miniature sheets of ten;  
and 40k-1r, complete set of three of the first printing also, all with  
full OG, NH (pairs LH on margins), VF, Est. $200-$300 

150 

1238 ** 1529-30 1950, Ivan Aivazovsky, 40k and 50k, re-issue of 1955 in complete se-
tenant gutter sheet of 20 (2x5-2x5), fresh and unfolded, full OG, NH, 
VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1239 * 1569, 
1575,  
1580 

1951, Russian Scientists, 40k in various colors, four stamps used on 
two covers, one from Moscow to Leningrad (3 stamps), the other one 
from Leningrad to Moscow (1 stamp franking), fresh and VF, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

1240 ** 1689 var 1957, Coat of Arms, 40k scarlet, 15-band stamp with double 
impression, right sheet margin unfolded block of four, full OG, NH, 
VF and scarce multiple, a common block is added for comparison, 
Est. $400-$500  

250 

1241 ** 1714 var 1954, Sports issue, Track, 40k multicolored, double impression of 
black color, bottom right corner sheet margin unfolded block of four, 
full OG, NH, VF, Est. $500 -$600  

300 

1242 ** 1743-44 
var 

1954, 75th Anniversary of the Birth of Joseph Stalin, 40k lilac rose 
and 1r gray blue, complete set of two miniature sheets of 25, nice and 
unfolded, slightly uneven full original gum as always exists, NH, VF 
and rare, all stamps of 1r with Soviet Philatelic guarantee hs, Est. 
$3,500-$4,000 

2,500 
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1243 ** 1747a, b, 

var 
1955, Konstantin A. Savitsky, 40k x4 multicolored, set of two 
souvenir sheets with black and red marginal inscription, both with 
the second line of the top inscription shifted to the left (''K'' to the left 
of ''let''), full OG, NH, VF, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1244 ** 1767a fn 1962, 25th Anniversary of the North Pole -1 Station, three souvenir 
sheet of four 1r multi with text and red surcharge ''1962'' (money 
reform of 1961 made face value 10-time higher) on each stamp, two  
of surcharge type I, one without a hole of perforation at right and one 
of type II, both with full OG, NH, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1245 ** 1823 var 1956, Red Cross issue, 40k olive green, greenish blue and red, olive 
green color strongly shifted to the right, full OG, NH, VF, a common 
stamp is added for comparison, Est. $75-$100  

50 

1246 ** 1826 var 1956, Ivan M. Sechenov, Russian Physiologist, 40k multicolored, 
perforation L12½ instead of comb 12x12½, unfolded block of four, 
full OG NH, VF, block with comb perf is included, Est. $75-$100  

50 

1247 ** 1902 var 1957, Vissarion Belinsky, 40k multicolored, perforation L12½ instead 
of comb 12½x12, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Raritan Stamps 
guarantee, Est. $800-$1,000  

500 

1248 * 1910-12 1957, Ice-Hockey World Cup in Moscow, complete set of three used 
on illustrated (ice-hockey subject) stationery envelope of 40k red, FD 
special ''24.2.57'' cancellation, sent by registered mail in Moscow, 
arrival ds on reverse, VF, Est. $120-$150 

75 

1249 ** 1913/40 
imp 

1957, Youth Festival, 10k-1r, imperforated complete set of five, all 
with sheet margins, 60k and 1r - corner sheet margin singles, full 
OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1250 ** 1946 var 1957, Henry Fielding, 40k multicolored, perforation L12½ instead of 
comb 12x12½, block of four, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1251 ** 1971 var 1957, Melbourne Olympic Games, Boxing, 40k rose lilac and black, 
double impression of rose lilac frame and blurry center due to 
printing plate defect, full OG, NH, VF and rare unrecorded error, a 
common stamp is included, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1252 ** 1991 1957, Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, 40k dark blue and pale brown, 
complete sheet of 100 (10x10), representing all existing varieties of 
this stamp, folded once along vertical perforation (5th and 6th rows), 
full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1253 ** 1992-93 1957, Launching of the First Sputnik, 40k indigo on bluish paper  
and 40k bright blue, two complete sheets of 98 (14x7), folded once 
along vertical perforation, fresh, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1254 * 1991,  
1992 

1957 (November 19), seven stamps commemorating Space 
Exploration, including K. Tsiolkovsky and the 1st Sputnik, used on 
registered air mail cover to NYC, backstamped on November 26 at 
New York, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1255 U 1995, var 1957, Falling of Sikhote-Alin Meteorite, 40k multicolored, double 
perforation L12½, top sheet margin vertical strip of three with 
missing one line of perforation between first and second stamps, CTO 
with full OG, VF and very scarce, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1256 ** 2065 var 1958, Congress of International Democratic Women's Federation 
(F.D.I.F.), 60k ultra and black, text in black is printed twice, 
horizontal pair, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1257 ** 2093, var 1958, Astronomical Congress, 60k light blue, violet and yellow, 
vertical strip of three, top stamp with ''UAU'' variety at the top right, 
full OG, NH, VF, Est. $500-$600  

300 

1258 ** 2095 var 1958, Centenary of the First Russian Postage stamp, Postilion, 10k 
multicolored, perforation L12½ instead of comb 12x12½, unfolded 
block of four, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1259 * 2095-106 1958, Centenary of the First Russian Postage Stamp, 10k-1r, 
complete set of 12 on the First Day air mail cover to Switzerland, tied 
by ''19.8.58'' special date stamp, fresh and VF and a spectacular  
item, Est. $150-$200  

100 
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1260 ** 2139 var 1958, 40th Anniversary of the Youth Communist League, 60k multi, 

perforation L12½ instead of comb 12x12½, full OG with minor black 
offset, NH, VF, Raritan Stamps guarantee, Est. $500-$600  

300 

1261 ** 2145 var 1958, Georgi (Sergo) Ordzhonikidze, 40k multicolored, omitted yellow, 
brown and green colors, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, a common 
stamp is included, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1262 P  1958, Centenary of the City of Khabarovsk, 40k dark blue, orange 
brown and black brown, raster (square) printing, perforation L12¼, 
unissued stamp presumably because of unclear view of the Yerofey 
Khabarov monument, mounted on heavy duty Goznak embossed 
cardboard, stamp design size 27x27mm, card size 119x92mm, nice 
and fresh items, VF and extremely rare, one of three recorded, V. 
Zagorsky certificate, this lot has been sold for $8,000 plus 
appropriate commission on our Auction #91, unfortunately the buyer 
refused to pay for it, Est. $15,000-$20,000 

7,500 

1263 ** 1568,  
1906 var 

1958, Mendeleyev Congress, blue or red overprints on Butlerov and 
Mendeleyev stamps, the last one with top sheet margin, unissued 
complete set of two, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $900-$1,200  

600 

1264 ** 1568,  
1906 var 

1959, Mendeleyev Congress, black or red overprints on Butlerov and 
Mendeleyev stamps, unissued complete set of two, full OG, NH, VF, 
Est. $1,000-$1,500  

750 

1265 ** 2171 var 1959, Frederic Joliot-Curie, 40k green and brown on tan paper with 
small frame of 20.7x31.4mm and small portrait, full OG, NH, VF, a 
common stamp with large frame and large portrait is included, Est. 
$100-$150  

75 

1266 ** 2179 var 1959, Aleksandr Popov, Radio Pioneer, 40k black, orange brown and 
blue, double impression of orange brown color, full OG, NH, VF and 
scarce unrecorded variety, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1267 ** 2222 var 1959, Sturgeon Conservation, 40k greenish blue and black, comb 
perforation 12¼ instead of L12¼, full OG, NH, VF and scarce 
perforation error, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1268 **/U 2259 1959, Flight of Luna 3 Rocket around the Moon, 40k violet, two 
unfolded complete sheets of 25, full OG, NH and CTO, both are VF, 
Est. $75-$100  

50 

1269 **/U 2266-67 1959, Landing of the Soviet Rocket on the Moon, 40k x2 multi, two 
complete sets of two in unfolded sheets of 25, full OG, NH or CTO, 
VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1270 **/U 2309-10 1960, Space Probe Photographing Far Side of Moon, 40k and 60k, 
two complete sets of two in sheets of 50 and 25 respectively, full OG, 
NH (sheet of 40k folded once along vertical perforation) or CTO, VF 
and very scarce unit, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1271 **/* 2440 var 1961, definitive issue, Harvesters on Combine and Sputnik Orbit, 2k 
green, horizontal strip of three, each showing double impression due 
to paper breakage on time of printing, two tiny natural inclusions 
with no importance, perfect quality, full OG, NH or LH (middle 
stamp), F/VF centering, absolutely spectacular and with high 
probability unique multiple, ex-V. Ustinovsky, Est. $500-$600 

300 

1272 U 2441 var 1961, definitive issue, Space Rockets, 3k violet, offset printing, 
horizontal strip of three with large part of adjoining stamp at right, 
each one has clear double impression, all cancelled on a piece, VF 
and very rare, ex-V. Ustinovsky, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1273 ** 2446 var 1961, definitive issue, Monument Worker and Peasant, 10k orange, 
bottom right corner sheet margin block of four with strongly 
misplaced vertical and horizontal perforations, full OG with minor 
black ink soiling, NH, VF and very scarce, Est. $250-$300 

150 

1274 ** 2464 var 1961, Yuri Gagarin Space Flight, 6k blue, violet and red, stamp with 
label at bottom, miniature sheet of 15 stamps and 15 labels, nice and 
post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, I. Kirzhner certificate, 
Est. $800-$1,000  

500 
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1275 P 2485 1961, Lenin, perforated 12½ proof of 20k in black and red brown on 

yellow background by artist P. Vasilyev, nicely centered and very 
fresh, gummed, VF and very rare. This design had been used for the 
stamp issued in 1959 commemorating 89th Anniversary of the birth  
of Lenin, but with dates at left of the portrait and denomination of 
40k; in 1961 this design had been accepted with small changes for 
definitive stamp of 50k, which was produced by intaglio printing, 
Raritan Stamps opinion (2021), Est. $2,500-$3,000 

1,500 

1276 ** 2497 var 1961, Gliders, 4k black green and red, perforation L12½ instead of 
comb 12½, block of four, slightly folded along horizontal perforation, 
full OG, NH, VF and rare genuine multiple, Raritan Stamps 
guarantee, Est. $2,000-$2,400  

1,200 

1277 ** 2528 var 1961, 22nd Congress of Communist Party, Worker and the Globe, 4k 
red and black brown, perforation L12½ instead of comb 12½x12, full 
OG, NH, VF, V. Liapine certificate, Est. $600-$800  

400 

1278 ** 2616 fn 1962, Alekper Sabir, Azerbaijani Poet, 4k buff, black brown and blue, 
bottom sheet margin re-called single with error inscription 
''Azerbayjanyn'' at top, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Est. $1,500-
$2,000  

1,000 

1279 U 2616 fn 1962, Alekper Sabir, Azerbaijani Poet and Satirist, 4k buff, black 
brown and blue, re-called stamp with error top inscription 
''Azerbaijanyn'' instead of ''Azerbaijan'', tied on a piece with First Day 
Naujoji Akmene, Lithuanian SSR''16.07.62'' cancellation, VF and 
extremely rare item, D. Wassmann certificate, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

750 

1280 ** 2676 var 1962, 30th Soviet Chess Championships, 4k orange yellow and black, 
perforation L12½ instead of comb 12½x12½, full OG, NH, VF and 
scarce, Raritan Stamps guarantee, Est. $1,500-$2,000  

1,000 

1281 ** 2717 var 1963, Victory of the Soviet Ice-hockey Team in the World and 
European Championships, black overprint of type I (''1'' under ''o'') on 
stamp of 6k green blue and red lilac, raster square under 45 degree 
angle, complete sheet of50 (folded once along horizontal perforation 
between 5th and 6th row), stamp on position 6 with ''Ев ропы'' variety, 
full OG, NH, VF, only a couple complete sheets with type I overprint 
survived, Standard Cat. #2739 (2) I, C.v. 1,500,000P, Est. $3,000-
$4,000 

2,000 

1282 ** 2930 var 1964, Conquest of Space, 10k x6 multi, souvenir sheet of six on 
ordinary paper, light blue color (text at right - ''1964. Pochta USSR'') 
with clear double impression, full OG, NH, VF and rare unrecorded 
error, a common sheet is included for comparison, Raritan Stamps 
guarantee, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

750 

1283 **/U 2955 1964, 3-Men Space Flight by ''Voskhod 1'', 6k violet and dark brown, 
complete sheet of 40 (4x10), folded once along vertical perforation,  
full OG, NH, in addition the same stamp in miniature sheet of 20 
(4x5), CTO with full OG, both are VF, Est. $100-$150 (website photo) 

75 

1284 **/U 2956, var 1964, 3-Men Space Flight by ''Voskhod 1'', 10k deep ultra and purple, 
two complete sheets of 40 (4x10) and 20 (4x5), both are unfolded, but 
large one with minor separation at bottom margin, full OG, NH, in 
addition CTO sheet of 40, all are VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1285 ** 3015, var 1965, Alexey Leonov, The First Man Walking in Space, 10k, two 
perforated sheets of 40 (4x10) in light or dark ultra shades, both are 
unfolded, but with minor marginal flaws, full OG, NH, mainly VF, Est. 
$150-$200 (website photo)  

100 

1286 **/U 3015 imp 1965, Alexey Leonov, The First Man Walking in Space, 10k dark ultra 
and orange, two imperforated sheets of 40 (4x10), full OG, NH and 
CTO, VF, Est. $250-$300 (website photo)  

150 

1287 ** 3015 var 1965, Alexey Leonov, The First Man Walking in Space, 10k ultra and 
orange, perforated miniature sheet of 20 (4x5), nice condition, full 
OG, NH, VF and very rare, Est. $1,500-$2,000  

1,000 
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1288 ** 3015 imp 

var 
1965, Alexey Leonov, The First Man Walking in Space, 10k ultra and 
orange, imperforated miniature sheet of 20 (4x5), fresh quality, full 
OG, NH, VF and scarce, Est. $400 -$500  

250 

1289 ** 3193 var 1965, Cosmonauts' Day, 10k multicolored, yellow undercoating (ink 
under gold color) shifted to the top for 6mm, full OG, NH, VF, such 
significant shift is really scarce, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1290 ** 3193 var 1966, Cosmonauts' Day, 10k multicolored, double impression of gold 
color variety, unfolded complete sheet of 30 (6x5), full OG, NH, VF 
and rare, especially in a complete sheet, Est. $1,000-$1,500  

750 

1291 U 3194 var 1966, Cosmonauts' Day, 12k multicolored, horizontal pair 
imperforated between stamps, CTO with full OG (NH), VF, Est. $400-
$500  

250 

1292 P 3619 1969, European Junior Volleyball Championships, engraved proof of 
4k in red brown color only, left sheet margin single with added word 
''Москва'' at top inscription, comb perforation 11¼x11 instead of 
harrow 11½ for issued stamps, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Raritan 
Stamps opinion (2021), Scott #3619 var, Est. $600-$800 

400 

1293 ** 3779 var 1970, 50th Anniversary of the Electrification Plan (GOELRO), gold 
overprint on 4k multicolored, basic stamp with double embossing of 
Soviet Arms variety, complete sheet of 12, full OG, NH, VF and rare 
multiple, Est. $1,000-$1,500  

750 

1294 ** 3966 var 1972, Leonid Sobinov, Russian Opera Singer, 10k deep brown and 
buff, re-called stamp with error bottom inscription ''National Artist of 
the USSR'', excellent centering and extremely fresh, full OG, NH, VF 
and rare, a common stamp with text ''National Artist of the Republic'' 
is enclosed, Est. $2,000-$2,400 

1,200 

1295 ** 4265 var 1974, ''Girl at Work'' by Gabriel Metsu, 14k multicolored, top right 
corner sheet margin block of three with label at lower right, bister 
background strongly shifted to the top, full OG, NH, VF and an 
attractive positional piece, Est. $500-$600  

300 

1296 ** 4268 var 1974, Foreign Paintings in Russian Museums, self-portrait by 
Jacques-Louis David, 50k multicolored, souvenir sheet without 
varnish coating, full OG, NH, VF, a common sheet is added for 
comparison, very scarce and unrecorded modern error, which is in 
high probability is a trial issue, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1297 U 4386 var 1975, Paintings by Fyodor A. Vasilyev, 4k multicolored, all colors 
omitted except frame in gray, lacquered coating is intact on complete 
miniature sheet of seven with label at the top left, pre-printed First 
Day cancellation, full OG, NH, VF, extremely rare and unrecorded 
item, Est. $3,500-$5,000 

2,500 

1298 ** 4404a var 1975, Palekh Arts, 4k-20k, three-side margin se-tenant strip of five 
(top part of a sheet), imperforated on the left, full OG, NH, VF, Est. 
$300-$400  

200 

1299 ** 4476 imp 1976, 25th Congress of the Communist Party, ''Industry'', 4k 
multicolored, right sheet margin imperforated single, full OG, NH, VF, 
Est. $700-$800  

400 

1300 ** 4484 var 1976, Palekh Paintings, 14k multicolored, gold color (ornament and 
denomination) is inverted, full OG, NH, VF and very rare major error, 
only one sheet of 25 stamps has been discovered, a copy of N. 
Mandrovski certificate for a complete sheet, Raritan Stamps 
guarantee, Est. $1,000-$1,200 

600 

1301 ** 4705 var 1978, Soviet Constitution, 30k multicolored, souvenir sheet with 
partially broken text on the left, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Est. 
$100-$150  

75 

1302 ** 4705 var 1978, Soviet Constitution, 30k multicolored, souvenir sheet with 
broken hammer of the Soviet Emblem variety, full OG, NH, VF, a 
common sheet is included for comparison, Standard Cat. Block 
135Ka, Est. $150-$200  

75 
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1303 ** 4710 var 1978, Old Russian Arts, Pokrova-on-Nerl' Church, 10k multicolored, 

printed on ordinary paper without lacquered coating, left sheet 
margin single, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, an issued stamp is added 
for comparison, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1304 ** 4710 var 1978, Old Russian Arts, Pokrova-on-Nerl' Church, 10k multicolored, 
double black inscription at top, bottom and on the right, full OG, NH, 
VF, a common stamp is added for comparison, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1305 P 4752 1979, International Year of the Child, pencil sketch of 4k stamp, no 
approved design by artist G. Komlev, size 103x150mm, made on thick 
paper, VF and unique, the similar stamp was issued with design 
provided by artist I. Suschenko, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1306 ** 4759 var 1979, COMECON, 16k multicolored, recalled stamp without Arms 
(red spot) on Bulgarian Flag, as well as three unsuccessful attempts 
to correct the stamp - red spot 10mm higher, 1mm to top right or 
1mm to bottom left, all are top sheet margin singles, full OG, NH, VF 
and a spectacular group, Est. $250-$300 

150 

1307 ** 4776 var 1979, Oriole, 2k multicolored, double (ghost) impression of black 
color at the top, bottom and on the right inscription, upper sheet 
margin block of four, full OG, NH, VF, a common block is included for 
comparison, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1308 P 4793-95 1979, Peace Program, 4k multicolored, set of five drawn water-color 
essays by artist Y. Levinovsky, two have not approved design, each 
one has approximate size 55x110mm, mounted on thin cardboard, 
minimal soiling, otherwise fresh, VF and definitely unique, Est. 
$1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

1309 ** 4821 imp 1980, 60th Anniversary of Azerbaijan Soviet Republic, 4k multi, left 
sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF and very 
scarce, Est. $800-$1,000  

500 

1310 P 4903 1981, 26th Congress of Ukrainian Communist Party, drawn water-
color perforated essay of not approved design 4k multicolored by 
artist G. Komlev, size 55x80mm, mounted on thin cardboard, fresh, 
VF and unique, design for issued stamp has been submitted by artist 
Komlev also, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1311 ** 4925-27, 
5059-61, 
5246a-  
48a 

1981-84, 20th Anniversary of Soviet Space Flights, USSR-France 
Space Program, 50th Anniversary of the Chelyuskin North Pole 
Voyage, three complete sets of three in miniature sheets of six or 
eight, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1312 ** 5030 imp 1982, Portrait of M. I. Lopukhina by Vladimir Borovikovsky, 6k 
multicolored, horizontal imperforated pair, enlarged margins at left 
and at bottom, nice quality item, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Est. 
$1,500-$2,000  

1,000 

1313 P 5103a 1982, Italian Paintings in the Hermitage, proof souvenir sheet of two 
50k multicolored stamps and label with Hermitage embossing in the 
middle, affixed over Goznak special thin card with the similar central 
embossing, no serial number under label, VF and extremely rare, 
according to our records this is the second proof sheet offered on the 
public sale, I. Kirzhner and V. Liapine clear certificates, Est. $2,500-
$3,000 

1,500 

1314 P  1982, Paintings in the Hermitage, proof of the central embossing on 
ordinary gummed paper, which was applied on the label of each 
souvenir sheet of the issue, Department for the producing and 
forwarding of the Postage Stamps (DIEZPO) five-line boxed hs, 
Goznak marking ''Rigid Record'' and several official signatures, size 
100x92mm, NH, VF and extremely rare, Raritan Stamps guarantee, 
Est. $600-$800 

400 

1315 ** 5118 imp 1983, Soviet Gliders, A-9, 2k multicolored, bottom sheet margin 
vertical imperforated pair, completely flawless item, full OG, NH, VF 
and scarce, Est. $1,500-$2,000  

1,000 
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1316 ** 5141 imp 1983, Buryat Autonomous Republic, 4k multicolored, vertical 

imperforated pair with enlarged margins around, full OG, NH, VF and 
scarce, Est. $600-$800  

400 

1317 ** 5179 imp 1983, Kipu Lighthouse, 1k multicolored, horizontal imperforated pair, 
nice margins at four sides, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $700-$800  

400 

1318 U 5184 var 1983, Portrait of the Artist's Wife with Fruits and Flowers by J. 
Khrutsky, 4k multicolored, bottom right corner sheet margin block of 
four with vertical perforation and all offset colors strongly shifted to 
the right, CTO with full OG, VF and a spectacular item, Est. $300-
$400 

200 

1319 ** 5187 imp 1983, Partisan Madonna by M.A. Savitsky, 20k multicolored, left 
sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair, perfect quality, full OG, 
NH, VF and rare, Est. $2,000 -$2,400  

1,200 

1320 ** 5196 imp 1983, Academician Aleksandr Sidorenko, 4k multicolored, horizontal 
imperforated pair with nice balanced margins, full OG, NH, VF, Est. 
$800-$1,000  

500 

1321 P 5205 1983, Physicians Against Nuclear War, 10k multicolored, three water-
color essays drawn on one piece by artist G. Komlev, two vertical, one 
horizontal, size 52x74mm and 75x52mm, not approved design, 
reverse side used by the artist for small sketches, fresh, VF and 
unique, issued stamp was produced in different design by the same 
artist, Est. $800-$1,000 

500 

1322 ** 5216 imp 1984, 25th Anniversary of Cuban Revolution, 5k black, red, blue and 
gold, top sheet margin vertical imperforated pair, control cross on 
selvage, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $500 -$600  

300 

1323 ** 5220 imp 1984, Soviet Tank ISU-152, 10k multicolored, balanced margins 
vertical imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Est. $800-
$1,000  

500 

1324 ** 5228 imp 1984, Moscow Zoo, Snow Leopard, 4k multicolored, right sheet 
margin horizontal imperforated pair, nice and flawless item, full OG, 
NH, VF and very scarce, Est. $1,200-$1,600  

800 

1325 ** 5324a, 
5372a, 
5433a 

1984-86. International Venus-Haley's Comet Project, 15k 
multicolored, set of three miniature sheets of eight, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $340, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1326 ** 5561a-62a 1987, ''St. Sebastian'' by Titian and ''Justice'' by Albrecht Dürer, 5k 
and 10k multicolored, two miniature sheets of eight (4x2), full OG, 
NH, VF, C.v. $550, Est. $120-$150  

75 

1327 P  1987, Calm on Nuclear Proving Grounds, 5k multicolored, three 
water-color sketches drawn on one piece by artist G. Komlev, all in 
one size 55x80mm, fresh quality, VF and unique, a stamp of that 
topic has never been issued, Est. $700-$800  

400 

1328 P  1987, Moratorium for Nuclear Explosions, 5k multicolored, three 
drawn water-color essays by artist G. Komlev, not approved design, 
two of the same size 63x88mm, and one 60x83mm, fresh, VF and 
unique, a stamp of that topic has never been issued, Est. $700-$800 

400 

1329 P  1987, Moratorium for Nuclear Explosions, 5k multicolored, drawn 
water-color essay of stamp with label by artist G. Komlev, not 
approved design, size 114x80, mounted on thin gray cardboard, VF 
and unique, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1330 ** 5713 imp 1988, Antarctic Expedition, 20k multicolored, horizontal imperforated 
pair, nice margins all around, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1331 ** 5795 imp 1989, International Letter Writing Week, 5k multicolored, left sheet 
margin horizontal imperforated pair, printed on thick glossy paper 
without gum, NH, VF and guaranteed genuine, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1332 P  1991, Anna Pavlova, drawn water-color essay of accepted design for 
postal stationery envelope of 5k by artist L. Kouzmov, size 
138x73mm, mounted in ''window'' of large card, VF and unique, Est. 
$300-$400  

200 
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   SOVIET UNION COLLECTIONS AND LARGE LOTS  
1333 U  Beautiful Used Accumulation 1921-52, 223 single stamps, 67 

blocks of four and 14 souvenir sheets, singles and blocks are 
generally in complete issues, strong and powerful material, including 
11 Soldier definitives with perforation 10 (No.292a), 4 Airship sets of 
1935, 5 Chelyuskin Rescue, Anti-War Propaganda, Moscow Subway, 
selection of blocks from 1930's-40's and many more, overall fresh 
quality, no toning or hidden defects, CTO with full OG or no gum, 
F/VF, huge C.v., Est. $1,200-$1,600 (website photo) 

800 

1334 **/* 596/   
2106 fn 

Souvenir Sheets - Nice Group 1937-62, 25 items, starting with 
Pushkin, Congress of Architects and Aviation Exhibition of 1937, 
including Stalin on cream and white paper, perf Lenin Mausoleum 
(CTO), North Pole surcharged sheet of 1962 and many others, 
occasional flaws possible, F/VF, Est. $400-$500 (website photo) 

250 

1335 */U 606/   
1194 var 

Perforation Errors 1937-48, 10 fantails (imperforate at margin side), 
two 50k Ukraine is a former horizontal pair, including Dzerzhinsky 
10k and 20k, Sanatorium, Zhukovsky and Air Fighter imperforated at 
right, ''Rear to Front'' imperf at left and several others, unused with 
full OG (2), CTO or postally used (3), F/VF, Est. $600-$800 

400 

1336 ** 938/  
2074, var 

Russian Musicians and Painters 1944-58, 12 blocks of four and one 
se-tenant block of eight, including Rimsky- Korsakov 30k large size 
(1944), Bolshoi Theater type II of 1956, Ilya Repin (1956), Mikhail 
Glinka (1957), Pyotr Tchaikovsky 1r with perforation L12½ and etc., 
all with sheet margins, perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF, Standard 
C.v. 37,000P, Est. $250-$300 (website photo) 

150 

1337 **/* 1039/   
861 var 

Group of Printing Errors 1946-56, six items, including a spot over 
CCCP on Medal of 60k, 25th Anniversary of stamps - 15k with short 
''P'' in ''CCCP'' and 60k with broken ''O'' and third ''C'' in ''POCHTA 
CCCP'', Arms of1947 with joined ''CC'' in ''CCCP'' in pair and etc.,  
nice and fresh, full OG, NH or LH (1), VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1338 ** 1786/ 
2092 var 

Selection of Mainly Perforation Varieties 1955-58, Moscow 
University 40k, Youth Festival 40k, Trade Union Congress 40k and 
Crimea Observatory 40k, all with perforation L12½, in addition both 
types of M. Aivazov, full OG, NH, VF and guaranteed genuine, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

1339 ** 1343, 
2443,  
3260 var 

Three Varieties of Definitive Stamps 1960-66, miner 15k black, 
size 14x21mm, re-issue in top left corner sheet margin strip of three 
with control numbers on top selvage, Arms of 1961 4k red, vertical 
pair printed from damaged plates, resulting in strongly overinked 
denomination and Flag, Arms of 1966 4k red, a single with double 
impression, all with full OG, NH, VF, Est. $100-$150 

75 

1340 ** 4245/ 
5340,   
B72 

''Lucky Numbers'' Souvenir Sheets - Group 1974-85, Philatelic 
Society, two different Gagarin sheets, Pablo Picasso, four different 
Hermitage and etc., ten different numbered sheets with various 
beautiful numbers, such as''000011'', ''000016'', ''000900'' and 
others, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1341 *  Valuable Postal History Group of 15 items 1924-56, representing 
early Flights Moscow-Koenigsberg-Berlin- Paris, Vladivostok-
Shanghai franked by first air post issue, Special Delivery cover to 
Hamburg franked by 12 stamps, Perekop imperforated set on cover to 
Netherlands, other nicely franked items, in addition Belgium Balloon 
Flight cover of 1932, minor flaws mentioned, still F/VF, Est. $400-
$500 (website photo) 

250 

1342 *  FDC and Special Cancellations Assemblage 1932-56, 37 items, 
including 26 different FD covers or cards (most properly went  
through the mail), and 11 various special markings, including two 
envelopes of 800th Anniversary of Moscow, two chess items and much 
more, a beautiful holding, fresh condition, mostly VF, great lot for 
retail, Est. $750-$800 

400 
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   RUSSIAN SEMI-POSTAL ISSUES   
1343 ** B15 var 1921, Volga Famine Relief issue, 2250 deep red, printed on ordinary 

paper, an accent behind ''POMOSCH'' variety (position 6 in a part of 
printing run), full OG, NH, VF a common stamp is included  

50 

1344 * B29 1922, Philately for the Children, black overprint on imperforated 1k 
orange, position 9 of the second printing, full OG, LH, VF, Soviet 
Philatelic guarantee hs, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1345 U B29 1922, Philately for the Children, black overprint on imperforated 1k 
orange, first printing, position 15, a part of appropriate ''Day of 
Philately'' cancellation, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1346 ** B34-37 1922, Postal Transports, inscribed ''For the Hungry'' at bottom, no 
value indicated, complete set of four in horizontal (1) or vertical  
gutter blocks of 50, fresh and unfolded with insignificant usual 
waves, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1347 ** B36, var 1922, Locomotive, inscribed ''For the Hungry'', no value indicated in 
gray blue, horizontal gutter block of eight (2x4), top left stamp with 
''R.G.F.S.R.'' variety, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1348 ** B42 1923, Philately for the Labor, silver surcharge 4r+4r on 5000r violet,  
a single with enlarged margin at right, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,800, 
Est. $800-$1,000  

500 

1349 ** B44 var 1924, Leningrad Flood issue, black surcharge 7k+20k on 200r gray 
brown, color variety of basic stamp, complete gutter sheet of 50 
(25+25), minor gum disturbance at the bottom, mainly on margin, 
fresh quality, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1350 * B56 var 1929, Child Welfare issue, 20+2k black brown and blue, right sheet 
margin single with perforation L 10¾, imperforated at right, full OG, 
LH, VF and very scarce, Est. $600-$700  

350 

1351 ** B175a var 1990, Philatelic Exhibition ''Armenia'90'', Earthquake Charity 
overprints on 20+10k-50+25k multicolored, five se-tenant blocks of 
three with label with overprint varieties - offset, shifted to the left or  
to the right, doubled or inverted, all with corner sheet margins, full 
OG, NH, VF, a common block is included, Est. $400-$500 

250 

   RUSSIAN AIR POST STAMPS AND COVERS   
1352 ** C1 var 1922, red Airplane overprint on 45r green and black, left margin 

horizontal gutter block of four, perfect quality in every respect, full 
OG, NH, VF and scarce positional piece, Est. $500-$600  

300 

1353 * C10 var 1927, First International Air Post Conference in the Hague, 10k dark 
blue and yellow brown, a white spot over ''7'' in ''1927'' variety at  
right (position 26), full OG, LH, VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1354 **/* C15-19 1931, Airships, 10k-1r, imperforated complete set of five, nice 
margins all around, full OG, NH (20k is VLH), VF, G. Biondi 
certificate, C.v. $350, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1355 ** C23a 1931, Airship over the Arctic Region, 50k dark gray blue, error of 
color, full OG, NH, F/VF centering, C.v. $900, Est. $500-$600  

300 

1356 ** C26-29, 
C30a-33a 

1931, Ice-Breaker ''Malygin'' and Dirigible ''LZ-127'', 30k-2r, 
imperforated and perforated (L12½) complete sets of four, the last  
one is centered well above average, full OG, NH, VF, G. Biondi 
certificates for each set, C.v. $552, Est. $250-$300 

150 

1357 ** C45-49 1934, Civil Aviation, 5k-80k, complete set of five, printed on paper 
without watermark, nice and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $530, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1358 ** C53-57 1935, Airships, 10k-30k, complete set of five, nicely centered and  
very fresh, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp with neat expert's sign, 
C.v. $1,020, Est. $500-$600  

300 

1359 ** C58-67 1935, Chelyuskin Rescue, 1k-50k, complete set of ten, perfect unit in 
every respect, full OG, NH, VF and rare in such quality, C.v. $2,058, 
Est. $1,500-$2,000  

1,000 
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1360 ** C68 1935, Moscow-San Francisco Flight, red surcharge 1r on 10k dark 

brown, position 3 of 25-stamp setting, well centered, full OG, NH, VF, 
Z. Mikulski and Soviet Philatelic guarantees, C.v. $1,275, Est. $600-
$800  

400 

1361 ** C68 1935, Moscow-San Francisco Flight, red surcharge 1r on 10k dark 
brown, right sheet margin single from position 25 of 25-stamp 
setting, full OG, NH, VF and rare marginal stamp, Soviet Philatelic 
guarantee hs, C.v. $1,275++, Est. $1,200-$1,500  

750 

1362 * C68b 1935, Moscow-San Francisco Flight, red surcharge 1r on 10k dark 
brown, small Cyrillic ''f'' in ''Francisco'' variety, position 9 of 25-stamp 
setting, full OG, LH, VF, Soviet Philatelic guarantee hs, C.v. $1,500, 
Est. $600-$800  

400 

1363 ** C75a 1937, Aviation Exhibition, souvenir sheet of four stamps 1r black, 
buff and red brown, size 165x90mm, fresh condition, full OG, NH,  
VF, C.v. $450, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1364 ** C96 var 1955, North Pole to Moscow Flight, strongly shifted to the left red 
overprint on 2r black and yellow green, horizontal pair with 
perforation L12½ instead of comb 12x12½, full OG, NH, VF, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

1365 ** C96 var 1955, North Pole to Moscow Flight, red overprint on 2r black and 
yellow green, horizontal pair, left stamp with wide space between 
''Сев.'' and ''Полюс'' (length 15mm), right one without dash variety, 
full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Soviet Philatelic guarantees on reverse, 
Est. $300-$400 

200 

   Air Post Official stamps  
1366 **/* CO4 1922, red surcharge 600m on Consular stamp of 3r black green on 

rose and green network, vertical pair of types I and II from positions 6 
and 11 of 25-stamp setting, full OG, top stamp is hinged, bottom one 
- NH, VF and scarce in pair, expertized by Z. Mikulski, C.v. $700 as 
singles, Est. $400-$500 

250 

1367 ** CO7 1922, red surcharge 1200m on Consular stamp of 2.25r dark blue on 
green and buff network, position 6 of 25- stamp setting, full OG, NH, 
VF, A. Diena and Soviet Philatelic guarantees, C.v. $2,200, Est. $800-
$1,200  

600 

   RUSSIAN POSTAGE DUE STAMPS   
1368 * J5a 1924, red surcharge 10k on ''Sword Breaking Chain'' 35k ultra, 

horizontal pair, left stamp without the surcharge, full OG, LH, VF, 
C.v. $550, Est. $250-$300  

200 

1369 * J11-12, 
J16-17  
imp 

1925, Numerals, 1k red, 2k lilac, 8k green and 10k dark blue, 
imperforated complete set of four (3k, 7k and 14k are not known 
imperforate), litho printing on wove paper, full OG, LH, VF and 
extremely rare, each stamp with N. Mandrovski certificate, some 
specialists are considering these stamps as plate proofs, Est. $8,000-
$10,000 

5,000 

1370 ** J24 var 1925, Numerals, 14k brown, printed on watermarked paper, long 
serif of ''1'' variety, full OG, NH, VF, a common stamp is included for 
comparison, Est. $75-100  

50 

   PHILATELIC EXCHANGE TAX STAMPS   
1371 **  1923, gold surcharge 5k on Imperial Insurance stamp of 5r in dark 

blue on pale blue network, perforation 12½, block of four with left 
stamps of type I, both right stamps have no accent over ''и'', top one 
has all square dots, bottom one - last dot in round-shape, in addition 
right stamps with vertical line of invalidating perforation, full OG,  
NH, VF and interesting block for a specialist, Standard Cat. #PE4A, 
Est. $150-$200 

100 

1372 *  1925, the third issue, inverted surcharges 5k on 1k, 10k on 3k and 
15k on 1k, all with full OG, mainly LH, VF, Standard #PE6Ta-8Ta, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 
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1373 U  1928, the fourth issue, black surcharge 10k on 250r violet,  
horizontal imperforated pair, neat violet official cancellation at top, 
fresh, VF and rare imperf pair in used condition, Standard #PE15Pa, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

1374 **  1932-33, the sixth issue, horizontal se-tenant pair stamps with black 
surcharges 3r and 5r on 35k ultra, full OG, NH, VF, Soviet Philatelic 
hs on reverse, Standard #PE26-27  

200 

1375 **  1932-33, the sixth issue, two stamps with inverted black surcharges 
3r and 5r on 35k ultra, both with full OG, NH, VF, each one with 
Soviet Philatelic guarantee hs, Standard Cat. #26Ta-27Ta  

250 

   WENDEN   
   A Part of the Livonia Highly Awarded Collection  
   Pre-Adhesive Period Items  
1376 *  1770 (January 26), cover from Wenden to Pernau, addressed to well-

known dealers Schmidt and Till, wax seal on reverse, VF and rare, 
expertized by Z. Mikulski, Est. $200-$300  

150 

1377 *  1809 (June 8), the first Wenden straight line marking in capital Latin 
letters inside double-lined oval frame, size 12x30mm, applied on 
entire letter from Wenden to Riga, received on June 10th, usual folds, 
mounted on original page from the Collection, mostly VF and scarce, 
Est. $150-$200 

100 

1378 *  1810, the second Wenden straight line marking in capital Latin 
letters measuring 4x31mm, applied on entire letter from St. 
Petersburg to Riga, wax seal on reverse, mounted on original page 
from the Collection, VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200  

100 

   Postage Stamps and Postal History  
1379 */U L4, a, b,  

L5 
1863-64, group of nine original stamps, including four for No. L4 and 
L4a, three for No.L4b and two for No.L5, eight unused and one used, 
most with nice margins all around, F/VF, C.v. $895, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1380 * L4c 1864, 2k rose and green, side margin horizontal tete-beche pair, 
excellent quality in every respect, full OG, LH, VF and extremely rare, 
the RPS certificate, according to A. Faberge only 5 pairs recorded,  
this one is definitely the best in existence, C.v. $2,500, which doesn't 
correctly reflect the rarity of that item, Est. $2,000-$3,000 

1,500 

1381 * L4 1868 (November 1), cover from Wenden district to Nuremberg 
(Germany), franked by (2k) rose and green, paid for local delivery, in 
Wenden Imperial Post Office uprated by 1k, 3k and 10k on 
horizontally laid paper, Riga transit and red Prussian postmarks, 
Nuremberg arrival ds on reverse, wax seal removed, mostly VF and 
reportedly unique cover, Z. Mikulski certificate mentioned - just a few 
mixed franking covers to Germany are known, Est. $5,000-$6,000 

3,000 

1382 * L5 1865, (2k) rose and green with Arms in the center, affixed on entire 
letter locally sent in Wenden district, the stamp remained  
uncancelled (probably delivered by private courier), wax seal on 
reverse, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1383 **/* L11d 1893, 2k black, green and red, imperforated sheet of 112 (14x8), 
folded once between stamps (7th and 8th vertical rows), small ''w'' in 
''ZWEI'' variety (position 1), most with significant shift of green color, 
full OG, mainly NH, VF and with high probability unique sheet, 
C.v. $8,400 as hinged pairs, Est. $3,000-$4,000 

2,000 

1384 P L11 1893, plate proof of 2k in black for frame only, imperforated complete 
sheet of 144 (18x8), printed on white wove ungummed paper, folded 
once between 9th and 10th vertical rows, scotch tape mounts at right 
margin, stamps are not affected, VF, unique and unlisted item, Est. 
$5,000-$6,000 

3,000 
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1385 P  1901(c), sample page from the ''Burchardt-Stahlschen Anstalt'' 

printers in Riga, showing five of each - text and background 
separately for No. L2-3, (2k) with old Livonia Arms in center (No. L5) 
and with double oval (No. L6), upside down 2k with Wenden Arms in 
center (No.L8), some thin at left did not detract, mostly VF and 
scarce, Z. Mikulski certificate, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

1386 P  1901(c), sample page from ''Burchardt-Stahlschen Anstalt'' printers  
in Riga, representing various engravings incl. reprints of the first 
issue, showing text and background, (2k) with double oval and old 
Arms of Livonia (No. L5-6), also 2k (No.8, 9), all prepared from the 
original plates, VF, Z. Mikulski certificate, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

1387 **/* L12 1901, Wenden Castle, 2k dark green and brown, two panes of 25  
with vertical gutter in the middle and horizontal at the bottom, 
groups 1 and 2 from printer's sheet of 150, some perf separation and 
reinforcement in the middle, mounted on page from the Collection, 
full OG, mainly NH, VF and beautiful item, Est. $750-$800 

400 

1388 **/* L12b 1901, Wenden Castle, 2k dark green and brown, left sheet margin 
imperforated pane of 25 (third group in printers sheet of 150 (25 x 
2x3), in addition bottom sheet margin block of four, all representing 
two major types of stamps, pane folded horizontally between 3rd and 
4th rows, all mounted on page from a Collection, full OG, mainly NH, 
VF and a spectacular couple, C.v. $1,400 as 14 hinged pairs, Est. 
$600-$800 

400 

1389 * 91, 94 1915, stationery envelope 3k/5k brown violet, uprated by two 
Romanov Dynasty stamps and sent by registered mail from Wenden 
to Grodno, manuscript ''From Mail Box'' on reverse, all appropriate 
markings and arrival ds, VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

   VARIOUS RUSSIAN NON-POSTAL STAMPS   
1390 L  1890, Distillery Tax stamps, 1k-25r, set of eight less 50k for 

completion, fresh condition, no gum as issued, VF, Barefoot #1/9, 
C.v. £260, Est. $120-$150  

75 

1391 L  Balance of a Consignment 1912-30, 47 pieces, including Promotion 
of Exhibitions (4), Zemstvo Hospital (3), War Charity (22), Child 
Welfare (7) and etc., insignificant flaws possible, generally collectible 
quality unit, F/VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1392 ** 1-5 var ARMY OF THE NORTH 1919, ''OKSA'', 5k-50k, complete set 
of five in gutter tete-beche sheets of 200 (100+100), sheet of 50k 
printed on thin paper, all others - on ordinary paper, occasional 
marginal flaws, folded along the gutter, full OG, NH, VF, all 
guaranteed genuine, C.v. $600 w/o a premium for 50 gutter tete-
beche pairs, Est. $400-$500 

250 

   RUSSIAN OFFICES IN CHINA   
1393 U 73/111 Imperial stamps used in China Assortment 1913-20, 105 pieces 

bearing altogether 187 stamps, representing cancellations of Harbin, 
Harbin Train Station, Harbin- Pristan' (Pier), TPO ''Harbin-
Vladivostok'' and ''Harbin- Manchuria'', several stations of CER such 
as Bukhedu, Haidar, Manchuria and etc., minor flaws possible as 
always on postally used material, F/VF, Est. $250-$300 (website 
photo) 

150 

1394 U 73 var 1920, Harbin issue, blue surcharge 2c on 2k green, neat Yaomyn 
postal cancellation, fresh, VF and guaranteed genuine, M. 
Kramarenko Cat. #2, C.v. $400, Est. $250-$300  

150 

   RUSSIAN OFFICES IN THE TURKISH EMPIRE   
1395 ** 227 1913, Romanov Dynasty, black surcharge 50pi on 5r dark brown, 

three-side margin block of 25 (left part of a sheet), post office fresh, 
full OG, NH (LH on margins only), VF and rare multiple, C.v. $5,625 
as singles, Est. $3,000-$3,600  

1,800 
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1396 *  1895, stationery letter card 10k grayish green and red, double 

impression of red color on pre-printed stamp, sent from 
Constantinople to Ljubljana in 1905, postmarked on arrival, VF and 
rare, Kramarenko Cat. #1Tb, C.v. $500, Est. $300-$400  

200 

   WRANGEL'S ARMY ISSUES  
1397 * 284B-C 1921, blue surcharges 20,000r over Russian Offices in Turkey of 35pi 

on 3.50r black and gray and over 70pi on 7r black and yellow, 
complete set of two stamps printed on vertically laid paper, full OG, 
previously hinged, VF and scarce, A. Sredinsky (producer of  
Wrangel's Army stamps) guarantee hs, C.v. $700, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1398 ** 289-90 1921, blue surcharges 5000r over 5pi on 50k and 5000r over 7pi on 
70k, two bottom left corner sheet margin blocks of four, control 
inscription of each block reads: ''Кред. Тип. 1910'', full OG, NH, VF 
and spectacular items, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1399 * 376 1921, brown surcharge 20,000r over Crimea stamp of 5r on 20k blue 
and red, full OG, LH, VF and scarce, A. Sredinsky guarantee hs, 
C.v. $750, Est. $400-$500  

250 

   RUSSIA USED IN ASIA   
1400 *  1916 (November 9 Julian Calendar), black-and-white Russian 

postcard (Ruins of Turkestan Fort) used as POW card from Czech 
soldier, sent free-frank from Tashkent (Middle Asia) and addressed to 
Prague, Turkestan censorship marking, delivered by TPO ''Tashkent - 
Samara'', mostly VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1401 * 75 Bukhara Khanate (Chardzhou) 1917, postcard (Ashgabat Railway) 
mailed from TPO ''Chardzhou-Krasnovodsk'' to Kyzyl-Arvat (now 
Serdar), franked by 3k red, arrival ds, VF, Est. $120-$150  

75 

1402 * 35 Transcaspian (Zacaspian) Oblast 1887, registered cover from Kyzyl-
Arvat (now Serdar, Turkmenistan) to Vyborg (then Russian Finland), 
franked by vertical pair of 7k blue, ''ANK 22/12'' arrival marking is 
alongside, mostly VF and an interesting mailing with unusual 
destination, Est. $150-$200 

100 

   RUSSIAN LOCALS OF THE CIVIL WAR PERIOD   
   Far Eastern Republic  
1403 * 105, 107 1920 (November 16), Japanese color postcard sent from Vladivostok 

to Austria, franked by six values, including four money stamps, 
which were prohibited to use as postage, tied by Pervaya Rechka 
postmark, London ''28.DE.20'' transit, F/VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1404 * 3/15,     
38-41 

1922 (January 10), registered cover from Vladivostok to US, franked 
by 11 stamps, including six with ''D.V.R.'' overprints, set of four Chita 
stamps and imperforated 1r without overprint (Russia #131), arrival 
markings are on reverse, mostly VF and scarce, Est. $250-$300 

150 

1405 *  Provisional Zemstvo Government of Baikal Region 1920, black, 
blue or red pentagonal overprint ''Vremennaya Zemskaya Vlast 
Pribaikal'ya'' on Imperial high values 1r-10r and ''Sword Breaking 
Chain'' 35k and 70k, complete set of eight, full OG, mainly LH, VF, 
Est. $150-$200 

100 

   Kiev  
1406 * 85 1922, registered cover from Boguslav to Berlin via Moscow (Dr. 

Brender's correspondence), franked on reverse by upwards surcharge 
7500(r) on Saving stamp of 5k in block of four, watermark Vertical 
Diamonds, Berlin arrival, minor soiling, F/VF and scarce real 
commercial cover, Raybaudi certificate, Est. $400-$500 

250 

1407 U 85a fn var 1922, black downwards (inverted) surcharge 7500(r) on Saving stamp 
of 5k green on buff network, printed on paper with watermark 
Horizontal Diamonds (sideways), block of four (upper right stamp has 
rounded corner) and horizontal pair, both are placed on a piece along 
with RSFSR stamp of 5000r/2r, clear Kiev cancellation, VF and rare 
genuine multiple, C.v. $2,880 as singles, Est. $700-$800 

400 
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1408 *  Kustanay 1920, parcel card from Kustanay to Bol'shie Soli (Kostroma 

Gub.), franked by five stamps with black handstamped surcharge 
''rub'' on 20k blue and red, including block of four, upper right stamp 
with double handstamp variety, postmarked on arrival, fresh 
condition, counterfoil is attached, VF and rare franking, 
Geyfman #21, Est. $400-$500 

250 

   Siberia - Admiral Kolchak issue  
1409 ** 1, b 1919, black surcharge 35 (k) on perforated 2k green, three-side 

margin block of 20 (5x4), second stamp at the bottom row without ''5'' 
variety (position 22), minor perf separation at top, full OG, NH, VF, 
Est. $250-$300 

150 

1410 ** 10 var 1919, black surcharge 1r on 4k carmine, complete imperforated pane 
of 25 with offset of surcharge on gum side, slight top right corner 
creases affecting one stamp, fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $237.50 for 
hinged singles without variety, Est. $100-$150 

75 

   South Russia  
1411 **/* 7a Rostov issue 1918, black surcharge 25(k) on imperforated 2k green, 

basic stamp with double impression, bottom left corner margin block 
of four, surcharge positions 81-82/91 -92, marginal folds did not 
affect the stamps, full OG, NH or LH(top stamps), VF, I. Myaskovsky 
opinion, C.v.$600 as hinged singles, Est. $300-$400 

200 

   Yekaterinodar issue  
1412 ** 24, c 1918-20, black surcharge 1r on perforated 3k red, top left corner 

sheet margin block of six (2x3), two top stamps without the 
surcharge, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp expertized by E. Eichenthal, 
C.v. $200 as two hinged pairs with and without surcharge, Est. $100-
$150 

75 

1413 ** 36a, c 1918-20, inverted black surcharge ''-50'' on 2k green, imperforated 
complete pane of 25, surcharge is strongly shifted to the top left and 
forming eight pairs with and without surcharge, very fresh, full OG, 
NH, VF and scarce multiple, Est. $700-$800 

400 

1414 **/* 36b 1918-20, double black surcharge ''-50'' on 2k green, three-side 
margin imperforated block of 20 (5x4), full OG, NH or hinged (two top 
stamps), VF, C.v. $800 as hinged singles, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1415 ** 20a/36d Selection of Errors 1918-20, 11 mint stamps in singles, pairs and 
block of four, including ten inverted surcharges, one double and  
three surcharge shifts, No.36b has gum creases, others are in sound 
condition, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $545++, Est. $250-$300 

150 

   ZEMSTVO (RURAL POST) LOCALS   
1416 *  Ardatov 1894, 3k grayish green, vertical pair imperforated 

horizontally, full OG, top stamp is hinged, bottom one - NH, VF, 
Chuchin #14 var, Est. $140-$150  

75 

1417 *  Bogorodsk 1890, 10k light blue, perforated single used on reverse of 
cover addressed to Bogorodsk zemstvo administration in 1894, 
slightly reduced at right, still F/VF, Chuchin #61, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1418 **  Konstantinograd 1913-14, 1k green and 3k carmine, two complete 
sheets of 25, minor marginal defects possible, full OG, stamps are 
NH, VF, Chuchin #5, 7, C.v. $350++, Est. $250-$300 (website photo)  

150 

1419 *  Krasny 1912, 100th Anniversary of the Patriotic War of 1812, 3k 
multicolored printed on light yellow paper, horizontal tete-beche pair 
with gutter in the middle, full OG, LH, VF, Chuchin #11 var, Est. 
$150-$200  

100 

1420 *  Novaya Ladoga 1869-83, 25k rose red, pair and a single of 5k gray 
and carmine or gray and rose, full OG or unused no gum (25k), 
mostly VF, Chuchin #3, 5, C.v. $136++  

60 

1421 *  Novgorod 1870, 5k black on red lilac paper, nice margins all around, 
full OG, hinged, VF, Chuchin #2, C.v. $200, Est. $150-$200  

100 
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1422 **/*  Penza 1910, ½k violet, top and bottom margin vertical strip of five, 

imperforated horizontally between stamps, reinforced fold between 
third and fourth stamps, otherwise full OG, NH or LH (hinged on top 
margin and bottom stamp), VF and very scarce, ex-Faberge, 
Chuchin #8, Est. $400-$500 

300 

1423 **  Poltava 1910-12, Bicentenary of the Poltava Battle, violet diagonal 
surcharge 1k on 15k violet and gray, three-side margin perforated 
block of 12 (2x6), stamp on position 7 has no white dot over ''З'' in 
''Земск.'' variety, full OG, NH, VF and rare multiple, only 8 stamps 
with this variety possible, Chuchin #47, var, Schmidt #58, var, 
C.v. $2,400 as hinged singles, variety is not mentioned in the Cat, 
Est. $1,500-$2,000 

1,000 

1424 **  Rostov-on-Don 1892, 2k deep blue, bottom right corner sheet  
margin block of nine, three stamps at bottom placed sideways, 
forming three couche pairs, minor marginal wrinkles did not affect 
the stamps, full OG, NH,VF and scarce multiple, Chuchin #8, a, 
C.v. $642 as hinged, Est. $500-$600 

300 

1425 **  Sarapul 1909-13, 2k dark blue, complete sheet of 25 with space 
between stamps 3.1-3.2mm, some marginal defects did not affect 
stamps, full OG, stamps are NH, VF, Chuchin #3, Schmidt #7, 
C.v. $175 as hinged singles, Est. $100-$150  

75 

   Urzhum  
1426 U  1901, 2k lilac carmine, two stamps printed on wove and ordinary 

paper, each one is bearing zemstvo cancellation, mostly VF, 
Chuchin #6, 6a, C.v. $340, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1427 **  1911, 2k brown, two complete sheets of 25 with small and large 
perforation holes, minor marginal flaws possible, still full OG, stamps 
are NH, VF, Chuchin #8, var, C.v. $350++, Est. $250-$300 (website 
photo)  

150 

1428 *  Vasil 1871, colorless embossing 5k on grayish paper, fresh quality,  
no gum as produced, VF and scarce in premium quality, 
Chuchin #1a, C.v. $160  

75 

1429 **  Velsk 1902-16, 6k grayish green, complete sheet of 25, full OG, 
hinged at top margin, stamps are NH, VF, not listed in Chuchin, 
Schmidt #25, C.v. $625 as hinged singles, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1430 *  Zienkov 1898, 3k bronze, perforated single of type 3 with inverted  
''3'' at the top left value tablet, natural gum loss at the top, still large 
part of OG, NH, VF and rare variety, Chuchin #36 var, Schmidt #35 
var, Est. $100-$150  

75 

   SAUDI ARABIA   
1431 ** L16e Kingdom of the Hejaz 1921, double (one inverted) black overprint on 

½pi green, position 23, roulette 13, full original dry gum as always 
exists, NH, VF, expertized by D. Graham, C.v. $825, SG #23db, £900 
as hinged, Est. $300-$400  

200 

   Hejaz Postage Due stamps - Jeddah issue  
1432 * LJ18a 1925, reading up (inverted) blue overprint on 20pa red, full OG, VLH, 

VF, P. Holcombe certificate, C.v. $825, SG #D89a, £1,000, Est. $400-
$500  

250 

1433 ** 314-41 1964-70, Gas-Oil Separating Plant, 1p-200p, complete set of 28, 
excellent quality unit, full OG, NH, VF and scarce in complete set, 
C.v. $1,922, Est. $800-$1,000  

500 

1434 **/* 1/644, 
C1/99 

Nice Collection on Scott Album Pages 1925-73, over 550 mainly 
mint stamps, starting with Nejdi Administration, including Pilgrimage 
stamps, Medina issue, Kingdom of Nejaz-Nejdi sets, then Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia, postage and air post with imperforated Arms of 1934, 
valuable definitive sets, nice quality unit, full OG, NH (from 1950's), 
LH/hinged, F/VF, C.v. is about $15,000, Est. $2,500-$3,000 (website 
photo) 

1,500 
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   SPAIN   
1435 * 338 var 1922-26, King Alfonso XIII, 25c dark blue, error of color, nice 

centering for this difficult stamp, numbered at bottom, large part of 
OG, VF, C.v. $200, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1436 */U  Group of Better Items 1850-1953, 87 mostly mint stamps (8 - used) 
and 8 souvenir sheets, starting with No.1c and representing some 
Classic period stamps, later material - generally the ''key'' values of 
postage, semi-postal and air post issues, including ''AEREO + 5 Pts'' 
surcharges (No. C97 and CB6), full/part of OG or used, F/VF and a 
great lot to filling spaces in your holding, C.v. is over $4,400, Est. 
$800-$1,000 (website photo) 

500 

   TANNU TUVA   
1437 ** 41 1933, black surcharge (type 3) 15(k) on Revenue stamp of 6k yellow, 

horizontal pair, full OG, NH, VF and scarce in pair, C.v. $1,000 as 
two singles, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1438 ** 61-70 1935, Wild and House Animals, 1k-5t, complete set of ten, including 
seven triangle stamps, unfolded blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $238++, Est. $150-$200  

100 

   THAILAND   
1439 ** 1036a   

imp 
1983, International Philatelic Exhibition in Bangkok, 1.25b-9.50b, 
imperforated souvenir sheet of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $150, Est. 
$75-$100  

50 

1440 ** 1211 1987, 60th Birthday of King Bhumibol, 100b blue with gold 
embossing, miniature sheet of ten (2x5), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $750, 
Est. $300-$400  

200 

1441 ** 1500 1992, 60th Birthday of Queen Sirikit, 100b blue with gold embossing, 
miniature sheet of ten, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $210, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1442 * 1, 6 var TRANSCAUCASIAN FEDERATED REPUBLICS 1923 
(July 14), money order for 20,000,000rub sent from Jabrayil 
(Yelisavetgrad Gub., now - Azerbaijan) to Lankaran, franked by black 
Star overprint on 10k dark blue in block of four and 43 stamps with 
inverted (1) or placed sideways Star overprint on perforated 1r brown, 
pale brown and orange, all appropriate markings, received in 
Lankaran on August 8, wax seal, archival folds and holes at left, still 
F/VF and very scarce franking, Est. $250-$300 

150 

   UKRAINE   
   Catalogued by Comprehensive Catalogue of Ukrainian Philately by 

John Bulat 
 

   UKRAINIAN TRIDENT OVERPRINTS  
   Kyiv  
1443 */U 13/104, 

var 
Beautiful Selection of Type 1 1918, 208 mostly mint stamps (10 - 
used), representing perforated and imperforated singles, pairs, strips 
and blocks of 1k-10r (perf) and 1k-7r (imperf), including perforated  
7k in strip of four, 14k in pair, 5r - a single and many more, full OG, 
NH, LH/hinged or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. Seichter and Dr. Zelonka, C.v. 
is over $2,000, Est. $700-$800 (website photo) 

400 

1444 * 240 1920, money order for 3,000 rub sent from Kovel (Volyn Gub.) to 
Saratov Gub., franked by vertical pair and a single of violet trident 
overprint (Kyiv, type 2) and cancelled by Field Post Office No.69 
''3.09.20'' ds, arrival marking ''21.9.20'' is on reverse, mounted on 
page from a Collection, VF and rare late usage, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1445 */U 257/91 Valuable Assemblage of type 2a 1918, 65 mostly mint stamps (2 - 
used), perforated and imperforated singles, pairs, strips of three or 
four and one block of four, including 3.50r and 7r on vertically laid 
paper, 10k/7k in strip of three, a single of perforated 5r and many 
more, full OG, NH, LH/hinged or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. Seichter, Dr. 
Zelonka and others, C.v. $1,130, Est. $500-$600 (website photo) 

300 
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1446 * 258, var 1918, violet overprint (type 2a) on 7r black and yellow, two stamps 

printed on vertically laid paper, one has inverted overprint, full OG, 
LH, VF and very scarce, especially stamp with inverted overprint (not 
mentioned in the Cat.), each one properly expertized, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1447 **/U 294/322 Nice Collection of Types 2b and 2bb 1918, over one hundred mint 
and used (28) stamps, perforated and imperforated singles, pairs, 
strips and blocks, among better perf single of 5k, 14k - pair, 20k/14k 
in strip of five and many more, nice quality material, full OG with 
many NH stamps, VF, some signed, ex-Dr. Seichter, Dr. Zelonka or 
others, C.v. is $1,200++, Est. $500-$600 (website photo) 

300 

1448 */U 323/49 Mainly Multiples Group of type 2c 1918, 89 mostly mint perforated 
and imperforated stamps (2 - used), 7 singles, others are in pairs, 
strips of three, four or five, blocks of four, six or ten, including 7r on 
vertically laid paper, 5k in strip of five, 20k/14k in pair, imperf 3.50r 
in strip of three with blue overprint and more, full OG, NH, 
LH/hinged or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. Seichter, Dr. Zelonka and others, 
C.v. is over $3,400, Est. $1,200-$1,500 (website photo) 

750 

1449 */U 350/76a Great Selection of type 2d 1918, 95 mint and used (23) stamps in 
singles, pairs, strips and blocks, including imperforated 2k in used 
block of 10, mint single of 5k (No.369, listed , but priced with ''-'' in 
the Cat.), mint singles of 3.50r and inverted overprint on 7r, plus 
many more, full OG or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. Seichter, Dr. Zelonka and 
others, C.v. is almost $2,000, Est. $700-$800 (website photo) 

400 

1450 */U 381/   
407a 

Clean Collection of type 2ee 1918, over 100 mostly mint stamps (2 
- used) in perforated and imperforated singles, pairs, strips and 
blocks, among better perforated single and pair of 70k, a single of 5r, 
imperforated 70k (No.403, priced with ''-'' in the Cat.), fresh quality, 
full OG, NH, LH/hinged or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. Seichter, Dr. Zelonka 
and others, C.v. $1,300++, Est. $400-$500 (website photo) 

250 

1451 */U 408/41 Neat Assembling of type 2f 1918, 139 mostly mint stamps (22 - 
used), perforated and imperforated singles, pairs, strips and blocks, 
including inverted overprints on perf 1k and 3k, imperf 1r with 
inverted background and many more, full OG, NH, LH/hinged or 
used, F/VF, some signed by various experts, ex-Dr. Seichter, Dr. 
Zelonka and others, C.v. $2,077++, Est. $700-$800 (website photo) 

400 

1452 */U 455/490 Fabulous Assortment of type 2g 1918, 147 mint and used (21) 
stamps in singles, pairs, strips and blocks, including 13 inverted and 
1 double overprint, two stamps priced with ''-'' in the Cat. - perf 3.50r 
and imperf 20k plus more, full OG or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. Seichter, Dr. 
Zelonka and others, C.v. $2,150++, Est. $700-$800 (website photo) 

400 

1453 */U 508/62 Valuable Collection of type 2gg 1918, 172 mostly mint  stamps (14 
- used), representing 31 stamps with inverted overprint (12 not 
mentioned in the Cat.), among better perforated - 25k normal plus 
inverted overprint, 1r with inverted overprint, 3.50r in block of four 
with inverted overprint, imperforated - 20k with violet, 1r with violet 
and red overprints, 3.50r pair with inverted overprint and more, full 
OG, NH, LH/hinged or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. Seichter, Dr. Zelonka and 
others, C.v. is over $5,500, Est. $1,600-$2,000 (website photo) 

1,000 

1454 * 508-09   
var 

1918, violet overprint (type 2gg) on 3.50r and 7r, two vertical tete-
beche pairs (one stamp has inverted overprint) on vertically laid 
paper, full OG, LH, VF, ex-Dr. Zelonka, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1455 */U 661/74 Kharkiv - Collection on Stockpages 1918, almost 300 mostly mint 
stamps (11 - used) with three different types of overprints, including 
24 inverted or double overprints of type 1, Dzenis reprints on 
Romanov Dynasty stamps of 1r, 2r and 3r, four large blocks of 1r 
(formerly sheet of 50 with 6 label) with provisional perforation 11½ 
and bearing overprint of type 2 (each stamp guaranteed by U.P.V.), 
plus many more, full OG, mostly VF, ex-Dr. Seichter, A. Epstein and 
others, C.v. $1,970, Est. $500-$600 (website photo) 

300 
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1456 */U 818/63 Katerinoslav - Mainly Multiples Group 1918, 128 mostly mint 

perforated and imperforated stamps (24 - used, some on pieces), 
including 24 blocks of four, representing type 1 multiple handstamp, 
special Katerinoslav types and type 2 (boxed trident), nice condition, 
full OG, NH, LH/hinged or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. Seichter, Dr. Zelonka 
and others, C.v. close to $1,500, Est. $500-$600 (website photo) 

300 

1457 */U 943/   
1055 

Poltava - Neat Collection on Stockpages 1918, 56 mint or used (13) 
stamps, representing 54 values of the type 1 and 2 - of type 2, among 
better of type 1 violet overprint on 7k and of type 2 black overprint on 
perforated 3.50r, fresh quality material, full OG or used, F/VF, ex- 
Dr. Seichter and others, C.v. $750, Est. $250-$300 (website photo) 

150 

   Odessa  
1458 * 1149/   

68a 
1918, black overprint (type 4) on perforated 1k- 10r, set of 21 stamps, 
the high value with shifted yellow background to the right, all with 
full OG, LH or hinged, F/VF, valuable stamps properly expertized, ex-
Dr. Zelonka, C.v. $330, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1459 * 1164-  
1202 

1918, black overprint on perforated 1r dark brown, pale brown and 
orange, vertical pair, top stamp has overprint type 4, bottom one - 
type 5, full OG, NH or LH (top stamp), expertized by J. Bulat, this se-
tenant pair is not listed in the Cat., Est. $150-$200 

100 

1460 */U 1184/   
219 

Beautiful one of a kind Collection of type 5 1918, 49 mint and 
used (25) mostly single stamps, some used ones are cancelled on 
pieces, including 15 inverted and 1 double overprints, tete-beche pair 
of perforated 2k green and a single of 4k (No.1189, priced with ''-'' in 
the Cat.), nice quality overall, full OG or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. Seichter 
and Dr. Zelonka, C.v. $2,700++, Est. $800-$1,000 (website photo) 

500 

1461 * 1186, var 1918, two stamps with black overprint (type 5) on perforated 1k 
orange, one has upright overprint, the other one - sideways, both  
with full OG, LH, VF and rare, expertized by J. Bulat, stamps with 
upright overprint priced with ''-'' in the Cat., while sideways overprint 
is not listed, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1462 * 1192a, 
1193b, 
1195b 

1918, black overprint (type 5) on perforated 10k, 10k/7k and on 15k, 
three vertical tete-beche pairs, top stamp with inverted overprint, full 
OG, LH, VF, expertized by J. Bulat and Dr. Seichter, C.v. $365 as 
single stamps, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1463 */U 1222/57 Neat and Valuable Collection of type 6 1918, 65 mint and used (25) 
perforated and imperforated stamps, representing 11 values with 
inverted overprint, among better, perforated - 1k, 3k, 5k, 20k/14k, 
imperforated - 7r, nice quality unit, full OG or used, F/VF, 
C.v. $4,100++, Est. $1,200-$1,600 (website photo) 

800 

1464 */U 1258/78 Nice Assemblage of type 7 1918, 71 mint and used (25) perforated 
and imperforated stamps, mainly singles and pairs, but includes 
several strips and blocks, 12 values with inverted overprint (perf 1k, 
2k and 5k are not listed 20k priced with ''-'' in the Cat.), 1 tete-beche 
pair and many more, full OG or used, F/VF, C.v. $2,300++, Est. 
$800-$1,000 (website photo) 

500 

1465 */U 1279/308 Excellent Holding of type 8 1918, 139 mint and used (54) 
perforated and imperforated stamps, representing 20 inverted 
overprints, 1 tete-beche pair and 3 double overprints, including  
invert on 4k priced with ''-'' and on 14k/20k not listed in the Cat., 
clean grouping, full OG or used, F/VF, some signed by well-known 
experts, ex-Dr. Seichter or Dr. Zelonka, C.v. is well over $3,500, Est. 
$1,000-$1,400 (website photo) 

700 

1466 */U 1309/37 Clean Selection of type 9 1918, 45 mint or used (25) stamps, 
including 3.50r and 7r (repaired) on vertically laid paper, 35k and 10r 
used, imperforated 4k mint and used, 20k mint and used, 5r 
cancelled on a piece and many more, fresh condition overall, full OG 
or used, F/VF, some expertized by famous experts, ex-Dr. Seichter or 
Dr. Zelonka, C.v. $2,525, Est. $800-$1,000 (website photo) 

500 
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1467 U 1309-10 1918, black overprint (type 9) on 3.50r black and gray, 7r black and 

yellow, printed on vertically laid paper, both are postally used, F/VF, 
expertized by J. Bulat, C.v. $200 for No.1309 and ''-'' for No.1310, 
Est. $250-$300  

150 

1468 */U 1348/68 Fabulous Group of type 10 1918, 45 mint and used (33) perforated 
10r/7k-5r and imperforated 1k-7r, including cancelled stamps on 
pieces, large strips and two blocks of four, 4 stamps with inverted 
overprints and 1 tete-beche pair, full OG or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. 
Zelonka, C.v. $2,550, Est. $800-$1,000 (website photo) 

500 

   Podilia  
1469 U 1441, a 1918, two perforated stamps of 3.50r maroon and green with black 

overprint (type 2), one has inverted overprint, both are postally used, 
invert with Khashchevato cancellation, mostly VF, C.v. $165, Est. 
$100-$150  

75 

1470 U 1485 1918, black overprint (type 5) on imperforated 3k red, horizontal 
imperforated pair with Kamenets ''19.11.18'' ds, mostly VF, expertized 
by J Bulat, C.v. $330++, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1471 U 1497/509 1908, black overprint (type 9) on perforated 2k-70k, set of seven 
values, all are postally used, two cancelled on pieces, mostly F/VF, 
the ''key'' stamps properly expertized, C.v. $309, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1472 U 1507,  
1517 

1918, black overprint (type 9) on perforated 15k and Saving stamp of 
1k, cancelled on a piece by Voronovitsy date stamp, F/VF, each with 
J. Bulat hs on reverse, C.v. $125 for 15k, Saving stamp priced with ''-
'' in the Cat., Est. #00-$400  

200 

1473 * 1518/31 1918, black overprint (type 10) on perforated 2k-3.50r, set of 11 
values, full OG, LH or hinged, F/VF, C.v. $221, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1474 * 1523 1918, black overprint (type 10) on perforated 14k blue and carmine, 
full OG, previously hinged, VF, expertized by J. Bulat, this stamp is 
priced with ''-'' in the Cat., Est. $150-$200  

100 

1475 U 1582a 1918, double black overprint (type 14) on 20k blue and carmine, 
postally used, F/VF, expertized by J. Bulat, the stamp is priced with 
''-'' in the Cat., Est. $100-$150  

75 

1476 * 1722a 1918, inverted black overprint (type 21) on perforated 7k light blue, 
full OG, previously hinged, VF, expertized by U.P.V., the stamp is 
priced with ''-'' in the Cat., Est. $150-$200  

100 

1477 * 1758/69 1918, black overprint (type 23) on perforated 3k-3.50r, set of six, 
including 35k, which is priced with ''-'' in the Cat. (expertized by J. 
Bulat), full OG, LH or hinged, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1478 U 1777/87 1918, black overprint (type 24) on 3k-70k, including stamps of 15k, 
25k and 35k cancelled on pieces, mostly fresh and F/VF, ex-Dr. 
Zelonka, C.v. $215, 15k and 25k are priced with ''-'' in the Cat. Est. 
$300-$400  

200 

1479 **/* 1372/ 
2189 

Fabulous and Valuable Collection in Blue Stockbook 1918, 750 
mint and used (290) stamps neatly arranged by Bulat Cat. order and 
representing 52 different types of overprint (identified by Dr. Seichter 
types), singles, pairs, strips and blocks, we mention 50 values, which 
are priced with ''-'' in the Cat. (inventory enclosed), many used  
stamps are on pieces, nice and neat holding, full/large part of OG or 
used, F/VF, many valuable stamps properly expertized, ex-Dr. 
Seichter, Dr. Zelonka or others, C.v. is over $20,000 only for stamps 
priced in the Cat., Est. $8,000-$10,000 (website photo) 

5,000 

   Local Trident Overprints  
1480 U 2395-96 Kyiv Local Type I (B) 1918, violet overprint on perforated 25k, 

vertical pair and a single; and on imperforated 15k, all cancelled on a 
piece by Kyiv ''18.12.18'' date stamp, mostly VF and extremely rare, 
only four stamps of perforated 25k known, imperforated 15k is 
unique, this piece illustrated in the Dr. Ceresa Handbook, ex-Dr. 
Seichter and Dr. Zelonka, Est. $4,000-$5,000 

2,500 
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1481 U 2431 Nemyia 1918, black overprint on perforated 1r dark brown, pale 

brown and orange, practically complete Nemyia cancellation, VF and 
very rare, C.v. $450, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1482 */U 2284/511 Interesting Collection on Stockpages 1918, 191 mint or used (73) 
stamps, including 16 with postal punches to avoid repeat usage, 
representing 28 different postal offices, most valuable are Berezno, 
Chernihiv, Kherson, Novobilytsia and several others, vast majority of 
these stamps are official Soviet reprints with appropriate markings on 
reverse, nice quality in most cases, full OG or used, F/VF, Est. 
$2,000-$2,400 (website photo) 

1,200 

   Semi - Postal issues  
1483 * 1a-4a 1923, Famine Relief issue, 10+10krb - 150+50krb, perforated 

complete set of four, printed on watermarked Crosses and Circles 
paper, full OG, LH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1484 * 1b-4b 1923, Famine Relief issue, 10+10krb - 150+50krb, imperforated 
complete set of four, printed on paper without watermark, full OG, 
previously hinged, VF, I. Kirzhner certificate, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1485 *  Group of Three Postal History Items 1918-19, three Katerinoslav 
stamps on registered cover in Yenakijeve, money order bearing 50(!) 
Podilia (type 1) tridents from Tomashpil' to Yampil' and Romny- 
Homel stationery envelope 14k blue uprated by 8 values with Poltava 
tridents, F/VF, Est. $150-$200 (website photo) 

100 

1486 **/* 756/1679 Selection of Multiples 1918, 9 different complete sheets, including 
Kharkiv (type 3) imperf 5r, Odessa (types 3 and 5) imperf 50k and 1r, 
Podilia (types 1) perf 10k/7k x2, 15k x3 (different varieties), imperf 3k 
in block of 90 and Podilia (type 18) imperf 5k, all with full OG, mostly 
VF, C.v. $860++, Est. $250-$300 (website photo) 

150 

1487 **  UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 1972, Golden Marmoset, 1r 
multicolored, two corner sheet margin blocks of four, one with black 
color omitted (denomination and country name), the other one with 
black color shifted to the bottom and causing ''four eyes'' variety, first 
one has slight mostly marginal soiling, otherwise fresh, full OG, NH, 
VF, a common block is included for comparison, Mi #1015 var, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

   VATICAN CITY   
1488 ** 117 var 1946, Cardinal Pole, 2.50L dark blue and brown, top sheet margin 

vertical pair, imperforated between stamps, full OG, NH, VF, 
Sassone #117i, €1,000, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1489 ** 149 var 1951, 1500th Anniversary of the Council of Chalcedon, 5L dark 
greenish gray, top sheet margin vertical pair imperforated at top and 
between stamps with extra horizontal perforation on the design of 
bottom stamp, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #149ba, €2,200, Est. $350-
$400 

200 

1490 P 760 1985, Sarcophagus of St. Gregory VII, perforated stage proof of 2500L 
in magenta, upper right sheet margin single, imperf at top with 
misplaced horizontal perforation at bottom, full OG, NH and scarce, 
Raybaudi certificate for vertical pair, the offered stamp being at top, 
Est. $150-$200 

100 

   Semi - Postal issues  
1491 ** B1-4 1933, Holy Year issue, 25c+10c - 1.25L+25c, complete set of four, 

sheet margin blocks of four, the high value block with strengthened 
horizontal perforation, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $760++, Sassone #15- 
18,€750, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1492 ** B1-4 imp 1933, Holy Year issue, 25c+10c - 1.25L+25c, imperforated complete 
set of four, four-side margin singles, full OG, NH, VF and rare, E. 
Diena certificate for the complete set, Sassone #15a-18a, €16,000, 
Est. $2,000-$2,400  

1,200 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
1493 P B1-4 1933 Holy Year issue, 25c+10c - 1.25L+25c, composite die proof in 

carmine, printed on thick white card, size 170x222mm, ''Institut de 
Gravure et D'Impression de Papiers-Valuer...'' imprint at bottom, 
fresh, VF and extremely rare, only a few are known, Sassone #15-18, 
Est. $3,500-$4,000 

2,000 

   Air Post stamps  
1494 ** C16-17 1948, Archangel Raphael and Young Tobias, 250L brownish black 

and 500L ultra, complete set of two, bottom right corner sheet margin 
blocks of four, the high value block has 10-tip separation at left, 
nevertheless post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $2,560++, 
Sassone #PA16-17, €3,000, Est. $700-$800 

400 

1495 ** C18-19 1949, 75th Anniversary of the UPU, 300L ultra and 1000L green, 
complete set of two, full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $180, Est. $75-$100  

50 

1496 ** C18-19 1949, 75th Anniversary of the UPU, 300L ultra and 1000L green, top 
sheet or top left corner sheet margin blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $720++, Sassone #PA18-19, €950, Est. $250-$300  

150 

1497 ** C32 var 1956, Archangel Gabriel, 300L deep violet, bottom left corner sheet 
margin single, imperforated at foot, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #A32a, 
€2,000, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1498 ** C33a 1958, Dome of St. Peter's Basilica, 500L green and blue green, 
perforation 14, unfolded block of four, usually centered to the top, 
fresh colors and paper, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only a  
few blocks survived, E. Diena certificate, C.v. $16,000 as singles, 
Sassone #A33/1, €28,500, Est. $5,000-$6,000 

3,000 

1499 **P 77/277, 
C11-14 

SOUTH VIETNAM  - Imperforates and Proofs Selection 1957- 
66, 166 stamps in singles, pairs, strips and blocks, about 100 values 
are imperforates in issued colors, Great Personalities, Red Cross, 
Historical Places and etc., nice quality overall, full OG (just a few with 
brownish gum), NH, mainly VF, Est. $500-$600 (website photo) 

300 

1500 ** 219 fn NORTH VIETNAM 1962, Weightlifting Championship of 
Socialist Countries, 12xu brown, buff, red and black, unissued stamp 
in bottom left corner sheet margin block of four printed on 
horizontally laid paper, no gum as produced, NH, VF and scarce 
multiple, C.v. $480 as singles, Est. $300-$400 

200 

   YUGOSLAVIA   
1501 ** 1LB1-4,   

a, var 
Issues for Bosnia and Herzegovina - Semi-Postal issues 1918, 
black overprint on Postal Charity stamps of Bosnia, complete set of 
four, in addition 1LB2 and 1LB3 with Cyrillic type of overprint and 
1LB1-2 with double (one inverted) overprint, all important stamps are 
expertized by J. Colic and D. Marjanovic, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $650 
as hinged (inverted overprints not priced), Mi #A19-20, 19 -20 I, II, 
€1,726 w/o inverted overprints, Est. $400-$500 

250 

1502 ** 1LE2b var Special Delivery stamps 1918, red overprint in Cyrillic type on 5h 
deep green, horizontal pair, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, stamps 
bearing red overprint had never been officially issued and some 
specialists considered them as proofs, expertized by D. Marjanovic, 
Mi #18 IIb, €1,000 as singles, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1503 **/* 1LJ1-13 
var 

Postage Due stamps - Overprint Errors 1918, black overprints of 
transposed types (Roman vs. Cyrillic and vice versa) on 2h-40h, set of 
seven values; and inverted overprints in black or carmine on 2h-3kr, 
complete set of 13, all with full OG, NH or VLH (3), F/VF, expertized 
by J. Colic, Est. $120-$150 

75 

1504 ** RA5 var Trieste (Zone B) - Postal Tax stamps 1953, Red Cross issue, Child 
and Nurse, blue overprint STT/VUJNA on 2d orange brown and red, 
horizontal pair with cross is printed twice variety, full OG, NH, VF, 
expert's sign, Sassone #93a, €500++, Est. $100-$150 

75 
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   WORLDWIDE   
   Karl Lewis Illustrated Covers  
   USA  
1505 * 737 1934 (June 21), Dollar Steamship Liner ''President Hoover'', cover to 

NYS, bearing US franking by Mothers of America 3c purple, tied by 
SS duplex ''29'' date stamp, blue three-character ''To US'' marking, 
opening remark '')N('' on reverse, VF and scarce franking, Est. $150-
$200 

100 

1506 * 600 1935 (August 17), U.S.S. ''Gold Star'' cover posted in Yokohama to 
Louisville, KY, franked by Lincoln 3c violet coil stamp, tied by USS 
date stamp, blue three-character ''To US'' marking, opening remarks 
and line ''SEP.10. 1935'' receiver on reverse, slightly colored corners 
from previous mounting, still VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1507 * 704 x2, 
707 

1936 (May 26), U.S.S. ''Augusta'' cover posted in Yokohama to NYS, 
franked by three adhesives, tied by cruiser date stamp, gray blue 
three-character ''To US'' marking, opening remark on reverse, fresh, 
VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1508 * 88, 103x2 French Oceania (Island of Tahiti) 1939 (September 2), Karl Lewis 
illustrated cover from Papeete to Louisville, KY, franked by three 
definitives, tied by Papeete date stamp, violet circular ''Coastal 
Control'' marking, K. Lewis handstamp and line ''OCT 131939'' 
receiver, VF and very scarce, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1509 * 215-16, 
222 

Japan 1936 (October 12), cover from Yokohama to Los Angeles, 
franked by three values, including two stamps of Red Cross issue and 
New Year stamp of 1935, met altogether 10s postal rate, tied by two 
red brown ''11.10.12'' special ds, gray blue three-character ''To US'' 
marking, opening note is on reverse, fresh and VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

   Imperial Sea Post  
1510 * 127a, 

129b, 174 
1935 (July 11), Trans-Pacific MV ''Asama Maru'' cover to Danbury, 
CT, franked by three values, paying postage of 10s, tied by two red 
brown illustrated ''11.7.1935'' ds, blue three-character ''To US'' 
marking, opening instructions is on reverse, fresh and VF, Est. $150-
$200 

100 

1511 * 127a-29b, 
133a, 194 

1937 (February 13), Trans-Pacific MV ''Chichibu Maru'' cover to 
Canada, franked by five(!) definitive stamps, paying 10s for postage, 
tied by three red brown ''2.13.1937'' date stamps, blue four-character 
''To Canada'' marking, opening note on reverse, fresh and VF, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

1512 *  1935-37, Trans-Pacific MV ''Chichibu Maru'', two covers to NYS or 
Philadelphia, each one franked by three adhesives, paying 10s postal 
fee, tied by two red brown similar date stamps, blue three-character 
''To US'' marking, opening instructions '')N('' on reverse, fresh and VF, 
Est. $300-$400 

200 

1513 * 128a, 
131b,   
172, 194 

1936 (April 28), Trans-Pacific MV ''Heian Maru'' cover to Vancouver, 
Canada, franked by four stamps, tied by two red brown ''28.4.1936'' 
illustrated date markings, blue four-character ''To Canada'' 
handstamp, opening remarks on reverse, neatly opened at top, VF, 
Est. $150-$200 

100 

1514 *  1936-39, Trans-Pacific MV ''Heian Maru'', three covers, one to 
Canada, two to US, franked by three or four stamps, cancelled by 
similar red brown illustrated date stamps, four or three-character 
markings in gray blue (''To Canada'' or ''To US''), opening notes on 
reverse, VF, Est. $400-$500 

250 

1515 * 127a, 
129b,   
194, 216 

1935 (February 7), Trans-Pacific MV ''Hikawa Maru'', cover to 
Canada, franked by four adhesives, paying 10s postal charge, tied by 
two red brown ''7.2.1935'' illustrated postmarks, blue four-character 
''To Canada'' handstamp, opening remarks on reverse, neatly opened 
at bottom, fresh and VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 
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 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 
1516 *  1934-35, Trans-Pacific MV ''Hikawa Maru'', two covers to Oregon or 

NY State, franked by four or three values, paying 10s postage, 
cancelled by two red brown ''27.3.1934'' or ''26.3.35'' special 
markings, each one with blue three-character ''To US'' handstamp, 
opening notes on reverse, fresh, VF, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1517 * 131b, 135 1934 (February 22), Trans-Pacific MV ''Hiye Maru'', cover to 
Milwaukee, franked by two stamps, met altogether 10s postal rate, 
tied by two red brown ''22.2.1934'' illustrated date stamps, blue 
three-character ''To US'' marking, opening remarks on reverse, 
slightly creamy corners from holders on the back only, still VF, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

1518 *  1934-36, Trans-Pacific MV ''Hiye Maru'', four covers addressed to US, 
franked by three, four or five definitives, paying 10s postage, tied by 
two red brown similar illustrated date stamps, three-character 
marking ''To US'' in blue, opening remarks on reverse, fresh and VF, 
Est. $500-$600 

300 

1519 * 214-16 1934 (October 25), Trans-Pacific MV ''Tatsuta Maru'', cover to 
California, franked by Red Cross set of three values, paying postage  
of 10s, tied by two red brown ''25.10.1934'' special markings, gray 
blue three- character ''To US'' handstamp at left, opening remarks on 
reverse, fresh and VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1520 *  1934-36, Trans-Pacific MV ''Tatsuta Maru'', three covers to US, 
franked by three (2) or five definitive stamps, paying 10s postage, tied 
by two or three red brown special date stamps, gray blue three-
character ''To US'' marking at left, opening remarks on reverse, fresh 
and VF, Est. $400-$500 

250 

1521 * 35,  
O13-14 

South Africa 1936 (October 12), cover from Johannesburg to 
Connecticut, franked by four adhesives, including Transvaal King 
Edward VII ½p green, tied Johannesburg ds, opening direction and K. 
Lewis handstamp in blue on reverse, fresh, VF and rare, Est. $300-
$400 

200 

1522 *  Four Items Related to Karl Lewis Illustrated Covers 1905 (c), three 
real photo postcards representing various view of Yokohama, 
photographed and produced by Karl Lewis, one was colored by him, 
in addition not illustrated cover (1936) to Canada, franked by two 
stamps, minor soiling, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

   Worldwide thematic  
1523 **B  Living Creatures 1978-2007, Bermuda complete set of 17 in vertical 

gutter pairs (Sc. #363-79), New Caledonia Aquarium and French 
Polynesia Tourism complete stamp booklets, the last one has 
C.v. $350, all are in post office fresh quality, full OG, NH, VF, Est. 
$150-$200 

100 

1524 **  75th Anniversary of the UPU - Collection in a Stockbook, 1949-50, 
about 700 mint stamps, 38 souvenir and miniature sheets, including 
complete British, French and Portuguese common design types, most 
valuable items are Germany, Indonesia, San Marino, all souvenir 
sheets from Nicaragua and many more, perfect quality unit, full OG, 
NH, F/VF or better, C.v. is about $3,500, Est. $800-$1,000 (website 
photo) 

600 

1525 A  Chess Champions - Autographs 1975-85, four postal stationery 
items representing autographs of M. Tal' on envelope commemorating 
43rd Soviet Union Chess Championships, V. Korchnoi on envelope 
with special cancellation commemorating Semifinal Candidates  
Match for the World Chess Championship of 1974, G. Kasparov and 
A. Karpov on envelope of International Chess Tournament of 1981, G. 
Kasparov solo autograph on envelope commemorating World Chess 
Championship Match of 1985, mostly VF, all guaranteed genuine, 
Est. $250-$300 

150 



117

Lot Cat. # Description Est $

Intact Fournier Forgeries Album

1526 F  1927, No. 170 one of 480 produced, gold embossing on cover reads: 
‘’Album De Fac-Similes’’, containing approximately 3,000 items of 
unused and used singles, multiples, many surcharges and cancel-
lations, presented countries from ‘’A’’ to ‘’W’’, most stamps marked 
‘’Faux’’, excellent quality book in every respect, VF and rare because 
of outstanding condition, a must for a serious collector or dealer, 
Est. $7,500-$10,000

5,000

END OF SALE
THANK YOU!

1526 / $5,000
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1 / $1,200

2 / $250

3 / $100

4 / $400

5 / $100

8 / $100

9 / $750

11 / $50



119

10 / $60

12 / $200

13 / $150

14 / $200

15 / $100

16 / $100

17 / $100

18 / $200

19 / $150

22 / $150

23 / $300



120

20 / $75 

26 / $100

––––––

24 / $200

28 / $50

–––––– 29 / $300

25 / $75

27 / $100 

           32 / $100



121

31 / $150

33 / $200

34 / $100 36 / $100

35 / $100



122

37 / $200

38 / $120

39 / $120

41 / $100



123

42 / $150

43 / $100

40 / $75

44 / $300

47 / $3,000 48 / $7549 / $200



124

45 / $100

52 / $100

46 / $75

51 / $250 

50 / $100

57 / $50

53 / $1,200

54 / $75 55 / $150



125

56 / $100

58 / $150

59 / $150

60 / $100

61 / $100

62 / $150

63 / $1,000

67 / $750



126

64 / $100

65 / $75

68 / $150

69 / $300

70 / $75

72 / $200

73 / $100

74 / $100

75 / $150



127

76 / $250

77 / $100

78 / $300

81 / $250

79 / $100

83 / $120

84 / $1,200

87 / $120



128

–––––––– 82 / $300 ––––––––

80 / $150

89 / $4,000

––––––– 88 / $4,000 –––––––

91 / $100

92 / $600

95 / $1,200

94 / $75



129

90 / $2,500

–––– 93 / $4,000 ––––– 96 / $2,000 97 / $100



130

99 / $75

100 / $100

101 / $100

102 / $1,000

103 / $150

104 / $750

––––– 105 / $300 –––––

106 / $100107 / $150

110 / $300

112 / $75



131

111 / $100

–––––114 / $150 –––––

115 / $100

––––– 116 / $500 –––––

118 / $100

108 / $75

119 / $600 ––– 120 / $100 –––



132

127 / $250

122 / $200

123 / $100

–––––121 / $100 –––––

124 / $75

126 / $500

125 / $200

130 / $12,000



133

131 / $75

137 / $750

135 / $6,000

134 / $2,000

133 / $120

139 / $100

136 / $75

132 / $75

138 / $100



134

140 / $150

141 / $200

144 / $400

147 / $250

145 / $250 146 / $250

142 / $1,000

143 / $200

150 / $100

149 / $750



135

151 / $200

154 / $100

156 / $75

148 / $150
153 / $400

––– 157 / $100 ––– –––––– 158 / $200 –––––



136

159 / $100

160 / $100 –––––

161 / $75

––––––––––163 / $150

–––––

–––––

165 / $150

164 / $100 166 / $100

167 / $250
–––––– 162 / $200

170 / $300

169 / $250



137

168 / $250 ––––––

171 / $100

172 / $200

–––173 / $100 ––––

–––––––

175 / $100

176 / $75

174 / $75

177 / $100

178 / $150



138

179 / $150 183 / $100

180 / $100 184 / $150

181 / $100
185 / $150

182 / $100 186 / $100



139

188 / $100

187 / $100

189 / $150

190 / $100

193 / $100

196 / $250

192 / $75

194 / $75



140

198 / $100

197 / $75 200 / $60

201 / $75

202 / $100

199 / $250

203 / $75 

204 / $150 206 / $150



141

205 / $100

208 / $100

207 / $100

211 / $100

210 / $150

213 / $150

214 / $150

209 / $100



142

216 / $150

219 / $150

215 / $75

217 / $400

218 / $600

220 / $350

221 / $300



143

224 / $300

227 / $120
225 / $100

222 / $150

226 / $100

223 / $150



144

228 / $120

230 / $75229 / $100

231 / $300
 232 / $60

233 / $100

235 / $100234 / $100



145

236 / $200

238 / $150

237 / $100

239 / $75

241 / $100

240 / $75

242 / $200



146

246 / $75

244 / $200
243 / $100

245 / $100

249 / $75

248 / $100

247 / $100

250 / $100



147

251 / $120

253 / $150

255 / $100

256 / $150

257 / $100

259 / $120

254 / $250



148

264 / $100

260 / $100

262 / $300

261 / $75

263 / $100

266 / $500



149

269 / $200

268 / $1,200

265 / $1,000

270 / $100

271 / $120

272 / $75

267 / $1,000



150

275 / $100

273 / $200

274 / $60

277 / $75

278 / $150

276 / $200

279 / $75 280 / $75



151

285 / $100

281 / $100

282 / $300

283 / $250

284 / $250

286 / $100

287 / $60



152

288 / $100

290 / $60 292 / $75

–––––– 293 / $150 ––––––

289 / $100



153

291 / $75

294 / $100

299 / $250

296 / $100

301 / $400

300 / $300

298 / $750



154

303 / $300

305 / $300

304 / $400

302 / $400

306 / $250

307 / $300

308 / $400 309 / $300



155

311 / $50310 / $250

315 / $150

312 / $100 313 / $75 314 / $100

316 / $200 317 / $300 318 / $750

320 / $1,500319 / $750

322 / $200

321 / $1,500

323 / $1,000

324 / $75 325 / $100



156

326 / $60

332 / $100

327 / $400

328 / $250

329 / $120

330 / $350

331 / $100

333 / $60

334 / $100



157

335 / $75

336 / $250

337 / $400

340 / $400

338 / $150

339 / $120



158

341 / $400

342 / $750



159

344 / $200

345 / $100

––––––– 343 / $100 –––––––

346 / $250

347 / $75

348 / $75 350 / $75

349 / $100

351 / $75

352 / $150

353 / $500



160

363 / $75

356 / $150

354 / $300

355 / $600

357 / $75

358 / $500

359 / $75

360 / $150

361 / $200

362 / $75



161

365 / $200

369 / $200

375 / $300

376 / $250

371 / $75

366 / $120

364 / $150

370 / $100

368 / $75

367 / $150

372 / $100

373 / $100 374 / $100

377 / $150

379 / $60

378 / $200

381 / $1,000



162

393 / $100

389 / $200

388 / $50

382 / $75

384 / $150

387 / $75

391 / $100

383 / $500 

380 / $50

385 / $100

386 / $400

390 / $100

392 / $1,000
394 / $100

395 / $500



163

396 / $150

398 / $75

399 / $750

400 / $200

401 / $75

397 / $400

408 / $250

404 / $150

402 / $100 

403 / $500

406 / $300

405 / $75

407 / $150

409 / $120

411 / $75 410 / $100 412 / $75



164

414 / $100

––––– 420 / $150 –––––

416 / $75
419 / $150

413 / $75

415 / $200

417 / $250

418 / $150

421 / $250

422 / $200 424 / $400



165

426 / $100

423 / $500

425 / $200

432 / $200

428 / $400

429 / $100
427 / $500

431 / $400

433 / $150

430 / $100

435 / $200



166

434 / $500

436 / $400

437 / $100

438 / $250

439 / $100

440 / $250

441 / $200

442 / $200

444 / $100



167

455 / $100

447 / $120

453 / $150

448 / $60

446 / $600

450 / $300

452 / $200 

443 / $80 445 / $80

449 / $120

451 / $100

454 / $200

456 / $150 457 / $150 458 / $80



168

459 / $600

464 / $250

463 / $75

465 / $75

460 / $100

461 / $150

462 / $50

467 / $1,200

466 / $250

470 / $1,000

471 / $150 472 / $200

469 / $150



169

468 / $7,500

474 / $300



170

476 / $100

477 / $200

481 / $2,000

473 / $500

478 / $200

479 / $300 480 / $300

475 / $100

482 / $600



171

––––– 485 / $200 –––––

483 / $600

487 / $60

486 / $120

488 / $75

484 / $100

493 / $750

491 / $350



172

495 / $250

492 / $150

494 / $200

489 / $150

490 / $75

499 / $2,000498 / $150

497 / $250



173

502 / $150

503 / $120

500 / $100

496 / $200

501 / $150

505 / $200

507 / $150



174

510 / $75

506 / $350

504 / $200

509 / $250

512 / $500



175

508 / $200

516 / $200

511 / $1,500

514 / $250

513 / $150

515 / $400

517 / $60

518 / $200519 / $400



176

522 / $200

523 / $300

524 / $100

521 / $500

520 / $400

525 / $150

526 / $250

527 / $150 528 / $100



177

532 / $200

531 / $150

529 / $100

537 / $100

536 / $100

530 / $100

533 / $150

538 / $150

––––– 539 / $50 –––––

540 / $150

541 / $150



178

545 / $600

543 / $500

542 / $300

547 / $350

544 / $300

546 / $200

551 / $350
548 / $300



179

559 / $200

557 / $200

558 / $200

553 / $200

555 / $250

563 / $200

554 / $200

560 / $100

552 / $400

562 / $200

550 / $500

549 / $300



180

567 / $150

556 / $600

564 / $100

566 / $250

570 / $100

569 / $100

571 / $100

572 / $75



181

573 / $200

579 / $150

565 / $300

575 / $250 580 / $750

577 / $75

––––– 574 / $300 –––––
576 / $150

578 / $200

582 / $75

581 / $100

––––––– 583 / $1,500 –––––––

585 / $200



182

589 / $100

596 / $200

586 / $200

587 / $250

588 / $600

590 / $500

592 / $300 

593 / $75

597 / $250

591 / $50 594 / $75

595 / $75

598 / $150 599 / $100



183

609 / $75

606 / $250

602 / $300

608 / $200

600 / $150

––– 601 / $400–––

610 / $500

603 / $100

604 / $250



184

624 / $75

622 / $60

626 / $250

614 / $100

619 / $60

627 / $200

613 / $75

618 / $200

616 / $150

615 / $75

611 / $75

612 / $100

605 / $150

617 / $150
620 / $400

623 / $1,500

621 / $120

628 / $250



185

640 / $75

633 / $120

––––– 636 / $1,000 –––––

635 / $150

630 / $100

639 / $50

634 / $60

629 / $60
631 / $100

632 / $150

637 / $300

638 / $200

641 / $75

643 / $150642 / $75



186

656 / $75
650 / $100

657 / $250

644 / $200 645 / $75

647 / $200

648 / $100

649 / $100

646 / $100

652 / $200

651 / $50
658 / $60

662 / $60

661 / $120

660 / $60

659 / $250

663 / $75

666 / $300

664 / $75

665 / $400 668 / $400

667 / $80

670 / $60



187

–––––– 669 / $1,200 ––––––

––––– 673 / $1,500 –––––

682 / $200

675 / $80

676 / $200
674 / $100

686 / $150

672 / $120

671 / $75

677 / $300

678 / $250

680 / $200

679 / $80 681 / $100

683 / $200

684 / $200

685 / $120

–––––– 688 / $1,200 ––––––

690 / $50

689 / $50

687 / $60

691 / $100



188

694 / $750

699 / $750

697 / $400

693 / $100

692 / $150
695 / $150

696 / $150

700 / $400

698 / $75

701 / $200

702 / $75 703 / $250



189

––––– 713 / $75 –––––

706 / $250

710 / $100

704 / $100

709 / $75

705 / $120

708 / $75

711 / $300

707 / $400

712 / $200

714 / $250

717 / $1,200 718 / $100

715 / $350

716 / $300

719 / $100

720 / $75

721 / $250



190

723 / $120

724 / $120

731 / $400

722 / $250

725 / $200

729 / $60

727 / $250

726 / $400

728 / $300

730 / $75

732 / $200

734 / $150

733 / $250

736 / $150

735 / $200

737 / $1,000 –––– 738 / $150 ––––



191

739 / $1,000

743 / $200

740 / $200

741 / $150

748 / $200

742 / $100

744 / $250

 745 / $150

746 / $100

747 / $300

749 / $500 752 / $250



192

754 / $400

751 / $300

750 / $400

753 / $250

755 / $200

758 / $600

756 / $100

759 / $150

757 / $250



193

760 / $150

761 / $200

765 / $100

775 / $100

766 / $100

–––––– 763 / $400 –––––

769 / $300

770 / $200 

764 / $150

767 / $250
768 / $100

771 / $150

––––– 773 / $120 –––––

772 / $1,200

774 / $60

776 / $150 777 / $150 778 / $150 779 / $250 780 / $200 783 / $300



194

784 / $500

791 / $75

782 / $100781 / $250

794 / $200

795 / $150

788 / $150

800 / $250 

796 / $600

790 / $50

785 / $150
786 / $100

787 / $50

789 / $100

799 / $100

801 / $100

802 / $100

805 / $400 806 / $100

807 / $100

809 / $100

808 / $250



195

810 / $300

803 / $750

811 / $750

813 / $400

––––– 814 / $500 –––––

816 / $300 817 / $400

––––– 819 / $1,500 –––––

815 / $150



196

820 / $150

829 / $200

823 / $150

825 / $350

821 / $150

824 / $250

–––––– 827 / $200 ––––––

812 / $100

822 / $100

826 / $75

––––– 831 / $150 –––––



197

843 / $150

841 / $250

846 / $100

844 / $150

––––––– 832 / $400 –––––––

847 / $200

842 / $250

853 / $500

856 / $400

849 / $100

850 / $75

851 / $150848 / $150



198

862 / $200

857 / $150

859 / $200

861 / $120

863 / $400
854 / $250

855 / $750

852 / $150

864 / $300

865 / $100

860 / $200

867 / $750



199

872 / $150

866 / $60

869 / $100

873 / $50

877 / $100

870 / $100

871 / $300

874 / $150

876 / $100
878 / $200

880 / $100



200

887 / $150

–––– 881 / $75 ––––

884 / $300

889 / $7,500

–––– 883 / $2,500 ––––

 ––––––– 882 / $60 –––––– 

879 / $500

886 / $50

885 / $75

888 / $200

891 / $400

890 / $150

892 / $150

893 / $600 896 / $50



201

904 / $150

897 / $60

894 / $200

895 / $75

898 / $75

900 / $1,500

902 / $150

899 / $750

903 / $75

915 / $150905 / $200



202

916 / $100

918 / $250

––– 917 / $150 ––– 

920 / $300

919 / $1,000

906 / $150 

907 / $300

910 / $300

927 / $100

925 / $120

924 / $120

929 / $75



203

933 / $400

932 / $150

939 / $5,000

935 / $75

934 / $100

928 / $150

931 / $75

936 / $200

937 / $75

941 / $1,000

940 / $100



204

953 / $400 954 / $1,000

943 / $150

945 / $200

952 / $500

–––– 946 / $150 ––––

938 / $100

944 / $250
948 / $250

949 / $150 950 / $150

951 / $400
956 / $300

961 / $200



205

963 / $50

962 / $750
964 / $1,200

965 / $200 –––––– 966 / $1,200 ––––––

967 / $50

959 / $50

958 / $100

957 / $1,500



206

968 / $500

976 / $800

970 / $150 971 / $750 972 / $600

973 / $150

––––––– 978 / $1,500 –––––––

977 / $350

980 / $600

979 / $150

984 / $75 988 / $120

974 / $100

975 / $200



207

985 / $100

987 / $120

982 / $200

983 / $75

981 / $150



208

986 / $100

990 / $75

989 / $75

994 / $200995 / $500



209

991 / $100

996 / $100

992 / $250

993 / $100



210

997 / $100

999 / $120998 / $150



211

1000 / $100

1001 / $400

1006 / $1,200

1007 / $1,000

1011 / $150

1008 / $750

1010 / $60



212

––– 1014 / $120 –––

––––– 1009 / $100 ––––

1005 / $200

1012 / $75

1013 / $75

1015 / $4001016 / $100 ––––– 1019 / $150 –––––



213

1027 / $50

1032 / $50

1030 / $250
1026 / $100

1023 / $100

1025 / $100

1021 / $50

1024 / $75
1022 / $75

––––– 1029 / $750 –––––

––––––– 1031 / $1,000 –––––––

1028 / $150

1020 / $100

1033 / $75

1035 / $1201034 / $100



214

1041 / $500

 –––––– 1036 / $500 –––––

1042 / $200

1038 / $100 

1039 / $150



215

1052 / $500

1049 / $750

1043 / $100

1044 / $601046 / $40

1047 / $50



216

1048 / $75

1053 / $1,000

1056 / $900

1055 / $600

1045 / $200

1057 / $600



217

1054 / $250

1051 / $200

1059 / $1,000

1058 / $600

1050 / $200

1060 / $800



218

1061 / $7,500

1066 / $1,000

1062 / $800

1064 / $600

1063 / $1,000

1065 / $800

1067 / $500

1068 / $300

1070 / $1,000

1069 / $1,200

1071 / $1,000 1074 / $750



219

1075 / $750

1072 / $1,000

1076 / $900

1073 / $1,000

1077 / $900 1078 / $750



220

1079 / $900

1082 / $1,200

1085 / $150

1083 / $75

1080 / $1,000

1081 / $1,000



221

1084 / $150

1086 / $150

1092 / $1501090 / $150 1091 / $150

1094 / $250

1088 / $250 1095 / $100

1087 / $600

1089 / $600

1093 / $750



222

–––– 1096 / $500 ––––

1101 / $1001097 / $200

––––– 1106 / $100 –––––

1099 / $150

1100 / $500

1102 / $50

1103 / $200

–---- 1104 / $100 –––

1105 / $100

1107 / $100

–––– 1108 / $500 ––––



223

––
––

––
– 

10
98

 / 
$7

,5
00

 –
––

––
––



224

1110 / $500

1109 / $1,200

1111 / $200

1112 / $150

1113 / $100

1114 / $75

1117 / $2,000 1118 / $2,0001119 / $150



225

1116 / $1,300

1120 / $250

1121 / $250

1122 / $100 1123 / $100

1125 / $100

1126 / $60



226

1124 / $150

1127 / $100

1128 / $100

1129 / $100

1131 / $200

1132 / $250



227

1133 / $1,000

1134 / $300

1135 / $250

1136 / $1,200 1137 / $250



228

1138 / $250

1140 / $250

1141 / $250

1139 / $200

1143 / $250



229

1144 / $250

––––––– 1145 / $400 –––––––

1146 / $250 1149 / $1,200

1142 / $250



230

––––––– 1147 / $400 –––––––

––––––– 1148 / $500 –––––––

1152 / $1001150 / $100



231

1153 / $150

1151 / $100

1155 / $150

1157 / $75

1156 / $1,000

––––– 1158 / $150 –––––

1154 / $75

1159 / $150

1160 / $300

1162 / $3,000



232

1171 / $750

1172 / $2,500

1161 / $400

1163 / $75
1164 / $400

1165 / $100

1166 / $200

1168 / $75

1167 / $200
1169 / $75

1170 / $500

1173 / $3001174 / $150



233

––––––– 1175 / $300 ––––––

1176 / $2,500

1178 / $100

1179 / $100

1177 / $100

1181 / $100

1180 / $5,000

1184 / $500

1182 / $200

1183 / $500

1185 / $400



234

1191 / $100

1198 / $50

1197 / $100

1188 / $300

1195 / $7,500

––––– 1186 / $600 –––––

1187 / $600

1189 / $100

1199 / $750

1190 / $200

1192 / $300

1193 / $50

1196 / $100

1200 / $75

1201 / $1,000

1202 / $75

1203 / $150

1204 / $100



235

1218 / $50

1205 / $200

1206 / $200

1207 / $150

1208 / $100 1212 / $300

1209 / $200

1210 / $150

1211 / $500

1213 / $75

1214 / $150 1215 / $150

1216 / $200

1219 / $250

1217 / $150



236

1220 / $300

1221 / $75

1222 / $150

1223 / $100

1224 / $75

1225 / $300

1226 / $250



237

1233 / $50

––––– 1229 / $300 –––––

1227 / $150

1234 / $50

1228 / $75

1231 / $250



238

1232 / $750

––––––1237 / $150 ––––––

1239 / $100 

1235 / $75

1240 / $250

1241 / $300

1245 / $50



239

1238 / $100

1236 / $200



240

––––––––– 1242 / $2,500 –––––––––

1248 / $75

1243 / $200

1247 / $500

1249 / $100



241

1250 / $75

1244 / $100

1246 / $50

1251 / $150

1254 / $100

1252 / $100

1255 / $200

1256 / $100



242

1253 / $100

1257 / $300

1258 / $75

1259 / $100

1260 / $300

1261 / $150

–––– 1263 / $600 ––––



243

1271 / $3001266 / $100

1262 / $7,500

–––– 1264 / $750 ––––

1265 / $75

1268 / $50

1267 / $150

1272 / $200

1273 / $150



244

1269 / $75

1270 / $200

1276 / $1,200

1275 / $1,500

1277 / $400

1278 / $1,000 1279 / $750

1280 / $1,000



245

1274 / $500

1284 / $100



246

1281 / $2,000

1282 / $750

1289 / $75

1291 / $250



247

1287 / $1,000

1290 / $750

1292 / $400 1294 / $1,200



248

1288 / $250

1293 / $750

1298 / $200



249

1296 / $100

1295 / $300

1300 / $600

1299 / $400

1297 / $2,500

1301 / $75

1305 / $200

1303 / $100



250

1308 / $1,000

1304 / $75

1302 / $75

1307 / $200

1306 / $150



251

1314 / $400

1310 / $200
1311 / $100

1309 / $500

1312 / $1,000

1313 / $1,500

1315 / $1,000

1316 / $400

1317 / $400

1320 / $500



252

1318 / $200

1322 / $300

1319 / $1,200

1321 / $500

1325 / $75

1323 / $500

1324 / $800



253

1326 / $75

–––––– 1328 / $400 ––––––

1331 / $75

1327 / $400

1330 / $250

1335 / $400

1338 / $100

1339 / $75



254

1329 / $250

1340 / $100

1343 / $50

–––––– 1342 / $400 ––––––

1332 / $200 1345 / $1001344 / $200



255

1348 / $500

1337 / $100

1346 / $250

1349 / $150

1347 / $100

1350 / $350
1351 / $250

1353 / $75

1354 / $75



256

––––– 1356 / $150 ––––
1352 / $300

1355 / $300

1357 / $200

1358 / $300

––––– 1359 / $1,000 ––––– 1360 / $400 1361 / $750
1362 / $400

1363 / $100

1364 / $100 1365 / $200

1366 / $250

1367 / $600

–––––––– 1369 / $5,000 –––––––– 1370 / $501368 / $200



257

1376 / $150

1371 / $100
1373 / $150

1377 / $100

––– 1379 / $200 –––

1372 / $150

1380 / $1,500

1374 / $200 –––– 1375 / $250 ––––
1378 / $100

1381 / $3,000 1382 / $100



258

1383 / $2,000

1384 / $3,000



259

1385 / $1,000

1387 / $400

1389 / $75

1392 / $250



260

1388 / $400

1386 / $1,000

1390 / $75

1394 / $150

––––– 1397 / $200 –––––



261

1395 / $1,800

–––––– 1391 / $100 ––––––

1396 / $200

1398 / $100

1399 / $250

1400 / $100

1401 / $75

1402 / $100



262

1405 / $100

1404 / $150

1408 / $250

1406 / $250

1407 / $400
1403 / $100



263

1412 / $75

1411 / $200

1413 / $4001414 / $150

1410 / $75

1409 / $150



264

1417 / $100

1415 / $150
1416 / $75

1421 / $100

1419 / $100

1422 / $300

1420 / $60

1425 / $75

1426 / $150

1428 / $75



265

1429 / $250

1423 / $1,000

1430 / $75

1431 / $200

1432 / $250

––––– 1433 / $500 –––––

1424 / $300
1435 / $75

1437 / $200

1438 / $100



266

1439 / $50

1440 / $200

1446 / $100

1442 / $150

1441 / $75

1458 / $100

–––– 1461 / $200 ––––

1462 / $150



267

–––––– 1478 / $200 ––––––

1454 / $150

1444 / $200

1459 / $100

–––– 1467 / $150 ––––

1469 / $75

1472 / $200

1470 / $100

1471 / $100

1473 / $75

1476 / $100

1474 / $100 1475 / $75

1480 / $2,500

1477 / $100

1487 / $1001483 / $100 1484 / $150

1481 / $200

1488 / $100



268

1489 / $200

1490 / $100

1491 / $75

––––– 1492 / $1,200 –––––

1493 / $2,000

1494 / $400

1495 / $50

1496 / $150

1497 / $200

1501 / $250

1503 / $75



269

1498 / $3,000

1500 / $200

1502 / $200

1504 / $75

1506 / $100

1507 / $100

1505 / $100

1509 / $100

1508 / $200



270

1511 / $100

1510 / $100

–––– 1514 / $250 ––––

–––––– 1512 / $200 ––––––

1513 / $100



271

–––––– 1516 / $200 ––––––

1515 / $100

––––––– 1518 / $300 –––––––

1517 / $100



272

1525 / $150

1519 / $100

1521 / $200

––––– 1520 / $250 –––––

1522 / $100

1523 / $100




